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Preface

The fourth meeting in the series of stellar pulsation conferences spon-

sored alternately by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and the Goddard

Space Flight Center was held at GSFC in Greenbelt, Maryland, on 1-2 June

1978. In contrast to previous conferences in this series, the topics of

discussion included all kinds of pulsating variable stars, rather than

Cepheids alone. In recognition of this broader scope, this conference was

entitled "Current Problems in Stellar Pulsation Instabilities."

The Scientific Organizing Committee consisted of Drs. Morris L.

Aizenman, Annie Baglin, Arthur N. Cox, David Fischel, R. Edward Nather, Kurt

von Sengbusch, and Warren M. Sparks (chairman). On the Local Organizing

Committee were Drs. David Fischel, Warren M. Sparks, and Janet Rountree Lesh

(chairman). We made a concerted effort to gain international participation

in themeeting, and about 60 scientists from i0 countries attended.

Dr. Adriaan J. Wesselink, whose pioneering work is the basis of many

modern variable star studies, was an honored guest at the conference. We

wish to thank Dr. Wesselink for his many perceptive comments during the

discussion periods, and also for his concluding remarks.

Thanks are also due to the session chairmen, and to Dr. Norman Baker for

his witty contribution to the conference dinner. We gratefully acknowledge

financial support for this meeting from the National Aeronautics and •Space

Administration.

The Editors

Greenbelt,Md.
February 1979
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OBSERVATIONS OF CLASSICAL CEPHEIDS

J.W. Pel

Kapteyn Astronomical Institute

University of Groningen

Groningen, The Netherlands

Reviewing the •observations of Cepheids, I feel like a man who is hold-

ing a wide-angle camera out of the window, • in order to get a picture of

the large and complex building in which he is living himself. You know

what can be expected of such an attempt: at best a highly distorted pic-

ture, with aberrations that are closely related to the photographer's

position. I will do my best to reach out of the window as far as I can,

but please be aware of the distorted perspective! It is obviously not pos-

sible to get all sides of the building into one picture, so I will limit

myself to the "classical" Cepheids, leaving out the W Virginis and RRLyrae

variables.

New observations

In Table ! I have listed the most important observational studies of

Cepheids that have been made in the last five years. Rather arbitrarily I

let this compilation Start in ]973, and I should add that this table does

not pretend to be a complete list of all Cepheid observations since 1973:

only the more extensive sets of new data are given.

' Two aspects of these recent observations are immediately clear: the

concentration on photometry - both photoelectric and photographic - of the

continuous spectra, and the emphasis on the southern hemisphere. Of course

the Magellanic Clouds constantly draw our attention to the south, but also

the southern galactic Cepheids have been observed extensively during the

last few years. In fact,•we have now reached the situation that the



Table i. Important sets of new observations of classical Cepheids since 1973

AUTHORS REFERENCES REMARKS

R. Wielen 1974, A&A Suppl. 15, ] Space velocities for 45 nearby Cepheids.

(also: 1973, A&A 25, 285

B.F. Madore 1975, Ap. J. Suppl. 29, 219 UBV for 22 LMC, 15 SMC, and 46 southern galactic
(also: ]976, M.N.R.A._. 177, 215) Cepheids (P> lld).

E.G. Schmidt 1976, Ap. J. 203, 466 R,I and b,y for 14 field Cepheids and 9 in open
clusters, also 34 giants in or near clusters.

C.J. Butler 1976, A&A Suppl. 24, 299 Photographic B,V for 72 SMC Cepheids.

J.W. Pel 1976, A&A Suppl. 24, 4|3 VBLUW for |70 galactic Cepheids and 238 super-
(also: 1978, A&A 62, 75 and giants (6 < +15°).

Walraven et aL 1964B.A.N.17,520)

E. Janot-Pacheco 1976, A&A Suppl. 25, 159 UVBGR for 13 southern Cepheids.

N.R. Evans 1976, Ap. J. Suppl. 32, 399 UBVR and Vra d for 15 Cepheids.
(also: 1976, Ap. J. _9, 135)

K.A. Feltz, D.H. McNamara 1976, P.A.S.P. 88, 699, 709 uuby8 and khg for B and A stars near 12 Cepheids.

J.F.Dean, A.W.J.Cousins, 1977, Mem. R.A.S. 83, 69 BVI for 60 southern galactic Cepheids.

R.A. Bywater, P.R.Warren |977, M.N.A.S.S.A.--36, 3
and paper in preparation

O.J. Eggen 1977, Ap. J. Suppl. 34, 1, 33 UBVRI for l0 SMC, 11LMC, 5 galactic, and 6 glob.
cluster Cepheids, 50 glob. cluster (sub)giants;

uuby8 for associations of £ CAR and RS PUP.

A.M. van Genderen 1977, A&A 54, 737 VBLUW for 25 Cepheids in SMC.

(also: 1969, B.A.N. 20, 317)

L. Szabados 1977, Comm. HungarianAcad. Sc.70 UBV for 38 northern Cepheids (P < 5d), more work

for longer periods in progress.

C.J. Butler 1978, A&A Suppl. 32, 83 Photographic B,V for 98 LMC Cepheids (larger LMC
material in preparation by Wayman and Stift).

W.L. Martin work in progress at SAAO Photographic B,V for large number of Cepheids in LMC



Cepheids in the southern Milky Way have been observed more thoroughly than

their northern counterparts!

Table l represents an enormous effort by many observers, and in half

an hour it is impossible to do justice to the many new results that can be

found in these papers. I will try to summarize the main progress that has

been made, and point out some of the problems that still have to be solved.

Colour excesses

The first problem that one encounters in the study of the continuum

colours of Cepheids is that of interstellar extinction. From the extensive

literature and the continuing discussions on this subject it is clear that,

at least in our own galaxy, this first step towards the temperature scale is

by no means the easiest one.

Although the different methods of reddening determination have not yet

converged to generally accepted colour excesses, some progress has been

made during the last five years. We still find differences in zeropoint,

in the sense that on the whole all colour excesses of method A may differ

by a fixed amount from those of method B. But there used to exist also

much more serious systematic discrepancies between different reddening

scales, that depended on the periods, or on the amount of reddening. One

important result of the more recent photometric studies is, that these

latter effects have largely disappeared now.

This is demonstrated most clearly by the two new southern surveys with

the largest overlap, the BVI program of the SAAO observers (Dean, Warren,

Cousins, and collaborators), and my own photometry in the Walraven VBLUW

system. These studies have about 60 Cepheids in common, over the whole

range of periods. When we compare these two extensive sets of reddening

values, we note only a small zeropoint difference: the VBLUW excesses,

transformed to E(B-V)j, are on the average about 0_05 smaller than the

colour excesses derived by Dean et al. in the BVI system. This zeropoint

difference should not be taken too seriously, however, as it could be re-

solved by taking slightly different reddenings for the Cepheids in clus-

ters and associations that were used in both studies to define the zero-

points of the intrinsic Cepheid colours. More important than this minor

disagreement is the small r.m.s, scatter in the relation between both sets

of reddenings (!0_03), and in particular the absence of period-dependent

3



effects.

Both methods use passbands at about 5500 and 4300 _, but the VBLUW

method combines these with L at 3840 _ to construct an intrinsic Cepheid

locus, while the BVl system uses I at 8100 _. Considering the very large

difference in line-blocking between the L and I regions, I find it most

reassuring that both methods produce reddening results that agree very

well, regardless of the periods of the Cepheids.

The overlap of the BVl and the VBLUW colour excesses with those de-

rived from six-colour data by Parsons and Bell (1975) is limited, but the

agreement between these three reddening scales seems satisfactory, with

only small differences in zeropoint, and no signs of period-dependent ef-

fects. On the other hand, these three studies all differ significantly

from the colour excesses used by Sandage and Tammann (1968) in their cali-

bration of the P-L-C relation. The latter excesses are essentially in the

Kraft system.

This situation confirms the trend towards smaller reddenings that has

been apparent for some years already. Since the pioneering work by Kraft

in the early sixties, several investigators have pointed out that the red °

denings based on the original Kraft calibration were probably overesti-

mated, particularly for the longer periods. Not only the three papers

mentioned above, but also much other recent work supports smaller redden-

ing values, e.g. Canavaggia et al. (1975), Feltz and McNamara (1956),

Schmidt (1975).

Cepheids in clusters and associations

As indicated above, the zeropoint of the intrinsic colours of Cepheids

ultimately rests upon the Cepheids in open clusters and associations. But

even for these calibrating Cepheids the intrinsic colours and luminosities

are not always as accurately known as one would like. This is partly due

to the patchiness of interstellar extinction, partly to photometric in-

accuracies. I expect therefore that a completely consistent system of ab-

solute magnitudes and intrinsic colours for galactic Cepheids can only be

established by doing more photometry of the open clusters and associations

that contain Cepheids. Although a lot of work in this field has been done

in the last few years, these few calibrating Cepheids are in so many

respects a keystone in all studies of classical Cepheids, that new observ-



ational work on these objects is still fully justified. It would especial-

ly be valuable if some clusters could be re-observed with properly chosen

photometric systems that do not suffer from complications due to bandwidth

effects, and with reddening-free indices such as H_; one obviously should

try to go as faint as possible on the main-sequence, in order to reduce

the uncertainty in the main-sequence fitting.

Schmidt (1976) has recently studied eight Cepheids in clusters with

R,I and Str_mgren b,y photometry, but his observations do not cover the

cluster main-sequences. At the Leiden Southern Station we are working on

VBLUW photometry for clusters with Cepheids, but results are not yet

available. Eggen (1977) discusses uvbyB photometry for the associations

that have been suggested as parent associations for the long-period

Cepheids _ CAR and RS PUP. Unfortunately, the observations by Eggen indi-

cate that these associations do not exist. This bad news is compensated

somewhat by the recent evidence for the membership of the 1|-day Cepheid

TW NOR of the open cluster Lyng_ 6 (Madore, 1975a, 1975b; Van den Ber_
/

and Harris, 1976; Lyng_, 1977; The, 1977). Van den Bergh (1977) glves a

list of 14 cluster/association Cepheids. For this list he rejectff as less

reliable the Cepheids in binaries (_ CAR, Polaris) and in reflection nebu-

lae (SU CAS, RS PUP), and the four Cepheids that are thought to be members

of h+X PER (UY PER, VY PER, VX PER, SZ CAS). On the other hand, a number

of new cluster/association members appear in this table that were not

among the well-known 13 of Sandage and Tammann (1969): V367 SCT, CS VEL,

CV MON, T MON, TW NOR, VY CAR, SV VUL (for references see Van den Bergh,

1977).

The case of V367 SCT is particularly important, as this Cepheid is a

double-mode pulsator (Efremov and Kholopov, 1975; Madore and Van den Bergh,

1975; Madore et al., 1978). As the only known double-mode cluster Cepheid,

this star is very valuable in view of the well-known mass problems that

exist for Cepheids in general and for beat-Cepheids in particular. Stobie

(1977) shows that the pulsation mass derived for V367 SCT is consistent

with the pulsation masses for other cluster Cepheids, but that it leads

again to discrepancies with the evolutionary and double-mode mass esti-

mates.

Compared to the 13 Cepheids of Sandage and Tammann, the longer periods

may be represented slightly better in Van den Bergh's list, but the fact



remains that we still have only a very small number of calibrating

Cepheids at our disposal. This stresses once more: I) that we should ob-

serve these Cepheids and their parent clusters as accurately as possible,

2) that the reliability of the dubious cluster/association Cepheids should

be checked with additional observations (radial velocities and/or proper

motionsl), 3) that the search for new calibrating Cepheids should continue.

Considering the fact that most massive stars are probably formed in asso-

ciations, it is surprising how few long-period Cepheids have been found to

be association members. This probably just means that our methods to

detect such cases have not been very efficient.

Duplicity among Cepheids

A problem that has become somewhat prominent only relatively recently

is that of duplicity among Cepheids. Since the early value by Abt (1959),

who estimated that about 2% of the Cepheids are in binaries, the numbers

have gone up considerably. Lloyd Evans (1968) estimates _ 15% for the

binary percentage, while Janot-Pacheco (1976), Madore (1977) and Pel

(1978) give values around 25%. As is shown by Madore (1977) it may be pos-

sible in many cases to correct for the presence of the companion, but this

needs either rather detailed information about the observed composite

energy distribution, or a priori assumptions. In any case we should keep

in mind that part of the scatter in our empirical relations for Cepheids

will be due to duplicity.

The existence of binary Cep_eids also has its positive aspects: they

are interesting from the point of view of stellar evolution, and, provided

that detailed information can be obtained for the companions, they can

even yield independent mass and luminosity estimates for the Cepheids.

As the binary companions of Cepheids are likely to be bluer than the

Cepheids in most cases, their contribution to the combined colours will

usually become smaller towards longer wavelengths. This is one advantage

of photometry in the red part of the spectrum.

Ultraviolet colours

The red part of the spectrum has other advantages too: less line-

blocking, less interstellar reddening, and good separation of temperature

effects and interstellar reddening. Indeed we see that compared to the

6



"UBV-era" of ten, fifteen years ago, an increasing amount of Cepheid

photometry is being done fn the R and I bands. On the other hand, if we

abandon the complex blue and ultraviolet part of the Cepheid spectrum al-

together in favour of spectral regions that behave more like black-body

radiation, the only photospheric parameter that we can determine is the

effective temperature. Information on other physical parameters such as

surface gravity and chemical composition is of course obtained best from

those parts of the spectrum that deviate most from Planck's law. In this

particular case this means that if we want photometric effective gravities

for Cepheids, we need at least one passband shortward of the Balmer jump.

One naturally thinks of the UBV U-band, and of the large body of UBV data

that has been collected over the years.

The interpretation of (U-B) colours of Cepheids has always been pro-

blematic, however, due to complications with the U band that arise mainly

from its great width and from the fact that the red flank of U extends

slightly beyond the Balmer jump. It is therefore worthwhile to investigate

whether the wealth of new photometric data that is now available (mostly

in other systems than UBV) could possibly help us to solve the old pro-

blems with the UBV U-band.

To give you the answer right away: I am pessimistic in this respect!

Let me make this clear in the following figure (Fig. I), which shows a

comparison of (U-B) with the three ultraviolet colours of the VBLUW photo-

metry. The UBV data used here are from Wampler et al. (1961) and from

Cousins and Lagerweij (1968).

In the region of the UBV U-band the Walraven system has three bands:

one (L, with %eff at 3840 _) just longward of the Balmer jump in the

region of the higher Balmer lines, and two bands in the Balmer continuum

(U at 3630 _, and W at 3255 _). Going across the Balmer jump from L to U

and W, we note a drastic change in the temperature and gravity dependence

of the colours. For F-G supergiants of a given composition, (B-L) is

almost exclusively temperature-sensitive (the VBLUW and UBV B-bands are

very similar), while (B-U) and (U-W) -Balmer jump and slope of the Balmer

continuum, respectively - depend mostly on gravity. This explains the very

different behaviour of these three colours during the Cepheid cycle.

Comparing the VBLUW data now with (U-B)uBV, we see that the (U-B)uB v

curves are nearly identical with (B-L)_ This means that the integral over
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Fig. I. Cepheidcolour curves in the ultravioletcolours
(B-L), (B-U) and (U-W) of the VBLUW system comparedwith
the UBV (U-B)-curves.The loglo(intensity)scale of the
VBLUW data has been adjustedto the UBV magnitude scale.

the UUB V band is completely dominated by the flux in the long-wavelength

tail, just longward of the Balmer jump. So for Cepheids and supergiants

later than type A, this band, which was originally meant to give informa-

tion about the Balmer jump, effectively is still in the Paschen continuum.

This is quite understandable if we realize how steep the intensity drops

below the Balmer jump for these cooler supergiants, but it makes (U-B)uB V

practically useless as source of physical information for these stars•

Even if we would solve the photometric complications caused by the varying

effective wavelength of UUBV, and the systematic differences between ob-

servers due to slightly different red wings of various U-filters, the con-

tribution of log g in (U-B) could hardly be disentangled from the domina-

ting temperature sensitivity•

I discuss this problem in some detail in order to underline a more

general warning, both to future observers of Cepheids and to theorists who



O

compute light and colour curves for hydrodynamic Cepheid models: ] take

care to use passbands with accurately known response curves, that fit well

to the main features in the stellar spectra, and 2° beware of the Balmer

jump_

Temperature-colour relations_ mass discrepancies

In Fig. 2 1 have collected most of the temperature-colour relations

that exist in the literature for Cepheids and intermediate to late-type

supergiants. These relations have been obtained with widely different

methods, and I will not go into any of the details of these, but it is

striking that at both ends of the colour range the general agreement in

temperature is quite reasonable, while in between there exist large dif-

ferences. Around (B-V)° = 0_9 the temperature estimates for class I super-

giants may differ by as much as 800 K_ Even for Cepheids, which form a

much more sharply defined subgroup of supergiants, the differences between

various authors are surprisingly large.

These differences are probably mostly due to uncertainties in the

temperature calibrations, but partly also to the problems with colour ex-

cesses and intrinsic colours that we discussed before. It should be noted

that the problem of interstellar extinction may enter the temperature

determination for a Cepheid even twice. Firstly, the calibration of a

temperature-colour relation often implies reddening corrections for one or

more calibrating stars. Secondly, the reddening correction that we apply

to a Cepheid determines where this star will lie on the temperature-colour

relation.

Up to now I assume implicitly that there exists a unique relation

between (B-V)° and Tef f for Cepheids, but some authors have questioned

this uniqueness. Schmidt has pointed out in several papers (e.g. Schmidt,

1973) that (B-V) may not be a good temperature indicator, and for this
o

reason he has advocated the use of (R-l) . Schmidt's arguments against
O

(B-V) ° are supported qualitatively by my own temperature determinations

for Cepheids, but quantitatively I find the non-uniqueness of the

Tel f- (B-V)o relation less severe than suggested by Schmidt. This is il-

lustrated in Fig. 3.

The effective temperatures and gravities for Cepheids that I derived

from the VBLUW photometry are based upon a calibration of the VBLUW
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Fig. 2. Temperature-colourrelationsfor Cepheidsand supergiants.

Class I supergiants:

Johnson I : Johnson (1966).

B6hm-Vitense I : Average for Ia and Ib supergiants from B_hm-Vitense (1972).
Schmidt I : Schmidt (1972)..

Van ParadijsIb : 7 individualIb supergiants.Van Paradijs (1973).
Blackwell+ : 6 individualclass I supergiantsfrom Blackwelland

ShallisI Shallis(1977).For one star (6 CMa, at (B-V)o = 0.62)
E(B-V)was derivedfrom VBLUW data, the other stars are
within 200 pc, and small correctionswere made according
to E(B-V) = 0_3 kpc-I.

Cepheids:

Oke-Kraft-Parsons: Oke (1961);Kraft (1961);Parsons(1971_ 1974).
SchmidtCeph. : Schmidt (1972).
Pel : averagerelationderivedfrom Pel (i978).

The relationby Rodgers (1970)is not shown separately_as it lies very
close to the Oke-Kraft-Parsonsrelation.
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Fig. S. Theoretical temperature-colour relations for

(V-B) (in loglo units) of the VBLUW system, for three

different values of the effective gravity. The dots are

the individual measurements for i0 bright Cepheids.

colours (Lub and Pel, 1977) by means of the model atmosphere fluxes of

Kurucz (1975, 1978). These theoretical fluxes are for hydrostatic, plane-

parallel atmospheres in LTE, but they include the blanketing by nearly one

million atomic lines by means of opacity distribution functions. Fig. 3

gives the theoretical relations between inverse effective temperature and

(V-B) ° for different values of surface gravity. (V-B)o is the VBLUW equiv-

alent of (B-V)o in the UBV system. The plotted points are the individual

measurements for ten bright Cepheids that cover the whole range of periods.

The theoretical colours do not cover the minima of the long-period
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Cepheids completely, so points cooler than 0 = I have been omitted. The

divergence for different gravities at the cool end in Fig. 3 is clear, but

the spread around the mean temperature-colour relation for Cepheids is not

too disturbing. Near (V-B)o = 0.4 the detailed temperature determinations

scatter around the mean relation by ± 75 K at most. To make the compari-

son with other relations in Fig. 2, I adopted the following mean tempera-

ture-colour relation (V-B in log10 units):

= 0.552 + 1.331(V-B) ° - 0.582(V-B)_Oeff

The transformation of this relation into (B-V) ° is probably slightly

gravity-dependent, but this uncertainty can be neglected for the present

purpose.

The temperature scale for Cepheids automatically leads us to the well-

known "mass-discrepancy" problem. Since the various kinds of Cepheid mass-

discrepancies appeared in the literature, around 1970, a very large number

of papers have dealt with the problem of Cepheid masses. In fact, the

mass-discrepancies are responsible for a considerable part of the recent

revival in Cepheid research• However, as the subject will be discussed in

detail in the next session of this meeting, I will make a few short re-

marks only.

There are several ways of estimating Cepheid masses: "pulsation mas-

ses" Mpuls (from the pulsation equation for Cepheids with known luminosi-

ties and temperatures), "bump masses" Mbump (from non-linear Cepheid

models and observed phases of bumps in light- and velocity-curves), and

"double-mode masses" Mbeat (from period ratios of mixed-mode pulsators).

As is well-known, each of these masses usually turns out to be smaller

than evolutionary masses M , derived from evolutionary tracks (for moreev

detailed discussions see e.g. Fricke et al., 1972; Iben and Tuggle, 1972a;

Cox et al., 1977; Stobie, 1977).

The temperature scale has no effect on Mbump , Mbeat and Mev , but Mpuls

depends strongly on the temperature (P = L0 83.M-0 66 Teff-3.45• • • , see Iben

and Tuggle, 1972b). As I pointed out at the Russell Symposium last year

(Pel and Lub, 1978), it is possible to remove most of the discrepancy

between M and M if we adjust the luminosities of Cepheids to the re-
ev puls

vised distance of theHyades, and use the new smaller colour excesses and
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Fig. 4. Cepheidsfrom the VBLUW survey in
the HR-diagram.Luminositieswere computed

Iog_ from the observed periods and temperatures,
the pulsation equation, and a mass-lumino-

sity relation for Cepheids (both relations

taken from Iben and Tuggle, 1975). The

composite fundamental ("F", full curve)

and first harmonic ("IH", dashed) blue

edges from Iben and Tuggle are given, as

well as the fundamental blue edge ("F,

dot-dash) from King et al. (1975); all for

Y = 0.28, Z = 0.02, and the M-L relation

of Iben and Tuggle (1975).

Open symbols: stars with known or suspect-

ed companions; W: long-period Cepheids

for which the equilibrium temperature was

computed from appropriate time-averages

of the observed colours; _): double-mode

Cepheids;_: likely overtone pulsators,
plotted at the position corresponding to

Po"

3"80 3"75 3"70 Iog_

lower temperatures from the VBLUW survey. The change in the adopted tempe-

ratures is the most important factor here. Not only are the VBLUW tempera-

tures lower than most previous temperature scales (particularly that of

Schmidt), but the difference increases for longer periods. This is just

what we need to remove the increase of (Mev-Mpuls) towards longer periods.

When adjustments are made to the luminosities and temperatures of

Cepheids, we _hould check of course whether this does not create a new dis-

crepancy between the observed and theoretical blue edges in the HR-diagram.

Of the several ways of locating a Cepheid in the theoretical HR-diagram, I

have chosen the following. Assuming that the Cepheid masses are consistent

with evolutionary masses, we can adopt a Cepheid mass-luminosity relation

from evolution theory (e.g. the M-L relation from Iben and Tuggle, 1975) to

eliminate M from the pulsation equation. With known period and temperature

we can then solve for the luminosity, which fixes the Cepheid's position in

the HR-diagram. The result is shown in Fig. 4 (see also: Pel and Lub, 1978).

The agreement of the distribution of the observed Cepheids with the theore-

tical blue edges of Iben and Tuggle (1975) and King et al. (1975) is very

satisfactory. Of the 14 stars that lie to the left of the fundamental blue

\
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edge, 7 are suspected to have blue companions, 2 are double-mode Cepheids,

and 4 may be overtone pulsators (I will come back to these later).

It seems therefore that we may solve the general Cepheid mass problem

from the observational side, by properly calibrating the observed data in

terms of luminosity and effective temperature. We are stil left, however,

with two other mass discrepancies where little can be done observationally:

in both cases the important observables are rather well established numbers

(a period and a phase for M_ump , and two periods for Mbeat ).

Cox et al. (1977) have recently proposed inhomogeneous envelope models

with helium-enriched surface layers as a way to solve both the Mbump and

the Mbeat mass anomalies. In a subsequent paper, Cox et al. (1978) discuss

Cepheid winds as a mechanism that can produce the high helium abundance

(Y _ 0.751) that is needed in the hydrogen and helium ionization zones to

change Mbeat and Mbump in the right direction (upwards). A very attractive

aspect of this idea is that two mass problems may be solved at once, but

there are problems too, as the authors of the theory point out themselves

(e.g. instability of heavy helium layers on top of layers with normal com-

position). Although it is not easy to determine the abundance of helium in

the spectra of cool supergiants, it is obviously very important that the

observers try to check whether a Y-value as high as 0.75 is consistent with

spectroscopic evidence.

There is one observational remark that I would like to make about the

bump Cepheids. It is often stated that the bump phenomenon disappears

around periods of 17 days, but I think that this statement is mainly based

on photometry that is not complete or accurate enough to show sufficient

detail. Not only are the bumps for 17 and 18 days Cepheids often very pro-

nounced, but there clearly exist bumps at longer periods as well, with

phases that fit to the Herzsprung sequence. Good examples from the VBLUW

survey are: RZ VEL (2044), WZ SGR (2148), WZ CAR (2340), VZ PUP (2342),

RY VEL (2841). Even at the longest periods one finds signs of bumps, which

start climbing the descending branch of the lightcurve again. I mention

this point, as the existence of long-period bump-Cepheids is relevant to

the theory of surface helium enrichment by Cepheid winds (no significant

He-enrichment can be obtained above 8 M@, so more massive Cepheids with

bumps may still be a problem), and also to the identification of bumps

with resonances between fundamental and second overtone (Simon and Schmidt,
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1976; Simon, 1977).

Radial velocity studies and radius determinations

Up to now I have been discussing mainly photometric results, as most

observational work on Cepheids of the last five years has been photometric.

There are, however, a number of important studies on radial velocity curves

that have appeared since 1973. The only reason that I included only one of

these in Table I is, that most discussions of Cepheid radial velocity

curves are based on velocity data that have been in the literature for

quite some time already.

When discussing radial velocity curves, we all think of the

Baade-Wesselink method to obtain Cepheid radii. The virtues of this method

are well known: by combining radial velocity curves with photometric light-

and colour-curves we can in principle obtain all basic parameters of a

Cepheid without needing direct distance information. The method has its

problems too, as is equally well-known. Evans (1976) has analyzed in detail

the effects of many different observational errors on the Wesselink radius

solutions, and her results are not too reassuring about the accuracy that

can be obtained. To quote some examples: an uncertainty of I km s-I in the

y-velocity can cause a 10% error in R; a change of only 0_01 in the de-

scending branch of a colour-curve results even in 15% radius error.

Several authors have tried to avoid some of these problems by modifi-

cations of the original Baade-Wesselink method. Balona (1977) has applied a

maximum likelihood method to solve R from observed V,(B-V) and radial velo-

city curves for 54 well-observed Cepheids. This work was not listed in

Table I, but I should mention that it is partly based on new radial velo-

city observations by Lloyd Evans, which are however not published.

A very interesting method to determine Cepheid radii and distances has

been applied by Barnes et al. (1977). Instead of deriving the surface

brightness Fv from (B-V)o, as Wesselink did (Wesselink, 1969), they use the

linear relation between (V-R) ° and F discovered by Barnes and Evans (1976).v

As they point out, the method is nearly independent of interstellar ex-

tinction. The scatter in some of the resulting radius curves is large,

mainly due to insufficient accuracy of the photometry, but there is no

reason why this should not be improved. The method has clearly great po-

tential value, as it yields radii and distances in a straightforward way,
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avoiding some of the problems related to the calibration of Cepheid lumino-

sities.

Once the radius of a pulsating star is known, we can fix its mass from

the period and the pulsation relation. This gives us again a mass estimate

which can be compared With the various other mass determinations. Dr. A.N.

Cox has just completed a comparison in this context of the radius determi-

nations by Balona, Evans, and Barnes et al. As he will discuss his results

in the next session of this conference, I will not go into this aspect of

Cepheid radii here.

One problem that all Baade-Wesselink and related radius determinations

have in common, is the necessity of accurate phase-matching between light-

and radial velocity curves. This phase-matching is of course done most ac-

curately by simultaneous photometric and spectroscopic observations, but

here one is hampered by the fact that spectroscopic observations are usual-

ly so much slower than photometry. The situation would improve considerably

if more Griffin-type radial velocity machines would become available. Dr.

Balona informed me that at the SAAO the Griffin technique is presently be-

ing used for radial velocity measurements of pulsating stars while photo-

metry is carried out simultaneously. If sufficient observing time is avail-

able for this work, we may soon have accurate radius curv_ for many more

Cepheids.

The Magellanic Clouds

Let me finally say a few words about the nearest extragalactic Cepheids.

Compared to the problems with distance and interstellar extinction for

Cepheids in our own galaxy, the Magellanic Cepheids have the great advan-

tage of being at essentially the same distance and of much less interstel-

lar reddening. But this is where the advantages stop: in all other respects

the observers have to struggle with the faintness of most Cepheids in the

clouds, and with the problems of crowding. Although progress has been made

through the large amount of photometry that has become available in the

last few years, we are still far from a clear picture about the basic para-

meters of the Magellanic Cepheids, and there is probably much more hard

Work needed before we can solve some of the most frustrating uncertainties.

The discussions of Magellanic Cloud Cepheids concentrate mostly on com-

parisons of the P-L-C, P-L and P-C relations in the clouds and in the
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galaxy. There is no time to discuss the many determinations of these rela-

tions in any detail, but let me give some representative numbers to give

an impression about the present state of affairs. The coefficient of the

colour term in the empirical P-L-C relation is still very uncertain, both

in the clouds and in the galaxy. According to Feast (1977) the work by

Martin on the LMC indicates a value in the range of 1.5 to 3.5. Assuming a

mean value of this coefficient of 2.52, Feast lists a number of recent de-

terminations for the log P coefficient in the P-L-C relation. These range

between 3.4 and 4.0 (values for the clouds and the galaxy). Again quoting

Feast, the slope of the P-L relation ranges from 2.3 (for the galaxy, from

Balona's work) to 3.1 (Gascoigne, for the LMC). It is obviously unfair to

compare numbers in this manner, without discussing the details, but this

gives at least some idea about the level.of accuracy that we have to con-

sider.

One problem that has become more and more outstanding during the last

few years, is that of possible composition differences between LMC, SMC

and the galaxy. As Gascoigne has pointed out (1974), a difference in metal

abundance may have a noticeable effect on the luminosity that we derive for

a Cepheid. I expect that the VBLUW photometry of cloud Cepheids by Van

Genderen may provide important clues here, as the VBLUWsystemallows avery

interesting way of estimating metallicity that is largely independent of

temperature, gravity and reddening (see Pel and Lub, 1978). Unfortunately

the method works best for the maxima of the short-period Cepheids, which

means that very long integrations on faint stars are needed.

Another subject where conflicting results have been given recently, is

that of pulsation amplitudes. From photometry in the clouds both Yakimova

(1973) and Madore (1976b) find the Cepheids with largest light- and

colour-amplitudes on the cool side of the instability strip, while Butler

(1976b) finds a small effect in the opposite direction. The behaviour of

the pulsation amplitude in the instabilaty strip is important as amplitude

may be a useful extra parameter to locate a Cepheid in the HR-diagram

(Kraft, 1960; Sandage and Tammann, 1971), and furthermore because the

amplitude may provide information about the mode of pulsation.

In relation to this problem I would like to mention a result that I ob-

tained recently from the VBLUW data of galactic Cepheids (see also Pel and

Lub, 1978). This is shown in Fig. 5. Here I have plotted the photometric
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radius amplitudes of the bright Cepheids in the interval 3.24 < log L/Le <

3.60 as a function of distance in temperature to the fundamental blue edge

of Iben and Tuggle (1975), with A log Te measured at constant luminosity

(see Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 we note an increase in amplitude towards the blue

edge, and then a discontinuity to a small group of hot stars with small

amplitudes. Two of these are double-mode Cepheids, I suspect that the

others are overtone pulsators. The diagram reminds very much of the be-

haviour of type-ab and type-c RR Lyrae stars. The overtone candidates in

Fig. 5 all belong to the class of Cepheids with symmetric, small-amplitude

lightcurves that are sometimes called "s-Cepheids", and which have often

been thought to be first-harmonic pulsators (e.g. Ivanov and Nikolov, 1976).

From Fig. 5 we can draw three conclusions: 1) amplitude is not a very suit-

able parameter to locate a Cepheid inside the strip, 2) the double-mode

Cepheids are found near the blue edge, and may be related to the fundamen-

tal-overtone transition, 3) this result for galactic Cepheids supports the

result of Butler for the Magellanic Clouds.

Coming back to the extragalactic Cepheids now, you have noticed that I

scetched the situation in the Magellanic Clouds as still rather unsatis-

factory, and it is clear that for Cepheids in other galaxies, at even

greater distances, the observational problems will even become worse. Many

extragalactic Cepheids have been observed only once, and I am sure that we

will run into discrepancies as soon as these stars are re-observed with

slightly different methods.

These observational uncertainties may look rather disturbing, but on

the other hand I am optimistic. We know more about Cepheids than about most

other types of stars. There is probably no other field in stellar astronomy
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where theory and observation touch in so many details, and where both sides

are bound by so many consistency requirements. If we just keep trying to

get all pieces of this chinese puzzle together, we may eventually be re-

warded by an extremely rigid framework of distances and basic stellar para-

meters.
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Discussion

Fernie: You pointed out the advantages of the Walraven photometric system.

Do you think that it is almost an ideal system? For example, how does it com-

pare with the Stromgren system?

Pel: They are very similar. You cannot transformStromgren and Walraven

photometry directly, because the transformations are very complicated. When

you look at the two-color diagrams, calibrated for temperature, gravity and

composition, the features found in one system are found in the other. I think

that in the case of the hotter (OB) stars, the extra band in the Balmer

continuum of the Walraven system offers clear advantages. For the inter-

mediate temperature range, they are more or less equivalent. Both, of course,

lack a band at longer wavelength. We are thinking of trying to extend the

present system with a band somewhere around R, since photometry at long wave-

lengths should be done. In fact, it is very important to do. However, the

UV region must not be neglected.

A. Cox: Do you have a simple explanation or speculation for the discrepancies

of Kraft[s color excesses?

Pel: He calibrated his color excesses at the shorter periods only, and he

had to extrapolate his G-band photometry for the longer period stars. There

is a zero-point difference of the more recent color excess scales relative to

all systems based on the Kraft system. However, that's not hard to get and

it's not a serious problem. At the longer periods, the differences are really

m I
large, 0TI5 to 0.18. I think that is because the G-band photometry runs into

gravity problems there.

!
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Sareyan: Do you check transmission of the red window in U filter?

Pel: That was one more complication I didn't mention.
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THE PERIODSAND AMPLITUDESOF TU CAS

StephenW. HodsonandArthurN. Cox
TheoreticalDivision

Los AlamosScientificLaboratory

ABSTRACT

Lightcurveobservationsof the double-modeCepheidTU Cas

obtainedby I0 differentsetsof observerson severalphotometric

systemsover a timespanof 67 yearshave been carefullystudiedto

determinethe fundamentaland firstovertoneperiodsand theirampli-

tudeson theV maEnitudescale. The presenceof a secondovertone

radialpulsationis discussed,and it is concludedthat a previous

detectionof thismodewas spuriousdue to the lackof a properzero

pointcorrectionfor two groupsof observations.The amplitudesof

the two modesare shownto possiblyvarydurlnEthe entireobserving

periodwith the fundamentalmode amplitudeof 0.69± 0.03 and the

overtoneamplitudedecreaslnE about0.2 or 0.3 magnitude.If this

Cephelddisplaysthe two pulsationmodesbecauseit is modeswitchinE,

thisswltchinEtime scalemightbe less thana hundredyears.
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Our motivation for this investigation is the reported

existence by Faulkner (1977) of a third radial pulsation mode

in the double-mode Cepheid TU Cas. At least one other Cepheid-

type variable, AC And,'and many of the _ Scuti variables have three

radial pulsation modes, so it is perhaps not surprising to find an-

other. There are two problems, however, TU Cas appears to be llke

the dozen or so double-mode Cepheids with a first overtone to funda-

mental mode period ratio _ 0.71, unlike AC And with a ratio of almost

0.74. In addition the reported third period is abnormally long with

respect to the prima_ and secondary periods, making it very difficult

to explain in terms of reasonable stellar models. The AC And model

is within the normal range of composition and structure according to

Cox, King, and Hodson (1978).

Another motivation for studying TU Cas is to see if the ampli-

tudes of the two modes are changing with respect to each other over

the 67 years spanned by the available observations. Double-mode

Cepheids, which might comprise one-third of all short period Cepheids

(< 5 days) according to Stobie (1977), have yet to be adequately

explained. Stellingwerf (1975) suggested that double-mode behavior

resulted at temperatures near the red edge of the instability strip

where the two modes Switched toward each other. Unfortunately, Hodson

and Cox (1976) found no double-mode behavior at these cooler tempera-

tures. Currently, the only other cause of double-mode Cepheids

predicted by theory is mode switching at the transition line between

fundamental mode pulsation to the red and first overtone pulsation

to the blue.
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Observational evidence tends to support double-mode Cepheld pulsa-

tion near the transition llne. Results from Rogers and Gingold (1973)

on U Tr A, Schmldt (1972)on TU Cas, Pel and Lub (1978), and Cogan

(1978) all arrived at temperatures placing most of these variables

near the transition llne. However, if double-mode behavior is the

result of mode switching, we would expect to find a complete range

of amplitude ratios between the two modes. As the evidence currently

stands, only AX Vel has a first overtone amplitude larger than the

fundamental.

Amplitude changes over a span of 67 years would support the

rapid mode switching rates predicted by Stelllngwerf (1975) and by

unpublished results at Los Alamos, whereas no change would be more

consistent with a possible slow change or Just a stable permanent

mixed mode.

The observations used in our TU Cas analysis are given in

Table i. The set used by Faulkner contains 290 points and consist

of the four groups ranging from 1946 to 1959 (denoted by ). We

attempted a period search on 302 white light observations by Osterhoff

(1957), but were unsuccessful due to poor phase distribution of this

data. For the amplitude analysis, we added iii observations starting

from 1962 to the present, which include 60 new visual magnitudes by

Schmidt observed from 1976-78. For a more sensitive mode switching

search, we converted observations by van Biesbroeck and Casteels

(1914) from visual estimates to the modern V magnitude system with

reasonably good results,
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TABLE1

OBSERVATIONSOF TU CASSIOPEIAE

EPOCHS NUMBEROF OBSERVING
REFERENCE (JD2400000+) YEAR MEASURES SYSTEM

Van Biesbroeck& 19198-19481 1911-1912 192 Visual
Caeteels (1914)

Gordon& Kron 32039-32163 1946 28
(1947) Am5000

Oosterhoff 32424-32471 1947 265 Am
white llght

(1957) 32606-32615 1948 37
32272-33608 1950 350

Worley& Eggen 33146-33206 1949 ii VE, (P-V)E(1957) 34334-34369 1952 4
35063-35113 1954 102 means
35388-35404 1955 74 means

Oosterhoff 36751-36849 1959 45 UBV'
(1960)

Weaver,S_eimtz & 36742-36858 1959 26 UBV
H!tchell(1960)*

Williams(1966) 37936-37940 1962 6 UBV

Kwee & Braun 38219-38235 1963 14 UBV
(1967)

Takase(1969) 38776-39079 1965 20 UBV
39358-39433 1966 11 UBV

Sch_dt 43015-43126 1976 26 UBVRI
(privateco_mlicatlon) 43403-43500 1977-1978 34

Observationsusedby Faulkner(1977).

For our periodicity search we fitted the Faulkner data group

by least squares to a sinus0idal series

m

L(t) = 1 + _ A. cos2w(ift-¢ i) (i)<L> i=1

made up of a single frequency plus m-i harmonics taken over a speci-

fied frequency range. The quality of the fit and, consequently, the

significance of any frequency is measured by _, the standard deviation

of the observations from the fit. When m = i, the amplitude is related

to _ by A2 = 2(A_2). Equation 1 can be expanded to include two or more
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frequencies, not harmonically related, and their cross coupling terms.

The luminosity variations for the triple mode case are fit by

m

•, 1 + _ Aijk c°s2_[(if0 + Jfl + kf2)t - (2)
<L> lif+ [j [+Ik[_1 _ijk ]"

The appropriate order of a fit is determined when the variance of

th
fit, order m + i, is not appreciably smaller than the variance of m

order fit. In addition, the fit will yield small changes in amplitude

(Aijk) and phase angle (#ljk) with increasing order as suggested by

Fitch. From Equation 2 we can directly obtain the amplitude and shape

of each natural frequency.

Third order Fouriergrams on the Faulkner data group yield the

same primary and secondary period values as Faulkner obtained. We

used these values to construct the double-mode fit, and then searched

the residual for any remaining periodicity. In Figure i we see, in

the upper curve, the first order Fourlergram of the fourth order resl-

dual which is identical to Faulkner's results. The change in _ of the

central minimum corresponds to an amplitude of --0.014 for K2 " 1.25247

days. The sidelobes are due to the gap of N 1450 days between the 1959

and 1954-55 epochs. The lower curve is the Fourlergram of =he fifth

order residual, and, although the central minimum still persist, its

depth gives an amplitude of N 0.009, down by 35% from the fourth order

amplitude.

In Figure 2, we see the same Fourlergram over a larger frequency

range, expanded in the direction of slightly higher, but more theoretl-

cally plausible frequencies. In the fifth order residual, we find at
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This figure shows the same data as in Fig. i but over

a larger frequency range.
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least one frequency at N 0.816-d with a deeper minimum than Faulkner's

in the far left portion of the curve, suggesting that perhaps his longer

period may be an artifact of data noise.

To test the quality of the data, we calculated the standard devi-

ation of each epoch, grouped by year, about a fourth-order double-mode

fit through all 290 points. The results are given in Table 2. From

the G's in the first column, we see that the 1949 data have rather large

scatter. The 1952 data may also be noisy, but with only four observa-

tions, its sigma value may be spurious. But the 1949 data remain suspect,

especially considering the small scatter of the 1954-55 Worley and Eggen

data. This epoch could be intrinsically noisy, or it may not share

the same zero point with the other epochs.

We were able to confirm Faulkner's magnitude zero point adjustments

between observers, and ran a subsequent check on the zero point between

different observing epochs. Our check centered around Worley and Eggen

TABLE 2

EPOCH STANDARD DEVIATIONS

FOURTH ORDER DOUBLE-MODE FIT

No Shift 1955 Shift 1949 Shlftt 1955 + 1949 Shift No Shift - 1949 1955 Shift - 1949
EPOCII (290) (290) (290) (290) (279) (279)

ALL (290) 0.0283 0.O271 0 .0267 0.0254 0.0231 0.0214

G_ 19/,6(28) .0260 .0246 .0257 .O234 .0252 .0234

WE 1949(ii) .0835 .0841 .0713 .0724 .0000 .0000

WE 1952(4) .0567 .0553 .0544 .0552 .0552 .0555

WE 1954(102) .0205 .0180 .0212 .0187 .0208 .0180

WE 1955(74) .0156 .0095 .0151 .0089 .0145 .0077

O+WSM1959(71) 0.0323 0.0332 0.0308 0.0314 0.0299 0.0307

1955Shift6V - -0.044

+ 1949ShiftAV - 0.066
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data, as it is the only group with more than one epoch. We performed

various trial shifts on the three epochs in this group in an attempt

to reduce the relative and total standard deviation.

From the third column, we see that by shifting the 1955 epoch by

AV = - 0.044, the total _ is reduced, and _ for this epoch is down

almost by a factor of two. A AV change of + 0.066 in the 1949 data

also gave some reduction in the total sigma, and in the fifth coluum,

we see that the combined effects of shifting both 1949 and 1955 epochs

results in an ever smaller total deviation.

Removing the 1949 epoch from the unshifted 290 points produces,

by itself, a larger reduction in total sigma than does any of pre-

vious shifting. (-_18% reduction in _ for a 4% point reduction).

P_moving this epoch and shifting the 1955 epoch gives the largest

reduction in sigma, almost 24% lower than for the original Faulkner

data.

In Figure 3 we have Fouriergrams of fourth order fit residuals

in the region of Faulkner's third period for each trial listed on the

table. The uppermost curve is the same Fouriergram as you saw in

Figure i, showing the central minimum surrrounded by aliases. By

shifting 1955 epoch this pattern almost disappears (second curve from

top). However, in the next curve, we see that 1949 epoch shift alone,

produces only small changes from the original pattern of the top curve.

The fourth curve shows the combined effect of the two shifts, and is

similar to the second curve because of the large effect of the 1955

epoch shift. The fifth curve results from removing 1949 epoch from

the data, and in spite of a substantial reduction in _, the original

pattern still persists. This pattern again disappears when we
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Fig. 3. First order (single frequency) standard deviation of
the several fourth order fit residual cases of
Table 2 versus frequency.

introduce the 1955 data shift as seen in the bottom curve.

Expanding the frequency range in Figure 4, as we did before,

shows that shifting 1955 data removes the cyclic pattern of curves

one, three and five, which corresponds to the 291 day interval

berwee= the 1954 and 1955 epochs. Faulkner's proposed third period,

at the far left, appears to be only a deeper member of this pattern

that disappears with the appropriate zero point shift.

Fitch noted the amplitude given by Faulkner's limited triple

mode fit was a factor of two larger than the amplitude predicted by

the depth of the minimum in the Fouriergram (about 0.025 to 0.014).

We can explain this discrepancy in Figure 5 with two plots of funda-

mental and first overtone prewhltened data and mean curves as a
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Fig. 4. First order (single frequency) standard deviation of the
several fourth order fit residual cases of Table 2 versus

frequency. This figure shows the same data as in Fig. 3
but over a larger frequency range.

function of phase. In both cases we have used the original, uncorrected

Faulkner data set. We produced the upper plot by removing all the

triple-mode fit terms except the E2 sine term, and phasing the resi-

dual to E2" This plot is identical to Faulkner's (Figure 4, 1977) and

confirms his amplitude for E2 given by the triple-mode fit. The lower

plot is the phased residual of the fourth order-double mode fit, with

the amplitude estimated by a spline fit. It gives an amplitude value

of -- 0.017 which is much closer to the predicted value of 0.014, with

the difference of 20% due to uncertianties in the spline fit such as

the number of knots and order. In general, we have noticed when any

new natural mode (real or spurious) is introduced into the multimode
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flt, it interacts In varying degrees wlth the other natural modes,

resulting in a substantial amplitude for this mode. llence, one

cannot reliably determine the significance of a variation by its

amplitude size given by multimode fitting.

In searching for amplitude changes in TU Cas, we selected the

longest tlme base possible with the hope of revealing the more

conspicuous variations in modal amplitude. A summary of our results

is given in Table 3.

The 1911-12 epoch by van Biesbroeck and Casteels was converted

from a visual estimates system to V magnitudes. Initially, our
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TABLE 3

MODEA.t'_LII'U'DESOF TU CASSIOPIAE

No. of
Epoch Observations A0 A1 O A1/A0

1911-12t 192 .70 .45 .13 .6_

1911-12_# 192 .72 .54 .19 .74

1911-12#?t 192 .86 .53 .14 .62

1946-1977 390 .71 .27 .04 .38

1946-1959 279 .71 .29 .03 .41

1962-1977 111 .67 .24 .03 .35

Third order double-mode Fourier Series fit

+

Adopted magnitudes by Van Biesbroeck _nd Casteels

tt
Revised maEni=udes from HD catalog

tit UBV magnitudes by Henden (private co=unlca=ion, 1978)

prlmar_yuncertainty in converting these observations resulted from

the absence of any recorded UBV measurements of the six comparison

stars used for this study. Van Biesbroeck and Casteels estimated

these magnitudes from a relative scale used to determine the variable's

changing magnitude. We attempted to improve on these magnitudes using

the best revised estimates from the HD catalog (as suggested by

Bidelman, private communication). Eventually we were able to obtain

UBV magnitudes for the six comparison stars from Arne Henden at

Indiana University (private communication, 1978)

The ratio of first overtone to fundamental mode amplitude

(AI/AO) for this earliest epoch averages -- 0.67 and is appreciably

higher than for the 1946-1977 era (--0.38). To check this last ratio
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we split the modern era into two -- 15 year intervals to determine

if this trend still persisted. The decrease of the ratio from 0.41

to 0.35 is suggestive, but probably within the range of uncertlanty.

Due to the relatively larger uncertainty of the 1911-12 data,

we are unable to conclude that the first overtone mode really decayed

substantially since 1911. However, observations after 1945 span

nearly 32 years and comprise a long time base of quality UBV measures.

With the inclusion of new observations the decrease of AI/A0 within

the modern epoch may possibly be confirmed.

Our conclusions are that TU Cas is not a trlple-mode pulsator,

and that maybe the first overtone pulsations have decayed since 1911.

We wish to thank R. F. Stellingwerf for locating the van Biesbroeck

and Casteels data and providing it to us.
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Discussion

Wesselink: How do you identify a mode? How do you know whether it is the

fundamental or an overtone?

Hodson: Hopefully, the one with the longest period with largest amplitude

is the fundamental. Sometimes that turns out to be the ist or 2nd overtone.

But that's the nomenclature I use.

J. Cox: In 1977, I think, Stobie pointed out that there was no observational

evidence for amplitude changes over at least a 50-year time span. Do you

think this is because no one has looked, or is there more substantial evidence?

Hodson: The evidence we have suggests that this might be happening. We have

32 years of observations in the "modern" era. We need quite a few more

"modern" observations toresolve the problem.
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It is possibleto obtainthemassesof Cepheidvariables

by severalmethodsinvolvingthe pulsationtheory. However,these

massesare frequentlysmallerthanthoseindicatedby the theory

of stellarevolution.The causeof thisdiscrepancyis not fully

understoodalthougha numberof possibilitieshavebeensuggested.

Sincethe pulsationtheoryindicatesthatthereis a relation

amongthemass,the radiusand the period,thediscrepancyalso

manifestsitselfin the radiiof thesestars(Cogan1978). With

thisin mind,we haveundertakenradiusdeterminationsfor two

Cepheidswhichare of specialinterestin connectionwithpulsa-

tiontheory.

It has beensuggestedthatthe shortperiodCepheidSU Cas

is pulsatingin the firstovertonemode (Ibenand Tuggle1975,

Gieren1976). If this is correctthe radiusshouldbe largerthan

a fundamentalpulsatorof the sameperiod. Thus,the radiuscan

be usedto testthe pulsationmode. SinceStellingwerf(1975)

foundfrompulsationalcalculationsthatthe hottestshortperiod

Cepheidsshouldbe overtonepulsators,thisProvidesan opportunity

to test a predictionof the theory.

TU Cas is a beat Cepheidwitha fundamentalperiodof

2.14days. Several_investigators(Schmidt1972c,Petersen1973,

Kinget al. 1975,Stobie1977)haveshownthat it is possibleto

determinethe radiiand massesof suchstarsfromthe periods

whichare observed.The beatmassesso determinedare onlya

littlegreaterthanhalfthe evolutionarymassand the radiiare

much smallerthanthosecalculatedfromthe period-Luminosity-color
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relation.On the otherhand,the PLC relationradiiare consistent

with evolutionarymasses. Thus,an independentdeterminationof

the radiuswillhelpdecideif the beatmassdiscrepancyis due

to the pulsationtheoryor the evolutiontheory.

We haveemployeda modifiedversionof theWesselinkmethod

proposedby Barneset al. (1977)in whichsurfacebrightnessesare

determinedfromthe (V-R)color. Thishas the advantage,especially

in the analysisof TU Cas,of allowinga radiusto be determined

withoutcompletelightand velocitycurves. Thereare a numberof

problemsconnectedwith the applicationof any versionof the

Wesselinkmethod. The phasematchingbetweenthe velocityand

lightcurvesmustbe verygood. In the caseof a beatCepheid,

wherethe curvesdo not repeat,simultaneousobservationsare

necessary.We haveobtainedtheseby the use of the coud_feed

telescopeand one of the 0.9metertelescopesat KittPeakNational

Observatory.A furtherdifficultyis thatany versionof the

Wesselinkmethodis sensitiveto smallphotometricerrors. We

havedealtwith thisby usingtwo comparisonstarsforeach vari-

ableand observingthe variableand comparisonstarsrepeatedly.

The standarddeviationsin the photometryaveraged0_004for both

V and (V-R). Finallyradiideterminedin thisfashionare subject

to a varietyof systematicerrors. By adoptingthemethodof

Barneset al.we can compareour starsdirectlywith the stars

theyhaveanalyzed.Thus,we can determinehowthe radiiof

SU Cas and TU Cas comparewith otherCepheidseven in the

presenceof systematicerrors.
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The datawere obtainedovera periodof II daysin September

1977. Figurel showsthe datafor TU Cas. The toptwo panels

containthemagnitudesand colorswhilethe radialvelocitiesare

in panelc. A thirdorderFourierfitwas made to thevelocities

followingthemethodsdescribedby Faulkner(1977).Usinga

systemicvelocityof -14.5km/secand a foreshorteningfactorof

24/17,thisfittedcurvewas integratedto producethedisplace-

mentcurveshownin the lowerpanel. It can be seenthatthe

gapswhichoccurin theobservationsduringeachday haveproduced

apparentlyspuriousbumpsin the fittedcurve. Withoutmore

velocitymeasurements,we can not improvethissituation.For

SU Cas we havecombinedthe velocitymeasurementsof Abt (1959)

and Gieren(1976)with ourown to producethe velocitycurve.

Theirdatawere adjustedin phaseand zeropointto fitours.

In Figure2 we plotthe relativeradius,R/Ro, determined

from thephotometryagainstthe displacement,R-Ro, obtainedfrom

the velocityintegration.The valueRo refersto an arbitrarily

choseninitialepoch. The slopeof the relationin thisdiagram

determinesthe valueof Ro and a suitableconstantis addedto

thisto convertit to themean radius. The sensitivityof this

methodto photometricerrorscan be seenfromthe errorbarsin

the upperleftcornersof the diagrams.Theserepresentthe

effectof an errorof O_Olin (V-R). The scattercan be seento be

consistentwith smallphotometricerrors. In the lowerpanelthe

datafor TU Cas are plottedwitha differentsymbolfor eachof

the nightson whichit was observed.Significantshiftsare
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evidentfromnightto night. We attributetheseto our inability

to definethe velocitycurvecontinuouslyovertheentireinterval.

We havethereforedeterminedthe radiusof TU Cason eachnight

and haveaveragedoverall the nights.

The measuredradiifor SU Cas and TU Cas are listedin the

fourthcolumnof TableI. The radiiin thefifthcolumnwere

calculatedfromthe luminositiesobtainedfromthe period-luminosity-

colorrelation.For SU Caswe havedonethe calculationunder

assumptionsof fundamentaland firstovertonepulsation•The

radiiin columnsix are froma period-radiusrelationwhichis a

straightlinefit to the radiilistedby Barneset al. Thesewere

derivedin the samefashionas the presentradiiand shouldbe

directlycomparable.ForTU Caswe also listthe radiusdetermined

fromtheperiodratios(Kinget al. 1975). The effectivetempera-

tureslistedin the lastcolumnare theaveragesof temperatures

determinedfor thesestarsfrom continuumscansand Ha profiles

(Schmidt1972a,1972b,1972c).

Lookingfirstat the resultsforSU Caswe see thatthe

presentradiusagreeswith thatobtainedfromthe PLC relationif

we assumefundamentalpulsation.However,the radiidetermined

by Barneset al. aremuch smallerthanthe PLC radiiat theseshort

periods. Whetherthisreflectsan errorin the calibrationof

the PLC relationor somesystematiceffectin the radii,it is

clearthatthe presentvalueshouldbe comparedwith the Barnes

et al. values. Figure3 showsa plotof the Barneset al. radii

andthe presentdeterminationsagainstperiod. Fromthe diagram
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it is clearthatthe radiusof SU Cas is too largeif it assumed

to be pulsatingin the fundamental.However,for overtonepulsa-

tionthe presentradiusin onlyslightlymore thanone standard

errorlargerthanthe valueindicatedby theperiod-radiusline.

Thisevidencethereforesupportsthe previouscontentionthat

thisstar is an overtonepulsator.

The originalsuggestionthatSU Cas pulsatesin the first

overtonewas madeby Ibenand Tuggle(1975)on the basisof a

distancemodulusdeterminedby Racine(1968). Racinehad noted

thatthe fieldaroundSU Cas containsseveralstarswhichillumi-

natereflectionnebulaeas doesthe Cepheid. He thenobtained

spectroscopicparallaxesfor the fieldstars. Withinthe accuracy

of theseparallaxesit appearedthatthe fieldstarsdefineda

groupat a truedistancemodulusof 7.5. He tookthisto be the

distanceof SU Cas. Becausespectroscopicparallaxesare rela-

tivelyinaccuratethe distancemoduliof the starsin thisregion

havebeenredeterminedusinguvbyBphotometry(Schmidt1978).

Two of the starsare at a distancemodulusof 7.2whileathird

is at 8.2. If SU Cas is at the nearerdistance,the implied

radiusis 19.IR@. Referringto Table1 we see thatthe smaller

valueis consistentwith the radiusforovertonepulsationif

the Barneset al. relationis correctwhilethe largervalueis

consistentif the PLC relationis valid. Neitheragreeswith

fundamentalpulsationunderany assumption.Whilethisgivessome

indicationthatSU Cas is an overtonepulsator,it shouldbe viewed

with caution. Thereare fieldstarsat threedistinctdistances
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in this regionwhichare associatedwith reflectionnebulae. It

is possiblethatSU Cas is associatedwith noneof them. Its

pulsationmodemust ultimatelybe decidedon othergrounds.

A furtherpointwhichbearson the pulsationmode of SU Cas

is its temperature.Stellingwerf(1970)studiedthe modebehavior

of a modelrepresentingU TrA. He foundthatmodelsbetween

Teff = 6350Kand 6675Kshouldbe unstablein the firstovertone

onlywhilethosebetween6200Kand 6350Kshouldbe unstableboth

to the fundamentaland the firstovertone.At coolertemperatures

thereis a regionwith onlyfundamentalpulsationwhichextendsto

5840K. The temperaturegivenin Tablel for SU Cas clearlyplaces

it in the firstovertoneregion. Thus,thereare threepiecesof

evidencefavoringthe identificationof SU Cas as an overtone

pulsatorand theobservationaldatasupport Stellingwerf's

calculations.

Turningnow to TU Caswe see thatthe presentradiusis

much smallerthanthe PLC radius. However,the agreementwith the

period-radiusrelationand thebeat radiusis good. As stated

above,our determinationshouldbe consistentwith the period-

radiusrelationandwe thusconcludethatTU Cas has a radius

appropriateto its fundamentalperiod. Also,the agreementbetween

the Wesselinkradiiand the beatradiussuggeststhatthe beat

radiusis correctand that thePLC radiusis too large.

We notethatthe temperatureforTU Cas givenin the table

is at the edgeof the rangeStellingwerfpredictedfor stars

unstablein boththe fundamentaland the firstovertone.This
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suggeststhatwhileSU Cas is an overtonepulsatordue to its high

temperature,TU Cas is switchingfromone mode to theotherat

the presenttime.

We conclude,becauseof the agreementbetweenthe present

radiusand the beat radiusof TU Cas,thatthe pulsationtheory

is givingus correctinformationaboutthe radiiof beatCepheids.

Thisimpliesthatthe luminositiesofshortperiodCepheidshave

beenoverestimated.It furtherimpliesthatthe massesare

significantlylessthanevolutionarymmsses. Thus,the solution

to themass discrepancyshouldperhapsbe soughtin the theoryof

stellarevolutionor in the possibilityof mass loss.
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Table1

RADIIOF SU CAS AND TU CAS

R/R@

Teff
Po Wess. PLC P-R Beat

SU Cas F 1.95 25.2_4 24.1 14.5 -- 6530

IH 2.75 25.2_4 30.7 19.9 -- 6530

TU Cas 2.14 17.4_4 25.6 15.8 15.7 6360
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Figure i. The observational data for TU Cas. The Julian Date
-2443400 is plotted as the abscissa, a). V magnitudes.
b) V-R colors, c) radial velocity in km/sec, d) a
radius displacement curve generated from a third order
fit to the velocities.
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Discussion

A. Cox: It seems to me Opolski had observations of TU Cas which were reported

at the Budapest meeting, but I haven't seen the proceedings yet.

Rosendhal: We earlier saw divergent temperature scales. How sensitive are

the results you obtained to the use of different temperature scales?

Schmidt: The various temperature scales are reasonably consistent at the hot

end of the range. This star is quite hot so it doesn't matter which scale is

used. I used my own scale.
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89 Her: A Cepheid Outside the Instability Strip?

J. D. Fernie

David Dunlap Observatory

University of Toronto

UBVRI photometry and some radial velocities of the interesting

high-latitude F2 la supergiant 89 Herculis are presented. The photometry

confirms Worley's discovery that the star is a low-amplitude (about O.l mag

in V) variable of period close to 70 days. On the basis of such characteristics

as amplitude versus wavelength the variability strongly suggests pulsation,

and the cepheid period-luminosity relation gives an absolute magnitude close

to that found spectroscopically.

The radial velocities are asyet insufficient to confirm the pulsation

hypothesis, although they would be difficult to interpret on any alternative

theory, such as ellipsoidal binary motion.

The color indices of the star are entirely normal for its spectral

type after allowance for EB_V= 0.05 mag, a value not inconsistent with the

high galactic latitude. These colors and the rather well-determined absolute

magnitude place the star several tenths of a magnitude to the blue of the

cepheid instability strip in the H-R diagram, despite the apparent cepheid-like

pulsation. It may be further noted that a previous spectroscopic study by

Searle, Sargent, and Jugaku showed the star to have entirely normal Population I

abundances.

Further photometry and radial velocity observations are being obtained.
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Discussion

Van Horn: Would it be useful to plot your last diagram as P vs P rather than

P vs effective temperature? Would that make it easier to compare theory with

the observations?

Fernie: It might well be. It hadn't occurred to me to do that. It would be

worth a try.

Van Horn: It would be exciting to see that sort of comparison•
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ZEEMAN OBSERVATIONS OF W SGR*

H. J. Wood, W. W. Weiss, andH. Jenkner

University Observatory, Vienna, Austria

Footnote *Based on observations obtained at the European Southern Observatory,

La Silla, Chile.
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Abstract A new precise method for measuring magnetic fields on Zeeman plates

of the southern cepheid W Sgr is reviewed. Ten plates over the 7_6 period of

pulsation show two extrema in the measured values of the effective magnetic

field. The method has a precision of ±0.4_ in the Zeeman shift corresponding

to ±50 gauss (g). A negative "spike" of -220g occurred at the time of arrival

of the compressional wave of pulsation at the stellar surface. A positive

field of +270g occurred at the phase of most rapid contraction near the

temperature minimum of the pulsation cycle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In his classic compilation of observational results on stellar magnetic

fields, H. W. Babcock (1958) includes observations of a number of pulsating

variables. Most of the fields measured were small and observationally un-

certain. However, RR Lyr (No. 68 in the catalogue) showed stronger fields

of as high as H = -1580±i15g on plate Pc2294 and +i170±i12g on platee

Cei0149. For FFAql, plate Ce7035 gave a field of -250±38g and on plate

Pbl008_Aql gave H = -85±85g. A number of Zeeman plates were obtained bye

Preston on 6 Ce_ but measurements of those plates have not appeared in the

literature. Kraft (1967), however, mentioned that the plates showed a field

reaching a maximum as high as -500g at minimum light (and zero field at

maximum light).

Line crowding and asymmetric profiles make conventional Zeeman measure-

ments extremely difficult for these stars with F - G spectral types.

II. RESULTS OF A NEW TECHNIQUE

A southern sky survey for magnetic fields was begun in 1970 at the

European Southern Observatory by HJW (Wood & Campusano, 1975). The ten

o

plates discussed here have 3._A/mm reciprocal dispersion. Details of the

observations are given in a recent paper by Wood et al. (1977) and are shown

in Figure i. The curve is Jacobsen's (1974) "1923 standard" radial velocity

curve calculated on:

JD(vis max) = 2434587_26 + 7_594812E

From a discussion of a large body of observations spanning more than 50y,

Jacobsen found that the 1923 and 1973 RV curves were nearly identical
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but that large distortions in the hump near phase 0.36 occur with a

period of about 17y.

We have found that a small shift of 0.057 in phase was necessary to

fit our RV observations (Wood et al., 1977, op. cit., Fig. I) onto

Jacobsen's curve. This correction has also been applied to the magnetic

observations shown in Figure 1 of this paper. Jacobsen found that similar

small phase and velocity shifts were necessary to fit all his observations

together.

The measurements were obtained from the conventional coud_ Zeeman plates

in a new way. The spectrograms are first digitized using a computer-controlled

digital microdensitometer described by Albrecht et al. (1977). Then, in a

separate data handling program, sections of the o- and e-ray are shifted with

respect to each other in a manner analagous to that used in the photoelectric

radial-velocity spectrometer.

We have found that the correlation curve (sum of the squares of the

channel-by-channel differences of the two spectra) reaches a sharp minimum

when the best-fit Zeeman shift between the two spectra is achieved. In

the case of W Sgr, we use a II6A band centered on _4262A in which we have

counted approximately 130 lines. We recall that the z-values are different

for each line. However, since the lines are sharp in this supergiant and

the measured field is expected to be small, it is gratifying to see how

smooth and symmetric are the correlation curves for the i0 plates of'W Ssr:

they are easily fit by parabolas to aid in the precise determination of the

Zeeman shifts.
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After removal of the projected slit tilt using the Fe comparison spectra

(typically _ i_), the residual relative shift between the two spectra is a

measure of the mean Zeeman shift of all 130 lines in the ll6_region used.

The technique is described in detail in Weiss et al. (1978) where an error

discussion is also included.

A detailed line-identification study of this spectral region centered on

%4262Awas carried out for the spectrum of Canopus by Rakos et al. (1977).

The study showed that the mean z-value for the region is _ 1.3. We have

applied this value in order to set the Ordinate in Figure i in gauss. The

maximum Zeeman shifts measured are of the order of 2_ (270g) which are five

times the precision of the method (±0.4_).

III. DISCUSSION

On the assumption that these observations, taken over 190 cycles (1445d)

form a pattern which repeats in the 7_6 pulsation period, let us consider

the physical behavior of the stellar atmosphere and the related magnetic

field changes. At phase 0, we have maximum light, but maximum radius occurs

much later, in the variable hump area of the RV curve at phase _ 0.5. Thus

maximum light is caused by a considerable temperature increase of the photo-

sphere as the compressional wave hits these layers. Just before phase zero,

the field reaches -220g at RV minimum where the photosphere is expanding

most rapidly.

It is at the time when the compressional wave of pulsation encounters

the atmospheric layers observed that we might expect lines of force "frozen"

into the material to be compressed yielding a momentarily higher-valued
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field. This negatlve-fieldspike at RV minimum is followed immediatelyby

an overshootto positivefield values of _ 100g. These two positivefield

points (phasesbetween 0.0 and 0.i) come from two plates taken in quick

successionon the same night durlngmaximum light.

Maximum radius (_ phase 0.5) shows a measuredvalue of _ -120g at phase

0.4. However,near minimumlight when the photosphereis at its greatest

velocity of contraction(phase0.75) the oppositepositive field extreme

has occurred ( +270g at phase 0.63). Why, when the photosphereis contract-

ing fastestand cooling,shouldwe see an increasein the effectivefield?

Perhaps,if the temperatureis as large as in 8 Dor: 1550°K (Estes& Woods

1970), a change in the continuousopacitymight be sufficientto move line-

formationregions into layerswhich have higher-valued(positive)fields.

IV. CONCLUSION

Observationsof the 7_6 cepheldW Sgr have been describedon the assump'

tion that the phase plotof Figure 1 holds true for every cycle. A negative-

field spike of -220g at the phase of maximum light may be related to the

sudden compressionof the photosphereat the tlme of arrivalof the pulsatlonal

wave from the interior. Another less strongnegative-fieldminimum occurs at

the phase of the hump. Christy (1966)suggeststhat the hump representsthe

arrivalof a pulse reflectedoff the stellarcore _ 1.4 cycles later. Thus

one would expect a negativespike at the hump phase for the same reasonsthat

one finds the negative spike at the phase of arrivalof the main pulse.

The positive field maximum, on the other hand, is observedat the time

of contractionand cooling. The surfacereachesits highestvelocity at this
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time. The coolingmay be sufficientfor a significantcontinuumopacity

change so that layerswith strongerfields are seen.
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Discussion

Mullan: Sometimesduring the oscillationof a Cepheid there is emissionin

the K line. Do you find any correlationbetweenyour measurementsof the

field, and emissionin the K line core?

J. Wood: My plateswere not exposedwell enough to see the K line core,

since I was lookingat the continuumaround 4300 and exposing for those

metallic lines. So I really can't say anythingabout that.

Mullah: I think that would be an extremelycrucialobservation.

J. Wood: Yes. I might mention that we found a magnetic field for Canopus,

which has a K2 width that doesn'tfit on the Wilson-Bappurelatlo=. And

Bappu himselfhas said that he finds this to be the case on the Sun: when-

ever there are strongmagnetic regions,the K2 width does not correspond

to the averageK2 width for the Sun.

Michalitsianos: Have there been attempts to measure the circular polarization?

J. Wood: This is circular. That is, we have two spectrograms which are

analyzed for right-hand and left-hand circular polarization. Do you mean,

in the integrated light?

Michalitsianos: I thought you said the transverse component.

J. Wood: NO, these are only longitudinal Zeeman effect, whichmeans circular

polarization.

Stellin_werf: You mentioned a 17-year cycle of the radial velocity curve.

That sounds suspiciously like some kind of a star spot cycle. I wonder if you
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could comment on whether we might be able to pick up magnetic field effects

on that.

J. Wood: That's an interesting question. The only people I know who have

looked into this are Sidney Wolff, Preston, and others who have looked at 73

Dra and other stars that are spectrum variables. They have been observed

over long periods of time, and there was really no evidence of long-term

changes in the magnetic field. But this, of course, was not a Cepheid. You

might expect spots if there are magnetic fields, although these fields are

weak compared to those in the Ap stars.

Stellingwerf: I believe it was suggested by Detre and Szeidl that the

Blazhko long-term variations of RR Lyrae (two-year period)might be due to a

stellar cycle effect. He explains the discrepancy between Babcock's measure-

ments on RR Lyrae and Preston's lack of positive detection of a field in this

way.

J. _ood: I've played around a lot with Detre and Szeidl's observations,

trying to get some sense out of Babcock's many magnetic observations of RR

Lyrae. But there is no way to fit those observations into any of the periods

that Detre and Szeidl found. I could not find any "solar cycle".
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A DISCUSSIONOF CEPHEIDMASSES

ArthurN. Cox
TheoreticalDivision

Los AlamosScientificLaboratory
Universityof California

ABSTRACT

_,_ssesand compositions of Cepheids are essential to map the

places in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram where various radial pulsa-

tion modes occur. Luminosity observations and stellar evolution theory

give masses for Cepheids which range from I0 percent to a factor of

four more than those given by pulsation theory. Combining the evolu-

tion _Ld pulsation theories, a theoretical mass can be determined

using only the period and an approximate surface effective temperature,

T e. The ratio of the theoretical to evolutionary masses averages

0.99 ± 0.07 for 16 Cepheids with good data. A pulsation mass can be

calculated using an observed period, luminosity, and Te. The ratio

of pulsation to evolutionary masses averages 0.70 with the old distance

scale for the Hyades cluster and the older Te values, 0.84 = 0.17 with

the accepted 13 percent distance increase of the Hyades cluster and

presumably all the clusters with Cepheids, 0.97 ± 0.25 with the new

distance scale and improved interstellar reddening corrections giving

cooler T values, end 1.07 ± 0.27 using in addition surface helium
e

enrichedenvelope models. These inhomogeneous models allow theoretical

predictions of the correct phase of light and velocity curve bumps for

evolutionary theory mass Cepheids with periods between 5.5 and 13 days.

They also give the proper observed period ratios for double-mode

Cephelds with evolution theory masses. Using radii measured by the

Wesselink method, the ratio of this mass to the evolutionary mass is
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O.93 with homogeneousand 1.02with inhomogeneousmodels. Aboveabout

10-20daysa mass lossof 20-30percentis indicatedfor starsin

theirearlyB star evolutionwith originally15 or more solarmasses.

Six Cepheidswith at leastfourdifferentmass determinationsshow that

forperiodsbelowi0 days thereare no longerany Cepheidmass anomalies.

A long termgoalin understandingthe pulsationof the classi-

cal Cepheldsis to theoreticallymap theirpulsationinstability

stripin theHertzsprung-Russelldiagram. Severalpreviousattempts

have been made startingwith J. P. Cox (1963)and includingChristy

(1966),Stobie(1969ab),Iben(1971),Iben and Tuggle(1972ab,1975),

and Stellingwerf(1975),and the Los Alamoscenteredgroupwho have

publishedthe papersCox,et al. (1966),King,Cox, and Eilers(1966),

King,et al. (1973),Cox,King,and Tabor(1973),and King,at al.

(1975). It has been shownthat instabilitystripblue edgesare well

understood,and now Deupreeis completinga discussionof the Cepheid

red edge. _at remainsto learnis what pulsationmodesoccurand

where theyare in the instabilitystrip.

The massesand compositionsof the Cepheidsare essentialif

thisfurthermappingin theH-R diagramis attempted.Even theblue

and red edgesdependon the mass and composition,but theirlesser

dependencehas resultedin the curren_reasonablysatisfactoryagree-

ment betweentheoryand observation.See Cox and Hodson(1978). The

persistentuncertainCepheidmassesand compositionshas led Christy

(1966)to what I considera very misleadingrelationbetweenlumino-

sity and transltionperiodfor the fundamentalmode:
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_tr " 0.057(L/Le)0"6days.

Stobie(1969b) in discussing modal behavior proposedan incorrect

rule that if the pulsation periodwas between2 and 7 days, it was

a first overtone pulsator, and if less than 2 days a second overtone

pulsator. Stellingwerf (1975), searching for double-mode conditions

got it (wronglywe now think)at the red side of the instability strip

or maybe beyond the red edge. All these studies used atrociousmasses

and compositions,obliviousof the resultsof stellarevolutiontheory.

Startingwith Cogan(1970)severalotherslike Rodgers(1970),

Fricke,Stobie,and Strittmatter(1973),and Petersen(1973),found

thatmassesbasedon observationsand pulsationtheorywere anywhere

fromi0 percentto a factorof fourlowerthan thoseinferedfrom

observedluminositiesand evolutiontheory.

Iben and severalofhis collaboratorshave triedto reconcile

pulsationand evolutiontheoriesandboth of thesewith observations.

Variousschemesfor solvingthe Cepheidmass anomalieshavebeen pro-

posed. Iben and Tuggle(1972a)wantedto move theperiod-luminosity

calibratingCepheidsfurtherawayby 15 percentmakingthemintrinsi-

callybrighter,biggerand morenearlythe mass givenby evolution

theory. King,et el. (1975)proposedtheywere reallycoolerand

largerthan the current(B-V)0 - log Te relationgives. Both these

effectshave now been realizedwith thebest distancescaleto the

galacticclusterscontainingCepheidsincreasedby 13 percentand a

new conceptthat the interstellarreddeningwas overestimatedmaking

Cepheldsurfacetemperaturesnow I00 K or so coolerwith the same

(B-V)0- log Te scale.
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However, the phase of the bumps in Cepheidsbetween 5.5 and 13

days and the period ratio of the dozen or two double-modeCepheids

still indicate low masses. These bump and beat masses are independent

of the distance and temperaturescales. Simon and Schmldt (1976)

have now showed that the bump phase was relatedto the ratio _2/_0,

making both these classesdouble-modeCephelds.

Our proposal after considerablediscussion,much of it already

publishedby Cox, et al (1977) and Cox, lllchaud,and Hodson (1978),

is that the Cepheidshave helium enriched envelopes,caused by a

helium deficientCepheidwind, which changes their internal structure

enough to change _/E 0 and H2/E 0 without appreciably changing 50•

I now believe that the masses of all Cepheids are given correctly

by evolution theory. Most are in blue loops, but at the shortest

periods, as for the only triple-modeCepheidAC And, and for the

masses above 13 M_, the star is having its first instabilitystrip

crossing. Can we prove that evolution and pulsation masses are now

equal?

Let me first disposeof a very poor way to get Cepheidmasses -

use of photometric multicolor measurements interpreted in terms of

log g and Te. If

M
g = G--

R2
2

= __%

and ql " Q1 (M'R'L'Te composition) (i)

using the Faulkner (1977)form for QI' then
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5.6
or M- g forCephelds.

Thusa factorof twoerrorin g, whichapparentlycanbe improved

for earlier type stars, is neverthelessdisastrousfor getting Cepheid

masses.

The latest evolutionarytracks for Cepheids are given by Becket,

Iben, and Tuggle (1977). As noted many times before, the rather tight

relationbetween mass and blue loop luminosityallows a determination

of the evolutionarymass for Cepheldswith Pmown luminosities. The

reiation

log L/L8 - 0.46 - 41(Z - 0.02) + 6.6(Y - 0.28) (2)

+ [3.68+ 21(Z - 0.02) - 4.5(Y - 0.28)] log M/M@

suggested by Becker, Iben, and Tuggle applying to an evolution time

weighted mean of the first, second, and third crossing is used here.

Let me describe the method of determining what I call theoretical

masses. We use the four equations

L = 4TrR2 O"T4 (3)
e

M/Me
qo " _o,v'(R--_)3 (4)

togetherwith Equations (I) and (2) above to relate four unknowns

M, R, L, and QO" Here we know _0' the fundamentalpulsationperiod,

very well, and we know Te to usuallybetter than 10 percent. If we

assume Y = 0.28 and Z = 0.02, an iteratlvemethod of solution gives
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a theoreticalmass,radius,luminosity,and a QO"

Tablei gives20 Cepheidevolutionary,theoretical,and pulsa-

tionmasses,wherethe pulsationmasses,discussedfirstby Cogan

(1970),need an observedperiod,luminosity,and color. For these

pulsationmassesthe colorgivesTe whichtogetherwith the luminosity

givesa radius,whichfurther,with theperiod,givesa mass. The

QO for this tablecomesfromthe Cox,King,and Stellingwerf(1972).

TABLE1

CALIBRATIONCEPHEIDS
 WSEDHYADESD ST  CE

SANDAGE'ANDTA_ANN OR VAN DLN BERGH PERIODS AND COLORS

Cepheid II0(d) log L/L@ Mev/M@ Te(K___)R/R@ QQ(d) Hq/M@ QT(d) MT/H @

SU Cas 1.95 2.98 4.8 6599 23.8 .0355 4.5 .0353 4.9

EV Sct 3.09 3.06 5.1 6113 30.5 .0371 4.1 .0362 5.4

CEb Cas 4.48 3.30 5.9 6138 39.8 .0381 4.6 .0369 6.3

CF Cas 4.87 3.26 5.8 5895 41.3 .0386 4.4 .0372 6.2

CEa Cas 5.14 3.34 6.1 5943 44.5 .0384 4.9 .0373 6.4

UY Per 5.36 3.40 6.3 6088 45.4 .0386 4.8 .0373 6.8

CV Mon 5.38 3.37 6.2 5943 46.1 .0385 5.0 .0374 6.6

VY Per 5.53 3.45 6.5 6162 47.0 .0386 5.0 .0373 7.0

CS Vel 5.90 3.25 5.7 5895 40.8 .0410 3.3 .0377 6.7

V367 Sct 6.29 3.54 6.8 6313 49.7 .0394 4.8 .0375 7.6

U Sgr 6.74 3.59 7.1 6162 55.2 .0390 5.6 .0378 7.6

DL Cas 8.00 3.57 7.0 5801 60.9 .0398 5.6 .0385 7.3

S Nor 9.75 3.65 7.4 5731 68.4 .0409 5.6 .0391 8.0

TW Nor 10.79 3.46 6.5 5572 58.1 .0448 3.4 .0396 8.0

VX Per i0.89 3.77 7.9 5943 73.0 .0415 5.6 .0392 8.8

SZ Cas 13.62 3.93 8.8 6015 85.7 .0424 6.1 .0398 9.8

VY Car 18.93 4.05 9.5 5309 126.3 .0416 9.7 .0418 9.4

T Mon 27.02 4.27 i0.8 5224 168.1 .0426 ii.8 .0433 i0.6

RS Pup 41.38 4.35 11.4 5373 174.2 .0495 7.6 .0449 13.0

SV Vul 45.04 4'.48 12.4 5018 232.0 .0457 12.8 .0461 12.2
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All these Cepheids which are listed by Sandage and Tammann (1969) or

van den Bergh (1977) are in galactic clusters or have their distance

known by some other method. At least all the cluster Cepheids need

their distance modulus increased by 0.m26,and, not knowing what to

do for the other six, they also have been assumed more luminous.

The six not in galactic clusters are: SU Cas in front of a reflection

nebula, UY Per, VY Per, VX Per, SZ Cas, in the dubious h . X Perseus

association and RS Pup discussed recently by Eggen. While the h +

X Perseus cluster may not exist, Turner (1977) now proposes that at

least one of the questionable Cepheids, UY Per, may be in one of the

clusters King 4 or Czernik 8, A glance at the table shows that the

pulsation masses are still anomalously low even with most of the

rben suggested distance increase. Evolution and theoretical masses

always agree well.

But I don't want you to dwell much on this table, because there

is a further necessary change in the Te values. Dean, Warren and

Cousins(1978),in a stillunpublishedpaper,listnewlydetermined

colorexcessesfor 16 of these20 Cephelds.Unfortunately,the four

not listedby DWC, CEb Cas_ CEa Cas_CS Vel, and V367 Sct_are all

in clusters. Anywaythesenew colorexcesses,basedon fittingtracks

in the B-V_ V-I_ and B-V_ R-I planesfor eachpulsatingvariableare

significantlyless thanthoseolderones determinedby Kraftbasedon

photometryof the G band. Therefore,the intrinsiccolorsare redder

and the Cepheidsare cooler. Figure1 givesthese16 Cepheidmass

ratios_/Mev with both the improveddistanceand Te values. Actually,

the Te used for U Sgr and S Nor is givenby Pel (1978)who obtained

themby hismulticolorphotometry.I havealsousedfortheQ0 values
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Fig. 1. Theoretical to evolutionary mass ratio
versus fundamental period for 16 Cepheids.

The new distance, temperature, and Q0
values are used.

those from helium enriched models which l have advocated. One now

sees again that the theoretical masses are very close to the evolutionary

masses, the mean ratio being 0.99 ± 0.07.

An important point here is that one can get a theoretical mass,

based on only _0 and an approximate Te value, for any Cepheld if one

believes the theoretical evolution mass-lumlnosity law and the theoreti-

cal pulsation constants. Later we will use these theoretical masses for

Cepheids not in clusters to compare with masses from other methods.
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Figure 2 on the same scale plots the ratio of pulsation to evolu-

tion masses for 16 Cepheids with the new observational data, but with

homogeneous (not helium enriched) envelope Q0 values. The Cogan mass

anomaly has disappeared as predicted by Iben and Tuggle and Frlcke,

Stobie, and Strittmatter. The mean ratio MQ/Mev was 0.70 according

to Stobie (1974), and it becomes 0.84 ± 0.17 if the new distance scale

is used alone and here 0.97 ± 0.25 when both the new distances and T e

values are used.

PULSATION AND EVOLUTIONARY MASS COMPARISON
I °6 i I' "i i i I I _ I i l i l J , i I

0.6

0o_ ! I I . I t I t t I I I I , t i J i

0 o I01 0z

FUNOAMENTAL PER[OD (DAYS)

Fig.2. Pulsationto evolutionarYmass ratioversus
fundamentalperiodfor 16 Cepheids. The new
distancesand temperatures,but homogeneous

Q0 values are used.
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We must consider what happens if the inhomogeneous model QO values

are used, because if they solve the bump and beat mass anomalies they

must not be excluded for these 16 calibrating Cepheids. Indeed, 5

of these 16 Cephelds have bumps in their light and velocity curves.

The ratio MQ/Mev is given in Figure 3, and the mean ratio is 1.07 =

0.27. inclusion of the surface helium enriched model Q0 values here

actually reverses the pulsation mass anomaly, but maybe Schmidt's (1978)

new cluster distances, based on HB photometry of the B stars will

now decrease distances to these calibrating Cepheid clusters.

Let me briefly discuss the problem of converting mean colors

to Te. The latest word by Bell and Parsons (1974) seems to be that

the venerable Kraft relation

log Te = 3.886 - 0.175 (B-V)

is still to be used. Therefore,that is the origin of Te from un-

reddened DWC colors for the theoreticaland pulsationmasses. Note

in Figure 4, however, the problem is still not solved. We plot the

unreddenedDWC colors versus the Pel (1978)log Te for 44 Cepheids

where both values are known. The discrepancyhas been claimedby

DWC to indicate that Pel has determined too little reddening from

his multicolorwork and obtained temperaturestoo low by a few percent

or about 150 K. Cogan tells me that the points in this slide are

better fit with the Flower (1977) formula,but it really seems that Pel's

reddeningsare too small by 0.05- 0.08in B-V. I don'tworry too

much about this, though we still need refinement of Te values.

Bump masses, discussedmostly by Frlcke, Stobie_ and Strittmatter

(1972),are based on the phase of the light curve bump for those

Cepheidswith periods between 5.5 and 13 days. Christyj and patti-
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cularly Stohie, found that the bumps were at a phase way too late

and often invisible for a i0 day Cepheid unless the mass was only

1!ke 4-5 MO. This is about 70 percent of that given by evolution

theory, and is the basis for Stobie's (1969b) different, anomalous

mass luminosity law.

Fricke, Stobie, and Strittmatter (1972) related the period tires

the bump phase to the equilibrium radius by using Stobie's theoretl-

cal models. The radius can then be put into the period - mean density

formula to get the mass. Masses averaged 0.75 the evolution masses.

Simon and Schmldt (1976) discovered that the bump phase corre-

lated with _2/_0. If we use linear theory for _2/_0 and evaluate

the sound echo time for the models we get the lines in Figure 5.

Echo time is llke bump phase, because if the echo time is long (in

the equilibrium model) then the bump generated by nonlinear mechanis=m,

0.60 I I I I

PeriodRolio Versus Echo Tim" /

////__6C6d

7M o
L • 1.85x 1037 erg/s • ,
Llneor Theory

o 0.55-

" lid

5d

12df "
0.50 _ "

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 i.9 2.0

Sound Trov¢l "i'ln_/r[ o

Fig. 5. Period ratio _2/_o versus echo time from linear theory

for7 M8 withevolutiontheorylurdnosity.Both homo-
geneousand inhomogeneousmodelsare shown.
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atminimumradius,willalsobe lateina fullamplitudepulsating

model. This figureshowsthat.there is not a universalrelationbetween

echo time and_2/_0,but the relationis much as Simonand Schmidt

discoveredusingStoble'snonlinearmodels. Note that the inhomogeneous

modelsgive earlierecho timeseven thoughtheselineartheorytimes

are still too late.

Figure6 givessome resultsI spokeabout in IAU Symposium80.

Here _2/_0 is plottedagainst_0" Firstlook at the homogeneous

King IVa 7 M8 models at evolution luminosities. The region of _2/EO

between 0.46 and 0.53 is never reached for these linear theory models.

Note the blue B, and red R edges. If we retain the luminosity but reduce

the mass to 5 MS, then bumps appear nearer the correct phase, where the

_2/HO ratio equals 0.50 at i0 days with the bump near the velocity and

light curve peaks. The unpublished Carson C312 opacities give improve-

.58 I I I I

_ Ratios

.56- -

___ _"_, 7 "_ o

.50 " "" _-_..._..___...._, -

A_ I 1 f !
6 8 i0 I?_ 14

NO (days)

Fig. 6. The period ratio _._/En versus En for Cepheid models in the instability
strip. Approximat_ b_ue (B) an_ red (R) edges are indicated, l=-

homogeneous models at 6.0, 7.0, and 8.0 M0 show the appropriate
Hertzsprungrelation.
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meritfo_ homogeneouscompositions,but reallynot enough. These

opacitiesare consideredveryuncertain.Finally,Y = 0.75 surface

layersgive theproper_2/_0progression- thatis theHertzsprung

progression- with fundamentalmodeperiod.

Above8 or 9 MO thereis not enoughtime in Cepheldblue loop

evolutionto have a Cepheldwind enrichthe surfacelayers. Bumps

thenmightbe expectedat longperiodsfor thesehomogeneousvariables,

and someare actuallyseen. For example,bumpsare on lightcurves

for RU Sct (19,7d),UZ Pup (23.2d),and on X Pup (26.0d). If there

is mass lossway back when the staris a B star,we mighthave a case,

suchas studledbySreenlvasanandWilson(1977)of a luminosityfor

a 10-15MG Cepheidwith a mass of perhaps25 percentless. In that

case the H2/H0wouldalwaysbe lessthan0.46,and no bumpswould

occur.

Let me turnnow to the double-modeCepheldswhosemasseshave

been studiedtheoreticallyby Petersen(1973),King,at al. (1975)

andby Cox,King andHodson(1977)andmore observatlonallyby

Eodgers(1970),Fitchand Szeidl(1976),and Schmldt(1972,1974).

With only the ratioHI/HOjandwe are surethat theseperiodshave

been correctlyidentified,the massof a varlablellkeU Tr A can

be determined.

Figure7 has the wholestoryfor this Cepheldat HO " 2.568days.

ThehomogeneousKing IVa compositionmass is llke 1.2 M%, but the

severalways of gettingenrichedsurfacelayersgivelargermasses.

A thin layerwith Y - 0.75 down to 70,000K and the PopulationI

King IVa compositioninteriorgives4 M@. Thisslidehas been expanded
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Fig. 7. The periodratioEl/_ versusmass is shownfor U Tr A models
at Te of 6000K, 6200K, end 6400K. The dashedline gives

the observedperiodratiowhichindicatesmasseslike4 M@for surfaceY between0.55and 0.75.

sinceI showedit at the IAU Symposium80. I now believethat a

surfaceY of 0.55 is largeenoughif one allowsthe inverted

gradientinstabilityto mix someheliumdown to deeperlevelslike

I00,000K. Theseenrichmentsare all possibleaccordingto Cox,

Michaud,andHodson(1978)consideringthe age of the Cepheidand

the samewind endwind compositionper surfacearea as for the sun.

Our newestmass resultsare thosegivenby Wessellnkradius

measurements.Balona(1977)sentme his recenttabulation_and

thattogetherwith the Evans(1976)and Scarfe(1976)data,allow
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69 mass determinations. The idea is simple - plug the radius and

period into the period mean density relation with known Q0 to get

the mass.

Figure 8 gives the ratios of the Wesselink radius masses to theo-

retical masses for QO values applicable for homogeneous models. The

ratio is 0.93 for periods less than i0 days and 0.60 above• The tre-

mendous scatter was not expected by me because Balona advertises errors

of less than i0 percent in the radius. The Wesselink radius masses go

like R2"44 • Better radii, accurate to i0 or less percent, are needed

WESSLINK RADIUS AND THEORETICAL MASS COMPARISON
35 "• _ i i I | | I I | I i i I l | i i
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Fig. 8. The ratio of the Wessellnk radius mass to theoretlcal mass
is plotted versus period for 69 cases. Evolutionary masses

use X = 0.70 and Y - 0.28, and _ values are based on thehomogeneous composition X 0.602, Y = 0.354.
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Figure 9 shows that the anomalous masses are partially cured

with the QO values for the inhomogeneous models. For these, Q0 is

up by 5-10 percent: For shorter periods, the ratio Df_ is 1.02.

The longer period Cephelds show a mass anomaly (ratio equal 0.70)

which is not new - see Schmldt (1976) for example. I speculate that

these Cepheids have had mass loss in the B star stage which does not

affect their luminosity as much as their mass.

WESSLINK RAOIUS ANO THEORETICAL MASS COMPARISON
3.5 , • , ' ' ' ''I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
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O. I | I I , I I II t I I | ! m l
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Fig. 9. The ratioof the Wessellnkradiusmass to theoreticalmass
is plottedversusperiodfor69 cases. Evolutionarymasses
use X - O.70 and Y = 0.28,and =heQo valuescome fromthe
inhomogeneousmodels_-ithYS = 0.75.
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Earlier I pointed out that use of a photometrically measured

gravity cannot get an accurate mass. But the preceeding theoretical

and evolutionary masses can give good log g values which can be

compared to Pel's measurements. The difference

_(log gT + loglog

is + 0.02 = 0.20 for the homogeneous models and - 0.02 ± 0.20 for

the inhomogeneous models, where P, T, and W are the Pel, theoretical,

and Wesselink radius values of g. The very close agreement is not

unexpected since

_.44 _ TO'28e

 .O6 o

Evidently the comparison of log g values with theory cannot indicate

whether the inhomogeneous enriched helium envelopes are more realistic

than the homogeneous ones.

My Wesselink radius mass paper (Cox 1979) has more, for example

the possibility of overtone pulsation and the use of the Barnes et al.

radii, which I will not cover here.

As a final point let me compare the masses of U Sgr, S Nor, and

V367 Sct, all cluster Cepheids which are determlned by at least four

ways. Table 2 gives the usual low values for the Fricke, Stobie,

and Strittmatter bump, and Cox, et al. beat masses, using homogeneous

models. Also in the table I have masses for T Mon, P_BPup, and SV

Vul showing the Wesselink radius mass anomaly for all but RS Pup.

My conclusion is that all previous mass anomalies can be considered

solved by distance, temperature, and inhomogeneous model improvements.

Wesselink radii urgently need improvement. If there is no systematic

radius error due to strange limb darkening effects, etc., there is a
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TABLE 2

CEPHEIDMASSES

U Sgr 7.1 6.5 9.5 4,0 - 6.6
*

S Nor 7.4 7.2 8.2 3.8 - 3.6

V367Scn 6.9 7.3 5.6 - 2.3 -

T Hon 10.8 9.6 17.0 - - 5.3- 10.2

RS Pup 11.4 12.0 9.6 - - 10.3

SV Vul 12.4 11.5 16.0 - - 5.3

The bump masses are given by FSS.

TheV367So= theoreticala._dpulsationmassesarebasedon _he
vandenBerghTe andnot thenew Te fromDean,Warren;andCousins
unreddenedcolors. Thehomogeneousmodelbeatmassis fromCox,
•e_ al.
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persistent mass anomaly for the longer period Cephelds that may really

indicate early mass loss. More observations are suggested for galactic

cluster distances, to improve pulsation masses, for Wessellnk radii,

to improve Wesselink radius masses, and for Cepheld spectra and even

for the solar wind, to confirm if inhomogeneous models with surface

helium enrichment really exist.
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Discussion

Wesselink: Would there be any mass loss in the evolutionof a Cepheid, and

would this affect your conclusions?

A. Cox: The standard answer to that question as given by stellar evolution

people is that there may be mass loss while the star is a B star, but if it

loses more than 10% of its mass in the yellow giant and red giant stage, it

will not go through a blue loop. This was a very amazing result that came

out about 1970 by Refsdal, Roth and Weigart, and they stick to it. Even

recent results for a 15 M star by Sreenivasan and Wilson indicate the samee

thing. You might have a little bit of mass loss from the red giant as it

comes back through the blue loop, but not enough to explain any of these

anomalies. You can get 10%, but that's all.

Hillendahl: On the basis of believing in models (cf. PASP 82, 123i, 1970)

you would predict that any time a star evolves across any instability strip

in the H-R diagram -- not just the Cepheid instability strip -- there would

be mass loss and helium enrichment in the atmosphere. I wonder if there is

any possibility of testingthat with the data?

A. Cox: There are two or three ways. You don't see the mass loss itself

because it is very low, about i0-I0 M /yr, and there is no way of easily@

measuring that low a mass loss. But there is a possibility of looking at

the spectra to see if this enriched helium really exists. But it turns out

that it's very hard to find helium in a yellow star, like the Sun or a

Cepheid. The other thing to do is to study the solar wind to see if we
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understand what is happening. The solar wind is deficient in helium, so the

solar atmosphere is probably being enriched. But you don't notice it because

the solar atmosphere is very deep, comprising about 1% of the mass of the Sun.

So it mixes in and you never notice the enrichment. For the Cepheids, we

need to enrich about 10-4 or 10-5 of the mass, which is the mass of the

convection zone.

J. Cox: Do you know if there is any observational evidence for a Cepheld

wind?

A. Cox: • No. The only reason you know about the solar wind is that you are

sitting here in it. But if you take the relative size of the Cepheid and the

Sun and let the solar wind blow from the Cepheid (which we call a Cepheid

wind), you can enrich that very thin layer in the lifetime of the blue loops.

Scuflaire: If the external layers of the star are enriched with helium, do

#ou get an instability?

A. Cox: Yes. Unfortunately, there is a problem, because if you have an

inverted _ -gradient it is very likely to be unstable. We are working on

that problem also in a two-dimensional hydrodynamical calculation to see

what will happen. We fully expect that at first the layer will mix and not

persist. If that is really true, there will be no explanation for the bump

and the beat Cepheids. So at the moment we are trying to see if there is

some way of stabilizing that layer, perhaps by pulsation or by the flow of

hydrogen through that layer. Your question could be unanswered for the next

50 years. It is a question of whether you believe the period of Cepheids,

indicating a helium enriched layer, or whether you believe from linear

theory that the layer will mix.
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Keller: You showed a diagram that put beat Cepheids and bump Cepheids in the

same class by looking at the period ratio, and that all you had to do was get

below a certain period ratio to get bumps. There are several ways of doing

this. One is mass loss, another enrichment. It seems to me that something

we should do if we don't like these two is to look for any other means for

adjusting the structure of the star to get below that period ratio. Have you

thought of any other scheme that might be done?

A. Cox: There are two or three points on that. Faulkner in his article in

1977 proposed that when these stars have two modes at once, the period ratio

is not correctly given by linear theory. In other words, what we measure is

not what we think we measure. But there hasn't been any further pursuit of

that. Cogan proposed that a very deep helium convection zone changes the

period. But that doesn't seem to work. In a recent letter from Cogan, he

stated that he doesn't believe it will work now. Castor, in a private

conversation, suggested that the opacities are wrong. After all, you can

always change your opacities in astrophysics to solve your problems. That

seems out of the question, because we have two widely disparate chemical

compositions giving opacities which give similar results. (Dave King will

talk about that.) It seems that the only thing that will significantly

change the structure is a change in the equation of state.

Connoli¥: You said higher mass stars could experience mass loss. Could you

give a range in Cepheid periods over which this might occur?

A. Cox: Sreenivasan and Wilson have done a study that shows that higher

mass stars can lose 25-30% of their mass as B stars; and when they become

yellow and red giants, they are undermassive. If they were to lose another
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i0%, then they would not blue loop. The same lack of blue loops holds for

the lower mass stars that do not experience the early mass loss. The answer

to your question is that there might be 25% undermasslve stars for masses

> i0 or 12 Me, periods above i0 or 15 days.
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TRIPLE MODE CEPHEID MASSES

David S. King

Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University

of New Mexico

Arthur N. Cox and Stephen W. Hodson

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

I. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper (Cox 1978) we have heard about the general problem

of Cepheid masses. Large mass anomalies for beat (double-mode) Cepheids (2-6

days) have been discussed by Petersen (1973), King, et al. (1975), and Cox,

King, Hodson, and Henden (1977). Ratios of these masses to evolution masses

were previously found to be as little as one quarter.

The possibility that nonlinear coupling between the two principal modes

in double-mode Cepheids might lead to period ratios which are sufficiently

different from those predicted by linear theory as suggested by Faulkner

(1977a) does not seem to solve the problem (Cox, Hodson, and King, 1977).

Large amplitude mixed mode models lead to period ratios which agree with the

linear values to within 0.4 percent, whereas the change required to yield

masses close to the evolution value is of the order of 3.0 percent. This re-

sult is in agreement with that found by Stellingwerf (1975) in his investiga-

tion of a mixed mode model with characteristics similar to those of an RR

Lyrae variable.

The suggestion that convection might change the structure in such a way

as to alter the period ratios by the required amount, as suggested by Cogan

(1977), has been investigated by Deupree (1977a) and by Cox, King, Hodson,
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and Henden (1977). It was found that for reasonable values of the ratio of

mixing length to pressure scale height, convection played a very small role

and was not able, in the absence of other changes, to produce the desired

effect.

A possible reconciliation of low Cepheid masses obtained by using linear

theory periodswith the larger ones obtainedby stellarevolutiontheory has

been suggestedby Cox, Deupree,King, and Hodson (1977)and Cox, Michaud, and

Hodson (1978). The convectionzones,presumablyenriched in helium by a helium

deficientCepheidwind, change the structureof yellow giants to give the

HI/H0 for double-modeCepheidsconsistentwith observations.

Until quite recentlythere were thoughtto be two cases of triple mode

Cepheids. The star AC Andromedaehas been discussedby Fitch and Szeidl (1976)

who obtainedperiods of _0 = 0.711d,HI = 0.525d and H2 = 0.421d. It should be

noted that this star is outside of the range of periodspreviouslyindicated

for the double-modeCepheids,and there may still be some questionas to whether

this star is a PopulationII RR Lyrae star, which would be consistentwith its

period, or a very short period PopulationI Cepheid,more consistentwith its

spectrum.

Faulkner (1977b)has recentlyreporteda third period for the variable

TU Cassiopeiae. With periodsof H0 = 2.14d, HI = 1.52d,and H2 = 1.25d, this

star does have fundamentaland first overtoneperiods which place it among

the other double-modeCepheids. We have heard Hodson and Cox (1978)report

in an earlierpaper in this conferencethat the third period (H2)does not

appear to be real. Prior to learningthis models were studied in an attempt

to explain the three periods. We will discuss this in Section Ill.
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The models previously suggested had homogeneous _Y = 0..50to 0.75) con-

vection zones which extend to 60,000 K or 70,000 K, counting the pulsation

and overshooting excursions, and then a deeper I0,000 K wide buffer zone with

half the surface'helium enrichment. There are now at least two difficulties

with those models. Possibly the large helium abundance in the atmosphere con-

flicts with spectral observations of the metal to hydrogen ratio for Cepheids.

This difficulty must await detailed calculations of synthetic spectra to see

if high helium can be tolerated. The second difficulty is that possibly the

helium rich layer is very unstable due to the inverted _ gradient, and it may

quickly mix by a process described by Kippenhahn (1974). Previously, the

period ratios of triple-mode Cepheids AC And and TU Cas could not be correctly

predicted by very thin enriched layer structures as reported by King, Cox,

and Hodson (1977). Deeper enriched layers are now indicated.

It appears that the period ratios of AC And indicate that Cepheid wind

enrichment from the surface and the instability mixing below the convection

zones compete to give much deeper large Y homogeneous and transition layers

than previously thought. The time spent as a yellow giant and the mass loss

due to the wind, inferred from the solar wind and the relative size of the

sun and the Cepheid, allow a mass fraction of perhaps 2 x 10-4 to be enriched

to maybe Y = 0.75; If this layer is unstable and is mixed deeper, the Y will

be somewhat smaller and the temperature at the bottom will be hotter. We

show that if the enrichment goes to 250,000 K (l-q = 2 x 10-4) with a transi-

tion zone to 300,000 K (l-q = 5 x 10-4) for AC And, its periods can be explained.

For TU Cas a very unlikely model is required to give the three periods reported

by Faulkner (1977b).

The observations of AC And are reviewed in Section If. A discussion of

the periods of TU Cas has been given by Hbdson and Cox (1978) and need not
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be repeated here. Section III gives our theoretical model data and derived

masses. Conclusions are given in Section IV.

II. AC ANDROM_DAE PERIODS

The data of Fitch and Szeidl (1976) has been analyzed by a method adapted

from Lafler and Kinman (1965) and described by Cox, Hodson, and King (1977).

We here, however, have adopted the Fitch and Szeidl periods with no attempt

at refining them. The original data, kindly supplied by Fitch, was grouped

by averaging all points in magnitude and time within 0.0142d starting at the

first data point used by Fitch and Szeidl. The differing weight of these

average points has been ignored in our period analysis. Component fundamental

{F), first overtone (IH), and second overtone (2H) light curves are given in

Figure I. Three other periods that are found are the nonlinear coupling beats

between F and IH, F and 2H, and IH and 2H. These final component light curves

were obtained after iteratively prewhitening the mean data points with all the

other S periods. Clearly, the second overtone is present as Fitch and Szeidl

found.

The standard error of the amplitudes is 0.06 mag, much larger than obtained

by Fitch and Szeidl. The reason seems to be that we have not prewhitened with

so many additional periods. It may be necessary to include periods to more

exactly define the distorted light curves of the three basic variations. Our

curves in Figure 1 and our three nonlinear beat variations then probably do

not show the exact shape of each component, but the analysis is good enough

to give rather accurate amplitudes.
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Fig. i. Component light curves for the three periods of AC Andromedae

using the data of Fitch and Szeidl. Their periods have been

used. Our three amplitudes are 0.227, 0.178, and 0.069 magni-

tude with the standard deviation of 0.060 for all three•

III. TRIPLE MODE CEPHEID MASSES

Numerous models have been constructed and analyzed for periods and

growth rates using a linear nonadiabatic program originally developed by Castor

(1971). Convection with varying _/Hp (Deupree 1977b) is allowed, but _/Hp is
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limited to unity. The previous structures, which can explain the bump and

double-mode Cepheids with evolutionary theory masses, were modified in ways

that did not destroy their _i/_0 and _2/_0 period ratios. Thus the new re-

vised bump and double-mode Cepheid masses remain unchanged.

One problem with the surface helium enrichment is that the structure is

not stable. Helium will leak downward at a, as yet undetermined, rate. If

one assumes some downward mixing to a mass level with only about 5 x 10-4 of

the stellar mass above, there is still time to enrich it by a Cepheid wind to

a large Y in the few million years during a 3 M first evolutionary crossingo

of the pulsation instability strip. Thus our AC And model is enriched to

Y = 0.48 from the surface to 250,000 K to Y = 0.38 between there and 300,000 K,

and finally with Y = 0.28, or a normal value, deeper all the way to the nuclear

burning core.

Figure 2 gives a plot of _2/_i, _i/_0, and _2/_0 versus mass for this

structure with the fundamental period for all models within a few percent of

that for AC And. The observed period ratios indicate approximately 3 Mo; a

more definitive value would need unknown details of the internal composition

structure.

This value of 3 Me is the same as that suggested by Fitch and Szeidl

C1976), but we do not completely agree with their techniques of getting the

mass. The best data available to them was from the Cogan {1970) grid of

models which was coarse and probably the models included too much convection.

Fits to the pulsation constant Qi for various M and R values may not give

period ratios _i+i/_i to the accuracy of one part or less per thousand that

observations merit. The error in the Fitch and Szeidl mass value was perhaps
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Fig.2. Periodratiosforthe fundamentaland firsttwo overtones

forour inhomogeneousmodelsforAC Andromedaeplotted

versuslogM/Me. Luminositiesrangefrom100-300Le.

30 percentor morewhereasours,usingspeciallycalculatedmodels,is con-

siderablysmaller,assumingof courseour.unconventionalcompositionstruc-

ture.

As pointed out by Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977), the primary

effect which leads to the correct period ratios in the inhomogeneous case

is the change in the density, structure of the outer envelope.
J
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Fig. 3. Density versus fractionalradius in three models for AC

Andromedae. The two homogeneousmodels have parallel

density structuresand similarperiods for the first

three radial modes. In the inhomogeneouscase, the

fundamentalmode feels the shallowerdensity gradient

more than the higher modes and has a larger period than

for the two homogeneouscases.
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Figure 3 shows the densityas a functionof fractionalradius for a

three solar mass model of AC And. This is near the derivedmass as can be

seen in Figure 2. Three cases are shown;two homogeneousmodels and the

adopted inhomogeneouscase. In the outer region of the star where

T _ 250,000 K, the densityin the case for Y = 0.28 is about a factorof

two less than in the helium enrichedinhomogeneousmodel As one approaches

the base of the envelopethe densitiesbecome more nearly equal, i.e. the

magnitudeof the density gradientis less steep in the inhomogeneouscase.

Since the total mass and radius of the models is the same, this leads to a

less centrallycondensedmodel and hence to a longer fundamentalperiod.

By allowingthe envelopeto be helium enrichedinto a depth of 250,000K

the periodsof the first and second overtonesare littleaffectedsince their

eigenfunctionsare large only in regionsexteriorto this and see roughly

a homogeneousmodel. Table 1 confirmsthis for these cases. The lengthening

of the fundamentalperiod is about fourpercent whereasthe first overtone

and second overtoneperiods are increasedby slightlymore than one tenth

of one percent.

TABLE 1

Ac And Models at 3 Mo,217 Le, Te = 6800 K

ModelY no nI n2  l/nO H2!no n2/n1
.48 0.6834 0.5336 0.4287 0.781 0.627 0.804

Inhomo- 0.7106 0.5277 0.4232 0.743 0.596 0.802
geneous

.28 0.6841 0.5270 0.4226 0.770 0.618 0.802
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It is of some interest to briefly discuss the models that were necessary

when we were attempting to explain _he reported third period of TU Cas. The

ratio H2/_1 would be 0.8249 whereas for most models this ratio is about 0.80,

as for ACAnd. The only model we were able to find which would give the

Faulkner(1977b) H2/H1 had normal helium (in our case actually Y = 0.35) from

the surface to 80,000K, Y = 0.70 between 80,000K and 150,000K, and then

Y = 0.28 to the nuclear burning region. Using this model a mass of about 4M

was derived. This type of structure is not needed to explain any of the

other Cepheids and led us to doubt the reality of the second overtone; In

the absence of the third period there is no difficulty in explaining TU Cas

as just another double-mode Cepheid with the high gravity of Schmidt (1974),

explained by the large surface helium abundance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Unconventional composition structures are proposed to explain the periods

of the triple mode Cepheid ACAnd. A strong Cepheid wind appears to enrich

helium in the convection zones down to about 60,000 K or 70,000K. Then some

downward partial mixing occurs to the bottom of a layer with about l-q =

5 x 10.4 of the stellar mass.

Petersen (1978b) has suggested that ACAnd may be a c-type RR Lyrae

variable pulsating only in the first, second, and third overtones. Fitch and

Szeidl indicate, however, a Population I composition. Wehave two major ob-

jections to the Petersen models. First, we find that if nonadiabatic periods

are calculated instead of his adiabatic ones, the period ratios are too small

by as much as 4 percent for _2/H1 and somewhat less for H3/_l and _3/H2.

This leads to an unacceptable solution for the masses given by Petersen.
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Second,we find that the secondand third overtonesfor either a PopulationI

or II mixtureare stable at all surfaceeffectivetemperaturesfor these low

masses. _11erapid kineticenergy decay rates, like 25 percentper period,

give the few percent differencebetween the adiabaticand nonadiabatic

periods. At 0.6 and 1.0 Methe first overtone is sometimespulsationally

unstable,but not at the Te value of 7100 K suggestedby Jakate (1978). For

our inhomogeneousmodels with more surfacehelium, the fundamentaland first

two overtonesare all naturallyunstablefor Te between6400 and 7000 K.

We note that AC And is not unlike the anomalousCepheidsrecentlydis-

cussed by Zinn and Searle (1976)and Deupreeand Hodson (1977). Masses of

betweenone and two solar masses are suggested,however, and the population

is more likelytype II.

It is worthwhilenoting that the double-modeCepheids,such as U Tr A,

can still be explainedwith our proposed enrichmentbelow the homogeneous

convectionzones. A case where Y is 0.50 from the surfaceto 150,000 K

(l-q= 2 x i0-4), 0.59 from there to 200,000K, and then 0.28 to the nuclear

burning core gives the proper El/E0 = 0.7105 for the double-modeCepheid

U Tr A (2.57d)at about 4 MO. Thus we do not destroythe explanationfor

any of the double-modeCepheids

The bump Cepheids,however, cannothave enrichmentbelow the convection

zones or the ratio E2/_0 and its variation [alsothe Hertzsprung(1926)light

curve bump variation]with phase will be upset. Note that in this case the

mass level of about 10-4 of the stellarmass is right at the bottom of the

lower He II convectionzone.
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We final_y,note that some of the B stars also have helium enrichment,

according to Osmer and Peterson (1973), which has been discussed by

S. Vauclair (1977). The problem of stabilizing a helium enriched layer,

established in B stars by downward diffusion in the presence of a stellar

wind, and in Cepheids by a Cepheid wind, seems to be an important problem

to be solved.

We wish to acknowledge many discussions with R. G' Deupree, A. M.Heiser,

G.'Michaud, and R. F. Stellingwerf.

This work was performed u_der the auspices of the DOE and supported in

part by NSF grant AST-76-15445.
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Discussion

J. Wood: Could the instability be caused by a magnetic field?

King: I've no idea.

J. Wood: What's the status on magnetic fields in models? Can they be

neglected?

King: They have been neglected, but whether they can be is questionable.

If they are really as large as indicated, perhaps they should be included.

A. Cox: Georges Michaud, who has worked with me on helium enrichment, has

great hope for magnetic fields, but I don't. However, they would have to be

stronger that what you [J. Wood] measured. That's why I don't believe they

will be effective.

Mullan: How do you estimate the ammount of mass loss?

King: We take the solar value scaled by the ratio of the surface areas. We

don't know anything more than that. It may exceed that value.

Mullan: There was some discussion here at an IAU Colloquium on stellar winds

arising in chromospheres. Wouldn't those be better values? If the super-

sonic point moves down into the chromosphere, large mass loss rates can occur.

Kin_: I forget the exact values, but if you have too high a rate and lose

a large amount, it is unnecessary to use inh0mogeneous models to explain the

anomalies.
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Mullan: It amounts to not more than 10%.

King: Ten percent is not enough to explain the anomalies.

A. Cox: Let me just remark, we have no idea what the Cepheld wind is like.

But it has been pointed out that if it is too strong, it will carry away the

helium also. We need to have helium left.
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Dependence of Red Edge on Eddy Viscosity Model Parameters

Robert G. Deupree*

Peter W. Cole
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ABSTRACT

The dependence of the red edge location on the two fundamental

free parameters in the eddy viscosity treatment has been extensively

studied. It is found that the convective flux is rather insenitive

to any reasonable or allowed value of the two free parameters of

the treatment. This must be due in part to the fact that the

convective flux is determined more by the properties of the hydro-

gen ionization region than by differences in convective structure.

The changes in the effective temperature of the red edge of the

RR Lyrae gap resulting from these parameter variations is quite

small (_I50K). This is true both because the parameter variation

causes only small changes and because large changes in the convective

flux are required to produce any significant change in red edge

location. The possible changes found are substantially less

than the _600 K required to change the predicted helium abundance

mass fraction from 0.3 to 0.2.

*Consultant to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, Deupree (1977b) calculated the location of the

red edge for RR Lyrae variables and concluded that the color

width of the instability strip was a sensitive function of the

helium abundance. This property is emphasized by the fact that

the color width appears to be virtually independent of any other

property: mass, luminosity, opacity, and metal abundance (at

least for normal Population I or II compositions). Comparison

with the observed color width of the RR Lyrae gap in a number

of globular clusters indicates that Y_0.3 with little, if any,

variation from cluster to cluster.

This result has come into conflict with the helium abundance

implied (Y_0.15) by the horizontal branch semiconvective models of

Sweigart and Gross (1976) when used in comparing the number ratio

of red giants to horizontal branch stars.

We have calculated models varying the parameters of the eddy

viscosity approach in an effort to discern the limitations of

the method and the resulting accuracy of the helium abundance

determination. We shall discuss first the basis of the eddy

viscosity concept and then the results of the parameter study.

THE EDDY VISCOSITY MODEL

Convection in stars is expected to be highly turbulent because

of large length scales and low viscosities. A simplified picture

is that "large scale" convective cells form and break up into

progressively smaller cells until the size reaches a scale at which
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the kinetic energy of the cell can be converted into heat. Our

model assumes that this conversion is the sole function of suitably

small scale elements. They may thus be considered to act as

an effective (or eddy) viscosity on the large scale elements.

Clearly, the accuracy of this assumption should depend on the

dividing line between large and small scales.

The adaption of an eddy viscosity and the restriction to

two spatial dimensions effectively "define" the theory of convection.

As one of our colleagues has pointed out, the theory of convection

is the Navier-Stokes equations. Making the calculation two-dimen-

sional understandably results in a great savings of computer time

at the expense of some degree of physical reality. Since full

scale three-dimensional calculations are quite rare, it is difficult

to develope a feeling for how erroneous this approximation might

be in any given situation. Since even people with enormous (by

astronomical standards) amounts of computer time use two-dimensional

codes, one can draw conclusions about i) the great difficulty and

computer requirements of the three-dimensional problem and 2) the

relative success of the two-dimensional codes in obtaining meaning-

ful results. The mood regarding two-dimensional results of most

workers in this area may perhaps be defined as cautious optimism.

Our eddy viscosity model is about the simplest possible - a

one parameter model. Much more sophisiticated models have been

derived, but usually at the expense of physical logic and with

only mixed numerical success. The one parameter is the eddy

viscosity. One other parameter that is usually included in our

approach is the width of the convective cell. If the mesh is fine

enough to allow the convection to chose its own width (Deupree 1975),
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the resultingratio of width to depth is always about the classi-

cal value of three to one (Spiegel1960; Schwarzschild1975).

This is generallyregardedas a artifactof the two dimensional

restriction.

PARAMETER STUDY

Because of the uncertainty regarding the convective cell.

width selected by two-dimensional calculations, we regard both the

cell width and the eddy viscosity as free parameters. For the

eddy viscosity model to make sense, only roughly a factor of ten

variation in the eddy viscosity coefficient (defined in Deupree

[1977a]) is allowed. We have computed convective steady state

models covering this range for a model with the properties of

the Goddard model except that M=6M . The largest fraction of the

energy transported by convection is given for various viscosity

coefficients in Table I. There is hardly any dependence of the

convective flux on the eddy viscosity coefficient.

Table 1 - Eddy Viscosity Coefficient Effects

Peak Convective
Eddy Viscosity Coefficient Flux Fraction

0.5 x 10-5 .21

1.5 .21

5.0 _17
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The variationof convectiveflux as a function of horizontal

cell width is examined in Table 2 for the 6500K RR Lyrae model

discussedby Deupree (1977c). There is more variation in the

convectiveflux with this variable,but the amount is not enormous.

One might conclude that the red edge is % 150K cooler than origin-

ally found if the cell width to depth ratio departs significantly

from three to one. This would correspondto a decrease in the

Y deduced of about 0.03.

Table 2 - Cell Width Effects

Cell Width Peak Convective
to Depth Ratio Flux Fraction

0.9 .08

3.0 .13

9.0 .09

DISCUSSION

The parameter study indicates that the variations of conyec-

rive flux with eddy viscosity coefficient are small. This is not

always true in other applications and probably results from the

lack of boundary layers in the astrophysical problem. The

variations with cell width are larger, but the change in location

of the red edge can be expected to remain small as large changes

in convective flux near the red edge produce only small changes

in the effective temperature of the red edge. We would estimate

that Y > .27 in the RR Lyrae envelopes and that, with the results

of Deupree et al. (1978) probably Y k .25 for the main sequence

stars in globular clusters.
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Discussion

Sweigart: The value of 0.15 that you quoted for the helium abundance when

semiconvection is taken into account assumes that the ratio R of horizontal-

branch to red-giant-branch stars is about i. Renzini has recently reanalyzed

the observed number counts and has found R to be typically about 1.6. This

larger value for R increases the helium abundance that you obtain with semi-

convection to approximately 0.22 with an uncertainty of 0.04. Such a helium

abundance is in agreement with the lower limit youindicated.

Cole: Yes, when this [calculation] was done the abundance was taken from

Iben's formal equations, which yield the 0.15.

Sweigart: The original Iben work gave 0.3 for R = i. When the effects of

semiconvection are included in the simplest way, i.e., by just doubling the

horizontal-branch lifetime, the helium abundance is reduced to roughly 0.15.

Pel: Could you comment briefly on the observed fact that the red edge seems

to move toward lower temperatures as you go to higher luminosity? In other

words, the instability strip seems to get,wider at the longer periods.

Cole: In our calculations, the width does not depend on the luminosity.

From very well determined red and blue edges of globular clusters in the

galaxy, a helium abundance of 0.3 is obtained. _ For other places with other

helium abundances, our calculations do not have any real relevance.

J. Cox: I think it is very nice that your results for the fraction of the

flux carried by convection are so insensitive to the coefficient of eddy
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viscosity. Are there any other parameters to which the results are in-

sensitive?

Deupree: Essentially, there are five things that we input. Cole talked

about two of them; the other three are essentially equivalent. One is the

usual coefficient of artificial viscosity, and the other two are stability

parameters which have the same effect as the artificial viscosity coefficient.

So you do what you always do, turn them as low as you possibly can. You

make them high enough to keep your program glued together, but otherwise you

make them small. As long as you have them "small," then the results are in-

sensitive to them. The two Cole talked about are the only ones in which you

have any leeway at all. The fact that there are no boundary layers in the

classical convection sense, really determines the fact that the results are

insensitive to the eddy viscosity coefficient.
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Abstract

With the purpose of enhancing our physical insight into the nature

of thermal oscillations arising from a thin helium burning shell we

analyze the behavlour in its "phase-plane" of a simple two-zone model

which, however, contains all the relevant physics. This simple model

very naturally reproduces thermal flickers and is relatively insensitive

to all but two parameters.
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It has been known since the pioneering work of Schwarzschild and Harm [i]

that thin helium burning shells can give rise to thermal oscillations which

have been studied by a number of authors [i - 9]. A systematic exploration

of this and similar evolutionary phases has been hampered by the enormous

amount of computing time which is required to follow but a few of the thermal

cycles. At the same time the interplay between the zones responsible for

the thermal throbs is somewhat obscured by the complexity of the evolution

codes. In order to enhance our understanding of the mechanism of the

oscillations we have constructed a simple two-zone model appropriate for shell

helium burning and radiation conduction with a Thomson opacity. The remainder

of the star merely acts to impose boundary conditions. The behavlour of this

model can readily be analyzed in the two-dlmenslonal "phase-plane" of the

temperatures and one is not limited as in a multi-zone model to a linear

analysis of the nelghbourhood of the equilibrium point. In fact, in our

model, a linear stability analysis yields two real (unstable) roots while

nevertheless a stable limit cycle can exist.

The simplest stellar configuration in which thermal oscillations have

been reported is that of helium stars [3] in which energy generation takes

place in a narrow shell. In order to mimlck this situation we consider

therefore a star with an inner, inert core, a narrow, energy generating

first zone (shell), a second buffer zone on to_ of the shell and an outer

region, e.g. the atmosphere; subscripts c, i, 2, and a refer to these various

regions. The equations governing the evolution can then be written in the

form (see [ii] for details) if we assume radiative energy transport:

__ i (T4 - T4) - K (T4c - T4)]} - FI(TI,T2) (la)dTl 1 {_(TI) Aml [K1_-- = Cpl c
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dT2d-_-= iCp2 [.....T2T2h]_i [KI (T_ T_) K2(T _ T_)] _ F2(TI,T 2) (ib)

where the coefficients Ki = (4_R_) 2 ac/(3K(T)Am i) are connected with the

radiation transport and where K(T) is the opacity. The other symbols have

their usual meaning. The first coefficient in square brackets, -T2/Th2 is a

hydrostatic adjustment factor:

GM M

Th = (.i to i.) x
Rcp Am (2)

For the buffer zone Th2 = 106 - 107 K < T2, whereas for the shell, in view

of the smallness of Aml/M, we have Thl >> T1 and hydrostatic adjustment can be

neglected. For the energy generation the expression appropriate for the

triple-alpha reaction is given by

_(T) = _T-3e -Q/T _ _T_(T) (3)

where _ and Q are constants. At the temperatures and densities of interest

the opacity is due to Thomson scattering and is constant (in contrast to the

model of [I0]). In this simplified model the radii are assumed time-independent,

so that the Ki become constants. The buffer zone is energetically inert and

can only act as a reservoir of heat fed by radiation conduction. The effect

of the core appears through its temperature T , assumed constant, and similarlyc

the atmosphere is held at a constant temperature Ta. (It turns out that the

model is highly insensitive to the values of T and T .)c a

We now analyze the conditions under which these equations (i) allow a

limit c_cle (LC) oscillation. The equilibrium curves (EC), FI (TI,T 2) = 0 for

the shell (ECI) and F2 (TI,T2) = 0 for the buffer zone (EC2) are exhibited

in the figure. If the ECI has an S-shape as shown, it is clear that the fold

points A and B are points of exchange of stability; if the function FI is

positive to the right of ECI, as it turns out to be, the lower and upper

branches are both stable, whereas the arc AB is unstable. The criterion for
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the existence of a fold point (A) is (similarly to [i]) that

4 > 4/9(TI) (4)(T_- T_),/T1

while a second fold point (B) exists provided that _(TI) drops below 4 at

higher TI. These two conditions then guarantee the existence of an S-shaped

EC. The EC for the second zone is monotonic. The hydrostatic adjustment factor

is vital in making it unstable (F2 is positive to the right of EC2). We

assume now that ECI and EC2 intersect at a point P located on the Unstable

branch AB of ECI, which point P is therefore an unstable equilibrium point.

Turning to a discussion of the existence of a stable oscillation, we

first assume for the sake of argument that the ratio X of the order of

magnitudes of F1 and F2 is very large. A stable LC then occurs when the

following two conditions are satisfied: First, both F1 and F2 are positive

to the right of their respective EC, and P is on the unstable arc AB;

for this one among four sign combinations can there exist a stable LC; secondly,

there is no other equilibrium point (like Q on the figure) inside the curve

AB'BA'. This curve then represents the resulting relaxation oscillation.

For arbitrary values of X, no simple criterion for the existence of a stable

LC can be formulated, but it is obvious that a LC still exists under condition

(i) provided the other possible equilibrium points (like Q) are sufficiently

far from the fold points.

It is interesting to note that a linear stability analysis in the

neighbourhood of the equilibrium point P yields purely real eigen-values

11 4KI 3= __'_ T1 +O(x-I)

CplAmI (5a)

4KI 3 T2 1

= --Th2 (i + _ + _) +O(x_I)_2 Cp2Am 2 T2
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4 4
T1 - T2 1 , (bb)

where _ = 4 4
TI

and where we have neglected the small contributions of Kc and Ta.

Equations (5) of course also show that P is an unstable node point

(%1 and %2 > 0). As the parameter y 5 K2/KI is lowered, the point P moves

south beyond A, becoming first a saddle point (%1 < 0, !2 > 0) and soon

afterwards a stable node (%1 and %2 < 0).

The existence of an oscillation is in this model clearly the result

of non-linearity. This can nicely be exhibited by an inspection of the

dTI dT2
"velocity" field X _ (_-- , _- ) = (FI, F2) in the two-dimensional

"phase-plane" (TI, T2).

In the figure we show the trajectory of the oscillation in the

temperature "phase-plane". The physical parameters have been chosen to be:

108K) = =Q = 26 (hence all temperatures in units of 1.66 x , Tc 6, Ta 0.5,

Kc/KI = 10-4 , Am2Cp2Th2 = i, _Aml/KI = 107,Y = 4 and X H Kl/(CplAml) =

50 and 500. The point P falls on the unstable branch AB and oscillations

exist for values of y in the range (1,8). The innermost cycle (AA'BB')

corresponds to a relaxation oscillation (X_>I). The middle and outer cycles

correspond to X = 500 and X = 50 respectively. For smaller values of X,

e.g. X = 5 already, this limit cycle disappears because of the influence of

the saddle point located at Q. For large X' %2 << %1 and the order of

magnitude of the period of the relaxation oscillation is given by 1/%2• As

X is lowered the excursion into the nonlinear regime increases and the period

lengthens. The profiles of the temperatures as a function of time are very

similar to those found by Rose

Schwarzschild and Harm [2] have attributed the thermal oscillations to

the interaction between the shell and the underlying zone; they reach this

conclusion on the basis of a linear stability analysis in which the entropy

eigen-functions exhibit a 90° phase difference between the shell and the
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zones below. Their argument, however, does not hold in general even for

linear oscillations (except e.g. for mechanical oscillators when represented

by the velocity and position). This criticism does not exclude, though,

the possibility of such an interplay between shell and underlying zones;

we, however, have not succeeded in reproducing such oscillations with a two-

zone model unless we include additional physical effects, like neutrino

losses, in the bottom zone and the model becomes rather contrived.

In conclusion one has a fair amount of confidence that our model,

because of both its insensitivity to most of the parameters involved and

its physical simplicity, is representative of the thermal oscillations as

reported in helium burning shells; in addition, the physical parameters of

the model, needed to obtain the oscillations, take on quite reasonable

values. Our geometric approach of representing the oscillators in a phase-

portrait is quite general and one hopes that it may prove useful in the

search for similar oscillatory phases in different burning stages.
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Discussion

Adams: Can you relate the time between the pulses to the shell parameters?

Buchler: The numerical quantities we used were all scaled. It is difficult

to relate them to actual physical numbers unless one determines what masses and

radii to put in. It is uncertain what to use for the Buffer zone mass.

Sweigart: Have you made any attempt to look at the stability of the hydrogen-

burning shell in the subgiant branch phase of globular cluster stars?

Buchler: We have not applied it to anything like that.

Baker: Do you find the oscillations to be strictly periodic for all values

of the parameters which you used?

Buchler: The abundances don't change, so it has to be periodic.

Baker: Could it be an aperiodic oscillator?

Buchler: We have not found any evidence of that. The relaxation oscillation

is certainly strictly periodic. The three we have considered here are

periodic. Rose, who only considered the helium burning shell, found very

periodic oscillations. Schwarzschild and Harm found that the oscillation de-

cayed, disappeared, and returned later. Weire speculating on what may happen.

Some of the parameters we kept constant may vary, so we need a three- or four-

zone model because it is really the coupling of two different types of

oscillations. So a zone may expand and relax, which is a regime of oscillation.
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Rotation,Convection,and Cepheid Mass Determinations
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ABSTRACT

Solid body rotation has been included in a two-dimenstional

hydrodynamic code to study its effects on periods and period

ratios in pulsating stars. Both the fundamental and first

overtone pulsation periods are slightly increased by reasonable

rotation rates. The ratio of the first overtone to fundamental

period increases very slightly with the addition of rotation.

It does not appear possible to change either the "pulsation''mass

on the "double mode" mass to any significant extent using rotation.

Several nonlinear models using the Deupree (1977a) two

dimensional approach to convection were compared with the same

models computed omitting convection in an effort to assess the

effects of convection On the bumps in Cepheid velocity curves.

The results indicate that convection plays little role in enhanc-

ing the production, or altering, of bumps in the velocity curve.

ROTATION

Solid body rotation has been included in pulsation calcula-

tions using a two-dimensional hydrodynamics code developed some

time ago by Deupree (1974). The initial model was taken to be

an n=3 rotating polytrope (equatorial surface rotational velo-

cities up to i0 km/s) whose structure was taken from the functions
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tabulated by Chandrasekhar and Lebovitz (1962). The initial

velocity distribution is taken from the linear eigenfunction for a

nonrotating polytrope. We assume a 7 law gas equation of state

and include twenty angular zones in the calculation. The funda-

mental mode period increases approximately linearly with surface

equatorial velocity, as predicted by linear theory (Clement 1965),

The first overtone period, however, also increases in such a way

that the period ratio _,/K0 appears to increase by about 0_25% per

5 km/s of rotation. While this number is quite uncertain, there

isno reason to believe that rotation can produce the approximately

factor of ten larger percentage change (in the other direction)

required to remove the very low masses predicted for double mode

Cepheids.

CONVECTION

We have computed several Cepheid models in which bumps occur

in the velocity curve twice: once allowing only (diffusion

approximation) radiation as the sole mode of energy transport and

once in which convection is allowed according to the two dimensional

approach outlined by Deupree (1976, 1977a). One result is that

convection penetrates no more deeply in a Cepheid envelope than it

did in an RR Lyrae envelope. Hence, based on the results of

Deupree (1977b), one should not expect the inclusion of convection

in Cepheid models to alter their period ratios appreciably.

By comparing the models that include convection with those

that do not, we can gauge the effects of convection on the existence

and location of the bump on the velocity curve. The models considered
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had the parameters of the Goddard model except that we considered
J

masses of 4.8M and 5.5M®, as well as the traditional 4.0M . There

was some evidence in these models that convection slightly enhanced

the bump, but not to any great extent. It did not appear to

produce bumps when the radiative models did not show them, nor

did it change the bump phase.

DISCUSSION

From these two-dimensional calculations we find it very

difficult to expect either rotation or convection to change periods,

period ratios, or other characteristics of classical Cepheids to

remove any of the mass determination difficulties. It is possible

that the small number of models we considered could affect this
a

result. For rotation, this would be hard to accept because the

effects were so small. The convective models are somewhat less

general, and one must admit that there may be cases in which

convection may play some role. However, one should probably not

expect convection to be much assistance in the general problem of

bump masses.
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Discussion

A. Cox: Do you have any evidence that the Cepheid red edge is related to the

helium content?

Deupree: At the moment, the answer is no, because I've only done a few models.

I have done some steady-state models using different helium abundances, and it

looks like the effect is going to be there in the sense that as you put in

more helium, you change the convective flux a little bit. One expects that the

red edge probably won't change very much and the blue edge will. It will then

work basically the same way as the RR Lyrae stars did.
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ABSTRACT

Some important problems in the theory of Cepheids and of other types

of variables are pointed out. Three of these are: (i) large-amplltude

mode behavior, (2) convection, and (3) Cepheld masses, which must essentially

always be inferred indirectly. Of the several types of indirect mass which

can be defined, the inferred masses of the "beat (or double-mode) Cepheids,"

seem to be smaller than one expects, for this period range, by factors of

2-3. For the nonbeat Cephelds, the indirect masses also appear to be low,

as compared with conventional stellar evolution theory, but by a smaller

amount, say some 20-40 percent. Some conceivable ways of explaining these

mass discrepancies are discussed. In particular, if the beat Cepheid masses,

as usually inferred, are spuriously low (as appears likely), then two kinds

of resolution appear possible: (1) accept pulsation theory, but question

the assumed stellar envelope structure; (2) accept the conventional envelope

structure, but question pulsation theory. In llne with (2), we ask: is it

possible that the apparently predominantly radial pulsations of the beat

Cepheids could be contaminated with a small admixture of nonradial pulsa-

tions, so that the use of purely radial pulsation theory may not be applic-

able to the beat Cephelds? Some other conjectures which may bear on

ordinary or beat Cephelds are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the title, this paper willbe a review of recent theoretical

work on, primarily, classical Cepheids, although some things that are said

may apply to related types of variables, such as RR Lyrae variables. We

shall not discuss in detail the "line profile variable B stars" (Smith 1977),

for which the obvious unsolved problem is the cause of the observed varia-

tions; the variable DA white dwarfs (the "ZZ Ceti stars," e.g., McGraw,

1977; Robinson, Nather, and McGraw 1976); nor the oscillations observed at

some phases in the cataclysmi c variables (e.g., Patterson, Robinson, and

Nather 1977).

The observational properties of classical Cepheids have been well

summarized in the past, and so will not be dealt with in detail here (see,

e.g., Cox 1974; Pel 1978; and the excellent summary paper in this conference

by Pel). Suffice it to say here that they are relatively cool (effective

temperatures ~5000-7000°K), luminous (a few hundred to 104-105 solar

luminosities) stars whose light output varies periodically with periods

~i d to 50d or i00 d.

The classical Cepheids are believed to be predominantly radial

pulsators. The mechanism of excitation of the pulsations is now also

reasonably well understood as due to "envelope ionization mechanisms"

(especially He+). These stars are thought to be in the core helium burning

phase, on a "blue loop" just after core helium ignition in the red giant
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phase. This "blue loop" has intersected the "Cepheid instability strip,"

so that these stars will be Cepheids as long as they are in the instability

strip. The blue edge of the instability strip is well defined theoretically,

and agrees reasonably well with observations (e.g., Iben and Tuggle 1975).

The red edge, being determlned, most likely, by convection, is more of a

problem theoretically, and will be discussed in more detail in §II.

In recent years a few (eleven, according to Stoble 1977) "beat

Cephelds," with two or more periods (the longer period lying between about

1 and 7 days) superposed, have been discovered. Since the longer period is

only i to 7 days, the beat Cepheids would occupy the lower portions of the

instability strip. As Stobie (1977), Petersen (1973, 1978), and others

have pointed out, these varlables provide us with a new way of determining

Cepheid masses. These mass values as determined in this way present us with

further problems which will be discussed in §III.

As seen by this reviewer, there are at least three remaining

outstanding theoretical problems of Cepheids. These problems are: (I) the

large-amplltude mode behavior, (2) convective transfer, and (3) Cepheld

masses.

These problems, as well as perhaps others, will be discussed in §II.

In §III we shall review what is perhaps the most controversial and most

talked-about difficulty, that of Cepheld masses. We shall present some

conjectures in §IV. The purpose of these conjectures is to offer possible

clues to the eventual solution or alleviation of some of the above problems.
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II. SOME IMPORTANT PROBLEMS IN CEPHEID THEORY

The three main problems in Cepheid theory (in the opinion of this

reviewer) referred to in §I, i.e., (i) the large-amplltude mode behavior,

(2) convection, and (3) Cepheid masses, will be dlscussed in turn in the

following subsections.

A. Large-Amplitude Mode Behavior

It would be desirable to know the answer to the following question:

Suppose a star or stellar model is found by means of a linear theory to

be unstable in two or more pulsation modes. Then, at large amplitudes,

where nonlinear effects are important, which one (or ones) of the above

unstable modes will be present? Thus, for example, in the case of the beat

Cephelds, are the two periods that are observed (representing, presumably,

two pulsation modes) a permanent feature of these stars, or are they in

the process of switching modes?

Opinions seem to be divided on this point. Thus, according to Stobie

(1977), there has been no evidence for a change in amplitude observed for

the beat Cepheids over at least a 50-year tlme span. Theoretical evidence

derived by Stellingwerf (1975a) indicates a switching time of some 80

years. In fact, Faulkner (1977a) suggests that any amplitude changes, if

they exist, should be detectable within a few more years. On the other

hand, Takeutl (1973) has suggested that the beat Cephelds may be in the

process of mode switching (a View also espoused by Stobie 1970 and Rodgers

1970; see also Cox, Hodson, and Davey 1976).

In the early days of nonlinear calculations of pulsating stars (e.g.,

Christy 1964, 1966a,b; Cox, Brownlee, and Eilers 1966; Cox, Cox, Olsen,

King, and Eilers 1966) the first question posed above was answered
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(hopefullyl) by the "brute force" method of long computer runs, in which the

model is followed in time from given initial values through hundreds or

thousands of pulsation periods. This method is obviously inelegant, and

it is also possibly subject to accumulation of rounding errors and other

numerical problems.

Attempts to improve on the above method were initiated by Baker and

collaborators (e.g., Baker 1970, 1973; Baker and yon Sengbusch 1969).

They sought periodic solutions of the nonlinear equations of hydrodynamics

and heat flow. Their method was reasonably successful, and also yielded

information on the modal stability, i.e., on the stability of a given

nonlinear mode against switching to some other mode.

A new method was originated by Stellingwerf (1974a,b), in which the

above initial-value techniques and the seeking of periodic solutions of the

nonlinear equatiQns were combined. This method also appeared to be

successful, and was applied to the problems of the modal behavior of RR

Lyrae variables, withappllcatlons to beat Cepheids (Stellingwerf 1975a,b).

The method was subsequently adapted to and applied to another hydrodynamic

pulsation code by Cox, Hodson, and Davey (1976). Again, modal stability

information was obtained.

However, the modal stability information as obtained above does not

seem to agree, at least in the several cases that have been investigated,

with the results of extended nonlinear, inltlal-value calculations (e.g.,

King, Cox, Eilers, and Cox 1975; Cox and Cox 1976; Hodson and Cox 1976).

For example, one model studied by Stellingwerf (1975a) (his model 2.6)

showed, according to the modal stability analysis, instability of the

fundamental mode to a switch-over to the first overtone, and at the same

time instability of the first overtone mode to a switch-over to the
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fundamental mode. (However, in a subsequent calculation different stability

results were obtained;seeStellingwerf 1976). Double-mode behavior, i.e., a

fairly permanent mixture of these two pulsation modes, seems to be implied

by these results. Yet this same model (or at least a slightly different

numerical version of it) showed only pure fundamental or pure first overtone

mode behavior when examined by initial-value techniques (Cox, Hodson, and

King 1978), in apparent disagreement with Stellingwerf (1975a).

As another example, consider the 6 M@ (M@ = solar mass) Cepheid model

which was computed using the initial-value techniques by King, Cox, Eilers,

and Davey (1973). This model was found by the above authors to be slowly

switching modes from the fundamental to the first overtone. This model

was further investigated by Cox, Hodson, and King (1978i, who found, also

using initial-value techniques, that it eventually actually switched to

the first overtone. Yet the modal stability analysis, when applied to this

model, showed the fundamental mode to be stable against switch-over to

the first overtone mode! The above stability analysis also yielded the

periodic fundamental mode, whose amplitude was considerably larger than the

amplitude of the corresponding mode in the initial-value calculations of

King, Cox, Eilers, and Davey (1973). This apparent discrepancy between

the results of the modal stability analysis technique and those of the

initial-value technique were, in fact, attributed by Cox, Hodson, and King

(1978) to this difference in amplitude. Presumably, a larger-amplitude

fundamental mode would have been found, using the initial-value approach_

to remain more or less p_rmanently in this mode in this model.

Why does this discrepancy exist? More importantly, why has it not

been possible to get multiple mode behavior in initial-value type pulsation

calculations, in spite of the fact that this kind of behavior may occur
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in real stars? It appears to this reviewer that these questions have not

yet been satisfactorily answered, at least inthe published literature.

B. Convection

Here we shall once again repeat the oft-made statement that what is

desperately needed for the theoretical study of pulsating stars, is a

reliable and (hopefully!) usable tlme-dependent theory of convective

transfer. Considerable efforts have been made, and some tangible results

obtained, about stellar convection in general, by Toomre, Spiegel, and

collaborators (Latour, Spiegel, Toomre, and Zahn 1976; Toomre, Zahn, Latour,

and Spiegel 1976).

An attempt to come to grips with the problems of convective transfer

in pulsating stars has recently been made by Deupree in a series of papers

(Deupree 1975a,b; 1976a,b,c; 1977a,b,c,d). This work represents perhaps the

most ambitious attempt so far in this direction, and has given us, for the

first time, perhaps some idea as to how pulsation is "throttled" by con-

vectlon at the red edge of the instability strip (see below). Although

these calculations are almost certainly not definitive, and although questions

may leglmately be raised about some of Deupree's assumptions, and also about

how well his results actually mimic convection in real stars, still it must

be admitted that his results are suggestive, and perhaps even, essentially,

physically correct. They are certainly the most far-reaching obtained so

far.

Deupree actually solved the equations of mass, momentum, and energy

conservation in time and in two spatial dimensions in a convectively

unstable region. Because of computer time limitations, he could follow

only the motion of the largest "eddies." He treated the break-up of these
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large eddies into smaller ones and the subsequent turbulent cascade which

eventually shows up as heat, by the introduction of an "eddy viscosity"

coefficient. Perhaps the most serious of Deupree's assumptions is that

convection can be adequately treated with two (as compared to three in

nature) spatial dimensions. While his results may nevertheless be

qualitatively correct, this may still be a serious assumption,

However, if we accept Deupree's results at face value, we have a

theoretical calculation of the red edge of the instability strip, at least

for RR Lyrae variables, and presumably also for Cepheids, not based on any

kind of phenomenological theory such as a mixing-length theory of convection

(however, Baker and Gough 1967 computed a red edge on the basis of the

quasiadiabatic approximation in linear theory and of a variant of mixing-

length theory). Moreover, Deupree's calculated red edge is in reasonable

agreement with observations. The dependence of this red edge on various

factors, such as luminosity, composition, and overtone pulsations, hasbeen

examined by Deupree (1977a,b,c).

From the above work the following physical picture emerges as to how

convection may "throttle" instability at the red edge of the instability

strip. Deupree finds that the convective heat flux is greatest at about the

instant of maximum compression (near minimum stellar radius) of the convec-

tive regions. Thus, convection causes the energy which has been "dammed up"

by the operation of the kappa and gamma mechanisms in the He+ ionization

zone, to "leak out" at this phase. Thus, the driving effects of the ioniza-

tion zone(s) are essentially "undone" by the convection. According to

Deupree, only a small amount of convection in the relevant regions (say with

the convective flux amounting to only a few percent of the total flux) is

needed effectively to "throttle" pulsations on the red side of the instability

strip.
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This picture certainly seems plausible, and, as Deupree (1977a)

points out essentially on grounds of overall reasonableness, the picture

is not likely to be fundamentally incorrect in any important respect.

Nevertheless, one must bear in mind that the picture is based on a much

simplified, two-dlmenslonal treatment of convection, although the

computational complications are still horrendous. Whether this picture

will be modified appreciably by a more elaborate treatment of convection

remains an open question, to be answered (presumably) in the future.

C. CepheidMasses

As this subjectwill be discussedin some detail in §III,we simply

refer the interestedreader to that section.

III. CEPHEID MASSES

It is well known that no Cepheld is a member of a binary system

whose stars are close enough together to admit of a reliable mass

determination (the relevant empirical information has been summarized by

Latyshev 1969 and Abt 1959). Therefore, one is forced to resort to indirect

methods of mass determination for the Cepheids. (However, it is pointed

out by Pel 1978 that perhaps a fourth of all Cephelds are members of

binaries, and that the companions are usually unseen. He correctly states

that this frequent binary membership might have a significant effect on

some of these indirect methods of mass determination.) These we shall

discuss in this section.

These indirect methods of Cepheld mass determination have been

discussed very thoroughly in the paper at this conference by A. N. Cox
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(see also Cox 1978b). We shall thereforeonly summarizesome of this

information,togetherwith some brief discussion,in §IIIA. Then, we

shall discussthese resultsfurtherin §IIIB.

A. Types of Masses

As stated by A. Cox (see also Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson 1977),

there are (at least) some six kinds of these indirect masses, denoted by

Mevol, MT, MQ, _, _ump' and _eat" These are defined as follows.

Mevol: This is the mass, for given mean or equilibrium luminosity

L, while the star is in the Cepheid region of the Hertzsprung-Russell

diagram, as computed from conventional stellar evolution theory. One

generally assumes that the observed Cepheids are undergoing the second

crossing of the instability strip after having left the main sequence, on

a "blue loop." This second crossing is normally considerably slower than

any other crossing, because the star derives most of its energy in this

phase from core helium burning (but there is also a hydrogen-burning shell

in this phase; see, e.g., Iben 1967), and is thus nearly in thermal

equilibrium. The relation between mass M and L during this core-helium

burning phase is given as (L8 and M8 denote solar luminosity and mass,

respectively)

log(L/L 8) = 3.48 log(M/M 8) + 0.68 (i)

(King, Hansen, Ross, and Cox 1975) or as

log(L/L 8) = 3.1 + 4[log(M/M 8) -0.7] - 4(X-0.7) - 12(Z-0.02)

(2)

(Iben 1974), where X and Z are, respectively, the mass fractions of

hydrogen and "metals." Equation (i) is purportedly accurate to within a
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factor of about two in L/L@ (King, Cox, Eilers, and Davey 1973). This

uncertainty includes uncertainties in chemical composition, which crossing

of the instability strip is involved, etc. For X = 0.7 and Z = 0.02,

equations (i) and (2) agree in (L/L@) to within better than a factor of

two for 2 _ (M/M@) _ 15. The formula given by Becker, Iben, and Tuggle

(1977) agrees with equation (2) to about the same accuracy for X and Z

close to the above values.

Despite the above formulae, one should bear in mind that these

"evolutionary masses," for given luminosity, are themselves rather uncertain,

perhaps by some 20-30 percent. The main reason is that they depend on

the rather poorly known composition (mostly helium). Also, one should

realize that these stars are in a rather advanced (beyond the main sequence)

evolutionary phase, and that the uncertainties in computations of stellar

evolution increase with increasing evolution away from the main sequence•

In particular, the exact causes of the occurrence of the loops are not

really known. These loops have been discussed at some length in the

literature (e.g., Hofmelster 1967; Schlesinger 1969; Hallgren and Cox

1970; Paczy_ski 1970; Robertson 1971a,b, 1972; Lauterborn, Refsdal, and

Roth 1971; Lauterborn, Refsdal, and Welgert 1971; Lauterborn, Refsdel, and

Stabell 1972; Fricke and Strittmatter 1972; Lauterborn and Siquig 1974a,b,c,

1976; Flower 1976; Durand, Eoll, and Schlesinger 1976; Schlesinger 1977),

and they are generally thought to show some correlation with the details

of the hydrogen abundance profile in the shell-burning region• These

precautionary remarks are perhaps even more worth bearing in mind, since it

is not so certain that even the sun is well understood -- witness the

"solar neutrino problem" (e.g., Bahcall 1977 and references therein)• Also,

one should beware of certain complicating factors, such as secular
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instabilities during these relatively late evolutionary phases (see Hansen

1978 and references therein), and possibly also differential rotation

(Wiita 1978).

My: This mass was defined by Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977),and

is obtained as follows. One assumes an L-M relation, such as in equations

(i) or (2), based on conventional stellar evolutiontheory; a period-mean

density relation which is a relation involving mostly _ (period), M, and

R (radius), for a given assumed mode of pulsation; and the defining relation

connecting L, R, and T_ (effective temperature). With five quantitites,

i.e., L, M, R, _; and T ; and three relations; specification of some two
e

will then determine the rest. Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977) use an

empirical value of _ for a given star, and assume a value of T suche

that the star is in the instability strip. Thus, the remaining parameters

are determined. Masses obtained in this way are called "theoretical masses,"

and are denoted by My. This mass should be close to Mevol , because the

underlying assumptions are essentially the same; the near equality of these

two kinds of mass has, in fact, been shown by Cox (1978b).

A mass somewhat similar to My may be inferred from Cogan's (1978)

work. He assumes the above relations, plus an additional one, namely the

relation among, say, L, M, and R along the center of the instability

strip or its blue edge. With one additional relation among the same

five quantities, only one quantity, for example, the observed period _,

need be specified. Thus, the mass introduced by Cogan (1978) differs from

My only in that the Te as_used in Cogan's mass is such that the star

is guaranteed to be in the instability strip, whereas in MT the value of

T is chosen in such a way that the star should be in the instability strip.
e
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In the following we shall not distinguish between Mevol and MT, and

shall only speak of Mevol.

MQ: This mass, sometimes called the "pulsation mass," is obtained

as follows. One somehow obtains the average absolute visual magnitude, say

<V>," and the average color, say <B> - <V>, for the star, where both

quantities are assumed to have been corrected for reddening and extinction.

For example, for the thirteen Cepheids in galactic clusters (see, e.g.,

Cogan 1970), one gets these quantities fairly directly. Otherwise, say for

"field" Cepheids, one may use a "period-luminosity-color" (PLC) relation

(e.g., Sandage and Tamman 1969, 1971). At any rate, given <V> and

<B> - <V>, one may then apply a bolometric correction to get the mean

luminosity L, and an adopted color-effective temperature (Te) relation

to get a corresponding mean value of T . The mean radlus R then followse

from the defining relation connecting L, R, and Te (L = R2T 4).e

One then assumes a certain (radial) pulsation mode. As shown by Cogan

(1970) and by Cox, King, and Stellingwerf (1972), the pulsation period H

of a star in a given mode is determined mostly by M and R. Hence, given

H from observations as determined, for example, above, one can now compute,

for a given assumed pulsation mode, M, the "pulsation mass" (denoted above

as MQ). Results as found by Cogan (1970) yielded MQ/Mevol _ 0.7- 0.8

(similar results were reported by Stobie 1974).

However, as pointed out by Cox, King, and Stellingwerf (1972) and

others, MQ is quite sensitive to R (roughly, MQ = R3). Thus, a i0

percent uncertainty in R, for example, will appear as approximately a 30

percent uncertainty in MQ. The value of R is, in turn, fairly sensitive

to the assumed color-effectlve temperature relation, the distance scale,

and the reddenings adopted. As shown by King, Hansen, Ross, and Cox (1975),
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the color-effective temperature relation needed to make MQ = Mevol

results in lower effective temperatures, for given color, by some 300°K to

600°K, than are given by the relation of Schmidt (1972). This needed

relat.ion is close to others that have been proposed (e.g., B_hm-Vitense

1972; van Paradijs 1973; Flower 1977). It is •interesting to note that the

solution favored by Iben and Tuggle (1972a,b) is based on an increase in

the above value of R by virtue of an assumed slightly increased distance,

and hence luminosity L (corresponding to a 0.3 magnitude increase in L)

of the Cepheids (since, for given color [Te] , L = R2).

It has been pointed out by A. Cox (1978b) that the new Hanson (1975,

1977) Hyades distance scale (implying an increase in stellar luminosities

by ~0_27) and• the lower effective temperatures inferred from the data of

Pel (1978) both conspire to yield larger radii than previously thought.

A. Cox (1978b) points out that with these larger values of R, the ratio

MQ/Mevol is now sometimes larger, sometimes smaller, than unity and that

this ratio differs from unity by only some 10-20 percent or less.

_: This mass, the "Wesselink mass," discussed extensively by A. Cox

(1978b), is obtained as follows. One first obtains the "Wesselink radius,"

which we shall denote simply by R. As is well known, the method originally

devised by Baade (1926) and Wessellnk (1946, 1947) is based on the assumption

that the total radiant power, say •L , emitted by a star in a given spectral

region depends only on the color of the star and on its radius (in

particular, L = R2). Thus, measurements of L at two phases of equal

color give a measure of the ratio of the radii of the star at these two

phases. Measurements of the radial velocity of the star at these two

phases, and integration of the velocity curve, give one also the difference

in radii at these two phases. From the ratio and the difference of the two
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radii, one can thus solve for the actual radius values at these two phases.

Repeating this procedure around a pulsation cycle, and averaging o_er the

cycle, gives one a value of R. Some of the difficulties in getting R in

this manner have been discussed by, for example, Parsons (1972), Karp

(1975), Cox and Davis (1975), and Evans (1976).

Once R is known, the procedure for obtaining _ is exactly the same

as in obtaining MQfrom R, as explained above. This procedure involves

assumlng a certain pulsation mode for the star. Also, just as in the case

of MQ, any uncertainty in R is magnified quite considerably in MW. As

pointed out by A. Cox (see also Cox 1978b), the results show a rather large

scatter for _. Nevertheless, straight averages give _/Mevol close to

0.7- 0.8. The possible significance of these results will be discussed in

§IIIB below.

_ump: As indicated originally by Christy (19665) and Stobie (1969),

_ump is the mass required for the nonlinear pulsation calculations to

yield a secondary bump on the descending portion of the velocity curve in

the period range ~Td-10 d, where a corresponding secondary bump usually

shows up on the descending portion of observed light curves of Cephelds

(the "Hertzsprung relation"; see, e.g., Payne-Gaposchkin 1951, 1961;

Payne-Gaposchkln and Gaposchkln 1966; Cox 1974). (It is usually assumed

that the phaslngs of the secondary bump on the relatively easily observed

light curve and on the relatively reliably computed velocity Curve are the

same. This assumption has been discussed by Stobie 1976, who presents

empirical results for six Cephelds. He finds that the phasing of the

secondary bump on the descending portion of the velocity curve is always

about i_3 later than on the descending portion of the light curve.)

Results found by Christy (1966b) and by Stoble (1969) gave
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_ump/Mevol _ 0.4 -0.6 (see also Stobie 1974). Similar results have been

found by other workers (summarized in Fischel and Sparks 1974).

However, these results are based, for the most part, on a comparison

of two different things -- observed light curves and computed velocity

curves. It seems to this reviewer that only a comparison of similar things,

for example_ observed and computed light curves, will yield really reliable

and trustworthy results regarding _ump/Mevol.

Computations of Cepheid light curves are greatly facilitated by the

new non-Lagrangian, moving-mesh kind of calculation originated by J. Castor

and presently being pursued by Adams, Davison, Davis, and others (see,

e.g., Castor, Davis, and Davison 1977; Davis and Davison 1978). Results

of this kind of calculation should be forthcoming soon, and some of them may

in fact be reported at this conference (see paper by Adams, Castor, and

Davis). Preliminary results of Davis and Davison (1978) (also Adams 1978)

ump/ m 2/3, at least forsuggest that _ump < Mevol' and perhaps _ Mevol

one Cepheid model (the "Goddard model").

We note that it has been suggested by Simon and Schmidt (1976) that

the above bumps on the theoretical Velocity curves of Christy (1966b) and

Stobie (1969) correspond to stars for which a reasonance exists between the

fundamental and the second overtone, such that the ratio of the second over-

tone period H2 to the fundamental period _0 is close to 0.50. If this

interpretation is correct, it suggests that the value _ump_Mevol _ 0.5

may apply at least to radiative Cepheid models (see §III).

_eat: As stated in §I' _eat applies only to Cepheids for which

(usually) two distinct periods may be derived. These stars have been

discussed by Fitch (1970) .,Stobie (1970, 1972, 1976, 1977), Stobie and

Harwardin (1972), Rodgers and Gingold (1973), Schmidt (1974), and others.
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It was originally suggested by Petersen (1973) that, since two periods

(say radial fundamental and first overtone) were available for each such

star, and in view of Cogan's (1970) result that the period is determined

mostly by mass M and radius R, both M and R shouldbe obtainablefor

each star. Such an analysisyielded i _ M/M@ _ 2; the luminositiesof

these stars are, accordingto the availableinformation,probablya few

hundred solar luminosities. The mass determinedby this kind of analysis

is usuallycalled beat" Note that Mbeat/Mevol_ 1/3 - 1/2. This discre-

pancy with respectto the evolutionarymasses is perhapseven worse than

for the other types of masses, and has generateda great deal of discussion

in the literature(e.g.,Petersen1973, 1974, 1978; King, Hsnsen,Ross, and

Cox 1975; Takeuti1973; Stobie 1976, 1977; Cox, Hodson, and Davey 1976;

King, Cox, and Hodson 1976; Cox and Cox 1976; Hodson and Cox 1976; Henden

and Cox 1976; Cogan 1977; Cox, King, Hodson, and Henden 1977; Faulkner

1977a,b;Cox, Deupree,King, and Hodson 1977; Saio, Kobayashi,and Takeuti

1977; Cox 1978a,b;Cox, King, and Hodson 1978). Other investigators,making

similar (and conventional)assumptions,have obtainedresultsin general

agreementwith those of Petersen (1973) (however,see Cox, Deupree,King

and Hodson 1977).

Some of the above resultshave been summarizedin Table i, and a

generaldiscussionwill be given in §§IIIBand IV.

We note that Cogan (1978)has chosento comparetheoryand observations

in regard to pulsationtheoryand Cepheidvariablesno____tby a comparisonof

some inferredmass based on pulsationtheory and the evolutionarymass,

but as follows. As explainedabove in relationto _, the five

quantities L, M, R, Te, and H may be relatedby the followingfour

relations:a mass-lumlnosltyrelation,involvingmostly L and M, based on
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Table I

Ceph eid Masses

Type of Mass M/Mevol

Mevol

MQ 0.7 - 1.3

MW 0.7 - 0.8

_ump 0.4 - 0.7 (?)

_eat 1/2 - 1/3

conventional stellar evolution theory; a period-mean density relation (for

a given assumed mode of pulsation), involving mostly H, M, and R; a

relation defining the location of the instability strip, involving mostly

L, M, and T ; and the defining relation among L, R, and T (L = R2T 4).e e e

Consequently, any one of these quantities may be expresed as a function

of only one other of them, say the directly (and accurately!) observed

period, _, which is the independent parameter that Cogan (1978) has

chosen. One of these expressions is a period-radius relation. Cogan (1978)

has compared radii, for a given period, based on this expression, with

radii inferred directly from the observations. He has obtained "empirical"

radii for over i00 Cepheids, and refers to work by Balona (1977) in which

the empirical radii of some 50 Cepheids have been obtained. He finds

that different methods give somewhat different results (differing by up

to, say, 20-30 percent) regarding radii of Cepheids. However, to this

reviewer the overall agreement between theory and observation, when looked

at this way, appears fairly satisfactory; i.e., there seem to be no glaring

discrepancies between theory and observation.
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B. Is There a Mass Discrepancy?

The above question may seem superfluous and unnecessary, in view of

the above remarks. However, it appears to this reviewer that only in the

case of _eat is there incontrovertible evidence for a real mass discrepancy.

Some conjectures regarding _eat will be presented in §IV. We have tried

to point out above some of the many uncertainties involved in obtaining the

above indirect estimates of Cepheid masses. Except in the case of _eat'

the uncertainties in the above estimates are, for the most part, in the

general range of 20-40 percent or less. As pointed out in the excellent

and very thorough discussions of Fricke, Stobie, and Strittmatter (1971,

1972), it is impossible to exclude uncertainties of this order, due to

various factors, both observational and theoretical.

Nevertheless, the weight of the evidence does seem to suggest that

these estimates of Cepheid masses (again excluding _eat ) do seem to be

somewhat less than conventional evolutionary masses. If this is a correct

statement, then it appears to this reviewer that at least two general routes

are open.

First, one may regard these conventional evolutionary masses as

essentially correct, and then try to account for the discrepancy. The

implication would then be that there is something wrong with pulsation

theory,the way in which this theory is being applied to stellarenvelopes,

or the envelopesthemselves. In linewith the last two of these

possibilities,it has been argued by Carsonand Stothers (1976)that larger

opacities can increase _ump' and so remove at least part of the

discrepancy. However, this explanationis not agreedupon by all workers

(e.g.,Cox, Deupree,King, and Hodson 1977).
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Proceeding along the lines of seeking a modification of the envelope

structure, Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977) have pointed out that a

chemically inhomogeneous envelope, in particular one with a helium-

enriched layer near the surface (having a helium mass fraction of at least

0.5 for temperatures less than 105°K), can increase MQ (although this

theory was originally conceived in relation to _eat ). Assuming that the

Simon and Schmidt (1976) resonance-effect explanation of bumps on the

nonlinear velocity curves is correct, the authors conclude that helium

enrichment of the outer layers will also probably increase _ump"

The existence of such a hellum-enrlched layer near the stellar surface

raises new questions, which of course do not invalidate this possibility.

Thus, it is known that such an "inverted B-gradlent" is unstable against

slow mixing of the hellum-enriched material down to the hydrogen-rlch

material below (e.g. Ulrich 1972; Kippenhahn 1974), as has been admitted by

Cox, King, and Hodson (1978). Such a hellum-enrlched outer layer must

therefore be continuously maintained, Inorder to offset this tendency to

mix with the underlying material. It is suggested by A. Cox (1978a) that

such a maintenance might be effected by radiation pressure acting on the

helium atoms in the outer stellar layers, or perhaps by means of a "Cepheid

wind" that is rich in hydrogen and that thus leaves the helium behind. (This

last possibility has also been suggested by Cox, King, and Hodson 1978).

Second, one could assume that pulsation theory and the way it is being

applied to stellar envelopes are essentially correct, and question the

evolutionary calculatlons, and hence Mevol. This is perhaps a somewhat

unpopular approach, but the precautionary remarks made earlier should be

kept in mind, in particular as regards the relative lateness of those

evolutionary phases relevant to the Cepheld question. For example, could
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mass loss have occurred before the Cepheid stage, perhaps while the star

was a red giant? It is true that Lauterborn, Refsdal, and Weigert (1971)

have shown that a loss of mass of more than about i0 percent or less than

some 80 percent will prevent a Cepheid model from executing a loop.

However, considering the many uncertainties involved in calculations of blue

loops, and our apparent lack of understanding of what causes them, this

reviewer wonders about the universality of such a conclusion. Thus, could

such a conclusion conceivably be code-dependent? To the best of our

knowledge, a similar conclusion, obtained with a different stellar evolution

code by an entirely independent group, has not appeared in the published

literature. I (Iben 1974 also acknowledges the possibility of mass loss

prior to the Cepheid phase.) Such a conclusion would seem to be sufficiently

important and far-reaching that it should be checked in as independent a

way as possible.

We are here only making a plea that we not be too complacent, and that

we not put too muchweight on conclusions that have been reached in the

recent past. For example, in the course of this reviewer's lifetime the

value of the Hubble constant has changed by about a factor of ten, despite

statements occasionally made that the value of this constant is known at

any given time _o within 15 or 20 percent! Hopefully, Cepheid masses are

not as difficult to obtain as the value of the Hubble constant, but the

principle is the same. Also, it is a bit sobering to realize that an error

of a factor of 4 in Cepheid luminosities persisted among astronomers for

some 40 years prior to the early 1950's (the zero point of the Cepheid

period-luminosity relation, the history of which has been described so

beautifully by Fernie (1969)! These examples will, hopefully, encourage

us to be very cautious in our acceptance of at least some quantitave results.

IRecently, it has been shown by Sreenivaran and Wilson (1978) that a

loss of 10% of the mass in the red giant phase of a 15 M_ stellar
model will suppress a blue loop.
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IV. SOME CONJECTURES ABOUT BEAT CEPHEIDS

As we have pointed out before, it seems difficult to avoid the

conclusion that the masses of the beat Cephelds (_eat in §III), as usually

computed, are significantly less (by a factor of 1/3 to i/2) than

conventional evolutionary masses, say (3-4) M0 for Cepheids in this period

range (id to 7d for the longer period). This discrepancy apparently exists

even if we do not accept a mass discrepancy for the other kinds of mass

considered in §III.

Apparently, one can adopt the view that these stars really have the

low masses found as described in §III, and that these stars thus represent

a new kind of stellar object. This was the opinion expressed by King,

Hansen, Ross, and Cox (1975). However, as pointed out by Stobie (1977),

this view runs into the difficulty that the existence of such objects is

hard to understand within the context of stellar evolution theory.

The alternative view is that the above small mass values are for some

reason illusory, and that the beat Cepheids really have normal Cepheld

masses for their periods. Wehave, according to this standpoint, for some

reason been led astray as regards the masses of these stars. The present

reviewer is now somewhat inclined to this viewpoint.

Assuming that there is a mass discrepancy, and that the masses as

given by the usual kind of analysis are for some reason too low, we seem to

have available at least two alternative sets _f assumptions: (1) Pulsation

theory (assumed purely radial) is correct, but the stellar envelope

structure normally assumed in the calculation is incorrect. Or, (2) the

conventional envelope structure is correct, but pulsation theory, as it is

usually assumed and used, is incorrect.
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In keepingwlth the set of assumptions(i), Cogan (1977)pointedout

that the presenceof convectionin the envelope, with a rather large value

of the ratio _ of mixing length to pressure scale height, say _ = 1.5

or 2.0, could sufficiently modify the envelope structure so as to

result in considerably larger masses than for purely radiative envelope

models. This modlficationis, as might be expected, more and more

pronounced,the lower is the effectivetemperature Te. The way in which

the presenceof convectionin the envelope works, is as follows: It is

known (e.g., Table 27.3 of Cox and Giull 1968) that lowering the relative

mass concentrationof a star lowers the value HI/H0 of the ratio of

radial first overtone to fundamental periods. Now, it is known

observationally(see, e.g., Cogan 1977) that the beat Cepheidshave

= 0.70-0.71 comparedto the value HI/H0 = 0.74-0.75 found for purelyHI/H0

radiativemodels having expectedmasses of, say, (3-4)M8 (e.g.,Henden

and Cox 1976; Cox,King, Hodson, and Henden 1977). Essentially,the lower

mass concentrationincreases H0 more than HI. With a smallermass

concentrationproducedby the presence of convection,Cogan (1977)found

that the observedperiod ratio HI/H 0 could be obtainedwith "normal"

Cepheldmasses for the relevantperiod range.

More specifically,Cagan (1977)assumedthat the fundamentaland first

overtoneperiodswere, respectively, H0 = 2_5684 and Hi = i_8248

(HI/H0 = 0.7105) for U TrA. He then constructeda series of model envelopes,

in whlchconvectlon was includedaccordingto the mlxing-lengthformalism
i

with a given value _ of the ratio of mixing length to pressurescale

height. The equilibriumor averageluminosity L was the parameterin

this series. Since L = R2T 4e and since both H0 and H1 are functionsof

L, M (mass),and Te, then specificationof L, H0, and H1 leads to
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values of M, R, and Te. For values of L corresponding to rather low

values of T (near the red edge of the instability strip).and fore

Z 1.5 - 2.0, Cogan (1977) found that M _ 4 MS, about the expected value,

for this star.

However_ Cogan's (1977) conclusion has been criticized by Henden and

Cox (1976); Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977); and Deupree (1977c),

who come to quantitatively different conclusions. It is found by these

other investigators that the presence of convection, as usually modelled,

has very little influence on derived masses of beat Cepheids.

In a recent study by Sai0, Kobayashi, and Takeuti (1977), the influence

of convection, again with use of the mlxlng-length formalism, on the periods

of beat Cephelds was reexamined. Conclusions qualitatively similar to

those of Cogan (1977), and not greatly different quantitatively, were reached

by these investigators: namely, that with (mlxlng-length) convection

included in the static model, If the beat Cepheids are fairly cool, then

the observed periods can be obtained with "normal," or expected, masses.

Saio, Kobayashi, and Takeutl (1977) attributed the (rather small)

quantitative differences from the results of Cogan (1977) to differences in

the formulation of mixing length theory, in partlcular to differences in

convective efficiency.

Saio, Kobayashi, and Takeuti (1977) also examined the effect of

(mixing-length) convection with _ = 1.5 on the ratio _2/_0 of second-

overtone period to fundamental period. They found that this ratio achieved

the approximate value of 0.50 appropriate to the Simon-Schmidt (1976)

resonance interpretation of the bumps on certain Cepheid velocity curves

(see earlier) for a mass of M/M 8 = 4.7 for the bump Cepheld S Nor. With

the value log(L/Ls) = 3.518 adopted by Saio, Kobayashl, and Takeuti (1977)
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and equations (i) or (2), we obtain Mevol/M 0 = 6.5. If the above value of

M = 4.7 M@ can be equated to _ump' we obtain _ump/Mevol _ 0.72. This

ratio _is comparable to the value given above as obtained by Davis and

Davison (1978), but larger than the value suggested by Christy (1966b),

Stobie (1969), Fischel and Sparks (1974), and others. (The value given by

Cox 1978b for S Nor is log[L/L@] = 3.7; the corresponding value of Mevol

is Mevol/M 8 _ 7.4, and _ump/Mevol _ 0.64.)

Once again, this reviewer would like to urge exteme caution in our

acceptance of at least certain kinds of quantitative information. After

all, convection is one of the most poorly understood phenomena in astro-

physics, and its effects may be much more important than our current

thinking indicates. So the possibility suggested by Cogan (1977) should

not, in this reviewer's opinion, be excluded out of hand.

The proposal made by Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1977) regarding

helium enrichment of the outer stellar layers, is also along the lines of

the set of assumptions (i), i.e., keep (radial) pulsation theory but modify

the envelope structure. The hellum-rlch outer layers serve to decrease

the mass concentration of the star. Physically, the helium-enrlched

material compresses the outer stellar layers, and leaues the inner regions

nearly unaffected. The net result is, just as in the case of a significant

amount of convection in the envelope, that the observed first overtone-

to-fundamental period ratio for the beat Cepheids can be obtained with

"normal" masses of about (3-4) M@.

However, as an alternative viewpoint, this reviewer has recently

begun wondering if perhaps we ought not to look more carefully at the set

of assumptions (2), i.e., accept currently assumed envelope structures but

question pulsation theory as it is usually used. It is well known that
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the derived masses (and radii) of beat Cepheids are very sensitive to the

details of the theory of pulsation, as has been emphasized by Stobie (1977).

So far, all work on the question of beat Cepheld masses has assumed purely

radial pulsations. Suppose that the actual pulsations were mostly radial,

but that there was a small admixture of nonradial pulsations. Then, if the

nonradial component were sufficiently small, the usual interpretation of

single-mode variables as radial pulsators would not be appreciably affected.

However, this small admixture of nonradial pulsations might Conceivably

alter the period ratios just enough to imply (assuming strictly radial

pulsations) anomalously small masses for the beat Cepheids.

After all, it has recently been shown b# Osakl (1977) and Dziembowskl

(1977) that stars in the Cepheid instability strip are unstable against

not only radial pulsations, but also certain nonradlal pulsations. These

nonradial pulsations are excited by the same envelope-ionization mechanisms i

that excite radial pulsations, and the growth rates of these nonradial

pulsations are found to be comparable to those for radial pulsations. In

particular, nonradlal acoustic modes having values of the index £ _ 4 in the

spherical harmonic Y_(8,_) are found to be excited. (The index £ in

YT[8,_] is equal to the number of "node lines" in the star.) Osaki (1977)

finds that Pl modes are excited for £ _ 4 in a 7 M8 Cepheld model,

whereas Dzlembowski finds that Pl modes are excited for £ _ 6 for

approximately 0.6 M0 RR Lyrae models.

An inspection of the properties of nonradial oscillations (e.g., Cox

1976) shows that the periods of these acoustic modes decrease as

increases. Moreover, the periods of those Pl modes found by Osakl to be

overstable (i.e., those with £ e 4) for his 7 Me model, when divided by

the fundamental radial period, give values of the period ratio 5.0.6. If
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the presence of a small amount of nonradial pulsation would have the effect

of lowering the period ratio, then the presence of only a small amount of

nonradial pulsation might therefore be sufficient to lower the period ratio

to the observed value of 0.70-0.71.

It is also of some interest that, according to numerous investigations

(e.g., Dziembowskl 1977), the number of modes that may be excited increases

as one descends the instability strip. And, as was pointed out earlier, the

beat Cepheids occupy just the lower portions of the instability strip. Very

low down on the instability strip are the Delta Scuti variables, in which,

as Dziembowskl (1975, 1977) has suggested, many different modes, both radial

and nonradial, may be excited, thus possibly accounting for the complex

observed behavior of these stars. (The Delta Scuti variables in the

lower part of the instability strip.) Perhaps at the very bottom of the

instability strip are the variable DA white dwarfs (the ZZ Ceti stars)

which, as McGraw (1977) has suggested, may be pulsating exclusively

in nonradial g modes.

The proposal that the pulsations of the beat Cepheids may involve a

small amount of nonradial pulsation raises a number of questions, which will

not be answered here. For example, would a mixture of predominantly radial

pulsations with a small amount of nonradial pulsations produce a lowering

of the observed period ratio? Would the relevant nonradial modes be excited

in a star that was already executing radialpulsations? (The models

assumed by Osaki 1977 and Dzlembowskl 1977 were static models.)

It is likely that this conjecture does not make llfe any simpler for

the theorist in seeking an interpretation of the beat Cephelds. The

combination of (mostly)radial, and nonradial pulsations is a complicated

phenomenon indeed. However, no one has ever guaranteed us thatlife would
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be simple in nature. The main point of this conjecture is that purely radial

pulsation theory may not be strictly applicable to the beat Cepheids.

Below are a few other conjectures which may bear either specifically

on the beat Cepheids or on the problem of Cepheld masses in general. We

do not necessarily expect these conjectures to be taken seriously, but we

hope that they will at least provide some "food for thought."

The possibility of some kind of mass loss prior to the Cepheld stage

should not be rejected until or unless more work has been done. This

statement applies even in spite of the work of Lauterborn, Refsdal, and

Weigert (1971) which suggests that mass loss, except for a very little bit

or a lot, will prevent a star frommaking a blue loop, and thus becoming a

Cepheld. As stated in §III, our knowledge of the causes of the loops,

and what they are affected by, is still extremely rudimentary.

The use of the linear theory may not really be adequate, as Dzlembowski

and Koslowski (1974) have pointed out. It is true that the work of

Stellingwerf (1975b) and of Cox, Hodson, and King (1978) make it appear very

likely that the linear theory can be relied upon to glVe a good interpretation

of observed periods of Cepheids. In the case of slngle-mode pulsators,

linear theory periods are almost certainly adequate. However, in beat

Cepheids, as also was pointed out above, even a slight change in the periods

can make a hlg difference in the inferred masses. In Cox, Hodson, and King

(1978) the linear and nonlinear periods were compared, and found to be

nearly identical, in the case of a decaying mode and a growing mode. However,

in a beat Cepheid it may be thatboth modes are excited, and it is well

known that an oscillator that is either excited or damped will have a

slightly different period from that of a constant-amplitude oscillator.

Perhaps the question of the strict applicability of a linear theory cannot
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really be answered until we can calculate true double- (or multiple-) mode

behavior!

It is also possible that the existence of finlte-amplitude pulsations

in a star could affect its evolution, so that the conventional theory of

evolution, applicable to nonpulsating stars, may not be appropriate for

Cepheids. It has, in fact, been shown by Buchler (1978) that for large

enough pulsation_amplltudes in a star there can indeed be a feedback, so

that the pulsations can affect the evolution of the star. Simon (1974) had

suggested earlier that such a feedback may exist in a pulsating star.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed most of the recent theoretical work on Cepheids

and RRLyrae variables, and have indicated what appear to this reviewer to

be the main remaining problems. These are (i) the large-amplitude mode

behavior, (2) convection, and (3) Cepheid masses.

It is pointed out, with respect to the large-amplitude mode behavior,

that not only do two methods of calculating it seem to yield contradictory

results, but also true double- (or multiple-) mode behavior in model stars

has apparently not yet been calculated to everyone's satisfaction. With

respect to convection, we are still apparently without a really workable

and entirely satisfactory theory of time-dependent convection, in spite of

the beautiful and pioneering work of Deupree on two-dimensional convection

(see §II).

Cepheid masses are still a problem. Except in the case of the beat

Cepheids, the inferred masses may be low by some 20-40 percent as compared

to conventional evolutionary calculations. Whether this discrepancy is
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serious, is apparently a matter on which opinions differ. To this reviewer,

this discrepancy, while it is somewhat disturbing, is hot necessarily

alarming, inview of the many uncertainties involved, both observational

and theoretical.

It is only in the case of the beat Cepheids, in our opinion, that the

very low inferred masses are cause for genuine and/or serious concern.

As pointed out in §IV, one can retain conventional (strictly radlal)

pulsation theory, and attempt to resolve the beat Cepheld mass problem by

assuming an alteration of the envelope structure. Evidently, a lowering

of the mass concentration can resolve the mass problem. Attempts in this

direction have called upon convection in the static model, as suggested by

Cogan (1977) and Salo, Kobayashi, and Takeutl (1977); or the assumption of a

hellum-enrlched outer layer, as suggested by Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson

(1977).

Alternatively, one can retain presently computed static envelope

models, but question the applicability of strictly radial pulsation theory

to the beat Cephelds. This reviewer wonders if a small admixture of

nonradlal pulsations would not be sufficient to invalidate the use of a

theory of strictly radial pulsations for these stars. It is pointed out

that Cepheid models have recently been shown by Osaki (1977) and

Dziembowski (1977) to be unstable to certain nonradlal modes, wlth growth

rates comparable to those of the radial modes. Moreover, the simultaneous

excitation of several pulsation modes is more likely in the lower parts

of the instability strip, where the beat Cepheids are, than in the upper

parts (Dziembowski 1975, 1977). It looks as if we have problems enough in

attempting to understand Cephelds, to keep us busy for some time!
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Discussion

Hillendahl: On your last slide, you showedvarious ways of getting the mass,

and all of them relied rather heavily on theoretical interpretations. But if

you look at the models various people have made for classical Cepheids, one

thing that seems to be rather universal is that the atmospheres appear to be

in gravitational collapse between phases 0.5 and 0.7, so the photosphere stays

essentially in the same mass zone. Now if you use only that idea, you can

get an actual physical displacement in centimeters by measuring the displace-

ment of the Fe II lines at those phases; and from the fact that the atmosphere

is moving linearly with time, you can get the gravity. Thus you have g and

R, and from them you can deduce values of M around 0.6 of the evolutionary

mass, using very little theory.

J. Cox: Is that related to the method described by Art Cox this morning,

involving gravities?

Hillendahl: I don't think so. I first tried this method using some data

from a 1937 paper by A. H. JOY (Ap. J. 86, 363). He did a velocity survey,

and I noticed that if you plotted the rate of change of velocity during that

period, you got straight lines from which you would deduce g. You plot this

versus period and at zero period you get a gravity of around 4. As you go to

longer periods, the gravity becomes less - it's a very nice relationship. I

think that if you could combine this withsomething that requires less

theoretical interpretation, it might give you guidance as to which one of

these masses might be nearer the truth.
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A. Cox: What is the £ value for these high nonradial modes?

J. Cox: About 4 to 6.

A. Cox: Is that observablewith so many bumps on the star?

J. Cox: I think that's a very good question - how do you detect this? I

can't answer that, but maybe somebodyelse can.

Aizenman: I think the questionof how you tell whethera higher mode ispre-

sent has been addressed byDzlembowskl in 1977, in a paper in Acta Astronomlca.

He described general observational characteristics of nonradial pulsation. If

you take the ratio of the observedradialvelocity,integratedover the disk

of the star, tO the change in the bolometricmagnitude,this is independentof

the angle of inclination. If you know the radlus of the star and assume a

llmb darkening law, you can get a very strong criterionfor the value of

=0,i,2,...).

Deupree:" Would you expect these modes to have m = 0 or m # 0, and does it

matter? Do these nonradlalmodes show the oscillationsin the interiorthat

were found in Dzlenbowski's1972 paper? As you may remember,there were

oscillationsin the elgenfunctions,and insteadof going smoothlyto zero, as

you went into the deep interior,there was couplingof the g-modes.

J. Cox: The modes that are excitedare the pi,modes,and their amplitudes

become rather small in the interior. So the answer to your secondquestion is

that the essentialparts are not excitedat large amplitude. With regard to

your first questionabout the m value, it doesn'tmatter,as long as there are

no'perturbinginfluences. If you have rotationor a magnetic field, then the
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m value does matter. I must say that I don't have a very specific picture of

these nonradial modes, except to say that that possibility might exist. It

raises more questions than it answers. For example, if there were nonradial

modes present, would the period ratio go in the right direction? Is a star

that is already executing radial oscillations stable against nonradial

oscillations? The models studied by Osaki and Dziembowski were static

models -- now we are asking about nonstatic models. So there are many

questions to be asked.
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ABSTRACT

The dynamically zoned pulsation code developed by Castor, Davis,

and Davison has been used to recalculate the Goddard model and to cal-

culate three other Cepheid models with the sameperlod (9.8 days).

This family of models shows how the bumps and other features of the

light and velocity curves change as the mass is varied at constant

period. This study, with a code that is capable of producing reliable

light curves, shows again that the light and velocity curves

for 9.8-day Cepheid models with standard homogeneous compositions do

not show bumps llke those that are observed unless the mass is signif-

icantly lower than the "evolutionary mass." The light and velocity

curves for the Goddard model presented here are similar to those com-

puted independently by Fischel, Sparks, and Karp. They should be

useful as standards for future investigators.

Also Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Consultant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cephelds with periods around ten days are known to show secon-

dary bumps in their light curves around the time of maximum light

(Cox 1974). Until recently, however, theoretical light curves for

Cephelds have been unsatisfactory because of contamination by spurious

"zoning bumps" (Keller and Mutschlecner 1971). The new dynamically

zoned stellar pulsation code developed by Castor, Davis, and Davison

(1977) is capable of producing reliable light curves without these

artifacts. We have used a somewhat improved version of this code to

recalculate the Goddard model and to calculate three other 9.8-day

Cepheid models. We will discuss here the systematic trends that

appear in the light and velocity curves for this family of models.

II. THE MODELS

The family of models represents a one-parameter sequence with

mass as the independent variable, subject to the constraints that:

l) the period is fixed at 9.8 days, and 2) the models lie along a

llne in the HR Diagram near the center of and roughly parallel to the

instability strip. The characteristics of the models are given in

Table I. The actual masses of the models range from 62 to 99 percent

of their respective "evolutionary masses" (corresponding to their

luminosities with a standard mass-luminosity relation; see Table i).

The light and velocity curves for the four models are shown in Figures

1 and 2.
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TABLE i

MODEL PARAMETERS

Mass(Mo) 4.O 5.0 6.O 7.4

Luminosity (Le) 3187. 3849. 4421. 5210.

Effective Temperature (K) 5700 5690 5687 5682

Evolutionary Mass (Me) 6.46 6.82 7.10 7.44

Zones in Model (Opt. Thin) 65(12) 72(15) 73(12) 74(10)

Artificial Viscosity Coeff._ 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Fractional Core Radius 0.12 0.12 0.13 O.11

Period (days) 9.79 9.78 9.79 9.78

Peak KE (1042 ergs, Expanding) 1.78 3.30 5.30 9.70

Periods Calculated_ 46 52 37 51

Time Steps per Period 1670 i170 1160 1230

Periods per Minute (CDC 7600) 0.54 0.67 0.64 0.67

Comments Goddard Evolutionary

Model Mass Model

Log [M(evolutionary)/M]__ = 0.287 log (L/Le) - 0.195.

tStellingwerf (1975) cutoff at 0.i.

_Includes periods of amplification.
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PHASE (TIME/9 .8 DAYS )

Fig. i. Bolometric light curves for four 9.8-day Cephelds. Zero phase

is at maximum light, except for the 4.0 Me (Goddard) model,
where zero phase was shifted 0.2 units earlier for easier com-

parison. The model parameters are given in Table i.
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Fig. 2. Velocity curves for four 9.8-day Cepheids. The velocities

(positive for radial expansion) are interpolated values that

show the motion of the matter at optical depth two-thlrds. The

phase convention is as in Fig. i. The model parameters are

given in Table i.
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The original version of the code, used by Castor, Davis, and

Davison (in Deupree 1976; see also Davis and Davison 1978) to calcu-

late their Goddard model, incorporated an exponential artificial

viscosity cutoff. The principal change in the code since then has

been to go to the standard Stellingwerf (1975) cutoff. In addition,

the value of the cutoff has been increased from one to ten per cent

of the isothermal sound speed. These changes account for the higher

limiting amplitude and the slightly different appearance of the light

and velocity curves for the present Goddard model compared with the

earlier one (their model II).

The light and velocity curves for the Goddard model in Figures i

and 2 should be useful as reference light and velocity curves for the

Goddard model. They are quite similar to those presented by Fischel,

Sparks, and Karp (in Deupree 1976). It is comforting that there is

now reasonable agreement between the light and velocity curves calcu-

lated by (at least two) independent investigators for the same model..

Ill. DISCUSSION OF THE LIGHT AND VELOCITY CURVES

Let us first discuss the features in the light andvelocity curves

for the Goddard model. Starting at minimum llght, we see the phase of

rapidly rising light, interrupted by the so-called "artificial viscos-

ity dip." The dip is associated with the compression wavethat stops

the infall of the envelope. The artificial viscosity plays a role in

that it spreads out the compression wave in the mesh. However, the dip

itself may not be entirely artificial, since the compression wave un-

doubtedly raises the effective gravity briefly and can thus cause the

light output to drop.

/
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In this model, peak light is preceded by a shoulder in the light

curve. There is a broad maximum in the velocity curve that begins at

the phase of the shoulder and lasts through the light maximum. The

light curve near maximum seems to be governed by changes in the effec-

tive gravity at optical depth two-thirds, as there is an increase in

the gravity between the shoulder and the peak and a gravity minimum at

the peak itself. However, the physical origin of the shoulder is not

yet clear.

After maximum light, there is a dip and then the "Christy bump,"

which is associated with the reflection of a compression wave off the

core. The bump in the velocity curve actually agrees in phase with

the dip preceding the bump in the light curve. Therefore, in agreement

with previous investigators, we identify the feature in the light curve

as a "Christy dip," due to the compression that occurs when the re-

flected wave reaches the surface. Although the light and velocity

curves are similar, they differ in detail. This raises some questions

about the practice of comparing observed light curves with calculated

velocity curves.

We now"discusshow thesefeatureschangeas themass is increased.

In general,the Christybump or dipmovesdownthe descendingbranch.

At the sametime,it becomeslesspro_nent,especiallyin the veloc-

ity curve. In fact, there is no bump in the evolutionary mass (7.4 MO)

model. This confirms the conclusion that, with a standard homogeneous

composition, the mass must be less than the evolutionary mass to show

bumps llke those that are observed.
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Another interesting change that occurs as the mass is increased

involves the light curve near maximum. In the 5.0 M model, what was
o

the shoulder in the Goddard model has become the peak, while the peak

in the Goddard model has evolved into a bump following maximum light.

This bump then moves down the descending branch and becomes less

prominent as the mass is further increased.

The ascending branch also changes with increasing mass. It be-

comes steeper and the "artificial viscosity dip" moves up the ascend-

ing branch until it nearly doincides with the peak in the evolutionary

mass model. The compression wave associated with the dip increases

greatly in strength as this happens. It should be emphasized, though,

that this phenomenon is probably amplitude-dependent, and that the limit-

ing amplitude, which also increases with mass (cf. Table i), may depend

on subtle physical or numerical effects in the calculation.

Another interesting phenomenon occurred in the 4.0 and 5.0 M models,
®

although it is not apparent in the light or velocity curves. In these

models_ at the phase of rapid expansion, when the hydrogen ionization

front is racing inward, a shock forms on the neutral side following the

front. This can be understood as a transition in the nature of the

ionization front from D to R type (Kahn 1954, Castor 1966). Conditions

change too rapidly for a steady-state R-type front to develop, and the

front soon returns to its usual D-type behavior. This transition occurs

about the time of the Christy dip in the Goddard model, and about the

time of the dip just after maximum light in the 5.0 M model. The front®

is near optical depth unity at this time, so there should not be any

major changes in the emergent spectrum or energy distribution. However,
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the following shock may be connected with the weak redshifted Ca II

emission features that appear Just after maximum light in Beta Doradus

(Gratton 1953). The ionization front transition will be discussed in

detail elsewhere (Adams and Castor, in preparation).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

We have calculated a family of 9.8-day Cepheid models with a code

that can produce reliable theoretical light curves. We find that only

if the mass is significantly less than the "evolutionary mass" do the

bumps in the light and velocity curves occur near maximum light, where

they are observed to occur in real ten-dayCepheids (Cox 1974). How-

ever, only models with homogeneous population I compositions were cal-

culated. It thus appears that we require either reduced masses, inhomo-

geneous compositions, or some change in the physics in order to match

the observed light curves of ten-day Cepheids.

We plan to continue this program by calculating families of models

at other periods to see how the light and velocity curves vary with

period. Our goals will be to learn more about the mechanisms that pro-

duce bumps in the light and velocity curves and, in general, to see if

the Hertzsprung sequence (variation of bump location with period) can

be reproduced theoretically. Wewould also like to calculate some in-

homogeneous models to study Art Cox's proposed solution to the "mass

anomaly."

Finally, we conclude that there is nowa consensus standard Goddard

model that can be used as a benchmark for any new pulsation code. It

is entirely fitting that this consensus should be reported here at the
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Goddard Space Flight Center only two conferences after the idea of a

standard Goddard model was originated.
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Discussion

J. Wood: Do you have a temperature range for this 8 Dor Goddard model? From

the G-band, I found about 1500 ° over the cycle, but Rogers and Bell found

about 450 ° from Ha profiles. Sidney Parsons found about 900 ° from UBV work.

Adams: First of all, I didn't make any attempt to match a particular star.

This was simply a theoretical sequence, so the parameters may not be correct

for a particular star. The temperature data are available, and could be used

to plot loops in the color-color diagram. However, there's a larger question

that has to do with limiting amplitudes. The light amplitude shown here was

rather large for a Cepheid; therefore, any behavior that depends on the

limiting amplitude is questionable. But I don't know whether the temperature

range depends on the limiting amplitude.

Wesselink: Have you made any comparison between your light curves and observed

light curVes?

Adams: l've just taken a cursory look at the observed light curves. I can't

claim that I can match any observed light curve. The most important conclusion

is that wecan calculate good light curves, and they still show the traditional

mass anomaly with the bumps. Let me add thateven the features seen in the

superb light curves produced by Pel and Lub still leave a little freedom for

the theoretician to imagine various things happening. It's an extremely diffi-

cult problem to get sufficient data.

Connolly: What is causing that sharp dip at rising light and is it a dip,

not actually a bump?
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Adams: It is a dip. In the theoretical calculations it is due to the fact

that when the envelope is falling in, it is stopped by a compression wave or

shock wave. The intense compression for a short period of time steals some

luminosity and puts it into ionization or compression. Therefore there is a

sharp drop in the luminosity as the shock passes through the photosphere at

T = 2/3.

Wesselink: I know one observed light curve -- VZ Her -- which resembles one

of yours. It has a dip on the rising light.

Adams: That is interesting. However, I would not go so far as to say that

the dip has to exist theoretically, even though it shows up in the models. I

think that it is difficult to find any observer who has a well-documented dip

in the rising light because that's a veryhard thing to see. It looks a lot

llke a cloud going by, lasting only a very short time.

Pel: But they exist for longer period stars, with 15-30 day periods. There

is a "standstill."

Adams: That feature may be a bump, related to the bumps that define the

Hertzsprung progression.
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TIME DOMAIN PERIOD DETERMINATION TECHNIQUES

R. F. Stellingwerf
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Rutgers University

Abstract

Two simple period determination schemes are discussed. They are
well suited to problems involving non-sinusoidal periodic phenomena
sampled at a few irregularly spaced points. Statistical properties
are discussed. The techniques are applied to the double-mode Cepheids
BK Cen and TU CAS as test cases.

Introduction

Fourier techniques offer the "best possible" methods of spectral
analysis in a number of respects, but they are not well suited to
cases with strongly non-sinusoidal variation, or cases in which only a
few scattered data points are available. Unfortunately, this is
exactly the situation in many physical problems, including variable
stars. I will discuss two classical techniques that do treat these
cases efficiently in cases involving several discrete--frequencies.

When departing from Fourier methods, invariably some type of
sacrifice must be made. In this case "ghosts" appear at subharmonic
frequencies of a strong spectral line. An important point in the
analysis is to show that the unwanted subharmonics can be minimized
and can be distinguished from the real frequency. Once understood,
these "ghosts" can be used to good advantage as indications of the
presence or absence of high frequency components.

A more complete description of these techniques will appear in
Stellingwerf (1978).

I. THE PDM METHOD

A discrete set of observations can be represented by two vectors,
x, and the observation times t, where the ith observation is given by

(xi,ti) and there are N points in all (i = I,N). Let 02 be the

variance of x, given by

•02 T.(Xi-_)2= (l)N-1
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where _ is the mean, _ = Zxi/N. For any subset of xi's we define the
sample variance, s2, exactly as in equation (i). supposewe have

chosen M distinct samples, having variances sj2 (j= 1,M) and contain-

ing nj data points. The overall variance for all the samples is then
given by

S2 = Z(n_-l)s'23' 3
-  nj-M ' - (2)

as a consequenceof equation (I).

We wish to minimize the variance of the data with respect to the
mean light curve. Let H be a trial period, compute a phase vector _:
_i = ti/_-[ti/_];brackets indicate integer part. Equivalently, ~

= t mod (_). We now pick M samples from x using the criterion that

all the members of sample j have similar _i" Usually the full phase
interval•(0,i) is divided into fixed bins, but the samples may be
chosen in any way that satisfies the criterion. All points need not
be picked, or, alternatively,a point can belong to many samples. The
variance of these samples gives a measure of the scatter around the
mean light curve defined by the means of the xi in each sample, con-
sidered as a function of _. We define the statistic

s2
e = V (3)

where s2 is given by equation (2) and u2 is given by equation (I). If

is not a true period, then s2 _ u2 and O _ I, whereas if _ is a
correct period O will reach a local minimum comparedwith neighboring
periods, hopefully near zero.

Since this technique seeks to minimize the dispersion of the data
at constant phase, we will refer to it as "phase dispersion minimiza-
tion", or PDM for short. Mathematically,this is a least-squares
fitting technique, but rather than fitting to a given curve (such as a
Fourier component), the fit is relative to the mean curve as defined
by the means of each bin. We simultaneouslyobtain the best least-
squares light curve and the best period. The PDM technique is thus a
"Fouriorgram"method [as discussed by Faulkner (1977)]of infinite
order, since all harmonics are included in the fitted function. The
Fourier series technique, a least squares fit to a truncated series
with variable amplitudes and phase, often requires additional con-
straints and rather high orders for nonsinusoidalvariations (Lucy,
1976).

Although the individual samplesmay be chosen in many ways, it is
convenient tO define a standard bin structure. We divide the unit

interval into Nb bins of length 1/Nb, and take Nc "covers"of Nb bins,

each cover offset in phase by 1/(NbNc) from the previous cover, using
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periodic conditions on the unit interval to obtain a uniform covering.
We thus obtain M = NbNc bins, each of length I/Nb, and whose midpoints
are uniformly spaced along the unit interval at distance of i/(NbNc).

Clearly, each data point will fall in exactly Nc bins. Denote a given

bin structure by (Nb,Nc).

To compute 8, we take the ratio of variances of the two subsets
of X, that of the actual observations,x, and that of the bins. 8
thereforehas a probability density given by an F distributionwith

Znj-M and N-I degrees of freedom. It is convenient.todefine F as a
number greater than unity, so F _ @-i. The probability,P, that a
given value of 8 is due to random fluctuations (also called the

"significance")is twice the area of the F distributionabove 8-1
(two-sidedtest). This probabilityapproaches unity as 8.1. Thus,
for significanceP, we compute

F(p/2,Nlf,N2f) = i/0, Nlf = N-I, N2f = Zn.-M.J (4)

P may then be obtained by reference to an F table, or using an approxi-

mation to P(F,NIf,N2f),see Abramowitz and Segun (1965),§ 26.

If N is large (> 100), we may take 02(5) _ o2(X). In this case
we may use the somewhat simpler X2 test,

X2(p/2,Nf) = NfO , Nf = Znj-M. (5)

Here P is twice the area of the X2 distributionbelow NfO.

II. THE WR METHOD

An interesting related method is discussed by _'_ittaker and
Robinson (1926, "WR") in which one seeks the maximum variance of the
bin means (as opposed to the mean of the bin variances). If s 2 is

m

the variance of the bin means, define 0WR = l-Sm2/o 2 for comparison

purposes. In general 8WR will vary between 0 and 1-<i/nj>, where <nj>

IS the mean number of points per bin. At a true period Sm2 _ a 2 and

8WR = 0. Here we seek periods at which the amplitude of the mean curve

is a maximum, which in most cases will correspond to minimum phase

dispersion. The calculationof a 2•is easier than s2 (equation2), butm

the number of degrees of freedomis much lower, suggesting less
sensitivity (see.§III). We will show below that in most cases this
supposition is true, although for one range of parameters the WR
techniquemay be preferrable. The WR method is discussed in detail by
Chapman and Bartels (1940)under the title "persistenceanalysis".
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A statisticalcriterion)nayalso be derived for the WR technique.

The distributionof bin means is normal if M is large with _m2 2/nj
Since M is generallynot large, however, a t distributionwith M-1
degrees of freedom will actually be obtained, with

_2/njUm2 _ (M-I)/(M-3) . We may always select bins with nj = N/Nb, for
allj. Note that normal constant-phasebins will produce blnomially

distributed nj and increase Om2 since a harmonic mean of nj appears in
_m2. We wish to test whether the observed Sm2 is significantlybigger

thin Om2. Evidently Sm2/Om2 follows an F distributionwith M-I and N-I
degrees of freedom. Using the definition of 8_R, we have

(M-3)"N

FIM-I,N-I)=_ _ (1-e_R)- (6)

-III. APPLICATIONS

Here I will briefly describe the practical aspects of these
methods; for details see Stellingwerf (1978).

Typical transforms are illustratedby Figure i, which shows the
computed 0-transformsfor a sine wave [sin(2Hft)],panel _, and a
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FREOIJEN c Y

Fig. i: O statisticversus frequency for the two test
cases described in the text. Panel A: sine-wave
transform;Panel B: sawtooth function transform.
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"saw-tooth"function (fractionalpart of ft),panel B. These functions
have been selected because they represent the two extremes found in
variable star light curves. In each case x consisted of 201 data
points evenly distributedover ten periods~withf = l, T = 10. A bin
structure of (Nb,Nc) = (5,2)was used. The main line at f = 1 is
virtually identical to the Fourier power spectrum llne shape

[(sin(x)/x)2]. Two subharmonicsare present (thethird, just visible
at f = 1/4 is below the cutoff n = Nb _ 3, and is not significantly
different from l). •Thegreat similarityof the two curves shown in
FiGure 1 is, of course, the strong point of the PDM technique: highly
nonsinusoidalvariations are handled just as efficientlyas a sine wave.
The presence of subharmonicresponse could be a disadvantageif oscil-
lations with widely spaced frequenciesare present. In practice,•
however, subharmonicscan be distinguishedin at least three ways:
l} light curve shape, 2) narrow line widths, 3) reduced significance
with increasingbin size. If initial scans of the full frequency range
use broad bin sizes [(5,2),say], subharmonicsshould pose no problems.

It is important to know the number of observationsrequired to
achieve a given significancewith these methods. This quantity ("N")
is plotted in Figures 2 and •3as a function of the signal-to-noise
ratio, € = U/UNoise" A variety of bin structures are shown. It is
seen that coarse bins and multiple covers are needed for small N and €.
Clearly, the PDM technique is superior at small N, while the WR
technique seems preferable in noisy cases (E < 0) if N is large enough.
Accuracy is lost if bins are too wide, and multiple covers will not
help if many bins contain the same points. In general (5,2) structure
works very well. To obtain mean curves for prewhitening,bins should
be made as fine as possible.

IV. MULTIPLE PERIODS OF BK CEN

To illustrate the use of•these methods, we briefly present an
analysis of the light variation of the double-mode Cepheid BK Centauri.
For this purpose we will use only the 49 photoelectricmeasurements
made by C. J. van Houten in 1965 for which Leotta-Janin (1967)has
published the _V values. This author comments that "their number is
too small to allow a reliable determinationof the beat period" and so
uses 25 years of plate estimates as well as knowledge of other Cepheid

period ratios to obtain _0 = 3_17389, H1 = 292366. We have found that
the photoelectricpoints alone unambiguouslyconfirm these results, and
provide informationon mode interactionas well.

The 49 measures span 137 days. Line widths will therefore be
about 0.007 in frequency,so the frequency step size was taken•to be
.0015 for moderate resolution. Twelve nights have t_1oobservations,
providing minimal alias discrimination. Although the measurements are
quite accurate, we nonethelessestimate € % 1.5 due to the secondary
oscillation. Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the PDM and the WR
techniques should be about equally good for this case, provided Nb<10.
We choose a (5,2)bin structureto maintain about l0 points per b_n.
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Figure 4, panel A shows the 8 transformof the raw data. The
primary period is clearly evident (minim_ £), with minima a and b
forming the standard subharmonic sequence found in Figure i? Min_um
f is narrow and showed a .two-cyclemean curve, it is therefore the

. .I I I I I
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' ' I [ [i I
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Figure 4: e transformsof the BK Cen data, plotted versus
frequency in cycles/day. Panel A: transform of
the raw data. Panel B: transform of the data
after removal o_--_undamental oscillation.
Panel C: transform of the data after removal of
te-_u_amental and first overtone oscillations.
Labeled minima are identified in Table 1.

first subharmonicof a sizeableminimum off the scale, at f _ 0.7.
This is the main alias of e, occuring at 1-f0. Comparison of the sub-
harmonics b and f indicates that e is the principal frequency. The
identifications_f the minima, together with their approximate fre-
quencies and significances,are given in Table i. Among the barely
significantgroup, we identify £ as the second subharmonicof the
second alias of £, at l+f0, while d, h and i are first overtonefeatures. _ -- -

We see.here a distinct advantageof the subharmonic response ofthis method, any other major frequencyin the range .6<f<1.2would
show a subharmonicon Figure I(A) comparable to b or f. Any minimum
"in the range 1.2<f<l.8would show a second subha_moni_comparable to
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TABLE I

Identification of Features in Flqure 4

Feature Zdcntlflcat£on Frequency (d-_) 519ni£1cance

a _o/_- .,os o.13
b fo/2 .158 0.00
a (1-f0)/3 .226 0.39
d (1-tl)/2 .276 0.09

e fo .316 0.00
f (1-10)/2 .344 0.00
g (l+fO)/3 .439 0.24

h fl .447 0.27

£ l-f I .553 0.0S

J fl/3 ".14e .0.50
k (1-£1)/3 .IB3 0.55
1 fl/2 .224 0.04
m (1-£1)/2 .276 0.08 •

n (fO+fl)/2 .385 0.33

o fl .447 0.00

p 1-f I .s53 0.00

q (1-(f0+£1))/2 .116 0.60

r l-(fo4f 1) .235 0.27
s (f0+£1)/3 .253 0.55
t (f0+£1)/2 .383 0.43

u _0+tl .764 0.11

a or g. Since all features have been identified,no high frequency
_ompo_ents exist. This "look-ahead"feature can be extended by in-
creasing Nb, at the expense of further complicatingthe spectrum.

HaVing identified the principal frequency (f0), this component
was then removed from the data (usinglinear interpolationbetween bin
means). The transform of the reduced data is shown in panel B of
Figure i. Here i, i, o are due to the first overtone,while k, m, E
represent the aliases. Note that each alias feature is slightly less
significantthan the corresponding "real" feature. A mode interaction
feature, n, has also appeared. We can again conclude that no more
significantmodes exist to f = 1.8, since no subharmonicsappear.

•Panel C shows the transform of the doubly-reduceddata. No
significantfeature appears, but many marginal features are related to
the mode interactionterm f0+fl. An extensionof the transform to
higher frequencies showed that this mode did indeed appear at the
P = 0.ii level. This is the only remaining significantmode. This
particular interaction term (f0+fl)has also been found to be excited
in several other studies of similar objects (Fitch1976, Henden 1976,
Faulkner 1977a,b, Fitch et.al. 1978). In particular,this term invari-
ably dominates the beat frequency (fl-f0)component. At present the
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meaning of this is notclear.

The periods and amplitudes of the three components were determined
using a finer frequency scan, and are given in Table 2. Allowing for
the bin size, the actual amplitudes should be about 20% larger, this is

T_LE 2

Sur_aaryof _rinclpal Component_

d-I Adjusted
Hode Fzeq_1_ncy( ) Perlod(d)Amplitude Amp11tu_o Phase*

f 0 0.3153 3o172 0_544 0_64e 0.40"
fx o,_v3 2.2)6 o_222 o_2G4 0.56

fo_fl 0.76_2 1.302 0.1_1 0_180 0.16

*Phase - (tmax-tl)/_O, t I - JD2,438,813.48

shown in the "corrected amplitudes". The sum of these estimates is

i_i, in agreement with the range of the photoelectricmeasures. The

standard deviation of the residuals (triply-reduceddata) was 0_048.

The frequency labeled f0+fl in Table 2 is listed as derived and
differs from the sum of the principal components. The discrepancy may
not be real, since it amounts to about I/T -- suggesting a side lobe
problem.

This research is supported by NSF grant AST 77-26993through
Rutgers University.
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Discussion

A. Cox: What is the c of the data after you've taken the periods out?

Stellinswerf: The residual c following the triple reduction was c = 0.05

magnitudes.
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ABSTRACT

Experience gained by use of cepheid modeling codes to

predict the dimensional and photometric behavior of

nuclear fireballs is used as a means of validating

various computational techniques used in the cepheid

codes. Predicted results from cepheid models are

compared with observations of the continuum and lines

in an effort to demonstrate that the atmospheric

phenomena in cepheids are quite complex but that they

can be quantitatively modeled. It is hoped that the

discussion may provide guidance for cepheid observers.
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INTRODUCTION

The application of the artificial viscDsity technique

(Von Neumann and Richtmyer, 1950) to the explicit

hydrodynamic modeling of spherical systems (Brode,

1955) represents a fundamental milestone in computer

modeling. Subsequently, Brode combined radiative

diffusion with the hydrodynamic motion (Brode, 1956-

1957), having incorporated the implicit Henyey method

(Henyey, Le Levier, Levee, BGhm, and Wilets, 1959)

with the assistance of Le Levier. He then produced

the first radiation-hydrodynamic models of the fire-

ball which results from a nuclear explosion in the

atmosphere (Brode, 1958, 1959a, 1959b). Christy

(Christy, 1964, 1967) later modified the Brode technique

and applied it to his pulsation studies of stellar

envelopes and thus laid the foundation for many sub-

sequent investigations.

During the period where Brode was producing his models

of fireballs, the present author was engaged in making

astrophysical and photgraphic observations of fireballs

(Hillendahl, 1959). This afforded an opportunity for

the quantitative comparison of Brode's modeling tech-

niques with observational data having a much higher

degree of precision than is possible from stellar

observations. The results of such comparisons validated

the hydrodynamic and radiative diffusion techniques used

by Brode, but identified the need for an improved

treatment of the radiative transport in the observable

atmospheric layers. As a student of Henyey, the author

developed a radiation-hydrodynamics technique designed

to treat all regions of the star (Hillendahl, 1962,
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1964) which was used both for cepheid modeling and in

a relaxation technique (Hillendahl, 1965a) for the

study of stable Henyey models. This "SUPER NOVA" code

was later adapted for use in an extensive study of

fireballs (Hillendahl, 1965b, 1966).

This presentation provides a brief review of selected

numerical and interpretational techniques which have

a proven usefullness, and a description of some

physical processes which the computer models predict

to occur in stellar atmospheres.
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MODELING TECHNIQUES

It is well established that some features of stellar

models are sensitive to particular details of the

computational technique. For example, the behavior

of a cepheid model employing the artificial viscosity

technique may be dependent upon the formulation used.

One approach to resolving such difficulties is a

careful comparison against data. Another approach is

for a number of modelers to use their codes to model

a well defined test case so that differences due to

computational techniques can be identified. Both

techniques have been used extensively by the fire-

ball modelers (Brode, 1965). Much of this material is

no longer subject to government security restrictions.

The brief exposition given here is intended to allow

the stellar modeling community to benefit from these

findings and to reduce the number of uncertainties

in their models.

Brode (1965) comPared "standard model" calculations

performed by a number of investigators. He demonstrated

conclusively the importance of an accurate equation of

state which includes the relevant dissociation and

ionization processes. He also demonstrated that

equation of state mustmaintain the correctrelation-

ship between the pressure P and internal energy E if

predicted hydrodynamic phenomena are to correspond

to the experimental observations. Thus if curve fits

or data tables are used in the computational model,

care must be taken to see that the correct relationship

between P and E is reproduced. False hydrodynamic

signals may otherwise be produced.
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The artificial viscosity technique is a useful device

in the treatment of shock discontinuities. The

literature abounds with various versions referred to

as "linear", "quadratic,', "quartic"; various versions

formulated in terms of velocity gradients and/or

compression ratios; and various recommended values for

the damping constant. Many of these have proven to

be applicable over limited ranges of the variables or

only under limited circumstances. The formulation

discussed by Richtmyer (Richtmyer and Morton, 1967,

page 319) has been shown (Hillendahl, 1965b) to

accurately (±2%) reproduce, without adjustment, the

shock front properties in a nuclear fireball while the

shock pressure changes some six orders of magnitude.

Furthermore, the shock structure produced by the model

satisfies the Rankine-Hugeniot conditions to a high

degree of accuracy. One has no reason to expect that

the Richtmyer formulation would not perform equally

well in stellar calculations.

A useful technique for locating shock fronts and related

phenomena at a given epoch is a listing of the quantity

Q/P as a function of mass or radius, where Q is the arti-

ficial pressure and P is the gas pressure. Non-zero

values, which indicate a compression of the gas, are

then easily identified. The largest value of Q/P

occurs as the shock front is in the process of trans-

versing a given zone. This behavior has been employed

as a shock locator (Simpson, 1973) and as a print control

to cause the radial structure to be displayed at the

instant the shock compression of a given zone is complete.
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In a model using the artificial viscosity technique,

the Rankine-Hugeniot conditions are satisfied on a time

averaged basis, but not always on an instantaneous

basis. Use of the Simpson technique automatically

selects epochs when these conditions are satisfied

and make the data analysis process simpler.

In the interest of conserving computer time, most modern

codes employ continuously variable time steps chosen

to satisfy various hydrodynamic, radiative; or energetic

criteria. With this capability available, the last

time step during compression of the zone can be chosen

so as to cause a print-out precisely at the end of the

compression of the zone in question. The effects of

finite zoning upon the time history of the shock

location and the shock properties are then minimized.

Use of the artificial viscosity technique results in

a compression of the material ahead of the true shock

front. This compression results also in a false

temperature rise. At temperatures lower than about

15,000°K, the absorption coefficient of the gas is

very temperature dependent (~T9) and the artificial

compression can thus result in the creation of false

optical properties ahead of the shock. Under conditions

where the pre,shock gas would be transparent, and the

post-shock gas opaque, an artificial photosphere will

will be created having a temperature lower, than the

post-shock temperature. The emergent flux is then

depressed. Thus a sudden depression in the computed

light output of a cepheid model may be associated

with the emergence of a shock wave.
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Two aspects of this distortion of the temperature

profile by the artificial viscosity are of interest.

Simpson (1973) conducted numerical experiments on

fireball shock waves in which he artificially increased

the opacity by a factor of l06. When the post-shock

temperature was below 10_°K, he found that this opacity

increase had a negligible effect upon the temperature

and density profiles because the radiative transfer

could not compete with the hydrodynamics at lower tem-

peratures. It is clear, however, that the false com-

pression due to the artificial viscosity does affect

the radial heat flow, but only in a transient manner.

By separately printing out the hydrodynamic and

radiative terms of the energy equation, one can assess

their relative importance and also to determine whether

a particular configuration exists long enough to result

in a distortion of the temperature profile. This type

of distortion has not proven to be important if the

zone structure if fine enough to meet the other

requirements of goodmodeling.

If one desires to obtain high quality optical output

as a shock wave emerges through the photosphere, it

may be necessary to correct the distorted regions of

the temperature, density, and velocity profiles.

The quantity Q/p described above is very useful in

controlling this process. When the artificial pressure

is small compared to the gas pressure, no correction

is needed. When corrections are needed, the "distorted"

values are temporarily stored so that they can be
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recovered in order to proceed with the pulsation

model. Substitute values are then used to compute

the observable properties at the epoch in question.

Some investigators, e.g., C. G. Davis (LASL), prefer

not to interrupt the:main calculation. They store

the configuration at epochsof interst for later

"snap-shot" light output calculations.

The estimation of these corrected values is relatively

easy in fireball modeling as the profiles ahead of the

shock are usually known. Twotechniques have been

used in cepheid modeling: space extrapolation and time

extrapolation. Inboth techniques data prior to the

artificial viscosity distortion are used to predict

the needed substitute values. The choice between

the two methods is made on the basis of the slowest

rate of change of the zone properties in either time

or space.

The appearance of a region where Q/P is greater than

zero may not indicate the presence of a shock front.

If the disturbance moves toward a region of lower

pressure it is likely to be a shock wave. If the

disturbance moves toward a region of higher pressure,

it may be an unloading or rarefaction wave. The optical

Properties of various waves arediscussed below.

Because of the demonstrated inability of radiative

diffusion techniques to adequately reproducethe optical

observables from nuclear fireballs, it is to be expected

that such techniques would also have similar deficiencies

when applied to the atmospheres pulsating stars. Here

one is faced with the classical problem of radiative
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transfer, i.e., the equation of transfer of radiation

describes change in the intensity for a given radiation

frequency and along a given direction in space. To obtain

the radiative flux divergence it is necessary to inte-

grate over both the frequency and over all directions

in space. One approach is to use a large number of

rays at various angles and a large number of radiation

frequencies. One fireball code employing this approach

used about 250 hours of machine time to model the

equivalent of one period of a star. The SUPER NOVA

technique (Hillendahl, 1964, 1965) produced virtually

indistinguishable results and utilized only about 1

hour of machine time (about 5 minutes equivalent

CDC 7600 time). In this technique, the source function

is expanded in a Taylor series, in terms of optical

distance, centered on each zone boundary. An integral

formulation of the equation of transfer is applied to

the finite zone configuration in an equivalent ray

approximation. This results indirect and chord

transmission terms, and in a series of emission terms.

In the optically thin extreme, _ the zero order emission

term reproduces the Planck approximation. In the

optically thick extreme, the first order term reproduces

the Rosseland approximation. Higher order terms are

truncated. The formulation leads to a novel technique

for spectral averaging that is a finite zone equivalent

of the Chandrasekhar or flux weighted mean.

An important feature of this formulation is that it

provides a reasonably high order solution to the well

known problem in cepheid modeling in which the opacity

increases very rapidly at the photosphere causing one

zone to be very optically thick and the next exterior
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zone to be nearly transparent. This difficulty

arises when a Rosseland mean or equivalent opacity

approximation is used in which the opacity of a zone

depends only upon the local temperature. The zone

exterior to the photosphere has a low temperature and

thus a low opacity. It cannot absorb radiation and

must depend upon hydrodynamic compression to heat

it sufficiently to increase its opacity so that the

absorption of outward flowing radiation can begin.

The SUPER NOVA formulation employs transmission func-

tions for the outwardly directed radiation which are

of the form

Bx(Ts) exp(-_l£)dl
' _. .

T =

f Bx(Ts) dl
X

wehre T is the outward transmission

£ is the zone thickness along the characteristic

ray

Ts is the temperature of the next interior zone

Bx is the Planck function
X is the wavelength

UX is the local spectral absorption coefficient
and is a function of the local gas density and

temperature.
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In common with the Planck and Rosseland means, the

transmission function depends upon the local temperature

and density of the gas. But it also depends upon the

zone thickness and temperature of the "source" zone.

It is therefore a function of four variables instead of

two.

In practice these functions are computed in great

detail in a preliminary calculation from detailed

spectral absorption coefficient codes. Because of

the existence of absorption edges, and because the

Planck distribution is a function of AT, it is con-

venient to index these precomputed data in terms of Ts

and Az' where Ts is a property of the source zone and Az
depends only on the properties of the zone whose trans-

mission is desired. This affords a reduction in com-

plexity which makes the method workable.

Other investigators have used the Rosseland approxi-

mation in the interior and a finite number of spectral

bands in and exterlor'to the photosphere. Both of

these methods provide for the non-gray radiative

heating of the gas prior to shockcompression which

cannot be accounted for with an unmodified diffusion

approximation. With the great increase in computer

capabilities since the SUPER NOVAtechnique was

developed, the later technique is probably to be pre-

ferred because less effort is involved when the chemical

Composition is changed.
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ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVABLES'

The fireball from a nuclear explosion is a relatively

simple object in the astrophysical sense. If one

considers only relatively high energy explosions, then

the nuclear device simply causes the formation of a

hot isothermal sphere of air and exerts no significant

influence on the subsequent hydrodynamic and radiative

development which follows. Even so, this relatively

simple object exhibits a great deal of structure

involving periods of radiative growth, the formation

of shocks, hydrodynamic growth, rarefaction waves,

radiative coolingwaves, dissociation fronts that mimic

H II regions, absorption shells, and similar phenomena.

Pulsating stars are much more complex objects than

fireballs because the gas ahead of the expanding shock

front is not of uniform density. One would, therefore,

expect that the atmospheric phenomena might be even

more complex than in the fireball.

In the case of the fireball, the author (Hillendahl 1966)

demonstrated the capability of the SUPER NOVA cepheid

modeling code (as modified for air) to quantitatively

model the atmospheric phenomena which occur in fireballs.

Both the hydrodynamic and radiative phenomena predicted

by the code are verified by photographic and photometric

measurements. If the same modeling techniques are used

on a cepheid, what type of atmospheric phenomena are

predicted? Can any or all of these phenomena be

confirmed by observation?
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In an attempt to answer these questions, a number of

models of a 7.6 day cepheid were computed and analyzed

using analysis techniques developed from fireball

experience. The model consisted of a periodic envelope

model supplied by Christy (1968) to which an extended

atmosphere was appended. The augmented models remain

periodic in the denser envelope regions, but never

reach a completely repetitive behavior in the extreme

outer layers where mass :loss is predicted to occur

(Hillendahl 1970). The physical phenomena discussed

below are not dependent upon the precise periodic

behavior of the star.

Figure I shows the radius-time history of every fifth

mass point in the computed model. Although several

shock fronts (S1, $2, $3) have been labeled, it is

clear that little, if any, detailed information can

be obtained or illustrated on such' a radius-time display.

Figure 2 shows the same model displayed in a different

fashion. Various shock fronts and rarefaction waves

which have been identified are labeledS and R,

respectively. The photosphere (T=l) has been indicated

by the continuous line.

For a shock front to be observable in continuum light,

it must occupy the photosphericJregion of the star.

In the model shown, the thickness of the photosphere is

from 1 to 2 mass zones throughout the cycle. Thus,

the model predicts that shock waves, including the very

strong shock $2 which "drives" the pulsation, Will

occupy the photosphere only for very brief intervals

in time, i.e., of the order of I-3 hours in a 7-day cepheld.
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Since the cepheid light curve rises over a time interval

of several'days, it is clear that the light being

observed is not being emitted by the shock front itself.

In the nuclear fireball, the rapid rise in the light

curve, which follows after the expanding shock becomes

transparent, results from the rapid density decrease

on the back side of the shock front. Interior to the

shock front, the densitydecreases rapidly in the

inward direction, while the temperature rfses rapidly

so as to maintaina nearly constant pressure behind

the shock. Just after shock transparency, the photo-

sphere resides in a layer of gas just behind the shock

front. As the whole system expands radially, the

density at every point on the back of the shock

decreases with time in order to conserve mass. This

decrease in density lowers the opacity of the photo-

spheric layer and causes thephotosphere to progress

inward in terms of mass and toward regions of higher

temperature. Since the opacity depends strongly on

the temperature and weakly on the density, only a

slight increase in temperature is needed to compensate

for the density decrease. Thus, the photosphere moves

inward relatively slowly in terms of the mass coordinate,

and actually moves outward in terms of radius.

During rising light in the fireball, the radius of the

photosphere increases by about a factor of two., while

the light'output may increase a factor of 50 or more.

It is clearly the increase in temperature which is

responsible for most of the light increase. This

being the case, one expects, and observes, a larger
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amplitude for wavelengths to the short wavelength side

of the maximum of the Planck function, i.e., the

amplitude is larger in blue light just as in the

cepheid.

The model calculations predict that the same mechanism

operates during the rising light phases in a cepheid.

During these phases, the models predict an abrupt

spatial density decrease on the back side of the shock

front. If one follows a given shock as it emerges

from deep in the star, it is found that the density

profile behind the shock changes rapidly with radius.

In most regions of the star, the density minimum

behind the shock is only about 30% below the shock

front density. However, when the gas undergoes thermal

ionization as it crosses the shock, the density minimum

is as much as a factor of l0 lower than the shock front

density. This phenomenon is easily explained. The

ionization increases the number of particles and hence

the gas pressure. The increased pressure forces the

gas to expand thus lowering its density.

Clearly then, the amplitude of the light curve depends

upon the magnitude of the density decrease behind the

shock, which in turn depends upon the shock compression

to dissociate or ionize the gas. One would, therefore,

expect pulsating stars to be highly visible if an

ionization or dissociation zone happens to occur near

the photospheric layers. Estimates of the light

amplitude caused by shock emergence when ionization is

not present are of the order of 0.1 mag. (Hillendahl 1969).
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Because of the real possibility that considerations

such as these might contribute to an observational

selection bias, further investigation seems to be

indicated.

Maximum light (phase 0.0) in the cepheid apparently

occurs when the photosphere has progressed down the

back side of the shock density profile and arrives at

the density minimum. The previously discussed process

responsible for rising light is then interrupted. The

model calculations then indicate an unloading or

rarefaction wave then dominates the atmospheric

phenomena (Hillendahl 1969, 1970). Figure 3 shows the

density and temperature profiles at phase 0.10S during

the rarefaction wave R2 (see Fig. 2). The density

spike shown is not the shock wave, which has traversed

the atmosphere, but is a residual structure resulting

from the previously described series of events. The

i0-I0 -Sdensity minimum has a value of 5 x gm cm . The

dashed box labeled "54" is a graphical device for

denoting the mass zone in which the photosphere occurs.

Its width is that of the mass zone and its height is a

factor of 6. Graphs similar to Figure 3 have been used

to construct a 16 mm movie which shows the atmospheric

structure throughout the entire period.

The strange atmospheric profiles shown in Figure 3

provided the nucleus for an idea for the construction

of "dynamic" model atmospheres (Hillendahl 1968) for

cepheids. The temperature external to the photosphere

is practically uniform, while the density profile is

slab-like in appearance. Since the absorption
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coefficient depends strongly on the temperature and

weakly on the density, the profile was approximated by

a slab of uniform temperature and density overlying a

blackbody photosphere.

Using a very detailed code for computing the spectral

absorption coefficients, simple models were constructed

using the photospheric temperature Tb and the slab

temperature Ta, density Pa' and thickness Ax as
variable parameters (Hillendahl 1968). Table 1 shows

the results obtained using the "dynamic" model technique

to match the spectral scanner data (Oke 1961) for

Eta Aquilae. Outside the Balmer line blanketed region,

the agreement is relatively good at all but a few

wavelengths. The same technique was applied indiscrim-

inately at all phases with the results shown in Table 2.

At 14 of the 20 phases, the results are quite good.

Figure 4 shows the density of the semi-transparent slab

as a function of phase and also the densities obtained

by Fe line analysis (Schwarzschild, et al, 1948). Note

the relatively good agreement and also the amount of

detail. The shock and rarefaction labels correspond

to those on the model results in Figure 2. One would

expect to see a transient density increase after each

shock wave emerges. Figure 4 appears to confirm this

expectation.

The dynamic atmosphere technique also yields the relative

radius as a function of phase. An absolute normaliza-

tion of the radius can be obtained by two methods

(Hillendahl 1968). The results of this analysis are
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Table l: Example of a Dynamic Atmosphere (Phase O.lO)

Wavelength A B(_) Abs. Coeff. B(Ta) Calc. F Obs. F Calc. F/Obs. F

10309 40.74 7.168(-12) 14.92 21.479 el.479 1.ooo
7194 52.13 8.148(-12) 13.85 22.056 22.285 O.999
5714 53.64 7.088(-12) i0.6O 21.68O 21.678 i.000
5128 51.89 6.638(-12) 8.65 20.693 20.702 i.000
5000 51.24 6.544(-12) 8.19 20.372 20.324 i.002
4901 50.66 6.474(-12) 7.82 20.095 19.953 i.007
4784 49.88 6.393(-12) 7.38 19.727 19.055 i.035 **
4673 49.04 6.319(-12) 6.94 19.334 19.589 O.987
4566 48.14 6.252(-12) 6.53 18.920 19.055 O.993
4464 47.19 6.192(-12) 6.12 18.484 18.031 1.025 _-_
4367 46.20 6.140(-12) 5.74 18.209 17.702 i.018
4255 44.96 6.087(-12) 5.30 17.460 17.539 O.995
4166 43.90 6.051(-12) 4.95 16.969 17.219 0.985
4o81 42.8o 6.022(-12) 4.62 16.463 16.293 1.010

4032 42.14 6.009(-12) 4.43 16.154 15.417 i.048 ***
3906 40.34 5.986(-12) 3.95 15.311 13.677 1.119
3846 39.44 5.981(-12) 3.73 14.881 12.942 i.150 ***
3774 38.29 5.618(-12) 3.46 15.060 i0.578 i.425 ***
3703 37.14 5.622(-12) 3.21 14.5o4 6.792 2.136 ***

3636 35.99 i.437(-ii) 2.98 5.549 5.495 i.010
3571 34.85 i.396(-ii) 2.76 5.421 5.346 1.014
3508 33.71 i.•359(-ll) 2.55 5.293 5.297 o.999
3448 32.58 1.325(-11) 2.36 5.163 5.754 o.897 *_

= 8400°K Ta = 5500°K RR = 0.9829

Us = 3.56 (+06) AX = 1.247 (.Ii) U = 2.00 (+06)

** Difference greater than 2 percent, reason unknown

*** Balmer line effect
Units for Planck functions and fluxes are arbitrary scale.



Table 2: Dynamic Model Atmosphere Parameters for Eta Aquilae

Phase Tb T Pa a Z_X Relative Velocity Quality of
(OK) (OK) (gm cm-3) (cm) Radius Result

0.59 llO00 5300 1.20(-9) 4.41(11) 1.052 25.2 good
O.60 10800 5200 i.00(-9) 6.71(ii) i.091 16.9 good
0.65 128oo 93oo 8.37(-lO) 8.75(zz) 1.o24 good
O.70 166OO 5300 8.37(-lO) 1.05(12) 1.020 good
0.79 11900 5300 1.44(-9) 3.78(11) 0.979 good

o. 8o 11o00 5500 2.48(-9) l. o2(ll) o. 966 -l. 97 good
o. 89 9600 59oo 1.72(-9) 6.36(io) 0.908 7.92 good
0.90 9000 57O0 2.48(-9) 3.40(10) 0.932 25.8 poor
0.95 8300 5800 1.43(-9) 3.20(10) 0.890 36.4 excellentco

o.co 87oo 54oo 5.78(-io) 3.67(ii) o.929 43.5 poor

0.05 8050 9700 8.37(-10) 9.70(10) 0.930 37.1 poor
O.i0 8400 5500 l. 00( -9 ) i. 24(11) O.983 35.7 good
0.15 8400 9900 2.07(-9) 2.93(10) 0.999 31.3 poor
O. 20 9600 5800 3.00(-9) 3.02(i0) i. 009 32.6 poor
o.29 11000 59o0 3.00(-9) 3.24(10) 1.002 36.5 poor

0.30 10600 _900 2._0(-9) 4.09(10) 1.001 31.9 good
o. 35 lOOOO 58o0 2.o7(-9) 5.92(lO) i. 015 26.4 good
0.40 9600 5600 1.20(-9) 2.00(11) 1.049 23.5 good

O.45 9400 5300 i. 20(-9) 3-27(ii) i. 096 21.1 good
0.9O i0000 9400 1.44(-9) 2.45(11) 1.038 23.1 good



compared with other results (Whitney 1955) for

Eta Aquilae in Figure 5.

The method of dynamic atmospheres.should not be inter-

preted as a theoretical modeling technique, but rather

as a means of interpreting observations of the stellar

continuum. The agreement obtained for Eta Aquilae

apparently occurs since hydrodynamic motion is respon-

sible for the creation of the atmospheric profiles.

Numerous attempts to fit the observed continuum from

cepheids with radiative equilibrium model atmospheres

have not proven successful over the entire width of

the observed spectrum.

The cepheid models computed with the SUPER NOVA code

also predict some interesting results relative to the

line spectra from cepheids. During the first half of

the period, when rarefaction waves dominate the atmos-

phere (Fig. 2), the atmospheres exhibit a large velocity

gradient in which the particle velocity within the

unloading region increases almost linearly with radius.

Such a velocity gradient should have an observable

effect on the shapes of spectral lines formed in this

region of the star.

Line profiles have been computed (Hillendahl 1969) from

the atmospheric profiles produced by the SUPER NOVA

code. Figure 6 shows the computed profile for the

4508 _ line of Fe II and is labeled V=F(R). Other

profiles shown were obtained by numerical experimenta-

tion in which the velocity was set to various constant

values throughout the atmosphere.
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In the computed profile, the velocity distribution is

seen to produce an asymmetry in the line and to approx-

imately double the equivalent width. A satellite line

is obtained at approximately twice the Doppler shift

of the main line. This results from velocity doubling

in the unloading wave (Hillendahl 1970) and is similar

to features often seen in stars above the main sequence -

whether or not they are "pulsating".

Figure 7 shows computed lines for the H8 and Ca II K

lines. The noticeable feature of the H8 line is the
depression of the continuum over a broad region of the

spectrum. Balmer line blanketing is thus predicted by

the models and is apparently confirmed by the results

of Table 1. The Ca II K line is quite broad and shows

a weak red shifted emission core. This emission core

results from the slight temperature inversion in the

outermost region of the model (Fig. 3). The dashed

line shows the change in the K line profile when this

outer shell in the model is arbitrarily removed during

the line profile calculation. The blue shifted profile

with a red shifted core seems to be in agreement with

the observations of Jacobsen (1956).

The SUPER NOVA model calculations also achieve some

success in predicting the complex behavior Which occurs

when the cepheid atmosphere collapses. Figure 8 shows

the predicted structure of the atmosphere for a 7.6 day

cepheid at several phases. The heavy lines indicate

various shock fronts and the photosphere. The finer

lines are radius-vs-time trajectories for various mass
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zones in the model. The numerical values indicate the

local particle velocities in various regions.

s

Figure 9 shows the observed H profile for SV Vul asa
observed by Grenfell and Wallerstein (1969). The

doppler shift measured from FeI lfnes is indicated by

the arrow. (Note that the observed radial velocities

would' be approximately 17/24 of the particle velocities

predicted by the model. However, the velocity applitude

of SV V_I is approximately 24/17 that of the 7.6 day

model, so that the two effects tend to compensate).

At phase 0.84, the model predicts three distinct layers

of material having velocities corresponding very well

with the doppler shifts of the observed line cores.

The author's purpose in this presentation has been to

demonstrate that relatively complex phenomena occurring

in cepheid atmospheres. It is hoped that this discus-

sion might provide guidance to cepheid observers in

planning their programs and in limiting the duration

of their observations so that they isolate in time the

various features predicted by the models.
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Figure 2. Diagnostic Diagram for a Cepheid Model
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Discussion

Adams: Do you have anythingto say about the mass anomally?

Hillendahl: I'm prejudiced. I used the low Christymass. I did a paper in

1955 that says the masses are about one half of what they shouldbe. This

techniqueI've talkedabout -- trying to use the maximumpossible observa-

tional datawith the'minimumpossible theoreticalinterpretation-- leads to

the same sort of result. What you are doing is taking lines that you hope

are in the photosphereand followingthem for a particularpart of the phase,

and if you integratethe velocityover that time, you get the absolutedis-

placementof that part of the cycle. If you differentiatethe velocity you

get g. The problem,isthen that you have absolutedisplacementover part of

the cycle but you don't have radius,so you have to go to some other technique

to get the relativeradius. If you do this, you end up with masses that are

too small comparedto the evolutionarymass.

Pe__!l:At the last Goddardconferencein'thisseries,Hutchinson,Hill and

Lilly presentedsome observationaldata for 8 Dor from the OAO-2 satellite.

They thoughtthey saw sharp blue peaks on the rising branch of this 10-day

Cepheid,which they interpretedas evidencefor shock waves. Togetherwith

J. Lub and J. Van ParadiJs,I observedthis star with the ANS satellite. I

think we have much better data and we do not see these blue peaks. On the

other hand, we have problems fittingthe whole rising branch of the light curve

with the Kurucz models. I don't find a satisfactoryequilibriummodel that
o o

fits the energy distributionfrom 5500A to 1800A. So there is some evidence

for non-equilibriumradiation.
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Hillendahl: Well, it's a questionof whetherit's non-equilibriumradiation

in the Dick Thomas sense or LTE radiationfrom a moving gas.

Pel: We can't distinguish between those two things. What we can say is that

there don'tseem to be pronounced short-llved peaks on the light curve there,

but the energy distribution cannot be represented well by a hydrostatic

equilibrium model atmosphere.

Hillendahl: No. In all deference to Stromgren, I think he was wrong. I

think Karl Schwarzschild was right. In 1905, his two-stream method was for

convective atmospheres, not for radiative ones. At the time I did this work,

the OAO-2 information on Cepheids was just beginning to come down. I think

they did see a little blip at 0.95, which is about where I would expect to

see the shock. One of the things you must be careful of in a model calculation

is the zoning. Simply because your code says there is a shock wave, it doesn't

necessarily mean you can see it. In a fireball model where your zoning is a

i meter scale, these effects are on a scale of" 0.i mm. There is a radiative

structure in which the gas dynamic discontinuity is embedded. There is a

paper by J. Zinn and R. C. Anderson (Phys. FI. 16, Nov. i0, 1973), in which

they have done the modeling of a radiative shock front. Shock fronts don't

always have that great brightness you might expect them to have. Only under

certain relationships between the density of the gas and the radiative mean

free path will you see the shock front itself. The rest of the time it's

going to be embedded in radiative precursors. So my guess is that your

ability to see shock waves is going to be very limited. Just a little bump

on the curve. Most of the gross features that you see that last for days and
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days are caused by the progression of the photosphere inward due to hydro-

dynamlc expansion of the gases behind the front, and sometimes rarefaction

waves. I think you can show this quite easily.

J. Wood: In your fireball graph you mentioned a Christy reflection. What's

it reflecting off of?

Hillendahl: A fireball is quite different from a star. A star has a very

dense center. A fireball is essentially evacuated in the center, but none-

theless, the shock wave does reflect off the center. It makes a difference

(sort of a coefficient of restitution) what sort of materials and structure

you use. Particularly in the outer layers, it has been shownby comparison

with experiment that the equation of state is absolutely sacred.
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MICROTURBULENCEAND WESSELINKRADII

Nancy Remage Evans
Department of Astronomy
University of Toronto, Canada

ABSTRACT

Usingthe calibrationof Belland Parsons(1974),the effectsof

changesin microturbulenceand surfacegravity throughoutthe cycles

of _ Cepheiand_ Aqui_eare estimated.Afterthe changesin microturb-

ulencehavebeen takenintoconsideration,Wesselinkradiifor these

starsare reduced20%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because the Wesselink technique allows the radius for a pulsating

star to be determined without the use of reddening, or a temperature or

luminosity scale, it can be used as a valuable check on such calibrations.

"Wesselink radii have recently been discussed in connection with the Cepheid

mass problem (Cox, 1978; Cogan, 1978). Both these papers point out

discrepancies among various methods ofradius determination. In addition

some techniques similar to Wesselink's method (Balona, 1977; Buddin_ , 1977)

give results which disagree with the Wesselink radii. Finally, there are

indications of internal inconsistencies within the Wesselink technique

itself (Evans,1976; Gieren, 1976).

The assumptionin Wesselink'smethodwhich appearsthe most likely

to cause errors is that points of equal color are points of equal temperature.

The calibrationsof Bell and Parsons (1974)of B-V, which is used in most

Wesselinkradius determinations,allows one to check the effect of two
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possible causes o£ deviation from this equal colour--equal temperature

condition. From their Table II, it is possible to estimate the effect

on B-V of variations of effective gravity and microturbulence throughout

a Cepheid cycle. This paper is a discussion of these effects for two

stars, 6 Cephei and n Aquilae. These stars were chosen because surface

gravities and microturbulent velocities are available for many phases of

these stars.

II. SURFACEGRAVITIES

Surfacegravitycurvesof Cepheidsreportedin differentstudies

showdissimilarities. Pel (1978)has provideddatafor 170 Cepheids

usingthe Walravenphotoelectricsystemand Kurucz(1975)modelatmospheres.

Parsons(1971)has similarlyderivedsurfacegravitiesfor 48 Cepheids

using6 colorphotometryand his atmospheres.Onlya few starsare common

to bothstudies,but a detailedcomparisonof the dataforn Aquilmshow

disagreementsin the shapesof the curves. Pel'scurveis quiteflatfrom

phases_.= .0 to .6,witha sharppeaknear _ = .8. This is in agreement

with dynamicalsurfacegravitycurveswhicharedeterminedprimarilyby

theaccelerationof the atmosphere. Parsons'curve,on the otherhand

has a graduallydownwardslopingbranchfrom@ = .0 to .7,and a peak at

maximumlight.

Figure8 in Luband Pel (1977)makesit clearthattakingaccount

of the variationin microturbulenceas a functionof phaseis criticalin

interpretingthe photometriccolorsin termsof surfacegravity. Though

thisis not donein Pel'scurves,roughestimatesof the effects,based

on the microturbulencecurvesin thenext sectionshowthatthechange

in microturbulencewill leavethebasicformof the curveunchangedbut
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smooth out the dip in the surface gravities at _ = .6, and increase the

maximum of this curve.

The purpose o£ this section is to estimate the effect on B-V o£

differences in surface gravities at points of equal color. The results

from the spectral synthesis of Bell and Parsons (1974) were combined

with gravity differences for various B-V colors for n Aquilae. Both estimates

of surface gravity curve, Parsons' and Pal's, were used for the test.

Instead o£ Pal's curve, the curve computed by Parsons (1971) from the

acceleration and radius variation tabulated by Schwarzschild,Schwarzschild,and Adams

(1948) was used. This curve and Pel's are similar in shape but Pal's

curve has a smaller amplitude. For both types o£ surface gravity curve,

the effect on B-V was only a few thousandths of a magnitude. Thus these

two rather different cases both show that the distortion to B-V is incons_

equential, as has been previously suggested by Woolley and Carter (1973).

For _ Cephei the surface gravity curve found by Parsons (1971) from the

6 color data also yielded negligible effect.

III. MICROTURBULENCE

Variations in microturbulence throughout Cepheid cycles have been

observed, but for only a few stars have enough points been observed to

give more than a suggestion of the phase dependence of this parameter.

Table I summarizes the available data. The variation in microturbulent

velocity has been estimated from the results of various curve o£ growth

studies. In general the trend mentioned by Schmidt (1971a) of higher

microt_rbulence during the steep branch of the radial velocity curve is

confirmed, while nearly all stars have a small constant microturbulent

velocity during the gradual branch of the radial velocity curve.
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TABLE I

Period Minimum _ Maximum Comments Reference
(days) Microturbulent (v = microturbulent

Velocity (km/sec) velocity)

TU Cas 2.14 -- v = I0 km/sec, 3 plates (I)

SZ Tau 3.15 4.0 - 6.4 4 plates (I)

RT Aur 3.73 3.5 - 5.0 Ii plates,goodphasecoverage (2)

a UMi 5.97 -- v = 5.9,1 plate_ = .46 (I)

6 Cep 5.37 5.8 - 5.5 9 plates,goodphasecoverage (3)

U Sgr 6.74 4.2 - 7.5* (4)

q Aql 7.18 4.0- 5.8 (5)
4.7 - 9.0" (4)

S Nor 9.75 5.0 - I0.0"or 9.0 (4)

8 Dor 9.84 5.5 - 6.0 (6)

RX Aur 11.62 5.4- 7.6 5 plates (7)
X Cyg 16.39 6.2 - 7.6 2 plates (7)-

Y Oph 17.12 7.5 - I0.0" (4)

T Mon 27.02 -- v = 9.0km/sec,3 plates (7)

Z Car 55.54 6.0 - 7.9 no platesfrom_b= .69to .94 (8)

SV Vul 45.i0 7.6 - 9.9 4 plates (9)

*highvelocitiesfromSchmidt'splatestakenwithoutan imagetube, which
givesystematicallyhighermicroturbulentvelocitiesthan thosewith an
image tube.

References

(1) Schmidt,1974

(29 Bappuand Raghavan,1969

(3) van Paradijs,1971

(4) Schmidt,1971a

(5) van Hoof and Deurinck,1952

(6) Belland Rodgers,1964

(7)•Schmidt,e__tal,1974

(8) Rodgersand Bell,1968

(9) Kraft,et al, 1959
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Schmidtpointsout thathis dataare somewhatpuzzling.His plates

takenwithan imagetube givesmallervaluesthanthosetakenwithout,and

it is not clearwhethersomeo£ the largevaluesin TableI are accurate.

Mostentriesin TableI indicatean amplitudeof microturbulenceof about

2 km/sec. Thereis no indicationthatthe amplitudeincreaseswithperiod,

thoughthemeanvaluesdo. Becauseno attempthas beenmade to adjust

the data forvariationson technique,suchas differentoscillatorstrengths

or temperaturefittingprocedures,this trendshouldbe onlytakenas

suggestive.

It is clearthatit is very importantto considervariationsof

microturbulencein interpretingcolorsin termsof physicalparameters

(Pel,1978;Relyeaand Kurucz,1978)and thatthe amplitudesof TableI

willhave an appreciableeffecton the colors. In thenext section,the

resultsof thiseffecton Wesselinkradiiwillbe discussed.

IV. WESSELINKRADII

In orderto assessthe effectof changesin microturbulence,the

resultsof Belland Parsons(1974)haveagainbeen used,togetherwith

the microturbulencedatafromvan Paradijs(1971)for _ Cephei,andvan Hoof

and Deurinck(1952)for n Aquilae.The correctionsto the colorcurves

resultedin a 20%decreasein the Wesselinkradiusin bothcases.

In the caseof 6 Cephei,therewas a furtherinterestingresult.

The followinginternalinconsistencyhas beennotedin Wesselink'smethod.

If theratiosof the radiiat differentcolorsare plottedas a function

of the differencesof radiifromtheradialvelocitycurve,the result

shouldbe a linewhichpassesthroughthepoint(0,1). In many,though

not all cases(Evans,1976;Gieren,1977),thepointsin fact lieon a loop
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as the colors go from blue to red. This loop appears too large to be

explained by observational errors. In the case of _ Cephei when the

corrections for microturbulence were made, the loop was reduced considerably

and the internal standard error of the mean radius was reduced from 4.5

solar radii to 2.5 solar radii. For n Aqui1_ the reduction was less,

from 4.8 solar radii to 5.8 solar radii.

V. DISCUSSION

The inclusion of the correction for microtur.bulence, based on the

results of Bell and Parsons is important in determining Wesselink radii,

though the current information on the variation of surface gravity

indicates that a correction for it is not. A small surface gravity

correction may be necessary for cooler stars, in the opposite sense to the

microturbulence correction.

Schmidt (1971b) has made an extensive study of four Cepheids, including

their line blocking. His conclusions are somewhat different from those

of this paper, partly because he finds variations in gravity which are

different in amp!itude and phase from those used here. However, his

measurements of the line blocking in B-V indicate that blocking increases

when microturbulence increases. In his Pigure 2b,c,d, points with high

microturbulence sit above those with low-microturbulence.

Variations to Wesselink's method such as that used by Balona (1977)

or Thompson's (1975) method for deriving the slope of the surface brightness-

color relation should be affected by differences in microturbulence, but

because the effect on B-V is a few hundredths of a magnitude, the results

will be little changed. In Thompson'sFigure 2, the variationof surface

brightnessas a functionof color, there is a suggestionthat the red end
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o£ the relation £or several stars has more scatter than the blue end.

If a check of the data reveals that the scatter is phase dependent at the

red end, then it is probably due to changes in microturbulence. A range

of slopes for the surface brightness--color relation from roughly 2.0 to

2.2 is possible from the graph of n Aquilae. These values are extremes,

but they may explain some o£ the scatter in the values o£ the slopes from

different stars. In addition if the Wesselink radii used are approximately

20% too large, the slopes will be systematically about 5% too small.

The analyses in sections II and llI above indicate that a method

such as Balona's (1977) will be affected by changes in microturbulence or

effective gravity for less than half the period. In particular, if only

the descending branch of the light curve is used, the results will be altered

by these changes very little. The fact that Balona's radii are in general

smaller than those of Hvans (1976) confirms the results o£ this paper.

(This is true even after the Evans radii are multiplied by 1.51/1.41, to

use the current foreshortening-limb darkening correction.)

Because of the importance o£uniform, detailed information about

microturbulence in Cepheids, an observational program is being undertaken,

but from the current information it seems that Wesselink radii of these

short period stars must be reduced.

I wouldliketo thankAlan Irwinfor severalstimulatingdiscussions,and

my husbandfor commentson thewriting.Thisworkwas carriedoutwith the

financialsupportof OperatingGrant A 5419 fromthe NationalResearch

Councilof Canadato Dr.J. R. Percy.
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POPULATIONOF THELOWERPARTOFTHE INSTABILITYSTRIP:

DELTASCUTISTARSANDDWARFCEPHEIDS(orAI VELORUM)

by

AUVERGNE,M., BAGLIN,_ ,LECONTEL,J.-M.,VALTIER,J.-C.

Observatoirede NICE - France

ABSTRACT

In the last five years# more than 30 new _, Scuti stars.have been discovered.

As inferred from the statistics of dwarfs and evolved stars and also from

observational bias (i.e. duration of a good sequence of photometric measurements

compared to the period) most of the newly discovered stars are dwarf 6 Scuti

stars with periods less than 0.i day and small amplitudes. A very luminous

one has been detected around M = 0.
v

The problem of period determination has not yet been completely settled

and the stars can still be divided into two groups: stars with apparently no

stable period (almost all'the dwarfs and some low amplitude giants) and stars

with stable combination of period and repetitive light curve (giants with

large amplitude andlor binaries). The last class resemble the AI Velorum

in this respect.

Some properties of the atmospheric variations in 6 Scuti stars are

emphasized. The amplitude and the shape of both light curves and radial velocity

curves are small and rapidly variable in the case of dwarf _ Scuti stars; for

the evolved stars the situation is more complex. Rapid rotators have small

amplitudes while slow rotators have larger ones. Moreover the shapes of the

light curves are more regular. Recent work on spectrographic data points out

some bumps in the radial velocity curves and in the core of strong line profiles.

These phenomena appear qualitatively very similar to those observed in Cepheids

and described by Karp in his hydrodynamical model of a i0 day Cepheid.
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The relation between variables and non-variables, and also the results on
i

abundances in the atmospheres of these stars has already given some insight of

the hydrodynamics of their envelopes. However, if diffusion theory explains

qualitatively the abundances anomalies of the Amstars, a quantitativeagreement

has not been reached yet. This microscopic diffusion prevents the vibrational

instability when it is at work. The mechanism which prevents diffusion "isstill

associated to rotation, but no complete hydrodynamical model exists.

_The coe_isrene_ _f abundances anomalies and variability among giants has

been strongly confirmed, and on the main sequence two variables seem to be mild

Am. This fact poses a new problem to the diffusion theory, as it is difficult

to understand how diffusion could be strong enough to produce abundances

anomalies and at the same time turbulence strong enough to mix the helium.

Attempts have been made to relate the variability to the hydrogen ionization

zone in an envelope deprived from helium. But the comparison with observations

is not very good. A better description of the hydrodynamics in these envelopes

is badly needed.

The AI Velorum stars are treated separately because the main problem under

discussion is the question of their population. This group has been defined

by their pulsation characteristics:short period, larger amplitude and regularity

of the light curves. Contrary to RR Lyrae or _ Scuti stars their evolutionary

status is not known. The existence of RR Lyrae stars in globular cluster and of

Scuti stars in open.clusters allow .to infer that_RR Lyrae belon_ to popular%on

II or intermediate population I and that the _ Scuti are typical population I

stars. In the case of the AI Velorum stars the problem is less clear. Observatlonally

the values of the metal content, period and velocities calculated from proper

motions show a large dispersion. From pulsational models it is possible to obtain

the observed period with hlgh masses (2 M ) and normal metal content, but also with®

low metal content and low mass (0.5 Me). So that we conjecture that the AI

Velorum stars do not form a homogeneous group from the population point of view.
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I. Introduction

In the population of the lower part of the instability strip (from the main

sequence up to M = 0) one can distinguish different groups: _ Scuti stars (as
v

defined in Baglin et al. (1973)), metallic llne stars (as defined for example

by Contl (1970)), and AI Velorum stars for which a definition is given in

Section V. Since Breger (1969) the normal A stars are considered as low amplitude

pulsators; i.e., _ Scull stars...IVnemaln properties of _ Scuti_nd AI Velorum,

stars have been reviewed by Baglin et al. (1973) and then complemented by review

papers of Fitch (1976), Petersen (1976), and Baglin (1976) at the IAU Colloquium

29 in Budapest. The properties of AI Velorum stars have been more recently studied

and discussed extensively by Breger (1976). The extension of the Am domain and the

variation of the Am character is being extensively looked at (see for example

Burkhart (1978)).

We do not want here to give an extended review of all the works which have

been done on the"subject but rather emphasize the problems raised by these stars.

We first review the newly discovered variables (Section II), then discuss new

results on the atmosphericproperties of their pulsation (Section III). The

coexistence of variables and non-variables related to abundances anomalies is

discussed. Emphasis is made on the questions raised concerning the physical

processes at work in the envelopes of these stars (Section IV). Recent works on

the properties of AI Velorum stars confirm the fact that the lower part of the

instability strip probably contains variables of different populations, and that

the definition of the two groups, AI Velorum and _ Scuti, do not represent this

difference (Section V).

II. General Statistical Properties: Discovery of New Variables

A. Discovery of New Variables

During the last five year some thirty new _ Scuti variables have been

detected. Most of them are of luminosity classes V and IV with short periods

between 0.05 day and 0.i day and small amplitude, i.e., dwarf 6 Scuti stars.
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They are listed in Table I, which can be considered as an addition to the

catalogue of Baglln et al. (1973). It has to be noticed that the mean duration

of excellent sequences o£ photometric measurements favor evidently the discovery

of stars with periods less than O.l day. y Bootls, which our group has recently

classified as a 8 Scutl variable, is a good example of the difficulties to observe

stars with periods longer than 0.2 day. In addition the dwarfs are the most

numerous due to their longer evolutionary time scale. However, the discovery

of HR 2557 by Kurtz (1977) extends the 6 Scuti domain to very high luminosities

(Hv = 0). These results definitely confirm that the _ Scutl and AI Velorum domains

overlap (see Section V).

B. Periods

The problems of the stability of the variations in _ Scuti stars has not

yet been solved. The complexity of the light curves needs long photometric

sequences to make a serios period analysis. Nevertheless, from the few stars

studied up to now, some conclusions can be drawn.

It seems that the CC And is the only star in which tidal modulation is

responsible of the complexity of the light curve (Fitch, 1967). In the case Of

14 Aur (Morguleff et al., 1976; Fitch, 1976) or Y Cam (Brogiia and Matin, 1974)

for instance, the binary nature does not appear in the mixture of periods. Except

t.he_art!cular case of CC Dmd, a11_he obJe_r_ which have b_n studied _tenslvely

up to now can be separated into two groups:

- The evolved large amplitude 8 Scuti stars seem to have several stable

periods and repetitive light curves as for example 14 Aur (Morguleff et

al., 1976) or I Mon (Shobbrook et al., 1974). This stability in the period

spectrum seems to exist also in small amplitude giants as 38 Cnc for

instance (Guerrero, 1978) or 4 CVn (Shaw, 1977).

- The dwarf 8 Scuti stars, which have generally (but not always) small

amplitude of variations, non stable periodicities and non repetitive
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light curves, as for instance, 0 Tuc (Stobie et al., 1976), HR 4684

(Guerrero, 1978), HR 8006 (Le Contel et al., 1974), or HR 812 (Fesen, 1973).

However, this "classification" is only tentative and needs more studies

to be confirmed.

III. Properties of the Atmospheric Variations in Delta Scutl Stars

The amplitudes of radial velocity curves are low and generally variable

(as%n photometry), generally lower than 40 km/s. The correlation between large

amplitudes and low projected rotational velocity (VR sin i) which has been

claimed by different authors has still to be confirmed.

Light and radial velocity curves are roughly in opposition: Breger et al.

(1976) studying seven stars showed that mlnimumveloclty and maximum light are

shifted by 0.09 period which means that the phase lag is less than in Cepheids.

They proposed that the reason for this is the reduced H-ionlzation zone of

Scuti stars which is located very high in the atmosphere of these stars. However,

in Cephelds, when a secondary bump is pre§ent in both light and radial velocity

curves, Stoble (1976) pointed out that the two curves are not mirror images

so that the observed phase lag is not exactly 90@. The observed shift in

Scuti stars may be due to the same reason, at least for evolved ones (Auvergne

et al., 1978, on y Boo; Valtier et al., 1978b, on HR 432 and HR 515) in which

bumps are present at the minimum and maximum of the radial velocity curves. In

the case of HR 515 simuluaneous observations of the c_nti_uum allow us Lu see

that a bump is also present around maximumllght (fig. i). These irregularities

are related to line profile variations of the strong lines (Balmer lines and

Ca II K line). In particular a llne splitting of the K line is observed at the

end of the radial velocity bump. Dravins et ai..(1977)have observed the same

phenomenon in p Pup.

Such perturbations of light and radial velocity curves associated with line

profile splitting are similar to what is observed in Cephelds. The same kind
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of phenomena have been obtained by Karp (1975) in his hydrodynamical models

of a 12 day Cepheld: the critical period of the atmosphere and the period of

the envelope are very similar so that resonance phenomena may appear. As the

envelope is still expanding the atmosphere starts to slow down. A pressure

wave is generated which propagates both inwardand outward and heats the gas.

The observed llne splitting could be produced by this temperature uprising

when it is strong enough at small optical depths. However we have to explain

how it is possible to observe such splittings (with a characteristic length of

60 km/s) in the core of lines in such rapid rotators as yoBoo (145 km/s) or

HR 515 (200 km/s). In the case of a velocity field, it has to be concentrated

on some parts of the disk. A possibility could be looked for with non radial

oscillations.

IV. Properties of the Envelopes: Coexistence of Variables and Non Variables

We will _iscuss in this section the atmospheric abundances of the variables

and of the non variables in the same domain. These abundances are built at the

bottom of the convective zone, down in the envelope and will give information on

the hydrodynamical behaviour of these deep layers.

A. Observational Results

i. On the main sequence the exclusion metalllclsm-pulsation is generally

conflrmedl Since the discussion by Baglin (1976), 32 Vir has been recognized as a

binary star wlthone Am and one _ Scuti star (Kurtz et al., 1976). However,

two stars on the main sequence HR 4594 and HR 8210 have been discovered as variable

by Kurtz (1978); they are classified as mild Am. The classiflcation mild Am is

dubious - for example 28 Andr has been classified mild Am wlth the same spectral

type as HR 8210 but the detailed analysis has shown that it has normal abundances.

So, as no detailed analysis of abundances is available for these two stars one has

to be carefulbeforeclaimingthe coexistenceof anomalies and variablltyon the
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main sequence. In addition it is not completely settled that no companion

exists (as in the case of 32 Vir), as the stars rotate quite fast.

2. Outside the main sequence the situation is more complicated.

a) The evolution of the Am character towards the giant domain

has been studies in more detail. Smith has defined abundances of "evolved Am"

from an analysis of several stars lying one or two magnitudes above the main

sequence (HR 1103, 1248, 3752, 6559, 7653 cited by Kurtz, 1976). But Burkhart

(1978) analysed the hot evolved Am 22 Boo and _ Cnc and found that they look

llke classical Am stars. Kurtz (1976) studied stars classified as _ Del

(Bidelman, 1965) which are generally quite cool and found that some of them have

abundance anomalies compariable to the "evolved Am" as defined by Smith though

some of them do not show any abundance anomalies.

So that the evolution of the abundance anomalies toward the giants seem to

present important variations from one star te another and no clear correlation with

either temperature or gravity has been established (Table 2 and figure 2).

b) The giants variables have peculiar pulsation characteristics

(See section III).

Some abundances analyses are available. Kurtz (1976) obtained a homogeneous

set of results on seven knoWn variables. In some cases they are comparable to

the Smith "evolved Am" while in other cases [Fe/H] is enhanced and the relative

abundances with respect to iron are normal. However, the coexistence of

variability and abundance anomalies can be considered as proven. Up to now, no

statistics can be made because only a few stars have been tested. Some work is in

progress in that domain, and in particular testing variability of giant Am is

badly needed.

B. Theoretical Interpretation

These properties -variability and abundance anomalies - give us some insight

on the structure of the envelope of these stars doWn to the bottom of their

convective envelope.
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i. Variability is due - at least on the main sequence - to the

helium ionization zone and is present only when the concentration of helium

is larger than 0.15 More stability analysis have been done recently which defines

the blue border of the strip for normal population I composition (Percy, 1977;

Valtler et al., 1978a; Stellingwerf, 1978). As for Cephelds the theoretical

blue border is too red (figure 3). Fundamental and first harmonic are unstable

almost for the same conditions, depending a little bit of the outside boundary

conditions.

2. Abundance anomalies are qualitatively explained by the microscopi_

diffusion in stable medium (Michaud et al., 1976). But a quantitative agreement

is not yet reached. Vauclair et al. (1978) propose to add some turbulent diffusion

due either to overshooting or shear instability due to merldlonal circulation

which would prevent the concentration to become too high. They tried to estlmate

an "ad hoe" coefficient and show that the observed abundances of some of the

elements can well be explained but that the rare earths abundances are still too

low by a large amount. Microscopic diffusion deprives also the envelope from

helium. Withinl06years no helium is left down to 0.i R, in a stable envelope

of an A star. Turbulent diffusion as proposed by Vauclair et al. (1978) is not

large enought to prevent this sorting.

3. Exclusion between metalllclsm and pulsation

As it is the same mechanism which is responsible for abundance anomalies

and vibrational stability the exclusion between metalllclsm andpulsatlon can

be understood. In a variable, it does not take place because some mixing process

is at work which prevents diffusion. As from observations one knows that

statistically slow rotators are Amand fast rotators are variables, the mechanism

which prevents diffusion is probably due to rotatlon. Several works have proposed

the shear flow due to the meridional circulation as the agent of mixing (Baglin,

1972; Vauclair, 1976, 1977) but no satisfactory picture exists now, and the crude
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treatment of the hydrodynamical behaviour of these envelopes has to be

improved. As we have seen the coexistence of metallicism and pulsation is

well established for giants and could also be present among some dwarfs.

Helium is so easily sorted that it is difficult to understand how an envelope

•could be quiet enough to allow diffusion to produce abundance anomalies and

turbulent enoughto prevent the sorting of helium.

Valtler et al. (1978a) propose that the varlability iS due to another

vibrational instability seated in the hydrogen ionization zone, which grows when

the 'gravity decreases instead of the helium ionization zone. They have

computed the instability of such hydrogen envelope models and can find an

instability but quite marginal and in a very small domain (figure 3). A lot

of work has to be done on thisintrlgulng question which will bring some insight

on the hydrodynamic of the envelopes.

V. Are AI Velorum and 5 Scuti St_rs the Same Group of ObJecto?

From the pulsational properties (period less than 0.2 d, amplitude• greater

than 0.3 m and regularity of light curves) and AI Velorum stars belong to a well

defined group. They are distinct from 6 Scuti stars by their amplitude and the

shape of their light curves, and from RR Lyrae stars by their period. There are

some objects for which the classification is not so clear: for instance DE Lac

(Po " 0.254 d) or _ Sct itself (amplitude = 0.29 m), but the existence of these

three groups defined with pulsatlonal characteristics is not doubtful. We have

listed In Table 3 the main characteristics of the best known AI Velorum stars.

However, since several years the question has been raised of the physical nature

of the AI Velorum stars which occupy approximately the same domain of the HR

diagram as the 6 Set stars. Detailed revlews of the subject have been given

by Fitch (1976) and Petersen (1976) and also by Breger (1976), Breger,

considering that only a detailed study of individual objects would bring some
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light on the subject, observed AD CMi (Breger, 1975), VX Hydr (Breger, 1977a)

and AI Velorum (Breger, 1977b). He found that metallic index and the mean

gravity indicate that these stars are high masses population I objects.

Previously some stars like AI Vel were considered to belong to population II

stars on the basis of very imprecise parallaxes or observed period ratios.

Petersen (1976) has shown that in the domain covered by the dwarf cepheids the

PI/Po ratio is not a good indicator of the mass and the metal content. But

Stellingwerf (1978) indicates that the same P1/Po ratio can be obtained for

models of low mass M = 0.4M and low metal content Z = .005, and for modelse

fo high mass M = 3-4 M and high metal content Z = 0.02. He also emphasized thee

difficulty of determining the mass, as many modes are unstable. Using a higher

mass leads to accepting a higher mode. The ambiguity could be restricted only

if the luminosity was known, whichimplies the knowledge of the parallax!

A new dwarf Cepheid has been discovered with a particularly short period

(0.039 d) by Berg and Duthie (1977) and spectra have been obtained by McNamara

and Feltz (1978). These authors conclude that the star (GD 428), though metal

poo_ is evolving off a metal poor main sequence and is still in its hydrogen

shell burning stage.

From the period luminosity-color relation Breger and Bregman (1975) found

SX Phe above the population I locus in the absolute magnitude-period diagram.

As the longer period population ii stars are also above the population I Cepheids

they conclude that SX Phe probably belongs to the population II.

At the present time it seems confirmed that the AI Velorum stars, as

defined by their pulsatlonal properties do not form a homogeneous group.

Most Of them are the same kind of objects as _ Scuti stars. But some stars

as SX Phe or GD 428 seem to be definitely metalpoor, and some others like

DY Peg or CY Aqr have high log g and intermediate _ ml (see table 3). If

we accept the idea that most of the AI Velorum stars are not different from
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Scuti stars, it is necessary to explain why the amplitude of these stars

is so large and the light curve so regular. Evidently the problem of explaining

the amplitudes leads to a non linear hydrodynamlcal treatment of the pulsation.

In the case of AI Velorum stars the growth rate is so small that different

techniques llke non-linear relaxation (Stellingwerf, 1974) are needed.

By the presence of two main excited modes with quite large amplitude they

look like the double mode Cephelds. Stellingwerf (1975) has predicted a double

mode pulsation for one of his models representing a dwarf Cepheld. However other

investigators llke Hodson and Cox (1976) have failed to reproduce the results.

Simon (1978) proposes that these stable double mode pulsations can be explained

by a resonance. It explains the small range of PI/Po, but the population I

hypothesis has to be excluded.

From this short review it appears that both from the observational and

theoretical points of view the situation is still confused.
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Table 1

•New_ Scutfvartables

HD HR I S T" Name Per4ods Amp14tudes V Mv kog Tel f Ref

4490 214 A 5 59 Psc 0.104 0.04 6.01 1.19 3.88 1

4818 238 F 6 0.136 0.025 6,39 2.29 3.87 2

4849 239 F 0.055 0.15 6.47 .3

t'1285 _ 0 t 0.08 0.02 : 6.8 # 18 |

i 14940 F 0 0.21 0.005 6.6 | i' 18
! 15165-4: A 3 0.100 0.07 6.71 i 19

i 'i28319 1412 A 7 III 78 Tau 0.07 0.03 3.41 I 9

30020 1505 F 2.III 55Er£ 6.75 2.23 3.85 II

50420 2557 F 0 5.98 0. 3.87 16

71496 3329 A 5 28 Cnc 0.096 0.02 6.05 !.21 3.89 13

71935 3350 Y 3 0.07 5. I0 1.05 3.87 I 1

75747 3524 A 5 RS Cl_a 0.08 6.04 4

74439 3662 A 5 V 18 tRda 0.125 0.03 4.82 2.07 3.91 13
85040 3889 A 8 20 Leo 0.082 0.04 5.92 1.54 3.89 8

i

104513 4594 A m 67 _-_ 0.08 5.00 2.4_ 3.88 15

108506 4746 A 8 n 0.05 6.23 1.59 3.81 11

110377 4824 A 5 27 Vir 0.05 0.02 6.30 1.83 3.89 7

127986 5441 F 5 0.13 0.02 6.38 2.94 3.79 5

153747 A ! 0.05 0.02 7.41 6

199603 8024 A 3 0.12 0.1 6.02 1.52 3.89 10

201707 8102 F 0 0.097 0.1 6.48 i.27 3.88 I0_

, 26418_ 8210 A m _ 0.04 6.03 2.83 _ 3.90 15

l 215874 8676 F 0 70 Aqr 0.086 0.025 6.15 1.35 3.89 3
223781 9039 A 3 82 Peg 0.06 ' 0.005 5.29 1.36 ' 3.91 14

I |



Table1

(end)

r

HD HR S T Name Periods• Amplitudes V Mv Log Telf Ref

A 7 V Y Cam 0.063 0.04 10.45 12

BD + 48*894 F 0 IV 0.037 0.012 9.14 2.8 17

BD + 48"905 A 8 V 0.03 0.014 8.98 2.8 17

"BD+ 47*842 A 6 Vn 0.08 0.022 8.78 2.4 17

Mv and log Tel f from Dunley Observatory Report.
V and Sp type from H.R. Catalogue, except for the three last stars see "17.

I Gupta,S.K.,Bhatnagar,A.K.,I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n" 751.

2 Gupta_ S.K.,BhatnagarjA.K.,I.A.U.BuU. Com. 27 n° 778.

3 Weiss,W._.,I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n° 1364.

4 McInally,C.J.,Austin,R.D.,I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n° 1334.

5 Auvergne_ H., Le Contel,J.-M.,Sareyan,J.-P.,Valtler,J.-C.,Daguillon,J._
I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n° 1365.

6 Mclnally,C.J.,HcKay,B.J._I.A.U.Bull;Com. 27 n° 1257.

7 Bartollnl,C., Picclonl,A., Silverl,P., I.A.U.Bul_.Com. 27 n" 981.

8 Elliott, J.E., 1974, A.J: 79,'1082.
9 Horanj S., I.A.U. Bull. Com. 27 n" 1232.

10a Kilambi, G.C., I.A.U. Bull. Com. 27 n ° 1024.

10b Kilambl, G.C., Dupuy, L.D. 1978, P.A.S.P. 90, 194.



II Eggen, O.J., I.A.U; Bull. Com. 27 n° 935.

12 Broglia_P., I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n° 823.

13 Horan,S.J.,Michael,J.L.,Seeds,M.A.,I.A.U.Bull.Com. 27 n° 896.

14 Le Contel, J.-M., Valtier, J.-C._,Sa_eyan, J.-P., Baglin, A.,.Zribl, G. 1974

Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 15, If5.

15 Kurtz, D.W. 1978, Astrophys. J. 221, 869.

16 Kurtz, D.W. 1977, P.A.S.P. , 941.

17 Slovak, M.H. 1978, Ap. J. 223, 192.

18 Weiss, W.W., I.A.U. Bull. Com. 27 n ° 1400

19 SEEDS, M.A., Horan, S. 1976, P.A.S.P. 88, 251.



Table 2

Abundances relative to the Sun of a "classlcal Am" 63 Tau,

3 evolved Am (|5 Vulp 22 Boo and a C8c ) and two 8 Delphlnl

stars (6 De1 and p Pup).

• 63"Tau 15 Vul 22 Boo ct Cnc 8 De1 O Pup

log Te 7650 7650 7750 8400 7320 7 I00

lo8 g 4.4 3.5 3.5 3.8 3.25 3.25

Ca -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 -0.08 .6

Sc -0.45 -0.35" '0.5 -0.8 -0.40 ,2

Cr I -0. I -0. I -0.3 -0.20 • I

Hn 0.5 -0.3 0 +0.06 .5

Ye 0.8 0 O, I 0 0 ;54

Nt 1.2 0.4 0.7 0 .7

Zr 0.5 0.65 0.8 0.3 .6

Ba 15 0.7 .2

Y I.I 0.8 !.!

Eu 1.6 0.55 !.2 !. I 0.8 1.3

(I) 63 Tau is from Provost et al. (1969).

_I) 15 Vul is from Faraggla et al. (1973).

(2) 22 Boo and u Cnc are from Burkhart (197B).

?,3) 6 De1 and 0 Pup are from Kurtz (1976).
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•Table 3

Characteristlcs. of the best known.A I VelorumStars.

I !
Star Po PI AV Telf <logg> <ml> Mv 6ml

I .

SSPsc 0.288 0.43 7300eK 3.29 0.178i0_7/0"3 + 0.01

BSAqr 0.198 0.51 7200 3.60 0.177 0.8/1.0 + 0.002
VZ Cnc 0.178 0.143 0.29 7100, 3.62 0.181 1.3/1.1 - 0.004

DELac 0.254 0.31 6960 3.57 0.180

SXPhe 0.055 0.042 0.51 7850 4.20" 0.135 2.9 0.135

CYAqr 0.061 0.045 0.73 7930 4.13 0.146 2.8 0.059
t

AEUma 0.086 0.66

RVArl 0.093 0.072 0.7

DP Peq 0.109 0.084 0.4

AI Vel 0.111 0.086 0.67 7620 3.98 0.176 1.1/1.7 0.018 i

i

V703 Leo 0.149 0.115 0.50

VX Hya 0.223 0.173 0.1-0.6816940-704( 3.49-3.4 0.180 0_I/1.1 + 0.006

AD Cnc 0.123 0.32 7580 3.94 0.181 0.9/I.6 0.009
4 {"

CD 428 0.039 8050 4.18 0.08 4.4 0.125

DY Peg 0.073 0.54 7800 4.0 0.141 2.7 0.062

EH Lib 0.088 0.50 7930 4.12 0.175 _ 1.3 0.028

YZ Boo 0.104 0.40 7650 3.97 0_175 !1.8/1.1 0.021

SZ Lyn 0.120 0.48 7540 3.88 0.189 i !"3/i"6 0.001
RS G_u 0.147 0.56 7600 3.83 0.158 I 0"7/1"3 0.035!

! 1 'DY Her 0.148 7130 3.66 0.188 ! i.8/1.3 - 0.012
• _i -

f
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Figure I. HR 515

Fig. I Simultaneous light (circles pannel) and RV curves (low pannel)
of the giant Delta Scuti star HR 515.
Crosses : K line.

Dots : H lines.
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(1978).
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I _2ss7 I

My

o - all the known giant Delta Scuti variables

x - several A I Velorum stars for which Stromgren
photometry is available with the estimated
errors bars.

- the theoretical blue edge of models of
normal compsition

- the theoretical blue edge due to the

hydrogen ionization zone (dotted line)

- some well studied Am or Delta Del stars.
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I. INTRODUCTION

.Sincethe work of Martin (1938,1942),it has been known that the

pulsationperiodsof many RR Lyrae starsvary at a typicalrate of a few

parts in 105 every i00 yrs. It was originallyhoped thatthe observed

periodchangeswould provideinformationabout the rate and directionof

_theevolutionof RR-Lyraestars_nthe HRdiagram and thus of horizontal-

branchstars in general,particularlythose in globularclusters. However,

the comparisonof the observedrates of periodchangewith the ratespre-

dictedfrom evolutionarymodelsdid not substantiatethis expectationin

two major respects:i) in severalglobularclustersincreasingand decreas-

ing periodsoccurwith nearlyequal frequency,while the modelsgenerally

spendmuch of their horizontal-branchlifetimeevolvingin one direction,

and ii) the observedrates of periodchangetypicallyexceedthe evolution-

ary ones by roughlyan order of magnitude(cf.Ibenand Rood 1970). For

these reasonsmany authorshave suggestedthat most periodchangesare

due to some sort of "noise"or randomfluctuationssuperimposedon the

mean evolutionarychangesin the stellarstructure(Ledouxand Walraven

1958; Iben and Rood 1970; Schwarzschild1970,1973; Szeidl1975). A

fundamentalproblemthereforeis to determinethe originof thisnoise.

The availableoobse_:aticnalmaterialon periodchangessets several

constraintson the characteristicsof the noise. First,the tYPicalsize

of the period changesrequiresthat the noise shouldbe able to produce

variationsin the stellarradiusof a few parts in 105 in both directions.

Second,such fluctuationsshouldoccur approximatelyeveryl00 yrs. Third,

the noiseshouldproduce both relativelyslowand fastchangesin the

stellarradius,since both continuousand abruptperiodchangesapparently

occur in RRLyrae stars.
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Thelastpoint is somewhatcontroversialand deservesa littlemore

attention. In most cases,phase-shiftdiagramscan be fittedboth with

parabolas(implyinga continuousperiodchange)or with straightlines

(implyingan abruptperiodchange)as shown,for instance,by Goranskij,

E_rkin and Samus (1973). It is worth emphasizingthat the terms "slow"

(continuous)and "fast" (abrupt)are relativeto the time intervalspanned

by the observations_tobs, which is typicallyaround50 to 75 yrs. A

fluctuationin the stellarstructureis characterizedby its timeduration

T. If z _ _tobs, a "continuous"periodchangeis produced,while if

T ,< Atobs, one has an "abrupt"periodchange. Among the best observed

cases (Szeidl1975),RR Leo has a "continuous"periodchange,implying

T > _60 yrs, while RRGem has sufferedan "abrupt"periodchange. Only

an upper limit,T < _4 yrs, can be set for the durationof the period

changein RRGembecause of the limitedtimeresolutionof the observations.

From the existingobservationsit is difficultto decidewhether"continuous"

and "abrupt"periodchangesare two entirelydifferentkinds of phenomena

or whetherthere is a continuousspectrumof T valuesfrom, say,a few years

to a few decades. In the followingdiscussionwe will assumethe second

point of view.

Some periodchangesmay be relatedto the Blazhkoeffect (variable

pulsationamplitudegenerallysuspectedto originate.fromsomesort of

modal interference).RR Lyrae starsexhibitingthe Blazhkoeffecthave

on averagelargerperiodchangesthan non-Blazhkovariablesl For instance,

RR Gem passedthrougha Blazhkophase justaroundthe epochof its abrupt

periodchange (Szeidl1975). In a non-linearoscillatingsystemthe period

marginallydependson the amplitudeof _he oscillation.This dependence

is a secondorder effectand is shown,for example,by the ordinarypendulum.

Consequentlyamplitudefluctuationsin RR Lyrae starsmight also leadto
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periodflu_tuatlonswhose cumulativeeffectsmlghtproduce observable

periodchanges. A quantitatlvecheck of thispossibilityis extremely

dlffloult. In prlnclple,one could look at the behaviorof the period

duringthe growthto fullamplitudepulsatlonof non-linearmodels,but,

sincewe are lookingfor an effectin the fifth decimalplace,such

modelsare currentlyfar frombeing sufficientlyaccurate. However,it

is unllkelythat the Blazhkoeffectcanaccount for the bulk of the ob-

servedperiodchanges. RRLyrae starswith the Blazhkoeffectare normally

excludedwhenderivlngperiodchangesfor the variablesin a globular

cluster. We must thus look elsewherefor the main sourceof the required

noise.

The most obviously"nolsy"processoccurringin the stellarinterior

is convection,and in this respectRR Lyrae starspresentquite a complex

picture:i) RR Lyrae starspossessa convectivehelium-burningcore,

ll) theyLave a convectlvezone Justbelow the photospheredue tohydrogen

and heliumionization,and, flnally,iii)aroundthe fully convectivecore

most RRLyrae starshave a semiconvectivezone (SCZ)(Castellani,Giannone

and Renzinl1971a,b;Renzini1977). Althoughsemiconvectionhas been

includedhere under the generalcategoryof convection,we emphasizethat

thereare fundamentaldifferencesbetweensemiconvectionand ordinary

convection.For example,the compositionwithina SCZ is not uniform.'

Furthermore,the mass motionsneededto maintainthe proper composition

distributionwithina SCZ are alwaysassumedto carry a negligibleamount

of the outwardflux. .,

There is no doubt that the structureof a convectiveregioncan fluc-

tuate in time becauseof the inherentnatureof the convectiveprocess.

Suchfluctuationscan be describedin terms of a statisticalfluctuatlon

in the numberof "convectiveelements"presentat a given time in the
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oonvectlveregion-or-interms of a fluctuationin'theconvectivepattern,

i.e.,in the geometryof the convectivecells,columns,currentsand so'

On. Variationsof thiskind might be reasonablyexpected,to produceslight

variationsin the convectiveefficiencyand thereforein the averagetem-

peraturegradient. This in turnwould affectthe structureof the convec-

tive zoneand hence of the whole star. In the frameworkof themixing-

lengththeorya fluctuationin the convectiveefficiencycan be treated

as a fluctuationin the mixinglength,but the mixing-lengththeoryitself

can say nothingaboutthe magnitudeor the characteristictime scaleof

such fluctuations.However, in spiteof these limitations,both the

convectivecore and the outerconvectivezone can be ruledout as the

reglnnwhere the noise causingthe observedperiodchangesoriginates.

Convectionwithinthe core is so efficient(Schwarzschild1958)that

even a huge fluctuationin the mixing lengthdoesnot significantlyper-

turb thestellar.s_ructufe._!n otherwords,varyingthe mix_ng length

withina rangemuch wider than the "canonical"one (whichis between1/2

and 2 pressure-scaleheights)has a completelynegligibleeffecton the

actualtemperaturegradientwithinthe convectivecore. Sincethe actual

temperaturegradientalwaysremainsvery close to the adiabatic-temperature

gradient,it"would be difficultto understandhow core•convectioncould

generatethe requirednoise.

This kind of argumentdoes not, however,apply to the outerconvective

zone,where slzabledeparturesfromtheadiabatic-temperaturegradientcan

occur and where fluctuationsin the convectiveefficiencymight therefore

affectthestellar radius. Such fluctuationsin the convectiveefficiency

could,in principle,producuperiodchanges. However,the characteristic

time scaleof convectionin the outer layersis only a few hours,and

consequentlyit is not clearhow slowchangesin the periodcould be produced.
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As we have seen,periodchangeswith a durationon the order of several

decadesor more are observed. Furthermore,the structure(thickness,

degreeof superadiabaticity,etc.) of the outer convectivezone in RRLyrae

starschangesdramaticallyin going fromthe blue to the red edge of the

instabilitystrip. If the observedperiodchangeswere due to fluctuations

in the outer convectivezone,the typicalperiodchangeshouldincrease

dramaticallyfrom the blue to the red edge, i.e.,with decreasingeffective

temperatureor increasingperiod. This trend is not in factobserved.

There is no obviouscorrelationbetweenthe periodchangesand the location

of the RR Lyrae starswithinthe instabilitystrip. For these reasons%he

oute; convectivezonewould also seem to be an unlikelysourceof the

requirednoise.

There remainsthe possibilitythat the noise is associatedwith the

SCZ surroundingthe fully convectivecore. We have analyzedthispossi-

bility in detail (Sweigartand Renzini1978,hereafterSR),and in the

followingsectionwe will summarizethe most importantconcepts and results.

II. SEMICONVECTIONAND PERIODCHANGES

Duringthe initialhorizontal-branchevolutionth_ convectivecore

grows in mass as a resultof convectiveovershooting.(Castellaniet al.

1971a;Renzini1977). Once the heli,m_abundanceY withinthe convectivec

core falls below _0.7 (Sweigartand Gross 1974, 1976),a SCZ develops

aroundthe convectivecore in order to maintainconvectiveneutrality

(i.e.,equalityof the radiative-and adiabatic-temperaturegradients)

at the convective-coreedge (Castellaniet al,1971b). By definitiona

SCZ is a regionwhere the chemicalCompositionvaries_from point to point

in a way that ensuresconvectiveneutrality. As a horizontal-branchstar
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evolves,the SCZ becomesmore extensiveuntil it typicallycontains_0.i M

shortlybeforethe end of core-heliumburning. Somemixingprocessis

thereforenecessaryin order to adjustproperlythe abundancesof helium,

carbonand oxygenthroughoutthe SCZ at each stage of the evolution.

It ks universallyknown that stellarconvectionstillawaitsa physically

satisfactory.treatment,and the case of semiconvectionis even worse. Most

effortsin this field pertaineitherto the formulationof algorithmssuit-

able for treatingSCZ's in stellar-modelcalculations(Robertsonand Faulkner

1972)or to the properdefinitionof "convectiveneutrality",i.e.,_hether

the Schwarzschildor Ledouxcriterionis more appropriate.There is unfor-

tunatelyvery littletheoreticalunderstandingof ho___wwaSCZ actuallymanages

to maintainconvectiveneutrality. However,the compositiondistribution

withina SCZ would not be expectedto changecontinuouslyduringthe evo-

lution. Rather,thecompositionchangesprobablyresultfrommany discrete

mixingeventsoccurringrandomlythroughoutthe SCZ(seeSR)" The typicai

sizeof suchmixingeventswould have to be substantiallysmallerthan the

whole SCZ. Otherwisea largepart of the SCZ wouldbe mixed up, and the

compositiongradientwould disappear,thus leading•toa major departure

from convectiveneutrality. Duringthe evolutionone would expectsmall

parts of the SCZ"tobecomeoccasionallyunstabledue to the changesin

the interiorstructurecausedby the centralheliumburning. _he resulting

convectionwithinthese smallparts of the SCZ wouldpersistuntilthe

compositiondistributionhas been changedsufficientlyto restoreconvec-

tive neutrality. These considerationssuggestthatthe SCZ managesto

remainclose to neutralitythrougha seriesof relativelysmallmixing

events,each of which perturbsthe interiorstructureby slightlyaltering

the compositiondistribution.Semiconvectionshouldthereforebe an inher-

entlynoisy phenomenon.
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.... The_mixing_eventscan becharacterizedby their size _4r,duratio_TME"L

and the time intervalAtMEbetweenthem. In principle,a spectrumof _Mr,

TME and AtMEvalueswould be expected. The typicalvalues of thesequantities

may vary duringthe evolutionand thusmay dependon Y . Withouta theoryc

of the semiconvectiveprocessthere is no way to predictthese typicalvalues.

However,one can use the observedpropertiesof the periodchangesto obtain

some insightintothe characteristicsof the mixingeventsand hence int0"

the natureof the semiconvectiveprocessitself. The periodchangescould

thus be one of the few availabletools forprobingthe stellarinterior.

By imposingcanonicalsemiconvection(i.e.,the requirementof convec-

tive neutralityboth at the convective-coreedge and withinthe SCZ),one

can computehorizontal-branchsequenceswithouta detailedknowledgeof

how the compositionredistributionactuallytakesplacewithinthe SCZ.

In these sequencesthe cc_positionredistributionis usuallytreatedas

a continuousprocess,,not as the _esultof discretemixingevents (Robertson

and Faulkner1972). However,the c_nputedevolutionis not significantly

affectedas longas neutralityis maintainedon averagethroughoutthe SCZ.

Sequencesobtainedin thismannerprovideinformationon the mean evolution

of horizontal-branchstarsand determinethe averagerate at which the com-

positiondistributionwithinthe core is changing.

The compositionredistributionwithinthe core leads to themixing of

a substantialamountof helium•(andthereforecarbonand oxygen)through

the SCZ and betweenthe SCZ and the convectivecore. Thismixingprobably

takesplace in the followingmanner. As the heliumburninggraduallyreduces

Yc' the opacityand hence the radiative-temperaturegradientincreasewithin

the convectivecore (Castellaniet al. 1971a). The resultingsuperadiabaticity

at the convective-coreedge leads to convectiveovershooting.Eachover-

shootingevent capturesa smallamountof heliumfrom the innerlayersof
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.,_.%he.SC_,_,I_this_aythe_€onve©tivecoreis able to restoreconvective_

neutralityat its edge. However,the carbonand oxygenwhich have been

depositedinto the inner layersof the SCZ cause these layersto become

convectivelyunstable,and consequentlythe whole SCZ must thenreadjust.

This readjustmentis probablyaccomplishedthrougha seriesof mixing

eventswhich have the cumulativeeffectof transferringthe excesscarbon

and oxygenoutwardthroughthe SCZ or, equivalently,of bringingadditional

heliumintothe SCZ. Castellaniet al. (1971b)have referredto thisprocess

as "inducedsemIconvection"to emphasizehow overshootingat the convective-

core edge fundamentallydrivesthe developmentof the SCZ. Eachmixing

eventproducesan irreversiblechangein the stellarstructure,sincehelium

is alwayscarriedinwardand carbonandoxygen are alwayscarriedoutward.

Duringthe horlzontal-branchlifetime(_108yrs), approximately0.1 M of®

heliumare transferredinwardthroughthe SCZ and into the convectivecore.

Thereforethe numberof mixingeventsof a gSven s_ze thata starcan have

duringits entirecore-helium-burningphase is prescribedby standard

horizontal-branchsequencesif canonicalsemiconvectionis on average

fulfilled.

In view of thisdescriptionof the mixingprocesswe can distinguish

threedifferenttypesof mixingevents,hereafterdenotedas typesA, B and

C (seeFig: 4 of SR). An overshootingevent at the convective-coreedgewill

be referredto as a typeA event. Mixingeventsconfinedto the SCZ will

be labeledtype B, while thoseresponsiblefor bringingheliumfrom the

outer radiativeregioninto the top of the SCZ will be termedtype C.

The changein the composition_istributioncausedby a mixingevent

forcesa readjustmentin both the hydrostaticandthermal structureof a

star. The hydrostaticreadjustment,occurringon a dynamicaltime scale,

leadsto a concomitantchangein•theradiusand hence to a changein the
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pulsatlon'period.However,_thethermalread_uStm'entproceedson the

much longerKelvintime scaleand hencewouldbe unlikelyto cause a

detectableperiodchange.

Along an evolutionarysequencethe interiorcompositiondistribution

changesas a resultof i) the varioustypesof mixing events and ii) the

nuclearburningin the convectivecoreand in the hydrogenshell. Each

of these separateeffectswould by itselfalter the pulsationperiod.

Accordingto our previousdiscussion,the periodchangesassociatedwith

the mixingeventsoccurdiscretelyin time. Whetheror not theseperiod

changesappearto be continuousor abruptdependson how TME compareswith

Atobs. Betweenmixingeventsthe nuclearburninggraduallyaltersthe

interiorcomposition,an effectthat can only give rise to a continuous

period change. In general,the evolutionaryperiodchangeAP betweenev

two consecutivehorizontal-branchmodelscan be writtenin termsof four

components

APev APn+ APA + APB + APc (i)

where APn is the periodchangedue to the nuclearburningalone and APA,

_PB and APC are, respectively,the cumulativeperiodchangesdue to the

type A, B and C mixingevents.

In evolutionarysequencesconstructedaccordingto canonicalsemi-

convectionthe compositionredistributiondue to the mixingeventsis

assumedto be tightlycoupledto the compositionchangesdue to the nuclear

burning. Over long time intervalssucha couplingmust on averageexist,

since it isthe nuclearcompositionchangeswhich basicallydeterminethe

growthof the SCZ. However,this couplingneednot necessarilyholdat

everymoment. In actualstarsone might expectto observethe individual
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period changes resulting from the separate mixing:'events and from th_

nuclear burning, provided that these individual period changes are large

enough to be detected. If these individual period changes do not all

have the same sign, then the sum IAPI of all period changes observable

over a time interval, as given by

= + I" AI+ I" BI+ I cl '

willexceed IAPevI. Because of this decoupling between the mixing events

and thenuclear burning, one could have relatively large fluctuations in

the period superimposed on the small evolutionary period changes. The only

requirement is thatthe individual period changes must on average combine

to give AP .ev

Using a stellar-evolution program, we have artificially imposed mixing

events of typesA, B and C on theccmposition profile of several suitably

selected horizontal-branch models and in this way have determined how the

period changes depend on the mixing events (see SR for details). It turns

out that type A events produce negative period changes while type B and C

events produce positive period changes. For the representative sequence

studied by SR the net period change APME (= APA + APB + _PC) due to all

types of mixing events differs in sign from AP during much of the evolution.• ev

According to Equation (I), _PME must then also differ in sign from _Pn.

The observational requirement that both positive and negative period changes

be produced is therefore satisfied.

The results of SR show that only small mixing events are needed to
J

produce a typical period change IAP/P[ of 3 x 10-'5. At Yc = 0.37, for

example, a type A event involving overshooting by only 0.008 M in _M® r

and 0.02 in Alog pressure is sufficient to cause this period change. The
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amountcf heli_ captured'bythe convectiVecore _ur£ngsuch an eventis

only 5 x 10-6 M° c• As Y decreases,the pulsatlonperiodbecomesappreclably

more sensitiveto the tYpe A events. For the type B eventsthe required

width of the mixed regionis also about 0.008Me in AMr and 0.02in Alog

pressureover a wlde'rangein Y. Sincethe SCZ contains_0;IMo, the

conditionthat the typeB eventsbe smallcomparedwith the SCZ is amply

fulfilled. The type C eventsturn out to be relativelyunimportant.The

sensitivityof the periodchangesto the mixing eventscan Vary by a factor

of 2, dependingon the horlzontal-branchparameters(i.e.,the mass and

composition).

The frequencyof a typicalperiodchange {AP/P{of 3 x 10-5 ca_ be
6btainedfrom the followingprocedure. The perlod-changetestingof
l
horizontal-branchmodelsoutlinedabovedeterminesthe amountof helium

mixed inwardduringa typicalmixingevent. At eachpoint alongan evo-

lutionarysequencethe averager_te atwhich heliumis mixed throughth_

SCZ and into the convectivecore can be derivedfrom the changein the

compositiondistributionbetween•consecutivemodels. Knowingthis rate

and the amountof heliuminvolvedin a singlemixingevent,one can com-

pute the frequencyof eachtype of mixingevent and hence the periodchanges

APA, APB and APc. The evolutionaryperiodchange_Pevcan be readily

obtainedfrom the models. The value of AP then followsfrom Equation(i).n

We find that the mixingevents and the nuclearburningmake roughlyequal

contributionsto the observedperiodchanges. The resultsfor the sequence

studiedby SR indicatethat a typicalperiodchangeshouldoccurroughly

every 300 yrs while the observedvalue is roughly100 yrs. In view of

the sensitivityof the periodchangesto the model parametersand in view

of the substantialtheoreticaland observationaluncertainties,we consider

the agreementbetweenthe presenttheoryand the observationsto be quite
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satisfactory.For a more detaileddiscussion,see SR.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Our proposedexplanationfor the observedperiodchangesis basedon

the behaviorof the SCZwithin the core of an RR Lyrae star. General

physicalconsiderationssuggestthat the compositionchangesoccurring

within the SCZ duringthe hor_zc_,tal_branchevolutionresultTrom many

smallmixing events;eachof which slightlyperturbsthe pulsationperiod.

Betweenmixing eventsthe interiorstructureof an RRLyrae stargradually

changesbecauseof the nuclearburning,and this effectshouldalso con-

tributesubstantiallyto the observedperiodchanges. A more detailed

examinationof this theorywould requirean improvedtheoreticalunder-

standingof the semiconvectiveprocessas well as the availabilityof

betterobservationaldata on thesizes and'frequenciesof the periodchanges.

Our main conclusionsmay be summarizedas follows:

I. Smallmixingeventswithin the core of an RR Lyrae star can produce

changesin the pulsationperiodcomparablewith thosetypicallyobserved.

2. Thesemixing eventstogetherwith theJnuclearburningbetweenthem

can produceperiod changesof both signs.

3. The theoreticallypredictedfrequencyof theperiod changesis in

satisfactoryagreex,ent with the observedvalue, althoughthe u_cer_ainties

involvedare substantial.

We gratefullyacknowledge helpfuldiscussionswith J. Lub and

A. Wesselink.
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Discussion

Stellingwerf: If you look at calculationsof linearpulsationanalysis,you

find that the period is very insensitiveto actual conditionsdeep in the model.

Sweigart: That was the initialsuspicionthat one would have.

Stellinswerf: The period changesmust reflectan overallredistributionin

the structureof the model. Would this then producea change in the luminosity

or effectivetemperature?

Swelgart: That is basicallywhat happens. When you change the interior

compositionby a small amount,you cause a small fluctuationin the location

of the model in the H-R diagramand hence a small change in the radius. The

result is a change in the period.

Stellin_werf: Can you see that?

Sweigart: No, you are talkingabout changesof a few parts in 105.

Belserene: How quicklydoes the event take place?

Swei_art: That's an importantquestion,because it relatesto the question

of whether or not the period changesare continuousor abrupt. There is un-

fortunatelylittle theoreticalunderstandingof how the semlconvectlonzone

actuallyreadjustsduring the horlzontal-branchevolution.

Belserene: Does your scenariogive you some feelingfor it?
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Sweigart: We impose the mixing events on the models without assuming a time

scale for these events, so we cannot say. Nevertheless, from the general

requirement of convective neutrality within the semiconvective zone, we do

know the overall extent of the composition redistribution that occurs within

the core during the evolution. Since our calculations provide an estimate

for the size of a typical mixing event, we can therefore predict the frequency

of these events. However, the duration of a particular mixing event cannot be

theoretically predicted at the present time. One might speculate offhand

that, since a mixing event involves convective motions, the time scale of a

mixing event might be relatively short, thus leading to an abrupt period

change. However, the composition changes due to thenuclear burning between

the mixing events are also very important in producing period changes, and

these composition changes would only lead to continuous period changes. So,

it may in fact be possible to produce both abrupt and continuous period

changes, as are observed among the field RR Lyrae stars.

Aizenman: Wouldn't you expect that those changes are happening where some are

giving positive and some negative contributions, such that the net effect comes

back to the change in evolution?

Sweigart: That is a basic condition.• When you construct an evolutionary

sequence, you are simultaneously changing both the composition distribution

and the total amount of helium in the core. Standard model computations only

determine the net effect on the stellar structure and hence only determine

the small evolutionary changes in the period. What we are trying to do here

is to separate the effects of the composition redistribution due to the._mixing

events from the effects of the composition changes due to the nuclear burning.
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These separate effects can each produce relatively large period changes,

even though they add up to a small evolutionary rate of period change.

Essentially we have examined the question of how does a horlzontal-branch

star actually evolve from one point to another along an evolutionary sequence.

We are suggesting that this evolution is inherently noisy because of the

basic characteristics of the semlconvectlveprocess and that the observe_

period changes are in fact a measure of this noise.

Sreenivasan: What kind of numericalmixing scheme do you use? And is there

a differencewhetheryou use the Schwarzschildcriterionor the Ledoux

criterion?

Sweigart: All of our models have been computed with the Schwarzschild

criterion. The numerical technique for treating semiconvection was that

described by Robertson and Faulkner (1972, Ap. J., 171, 309). When studying

the effects of the individual mixing events, we first mixed small regions

of the semiconvective zone and then computed the resulting change in the

stellar structure and hence in the period.

Sreenivasan: Would you see a differenceif you used a diffusivetype of

mixing?

Sweigart: We have not investigated different numerical techniques for deter-

mining the structure of the semiconvectlvezone. If exact neutrality is

assumed to exist within the semiconvectlve zone, one would not expect the

structure of the semiconvective zone to depenH on the adopted numerical

technique, once the stability criterion is specified.
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Sreenivasan: We found that the type of mixing would make a change in the

fluctuations.

Sweigart: The thing which is of basic importance as far as our calculations

are concerned is how extensive the semiconvective zone becomes or, equiv-

alently, how much helium flows through it.

Baker: I have several comments. First, whether a process like this takes

place or not is something that has to do with the hydrodynamics. It is not

sufficient to do it in a completely local way. It is a global question, and

you have to see what the eigenfunctions look like throughout the whole star.

Second, if you look at the observations of RRLyrae stars, what you see is not

only changes in period, but also changes in amplitude and almost discontinuous

changes in phase. Certainly phase changes occur, as well as period changes.

Nonperiodic behavior is also seen in Population II Cepheids. It would be

helpful to have more observations of such objects. The third point is that it

is not at all clear that it is necessary to invoke major changes in the

structure of the star in order to find abrupt changes in period or phase. It

is pervasive characteristic of coupled nonlinear oscillators or other non-

linear systems with enough degrees of freedom, that in certain regions of the

parameter space, it is quite easy to find nonperiodic behavior -- sudden

changes in amplitude, jumps in period, changes in phase, and so on. These

things deserve to be looked into in efforts to explain these stars.

Wesselink: I have a question with regard to the period changes in the RR

Lyrae stars in m Cen. There are a large number of them, and a dominance of

one sign -- more positive changes than negative changes. Does that agree

with your theory?
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Sweigart: Our:theory would predict that the mean rate of period change for

the RRLyrae stars in a globular cluster should correspond to the average

evolutionary period change. The fact that the mean period change in _ Cen
!

is positive would therefore indicate that the RRLyrae stars in _ Cen are

on average evolving redward in the H-R diagram.

Wesselink: It seems tome that the mean value should be determined rather

well. Does that agree withyour theory?

Sweigart: It depends upon preciselywhere the RRLyrae stars in _ Cen are

located along their horizontal-branch tracks. If they are r_turning to the

asymptotic branch following the end of the horizontal-branch phase, the rate

of evolution could be relatively rapid. The evolution could then produce a

relatively large positive period change, ms observed.

Wesselink: Inversely, you may b_ able to identify what position the RR Lyrae's

are in.

Sweisart: There is a consistency check which one can make: does the morphology

of the horizontal branch agree with the mean rate of period change one observes?

If the morphology is such that you have a predominance of blue horizontal-

branch stars, then you would expect to see, if anything, a positive mean rate

of period change. That is in fact the case in _ Cen.

A. Cox: I want to drop a name. What seems to happen is, you want the period

to change, but as Norman says, the period isn't going to change right away

because the bell rings for a while in its original frequency.

Sweigart: There will be a hydrostatic readjustment of the star immediately

following the adjustment of the composition.
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A. Cox: But that will create a pulsationitself. The name I wanted to drop

is the Blazhkoeffect. Maybe this is a beatingof the period it had before,

with the period it wants to go to. What do you think?

Sweigart: You are the expert on that! [Laughter] Normally, when people

report changes in period, they try to exclude variables showing the Blazhko

effect. If the Blazhko effect results from a beating between two periods, I

would suspect that the required difference between these periods would con-

siderable exceed the period change associated with a typical mixing event.
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THEORETICALMEAN COLORSFOK RE LYRAEVARIABLES

C. G. DavisandA. N. Cox
Los AlamosScientificLaboratory

Universityof California

ABSTRACT

A hydrodynamicallypulsating0.6 M@ modelof a typicalRR Lyrae

variablehas been studiedwith a radiationtransport-hydrodynamic

computerprogramto predicttheoreticalTe and colorsat many phases

and to find thepropermethodsforgettingmean colorsand the con-

sequentmean effectivetemperatures.The variableEddinEtonradiation

approximationmethodwas usedwith gray andwith multifrequency

absorptioncoefficientsto representthe radiationflowin the outer

opticallythinlayers. Comparisonbetweenobservedand computedB-V

colorsindicatethat theselow Z PopulationII modelsare reasonably

accurateusingKing IA compositionopacities.The well knownOke,

Giver,and SearlerelationbetweenB-V and Te is reproduced.Mean

colorsare foundby fourdifferentaveragingmethods. Themethod

that givesa mean colorand themean Te closestto thenonpulsating

modelwas the separateintensitymeansof B and V, Just as the case

forpreviousstudiesof classicalCepheids. Thebest mean for Te,

whichis knownforall pulsationphasesfrom fourcolorobservations

of realRE Lyraevariablesor fromthecalculatedmodel,is a time

averageofT e withoutanyweightingfunction.
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I. L_TRDDUCTION

The problem of obtaining the mean color of PallLyrae scars, in

order to get the correct non-pulsating temperature, is similar to that

for Cepheids (Cox and Davis 1975). In our nonlinear dynamic models we

know the original nonpulsating temperature, and by using a multi-

frequency snapshot approach w%th the appropriate filter responses,

in this case for the UBV filters, we can study various ways to obtain

mean colors. "'Inthis paper we study a model using nonlinear gray and

multifrequency hydrodynamic transport calculations and Population II

(Y- .299, Z = .001) King IA mixture opacities. The discussion concerns

the taking of color averages as well as the question, if we know the

effective temperatureat many phases, how best to obtain an average

for the non-pulsating temperature of the model.

II. METHOD

.Theradiationflow for our RR Lyrae model istreatedby a non-

equilibrium diffusion approximation where the radiation field is not

directlycoupledto the materialenergyfield as in the equilibrium

diffusionapproximation.The methodlimitsto equilibriumgray dif-

fusionin opticallythickzones and to streamingin opticallythin

zones. The forwardpeakingof the radiationfieldis correctlydes-

cribedusing variableEddlngtonfactors. In our zodel we use a plane

geometrycharacteristicray calculationfor the Eddlngtonfactorsat

each timestep and for each frequencygroup. The multlfrequencycal-

culationis carriedout for 13 frequencygroupsselectedso that

ionizationedges and the Planck functionemissionare well resolved

(Davis1971). Some attempthas been made to includeeffectsdue to

llne radiationas perceivedto be importantby }_halas(1969). This

effectis includedusing a formulationproposedby Cassinellland

describedin Davis (1978). 294



Effectson colorsdue to shockwavestransitingthe atmosphere

are approximatedusinga numberof opticallythinzonesoutsidethe

photosphereand the Richtmeyer-VonNeumsnmethodof pseudovisoosity.

The phaseof shocktransitingoccursbetween0.4 and 0.5,where

phase 0.5 is approximatelythephaseof peak luminosity.Thereis

some evidencethata UV excessoccursduringthisphaseto affect

the continuumcolors(Davis1975). Conditionsforhydrogenllne

emissionand Ca linedoublingdo existduringthisphase (Hill1972).

111. MODEL

The selectedmassis 0.6 M@, and luminosity(logL/LG - 1.6) is

equivalentto an _oi " 0.72where_oi% " 4.72. This is in reasonable

agreementwith Oke,Giver,end Searle(1962)estimatefor SU Dra. A

Telf - 6840K (logTe - 3.835)thengivesa fundamentalperiodof 0.44

days. The innerradiusof the modelis less than10% of thephotospheric

radius. No convectionis allowedas appropriatefor thisTe value

(Deupree1977). A zero pressurehydrodynamicboundaryconditionis

applied.

In our structurecalculationswe have foundthat72 zoneswith

5-10 zonesin the opticallythin atmosphereare sufficientto resolve

the luminositycurve. Somenoisestillremainsnear lightminimum

when the ionizationfronthas approachedto 1 or 2 zonesfromthe

star'ssurface. The shockescapingduringthe phasenear lightminimum

throughlightmaximumresultsin the observationof H7 lineemission.

In our modelswe have not resolvedthe detailedatmosphericstructure

duringthisphase (Hill1972). The effectsthereforeof llneemissions
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during the phase of light minimum to rising light are not treated

exactly but the effects on the colors are expected to be small.

Spectra using the calculated structures at many phases and 30

different frequency groups are convolved with the B and V filters.

Raw colors b, v are corrected for their relative transparency by the

formula

B - V= b - v+ 0.65

as for the classical Cephelds consideredpreviouslyby Cox and Davis

(1975).

Figure 1 shows the calculated_oi for the model where the vari-

ation is > 1.8m. This is larger than the usual observed range of V

for RR Lyrae stars (~ lm). Figure 2 shows the variations of Teff

versus phase which go from approximately5600 to 8700 K. In Figs. 3

and 4 we show the radius and velocity variations as calculated. The

variation in radius is llke 10-15% around a value of 4.5 R@. The

observed range in velocity is 62 km/s. Thelower line is the velocity

calculatedat I = 4404 _ at an optical depth of 0.10 (the location

of the metal lines).

IV. RESULTS

The transformationformula for the conversion from B-V colors

to Teff, as derived by Oke, Giver and Searle (1962) for SU Dra with

the assumptionthat the star is unreddenedis @ = 0.62 + 0.51 (B-V)

where Telf = 5040/@. We use this formula for our comparisons. In

Figs. 5 and 6 we plot the OGS relationshipagainst the calculation

for the gray and multifrequencystructures,respectively. There is
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an improvementin slope forthemultifrequencystructureas anti-

cipatedby CoxandDavis(1975).

The various averages of B-V that we obtained are shown in Table I.

Averagesoverthethreeperiods,fortheintensitymeans<B>int - <V>int,

forthegraystructurewhichis essentiallythesameforthemulti-

frequencystructureis 0.264.TheaverageTeff calculatedfromtheOGS

relationis 6678K within162K of the_odelTeff (6840K). Theother

meansareat least600K low. Thestaticfinezonedradiativemodel

givesa(B-V)of .244andan OGSTeff of 6770. In Fig.6 we alsoplot

calibrationpointsforstaticmodelswithL = 38 L@,and6800,6500

and6350K effectivetemperatures.

Directaveragesof Teff wereobtainedusingI00phasesover

threeperiodsfora morereasonableamplitudevariationof RE Lyrae

•(N1.1_ andforourKingIAlargeamplitudemodel(1.8m). Teff is

determinedfromtherelationship:

L = 4_R2 Teff4

whereL is themultifrequencytransportcalculatedluminosityandR,

thephotosphericradiusdeterminedat T - 2/3. Theweightingsused

werenone,directweishtingon L anda weightingsimilarto thatused

by Lub (1977),i.e.,

eq =
8eff [(L/<L>)I/2̂2 _1/2. _effj •

The resultsforthe1.1m model(Fig.7),averagedoverthreeperiods

are: Teff " 6800,7115,and6670K, respectively.Onlythedirect

luminosityweightingiswelloutofline,beinghighby 300K, but
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TABLE1

B-V Teff(K) Teff(K)

<B-V> .3907 6151 -689
mag

<B>int - <V>int .2640 6678 -162

<B-V>int .4018 6108 -732
i

-<V-B>int .4532 5925 -915

using the Oke, Giver, and Searle relation

8 = 0.62 + 0.51(B-V) where Teff = 5040/8e e
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theunweightedmeanis thebest. ForourlargeramplitudeKingIA

modelthedirectTeff averageis 500K lowandtheLubaveragewas

not attempted.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The slopeof our (B-V),log Te relationis closeto that given

by Oke, Giver,and Searleif one usesa full transportsolutionfor

the atmosphericstructure.It appearsthatan intensitymean on B

and V is the most appropriatemean to use for RR Lyraestarsas for

Cepheids. From <B>int - <V>int we obtaina calculatedTelf within

about160K of the knownnonpulsatingTeff. A modelcalculatedthat

agreesin amplitudevariationswith RR Lyraeimpliesthata directtime

averageof.Te is preferableto any otherweighting.
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Discussion

Baker: Can you say anything in a general way about how the Cox-Davis opacities

compare to the Cox-Stewart opacities?

Davis: They seem to about double the opacities in the region below 5000°K,

and we're not ready to say what the reasons are. But it appears to be a

difference in the treatment of the line wings from that used in the original

Cox-Stewart opacities. The Cox-Davis opacities are a great improvement be-

cause molecules are included, so that the line blanketing treatment for Cepheids

is improved. We found good agreement, where we didn't without the Cox-Davis

opacity, in Cepheids. Here for RR Lyrae stars we didn't expect it to make

much difference, and it made a big difference, so we were surprised. We're

studying the question of what really went into the Cox-Davis opacities.

Spangenberg: That opacity effect might be subject to the effect of zoning

when.you're doingthe low photoshere. Your temperature structure could be

quite a bit different if you had significantly more zones in one case than

in the other. But if you kept the number of zones the same, then you would

lose resolution in the one case, but the opacity would be adding a lot of

temperature-dependent features which would get lost in the zones. If you

changed the atmospheric zoning, you would understand these opacity effects

better.

Davis: The zoning was done in the same manner as for the Goddard Cepheid

model -- we used 72 zones with a 10% inner radius. Art has looked at the

opacities in this region and there is a difference of a factor of two. Your

point is well taken concerning the position of these effects.
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Spangenberg: When you're trying to estimate the optical depth in order to get

Teff, it could be quite zone-dependent.

A. Cox: You're right, Bill, but unfortunately we seem to have gotten into a

glitch and we hope it will be straightened out soon.

Davis: Thenew opacities did improve the amplitude . . . I wish we could keep

those opacities.

A. Cox: Do you think your amplitudes will decrease ifyou use a non-zero

boundary pressure?

Davis: No. It Just disturbs my light curve. I did not try_the Castor

boundary condition.

A. Cox: I'd like to elicit something from Pel about criticisms we have on

how you take your temperature means.

Pel: What we did is very simple. As soon as you have the temperature and

radius variation, it is clear how you have to average. If you assume the

luminosity mean over the cycle is exactly the time average over the luminosity

curve, and the radius mean is approximately the time average over the radius

curve, then the Stefan-Boltzmann relation tells you what the temperature mean

is. Where we may come out with different results is that our definition of the mean

radius is not exactly where the equilibrium radius was. I think that's all

the play there is in the definitions, and I'm a bit surprised that there is

a difference of about 190@K for the RRLyrae stars. Did I hear that correctly?

Davis: 170@K cooler than Teff.
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A. Cox: He took three means. One was the time average, one weighted with

the luminosity (which weights the higher temperatures more), and then your

technique.

Pel: You would prefer the intensity time average of the individual bands and

wewould prefer the average, not in the colors, but inthe temperature and

gravity curves, working back to see what that meant in the colors. That is a

little bit closer to the straight time average of the color itself.

A. Cox: I should tell the audience that he [Pel] is talking about Cepheids,

whereas Davis was talking about RRLyrae stars.

Pe___l:Yes, but this recipe works for both.
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ULTRAVIOLETLIGHT CURVES OF RRLYRAE

by

Chi-ChaoWu

ComputerSciencesCo_oration
Silver Spring,Maryland

RR Lyrae was observedwith the Universityof Groningenultraviolet

experimenton board the ANS satellite. The observationswere made in

October1974, April and Octoberof 1975 and April of 1976. The

Groningeninstrumentconsistsof a 22-cm Cassegraintelescopefollowed

by a five-channelspectrophotometerwith centralwavelengthsand

full widths (inparentheses)at 1550 (150),1800 (150),2200 (200),

2500 (150)and 3300 (i00)_ (vanDuinen et al. 1975). The ANS instrument

sensitivitychangewas small and was well monitoredby daily observations

of standardstars € and v Dor (Aaldersand Wesselius1976). The

sensitivityvaried by 18 percentat 1550_ and_ 3 percent at the other

four channelsduring the period coveredby the RR Lyr observations.

The ANS count rates are correctedfor the sensitivitychange and

convertedinto absolutefluxesby means of laboratoryabsolute

calibration(Aaldersetal. 1975). Magnitudesare obtainedby adopting

= 0_00 at fA = 3.64 x 10-9 erg om-2s-l_-i (Okeand Schild 1970).

The ultravioletlight curves of RR Lyraeare shown in Figure i.

The phase is calculatedwith the ephemerisof Detre and Szeidl (1973)

for the visual medium brightness

C(V--)• JD2414856.487+ 0d.56683957x E.

RR Lyrae is rather faint at 1550_, only those observationswith signal-

to-noiseratio of 1 to 12 are plotted. The error bars are typically

0_08 at 1800_ and <_0.02 at 2200, 2500 and 3300_. The amplitudeof
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the variationsis 3.5, 3.2, 1.7, 1.5 and 0.8 magnitudesrespectively

at 1550, 1800, 2200, 2500 and 3300_. There are structuresin the

light curves at phases 0.53 and 0.88. These may be causedby shock

wave heatingin the atmosphereof pulsatingstars (seee.g. Hutchinson,

Hill and Lillie 1977).

Figure 2 gives the m1800 - m3300 color as a functionof brightness

at 3300_. It is obviousthat the star is bluestwhen it is brightest.

Anotherinterestingfeatureis the clusterof points near m3300 _ 8.7,

they are bluer than the main curve. These points lie betweenphases 0.51

and 0.66, when the pulsationalcycle is at the maximumrate of contraction.

This probablyis the result of shock heatingduring the rapid infalling

of the atmosphere.

I thank Drs. J. W. G. Aalders,K. S. de Boer, R. J. van Duinen,

D. Kester and P. R. Wesseliusfor help in obtainingthe observations.

The ANS projectwas sponsoredby the Dutch Committeefor Geophysicsand

Space Researchof the Royal NetherlandsAcademyof Sciences.
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Discussion

Pel: Have you made any comparisonswith theoreticalenergy distributions?

Wu: No, I haven't.

A. Cox: Have you comparedwith visual observations? You know that Lub has

done many RR Lyrae stars and has found bumps in the bottom of the visual light

curve. Is that also the case for RR Lyr itself?

Wu: I haven'thad a chance to make comparisonswith ground-basedobservations.

A. Cox: Let me ask Dr. Wesselinka question: Is that true for all RRLyrae

stars?

Wesselink: No. About 30% show the bump at the bottom of the light curve.
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The Evolutionary Stase of an RRs Star SX Phe

Hideyuki Saio and Mine Takeuti
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Sendai 980 Japan

Abstract

The evolutionary stage for a short period variable SX Phe is investigated.

It is supposed that SX Phe is a mixed star with low metal abundance, in which

the material was mixed after the star evolved off the main sequence, and is in

the second hydrogen burning stage. To examine the validity of this hypothesis

we constructed two evolutionary sequences with (X,Z,M/M@) = (0.5,0.004,0.75)

and (0.5,0.001,0.70) in the hydrogen burning phase andcomputed the pulsation

period. Agreement between theoretical results and observational data is

sufficient for us to conclude that the mixed model is actually adequate for

SX Phe. The applicability of this model to other RRs stars is briefly dis-

cussed.

i. Introduction

A group of short period variable stars characterized by their relatively

large amplitude and extremely short period, called as RRs stars or dwarf

Cepheids, has not yet been elucidated on the basis of pulsation theory. The

RRs stars occupy the same range of period with short period _ Scuti stars

which are the Population I pulsating stars. In the usual classification, the

RRs stars were distinguished from _ Scuti stars mainly by their large

amplitude of light variation (Am >0.3) and the difference of the shape of
V-

light curve. SX Phe is an outstanding object of these stars.
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On the classificationof these stars,there are some controversialpro-

blems (see reviewpapers by Baglin et al. 1973 and Petersen 1976). Recent

investigationsmainly based on the intermediateband photometry(Breger1975,

1977a,b, McNamara and Feltz 1976) suggestthat RRs stars are not different

from 6 Scuti stars. On the other hand, there exist some evidencessuggesting

that at least SX Phe is significantlydifferentfrom _ Scuti stars. As

pointedout by Breger and Bregman (1975),since the trigonometricparallax_

of SX Phe yields the luminositywhich is less than that of PopulationI zero

age main sequence,we cannot supposethat SX Phe is a _ Scuti type star,

because a star with PopulationI compositioncannotpass the observedposition

of SX Phe during the main sequenceor post main sequenceevolutionas _ Scuti

stars. Moreover,accordingto the theoreticalinvestigationby Petersenand

J_rgensen (1972),low metal abundanceis necessaryto explainits high period

ratio of first harmonic to fundamentalmodes.

In this paper, after discussing some possibilities of its evolutionary

phase, we suppose that SX Phe is a mixed star whose material was stirred up

at a phase after main sequence evolution. It will be shown that this model

is in good agreement with the observed position in H-R diagram and the period.

Finally we discuss the applicability of this model to other RRs stars.

2. Evolutionary Stage of SX Phe

To explain that the luminosity of SX Phe obtained from trigonometric

parallax is less than that of Population I zero age main sequence (ZAMS),

some possibilities on its evolutionary stage have been considered, as re-

viewed in detail by Petersen (1976). Here, we discuss some of those, i.e.

(a) stars of mass M = 0.20-0.25 _ contracting towards the white dwarf
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stage, (b) main sequence or immediately post main sequence stage, and (c)

post red giant stage of mass M _ 0.5 M@.

(a) Dzlembowskl and Koz_owskl (1974) constructed the model which is con-

stituted from a degenerate helium core, very thin hydrogen burning shell,

and an extended envelope. They concluded that its fundamental period and

the position in H-R diagram can be explained by this model, however the period

ratio of the model PI/Po_0.75 is significantly less than the observed value

0.778 for SX Phe. Therefore, this model may not be appropriate for this

star.

(b) To pass the position of SX Phe on H-R diagram during the main

sequence evolution it is necessary that a star have a smaller metal abun-

dance or larger helium content than those of normal Population I stars. The

low metallicity is adequate to explain the observed large period ratio as

indicated by Petersen and J_rgensen (1972) and was confirmed by a spectro-

scopic analysis by Bessell (1969). Petersen (1976) concluded that main

sequence model with (X,Z) = (0.7,0.004) would be in agreement with the

observed position in H-R diagram and periods of SX Phe. However, the mass

of his model is i.i M@ and its allowable maximum age is 3 x 109 yr.

Existence of a star which has a metal abundance of _ 1/4 Ze and is younger

than the Sun conflicts with the recent conception of the chemical evolution

of the Galaxy. This contradiction also appears in color of SX Phe (B-V) =

0.22 mag, i.e., its mean color is bluer than the turnoff color (B-V)° =

0.59 mag of old open cluster NGCI88 and than the bluest color (Sandage 1969)

of the subdwarfs (B-V)° = 0.36 mag. Therefore, above model seems also to be

inappropriate to the model for SX Phe.
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(c) Combining the gravity obtained from the spectroscopic analysis,

Bessell (1969) estimated a mass M/M@ = 0.5±0.3 for SX Phe. This value of

mass is significantly less than that of main sequence stars in the neighbor

of this star in H-R diagram. He concluded that the RRs stars are in the

post red giant stage. The result suggesting low mass have been derived also

by Fitch (1970). The low mass is convenient to explain the large amplitude

of SX Phe, because according to Kippenhahn (1965) the pulsation of low mass

model is excited more strongly than that of the model with a main sequence

mass in the considering region of H-R diagram.

The large value of PI/P0 requires that the metal abundance of SX Phe is

less than that of Population I as mentioned item (b). To explain that a

metal-poor star which evolves in post red giant phase is observed in the

neighbor of main sequence, we consider that the material in the star was

mixed by stirring and homogenized after thestar evolved off the main

sequence, likely at the phase of helium flash. The helium-rlch homogeneous

star formed as above should reach its"second" main sequence stage. The

star evolves now in "second" main or immediate post "second" main sequence

phase with large helium abundance in the envelope.

Supposing the above evolutionary history on SX Phe, in the following

section we have constructed the evolutionary sequences in the hydrogen burning

phase with helium and low metal abundances, and computed the adiabatic linear

pulsation period for these models.

3. Results

According to the discussion of Petersen (1976), we adopted the position

of SX Phe in H-R diagram as _oi = 4.0 (+0.7,-0.9) mag and log Tef f =3.88±0.01,
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which are based on the trigonometric parallax, and Bessell's (1969) spectro-

scopic analysis and intermediate band photometry by Jones (1973), respectively.

The position of SX Phe is shown in Figure i with the Population I ZAMS which

is based on the relation between M and (B-V) by Morton and Adams (1968) and
V

between (B-V), Teff, and B.C. by Code et al. (1976). Evolutionary sequences

with (X,Z,M/M 0) = (0.5,0.004,0.75) and (0.5,0.001,0.70) were constructed from

the homogeneous main sequence stage to the thick-shell hydrogen burning phase.

Opacities were interpolated from the tables of Cox and Stewart (1969, 1970).

In the convection zone in the envelope, the ratio ofmlxlng length to pressure

scale height was taken as A/H = 1.5. These evolutionary tracks are illustrated

in Figure i. These tracks pass near the position of SX Phe. The period of

fundamental and first harmonic modes was calculated for these models. Ob-

tained periods and period-ratios are plotted in Figure 2, with the observed

period P = 0.0550 days and the period ratio PI/P0 = 0.778 for SX Phe. As

indicated by Takeuti and Saio (1978), the period ratio is largest when

the star is at the homogeneous stage and decreases rapidly as the central

concentration of matter increases. However, after the exhaustion of hydrogen

in the central region, period ratio hardly changes during the evolution,

while the period continues to increase. As shown in Figures i and 2, the

model of mixed star well reproduce the observed position in H-R diagram,

the period, and the period ratio of SX Phe.

The large helium abundance in the envelope of the model as well as its

low mass is a factor of increasing the excitation of pulsation. These two

factors may be supposed to cause the observed large amplitude of SX Phe.

The adapted mass of the model is less than that of a star at the turnoff

point (=0.8 M0) of the globular clusters with Z = 0.004-0.001. This

difference of mass is common to that between the masses of horizontal branch
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stars and a star at turnoff point of globular clusters, and it may be a

consequence of mass loss in the red giant phase or at the phase of helium

flash.

4. Discussion

The model considered in this paper is inagreement with Breger and

Bregman's (1975) suggestion that SX Phe is a member of the "true" dwarf
J

Cepheids which have the characteristic of Population II stars. We shall

discuss other RRs stars on the consequence of the present model for SX Phe.

The double periodicity has been observed for some of RRs stars (see, e.g.

Fitch 1970). For most cases the period ratio is larger than 0.77. Two

periods of these stars are usually recognized as those of fundamental mode

and first overtone. According to Petersen and J_rgensen (1972), the period

ratio between the fundamental and first harmonic oscillations cannot be

greater than 0.75 for Population I chemical composition. If it is true, it is

natural to think that at least the RRs stars with double periodicity belong

to the same group of SX Phe or "true" dwarf Cepheids in Breger and Bregman's

terminology. Theseshould be distinguished from Population I stars. More-

over, the mixed star model discussed in this paper may be appropriate for

also these stars. In this case, all of these stars are not necessarily less

luminous than Population I ZAMS, because mixed star evolves and becomes

luminous from its "second" main sequence.

According to the statistical investigation by Okazaki (1978), the binary

frequency of RRs stars is as small as that for Population II stars, while

the fraction of _ Scuti stars in binary system is similar to that of main

sequence stars. This supports the classical grouping in short period Cepheids.
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On the other hand, recent investigations based on intermediate band photo-

metry already mentioned suggest that there is no significant difference

between RRs stars and _ Scutl stars. Atmospheric features of these stars are

determined mainly by surface gravity and the metal to hydrogen ratio Z/X.

Since the mixed star has a small X, the observed metal-poorness may not be

so conspicuous as for the normal Population I stars. Moreover, the metal

abundance of SX Phe may be the smallest in other stars of which the evolu-

tionary history is the same as SX Phe, because the period ratio of the

former is the largest in RRs stars. It is possible that the difference of

photometric features between RRs stars and _ Scuti stars may not be

evident.

In conclusion, there is no fatal contradiction between observational

evidences and the mixed star model presented here for SX Phe. Further

investigations are necessary to confirm that present model is adequate for

many other RRs stars.

One of the authors (M.T.) is indebted to Dr. J. Otzen Petersen for

valuable discussions.
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and (0.5,0.001,0.70) are indicated in H-R _lagram. Positions of

models for which pulsation periods were calculated are marked on

their paths. Observed data for SX Phe are also shown.
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Discussion

J. Wood: I have a comment about the monumental work by Jurgen Stock from

Tololo. He tried to apply the Wesselink method and it Just didn't work.

A. Cox: I am aware that Jorgensen has done the Wesselink radius method on

this star also, and has been frustrated.

J. Wood:, In the latest A and A there is a second paper on this star by a

group from Munich, who are also kind of throwing up their hands on this.

They investigated whether it was a binary and concluded it wasn't.

A. Cox: Didn't someone get an orbital period for it?

J. Wood: Yes, obviously Kozar must disagree with Schmidt.

A. Cox: Evidently, he believes he has a correct orbital period. [Laughter]

The idea here is that you have a star evolved well off the main sequence

which you mix up and it comes back to the main sequence. I think that's

rather unusual.
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The Period Change of SV Vul.

J.D. Fernie

David Dunlap Observatory
University of Toronto

ABSTRACT

New UBVRI photometry and a few concurrent radial

velocities have been obtained for the 45-day ciassical

cepheid, SV Vul. It is found that these data, when

combined with earlier data covering sixty years, show the

star to have a linearly decreasing period with P=-254±10

sec/year.

This value is compared with that predicted by theoretical

models of Flower, assuming the period change to be caused

by evolution across the H-R diagram. Although excellent

agreement is found, this is in part fortuftous because the

models are sensitive to such parameters as mass, chemical

c6mposition, and £/H. Precisely because of this, however,

it is suggested that a search for significant P values in

long period cepheids generally might afford useful constraints

on theoretical models.
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Discussion

A. Cox: Don, you've really vexed us for years, finding non-variables in the

instability strip. We thought we might get at you by moving blue edges

around and changing the helium content. Maybe we'll have to do the same

thing if you vex us the other way by finding variable stars where you're not

supposed to. We'll have to work on that.

J. Cox: I expected you to mention the perlod-mean density relationship.

Fernie: Something I didn't say in support of the pulsation hypothesis is that

if you simply take a perlod-luminosity relation, a period'of 67 days gives an

absolute luminosity of -6.8, which is what it is. I didn't use a period-mean

density relationship because I'm still trying to convince myself that it's a

pulsation, before worrying about that.

A. Cox: Let me ask the question in another way. If you take an evolutionary

track through there, what's the mass?

Fernle: I haven't done that either.
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I. Introduction

The Beta Cephei stars are unique among well-known variable stars in that

we still have no idea why they pulsate. Cepheids, RR Lyrae stars, Mira

variables and Delta Scuti variables are now reasonably well understood; while

there are still problems with discrepencies of evolutionary and pulsational

masses for some of these stars, the basic physics controlling the instability

seems to be known. We do not know why the Beta Cephei stars pulsate -- in

fact there is still some question as to whether these stars are radial or

nonradial oscillators -- and it is because such questions still are unresolved

that the subject of mode identification is of high interest and significance.

It is the fervent hope among workers in this field that if the pulsation

mode of the Beta Cephei stars is definitely established, it will provide a

clue to the instability mechanism.

II. Observational Characteristics Related to Mode Identification

The Beta Cephei stars are short-period, small-amplitude variables of

early spectral type (generally BO.5-B2). The first member of this group

was discovered by Frost in 1902 (see Frost 1902, 1906). Their observational

properties have been extensively reviewed and discussed, most recently by

Lesh and Aizenman (1978). Here we shall summarize only the essential

characteristics, which may be of importance in attempts to identify the

pulsation mode:

I. Both light and velocity amplitudes in these stars are small, typically

less than 0.i mag in blue light and 50 km/sec in radial velocity. How-

ever, the light amplitudes are greater at ultra-violet wavelengths.
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2. Typical periods in both light and radial velocity are 4 to 7 hours.

However, about half of the stars in the Beta Cephei group exhibit more

than one period. This effect is often detected as a long-period modu-

lation of the amplitude of the principal variation, usually interpreted

as an interference between two nearly equal short periods. This is known

as the "beat phenomenon". It was discovered by Meyer (1934).

3. In contrast to the classical Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars, the light

curve for Beta Cephei stars lags approximately 90 degrees (one-quarter

period) behind the radial velocity curve. Thus if the star is pulsating

radially, maximum brightness occurs at minimum radius. De Jager (1953)

showed that this relationship holds for each set of light and radial

velocity curves in multiperiodic stars.

4. In many Beta Cephei stars, the radial velocity curves derived from

different elements are not quite in phase:the phase derived from the

hydrogen lines lags behind the helium-lin_ phase, which in turn lags

behind the phase derived from the metallic lines. This is called the

"van Hoof effect".

5. Although both light and radial velocity curves are usually sinusoidal

for these stars, the radial velocity curve sometimes exhibits a "still-

stand" -- a phase of apparently constant velocity -- on the descending

branch. In extreme cases, the velocity curve may even appear dis-

continuous. Occasionally the light curve exhibits a stillstand as well.

6. Finally, the line profiles of many Beta Cephei stars show very com-

plex variations when observed at high dispersion. Changes in line width,
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strong asymmetry, the appearance of secondary components, and even complete

splitting appear in the spectral lines of various members of this class. In

multiperiodic stars, the line profiles vary with only one of the two short

periods. The great detail with which this phenomenon has been observed makes

it a prime candidate for the detection of potentially small differences

between neighboring pulsation modes.

III. Early Work Related to the Beat Phenomenon

It was undoubtedly the apparent presence of two oscillation frequencies in

the Beta Cephei stars that generated most of the initial interest on the part

of theoreticians; it led to a number of hypotheses as to their possible in-

terpretation. Let us state at the outset that in most of these analyses,

there was no attempt to identify the instability mechanism. Rather, the in-

terest was in providing an explanation and interpretation of the two periods.

Woltjer (1935, 1937, 1943, 1946) considered the case of nonlinear oscillations

and analyzed the behavior of a system containing two radial frequencies °l

and °2 with _i=2_2 . Such a situation can lead to resonance, with one of the

resonance frequencies being a = _i -°0=OO ' It was thought that what we

observe in the Beta Cephei stars is the original frequency plu s the differ-

ence frequency, but the objection has been raised that it is difficult to see

how this frequency Could be associated with the broadening of the lines. We

cannot go to into the many aspects in this review but the point to be noted here

is that the beat phenomenon is interpreted as being due to a resonance exist-

ing between two frequencies, one being the double of the other. In principle,

one should also expect to find the phenomenon at the frequency 2o0=a I.

Struve (1955) and Odgers (1956) also tried to account for the observed

splitting of the lines and van Hoof effect. They assumed radial pulsations,
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and hypothesized that a thin layer of the atmosphere is ejected at regular

intervals with a period PO" The layer falls back under gravity, and if the

time of fall is smaller than P0' there is a stillstand on the velocity curve.

If the time is slightly larger than P0 the interfering motions that arise

between the layer and the rest of the star could give rise to a beat

phenomenon.

Here we have the introduction of anunderlying radial oscillation plus an

atmosphere free-fall oscillation time. However, the objection has been

raised by Ledoux (1958) that it is practically impossible for this free-fall

period to be fixed to such an extent that regular beats could be observed

over very long periods of time. Another suggestion along these lines has

been that there is a strictly atmospheric oscillation, but here the difficulty

is one of making this atmospheric period independent of the interior. The

atmosphere would eventually experience a forced oscillation under the influ-

ence of the interior, and if nonlinear coupling were taken into account, a

beat phenomenon might result. The question has never been thoroughly

investigated.

With regard to all of these theories, it should be noted that Huang

points out that the equivalent widths of the lines remain constant during

the doubling stages. Hence the phenomenon cannot be due to superposed layers

but must be due to different parts of the stellar surface. Another question

is whether the broadening of some lines is simply a case of unresolved

doubling.

Ledoux (1951) has also suggested that the two periods may be related to

the fact that if one assumes that one is observing nonradlal oscillations,

then a splitting of the frequencies is possibly due to rotation, and the
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amount of splitting is proportional to the rotational velocity. The inter-

ference of one of the travelling waves with the stationary oscillation would

give rise to a beat frequency proportional to the angular velocity. In this

theory, the broadening of the lines is attributed to the differential veloc-

ities on the surface of the star, resulting from the combination of rotation

and the components of the travelling wave. The major problem is that if one

of the travelling waves is chosen, the other remains unexcited. It was

believed that this may be connected with the cause of the oscillation itself,

possibly due to the interaction of a close companion. But this is physically

unrealistic. The period of the companion would have to be almost the same as

the pulsation period, which would put the companion inside the other star.

Also, line duplicity and the van Hoof effect are not explained.

Other explanations of the beat phenomenon were made by Chandrasekhar and

Lebovitz (1962). They criticized the Ledoux hypothesis because they felt it

was unlikely that purely nonradial oscillations would be excited in preference

to radial ones. Their argument was that the nonradial modes would be highly

damped relative to the radial oscillation. Instead, they presented an alter-

native explanation of the beat phenomenon. The theory was based on the

assumption that the ratio of specific heats for these stars is such that

degeneracy occurs between the fundamental characteristic frequencies of the

radial and the _ = 2 modes of oscillation. They showed that rotation would

remove this degeneracy and lead to two normal modes characterized by slightly

different frequencies. The advantage of this theory over the Ledoux theory

was that a separate mechanism would not be required for the excitation of the

nonradial mode. In their schema, rotation coupled the radial mode to the

nonradlal mode to produce two distinct normal modes, which were both nonradial.
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There was an objection to this, however. On the basis of this theory,

the rotational velocities that were required to give the observed beat

periods were larger by factors of 3 to 4 than those observed. Clement (1965)

showed that this splitting could be increased for centrally condensed models.

He proceeded to make a calculation of the effects of nonradial oscillations

in terms of radial velocities, variations in brightness, and periods. His

calculations included broadening due to macroscopic motions and the velocity

of the center of the line profile. He concluded that when beats are observed

in a particular star, the angle of inclination of the rotation axis would

normally have to be at an intermediate angle. At either extreme (pole-on or

line-of-sight in the equatorial plane) one velocity amplitude would be much

greater than the other. Clement also calculated line broadening, motion of

the center of the line profile, the mean radial velocity as a function of the

equatorial velocity, the angle of inclination, the ratio of the angular

rotation to the oscillation frequency, and the amplitudes of the two radial

velocity components. He considered the effect of the area changes and

changes of magnitude with time. He found that even for polytr0pes with

n = 3.0-3.5, the rotation velocities required to produce the beat phenomenon

were considerably reduced (from _ 200 km/sec to 140 km/sec), but were still

too high to match the observations. The only exception was B Canis Majoris,

which has an observed _ R sin e of about 60 km/sec and a very small period

PI - P2

splitting (_P = p = 0.006). Clement also calculated the broadening
o o

and radial velocity curves forrthree stars: 8 Canis Majoris, 12 Lacetae, and

BW Vulpeculae. His results implied that 8 Canis Majoris was being viewed

from a small angle of inclination (almost pole-on), and that the observed

variation in broadening would vary with the longer of the two short periods.
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In order to explain the observation that the llne profiles of 12 Lacetae

change with the shorter period, it was necessary to postulate that this star

was being observed from a large angle of inclination. His final example,

involving BW Vulpeculae, does predict the existence of a stillstand on the

velocity curve for the profile center.

Thus, on the basis of this theory, 8 Canis MaJoris and c Scorpii have

small angles of inclination with respect to the line of sight. Other stars

exhibiting the beat phenomenon require a large angle of inclination.

Another observational point should be made. On the descending branch

of the radial velocity curve of BW Vulpeculae, it is found that the absorption

lines actually become double; this coincides with the phases of maximum

broadening. At the points of minimum broadening, the lines are single. The

theory of Clement, assuming that the line broadening arises only from the

macroscopic motions of the nonradial oscillations, shows that although the

profiles are asymmetrical, there is no indication of doubling.

A major problem with Clement's solution was the fact that the rotation

required to produce the splitting of the modes was 3 to 4 times larger than

observed. Clement (1967) considered the case of differentially rotating

polytropes, with the choice of a suitable rotation law, which would be con-

sistent with stability against local perturbations. He adapted Stockly's

(1965) rotation law to polytropes. He found that with this law of rotation,

the observed splitting could be produced with a considerable reduction in the

equatorial velocity, and the required velocities were in agreement with ob-

servations. The subject has not been pursued beyond this point, primarily

because there has been little further interest in exploring polytropic types

of models. Nevertheless, this area should be examined further.
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We have spent some time on this subject because it leads us naturally

into the title of our review paper -- mode identification. We have discussed

two types of theories: i) Ledoux's theory, which involves nonradial modes

in the presence of rotation, has the advantage that it can explain line

doubling. 2) The Chandrasekhar and Lebovltz scheme, as elaborated by Clement,

requires coupling of a radial mode to a nonradial mode, and leads to two

distinct modes, both of which are nonradial. But this model does not seem

to explain all of the variations in llne widths. There is no real preference

between the two schemes because the excitation mechanism is not known.

IV. Simple Observational Quantities Interpreted as Mode Indicators

Before approaching the question .of detailed line profile variations and

their theoretical interpretation, we shall review in this Section some

simple, easily observed quantities that have been proposed by various authors

as indicators of the pulsation mode either in individual Beta Cephei stars

or in the group as a whole.

As we noted in Section II, both the light and radial velocity amplitudes

of Beta Cephei stars are quite small. Leung (1968) pointed out that the

ratio of these quantities

Am (blue) -i
= 0.0021 mag/km s

2K

is also extremely small in Beta Cephei stars, compared to other types of

variables that are assumed to be radial pulsators (classical Cepheids, RR

Lyrae stars, and Delta Scuti stars). Leung suggested that this might

indicate that Beta Cephei stars are nonradial oscillators.
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However,Watson (1971)correctlypointedout that the small visible light

change in Beta Cephei stars is mainly a consequenceof their high temperatures,

Which result in most of the energybeing emittedin the ultraviolet. (It has

since been confirmedby satelliteobservationsthat the light amplitudeof

these stars does increasegreatlywith decreasingwavelength). Watson

showed that the physicallymore meaningfulquantity

(AR/R) 24 P 2K

AMboI 17 2 _ R (AM + ABC)v

has a characteristicvalue of 0.12 for Beta Cephei stars; this does not

differ greatly from the value computedfor other types of variables.

Lesh (1976)measuredvalues of (AR/R)/A_olfOr severalBeta Cephel stars

using ultravioletdata, and suggestedthat a comparisonof the observed

values of this ratio with theoreticallypredictedones might serve to dis-

criminatebetweenradial and nonradlalmodes. But Stamfordand Watson (1977)

felt that the physical significanceof (AR/R)/_o I would be unclear in the

case of nonradlaloscillations. They suggestedusing instead the ratio of

light range to color range AV/A (U-B) (wherethe latter,of course, is

indicativeof temperaturerange),in conjunctionwith AV/2K. Their results

were ambiguous,for they found that the observedAV/A (U-B) suggestedthe

presenceof both radial and nonradlaloscillationsin the Beta Cephel stars.

Dzlembowski(1977)also rejectedthe quantity (AR/R)/AMboI becausehis

theoreticalcalculationsshowed that it is insensitiveto the index £ (in the

sphericalharmonicY£m). Dzlembowsklcarriedout a generalanalysisof the

light and radial velocityvariationsin a nonradlallyoscillatingstar. He

computedthe radialvelocity averagedover the vlslble stellardisk, as well
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as variations in the bolometrlc magnitude. He found that the ratio of the

mean radial velocity to the magnitude variation Vrad/A_o I is independent of

the angle of inclination of the rotation axis. Consequently, a straightfor-

ward generalization of the Baade-Wessellnk formula for stellar radius is

possible. On this basis, if radius of the star is known, it is possible in

principle to determine in which spherical harmonic the star is oscillating

(i.e., whether the pulsation is radial or nonradlal). The quantity

(Vrad/A_ol) was found to have a strong dependence on _ for models appropriate

to Delta Scuti stars (with a mass of 2M®). Dzlembowskl did not perform this

calculation for the more massive models corresponding to Beta Cephei stars

(i0 - 15M®). But it would be of great interest to do so, for the method

appears to hold out great promise.

A more "classical" approach was taken by Lesh and Aizenman (1974). They

constructed perlod-lumlnoslty diagrams for Beta Cephel stars in the

(log P, _oi ) plane, using i0 and 15Me models. On such a diagram (shown in

Figure i), the Beta Cephei "instability strip" maps into a discrete, re-

latively narrow band for a given radial pulsation mode. When the observed

variable starsare plotted on this diagram most of them fall in the region

appropriate to the second harmonic radial mode (but for a different assumed

chemical composition, the first harmonic would be preferred). A similar

diagram for nonradlal pulsation modes (shown in Figure 2, where only the

ri_ht-hand edge of this band for each mode is drawn) has most of the ob-

served stars falling in the region appropriate to the P2 and PI (_ = 2)

nonradlal modes. These conclusions are reinforced by the study of the

pulsation constant Q = P / 0 . The mean value for the observed Beta Cephel

stars is found to be 0.025, a value appropriate for the first harmonic
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radial mode or the PI nonradial mode. On the basis of these data, the

fundamental radial mode and nonradlal f- and g- modes seem less likely

than the radial harmonics and nonradial p-modes as candidates for the

observed oscillation mode in Beta Cephei stars. But this method is not

able to distinguish between radial and nonradlal pulsation as such.

Schafgans and Tinbergen (1978) attempted to detect time variations in

the linear polarization of B Cephei; if present, such variations might be

interpreted as due to the time-varying anisotropy of the scattering geometry

in nonradial pulsation. However, the authors did not detect any such

variations to their level of accuracy (4XI0-4 r.m.s, in 4 minutes).

Finally, in approaching the study of the spectral lines themselves

A. Karp and M. Smith (private communication) have suggested the simple

criterion that if the change in line width is greater than the change in

radial velocity, the pulsation is probably nonradial, and in the opposite

case the pulsation is more likely to be radial. However, Karp (1978) has

shown that the van Hoof effect is more strongly dependent on the ionization

balance than on the velocity field in the stellar atmosphere, and hence is

not a good diagnostic tool.

V. The Study of Line Profile Variations

By far the greatest emphasis in current work on Beta Cephei variables

is on the detailed observation of the spectral llne profiles, and their

theoretical interpretation.

The observations have been greatly facilitated in recent years by the use

of new types of detectors, which permit high time resolution and high spectral
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resolution to be achieved simultaneously. One of the first such investlgatlon_

was a study of B Cephel by Goldberg, Walker, and Odgers (1974) using image

isocon and silicon diode vidicon television cameras as detectors, giving

effective exposure times of 7-10 minutes. They observed Sl III 4568 _ and

4553 A, and found that the lines had an extended wing to the blue when the

radial velocity was positive, indicating contraction of the star. When the

radial velocity was negative, there was an extended wing to the red.

In a study Of BW Vul, Goldberg, Walker and Odgers (1976) obtained a

spectral resolution of 0.6 _ over a bandpass of about 140 _ with a refrl-
o

gerated image isocon. The region studied included the lines He 1 4471 A,

Mg II 4481 _ and Si III 4553, 4568, and 4575 _. The effective exposure

time was about 2 minutes. BW Vul has the largest light and radial velocity

amplitude of any known Beta Cephel star, has a "stillstand" on the de-

scending branch of its radial velocity curve, and exhibits dramatic llne

profile variations. The lines are sharpest, deepest, and essentially

symmetric on the ascending branch of the velocity curve. As the cycle

progresses through maximum radial velocity, they become shallower, broader,

and somewhat asymmetric, with an extended wing to the red. The lines become

double Just before the radial velocity stillstand, are fairly sharp and deep

during stillstand, and are highly asymmetric during the blueshlft following

the stillstand. A very detailed picture of thls doubling on the descending

branch of the radial velocity curve was obtained because of the high time

resolution.

O O

Similarly detailed observations of Si III 4553 A and 4568 A in 12 Lac

were made by Allison, Glaspey and Fahlman (1977). This star also has strong,
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deep, essentially symmetric lines on the rising branch of the velocity curve,

and asymmetry and line splitting on the descending branch.

The UI scanner on the Copernicus satellite was used by Lesh and Karp

(1977) to obtain profiles of Si III 1294.5 A in a number of Beta Cephei

variables, with a spectral resolution of 0.05_ and an "effective exposure

time" of about 20 min. The results for _ Eri and o Sco are shown in Figures

3 and 4, respectively. There are two important points to be noted here: l) in

Eri, the phase of maximum asymmetry occurs on the descending branch of the

radial velocity curve, as in the stars described above, but in o Sco the

greatest asymmetry occurs on the ascending branch (around phase 0.75, in the

notation of Lesh and Karp); 2) in both _ Eri and o Sco, the asymmetry is always

in the sense of a depressed blue wing - depressed red wings do not occur.

The interpretation of the line profiles of B Cephei in terms of a radial

oscillation - i.e., an atmosphere that alternately expands and contracts --

has been based on the early work of Wilson (1935) for uniform expansion, and

Abhyankar (1965) for differential expansion following an exponential velocity

law. Figure 5 shows some typical profiles for these two cases. Upon com-

paring their observations of B Cephei with these profiles, Goldberg, Walker

and Odgers (1974) concluded that this star undergoes purely radial pulsation.

However, Kubiak (1978) points out that stationary nonradial modes (m = O)

produce very similar profile variations.

The modelling of line profile variations in terms of nonradial oscillations

was pioneered by Osaki (1971). He considered the case of quadrupole

oscillations taking place in a rotating star_ and, in order to calculate

the line profiles, assumed that the line broadening was produced by the

Doppler shift due to the mass motion of the surface elements. He assumed
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that variations in surface area and brightness due to the oscillation are

negligible. The equivalent widths of the lines would then remain constant

throughout the oscillation, but the detailed structure of the line profiles

would be affected by brightness variations due to the oscillation itself, il

His calculations included the effects of both rotation and the oscillation

itself. The visible hemisphere was divided into about 5000 surface ele-

ments, and their radial velocities were computed and added to construct

the llne profiles.

In the case of the mode m = -2 (i.e. a wave travelling in the same direc-

tion as the rotation and symmetric with respect to the equator) he found

that such a wave produced a discontinuous radial velocity curve, very sharp

lines on the ascending branch of the radial velocity curve, and very diffuse

lines around phase # = 0.75. This is characteristic of Beta Cephei stars

such as BW Vulpeculae, _ Scorpii and 12 Lacertae' It appears, as first

noted by Christy (1966) that a wave travelling in the same direction as

rotation would explain such variations. Osaki thus proceeds to identify

Struve's P2 oscillation (the one associated with variable line broadening,)

P22 mode of oscillation.
as the

The original calculation was made assuming an inclination of 90°. There

appears to be little difference in the radial velocity curves for incli-

nations varying from 45 ° - 90 °, but there were large deviations for i = 30°.

It should be noted that a wave travelling in the opposite direction to

rotation (m = + 2) has the same characteristics as m = - 2, but the sign of

the radial velocity is reversed. Thus for a wave with m = + 2 the sharpest

lines occur on the descending branch of the radial velocity curve and the
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lines become diffuse on the ascending branch. But the observations contra-

dict this, and so Osaki believes that this can probably be excluded.

Osakl believes that waves that are antlsymmetric with respect to the

equator (m = + i) should not be excluded because there is simply no basis

for doing so. In the case of m = -.i, he finds that the shape of the ve-

locity curves depends very strongly on the inclination. Nevertheless the

actual shape of the line profile is very similar to that of the m = - 2

curve if viewed from near i = 45 °. In fact, the cases m = - 2 or m = - I

cannot really be separated. Nevertheless, Osaki believes that m = - 2

should be identified as being the main oscillation mode. He feels that it

is unlikely that the mode m = - i will be excited in preference to the

symmetric mode m = - 2. Furthermore, the profiles agree only when i = 45 °.

It is possible that m = - I corresponds to one of the secondary oscillations.

The case wherem = 0 is the case of a mode which is axlsymmetrlc, and

so it does not couple with rotation. The period of variation in llne

broadening is half that of the radial velocity curve and this is clearly

contradicted by the observations. This is the mode that Chandrasekhar and

Lebovitz consider, and Osakl feels that this mode is clearly not as successful

in matching the observations as the m = - 2 mode.

Osakl also considers the possibility of identifying the separate modes

which give rise to the beat phenomenon. The Struve P2 oscillation associated

with the variation in the llne profiles generally has a shorter period and

a larger velocity amplitude than the PI oscillation. The exception is 8 Canis

Majorls where the opposite applies. Osakl identifies P2 with m = - 2 (as do

Ledoux and Christy). What about P1? We can have m = + 2, + i, 0, and - I.

We can exclude m = - 1 because a superposltion does not give the beat phe-
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nomenon where we have a long term amplitude modulation. Rather we get a long

term modulation of the gamma velocity. Some Beta Cephei stars do exhibit

such a variation (o Scorpii). This variation has also been interpreted as

being due to an orbital motion. Nevertheless, the alternate possibility

should not be excluded. Also, a superposition of m = - 2 and 0 can bring

about a beat in which the amplitude of the radial velocity curve is modulated.

Osaki thus identifies the P2 wave as having m = - 2 (travelling in the same

direction as rotation) and the PI oscillation as a standing oscillation. He

also considers m = - i and m = - 2 and finds that beats can occur. So this

case is not totally excluded although the observed beat periods imply rota-

tional velocities that are twice as large as those required for m = 0. Osaki

speculates that m = - 2 is preferably excited compared with other modes and

so the excitation mechanism may be closely related to the rotation.

Some of the line profiles computed by Osaki (for £ = 2, m = - 2) are shown

in Figure 6. Similar computations have been performed by Stamford and Watson

(1976) and by Kubiak (1978).

The line profiles predicted for the various nonradlal modes with £ = 2

bear a strong resemblence to the type of profile encountered in the Beta

Cephei stars that were originally noted for their large line-width variations.

However, there are still some discrepancies. For instance, it is difficult

to produce an outright splitting of the components with a nonradial oscilla-

tion alone. More importantly, all forms of nonradial pulsation (as well as

radial pulsation) necessarily produce profile variations in which the direc-

tion of asymmetry is equally distributed between red and blue. In other words,

if a certain asymmetric profile occurs at a given phase, its mirror image must
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necessarily occur at another phase. Situations in which the asymmetry is

always to the blue, as observed by Lesh and Karp (1977) for v Eri and _ Sco,

cannot be explained by either a radial or nonradial oscillation alone.

For this reason, Lesh and Karp proposed that an accelerating velocity

gradient in the stellar atmosphere (indicating the presence of a'"'stellar

wind") is superimposed on the underlying radial or nonradial oscillation.

This would mean that at least some Beta Cephei stars are losing mass to

their surroundings. Lesh and Karp succeeded in producing consistently blue-

ward asymmetries with a velocity field Of the form v = - = log T + v , where
c

(the acceleration term) = 40 km/sec and v (the radial pulsation amplitude)c

= 50 km/sec. Some of their profiles are shown in Figure 7. But the mass

loss rate implied was of the order of 10-5 Me/yr, which is contradicted by

the observations (these stars show no emission pines, P Cygni profiles, etc).

Lesh and Karp suggested that the combination of a nonradial pulsation and a

smaller velocity gradient might produce the desired asymmetry without re-

quiring an unacceptably high mass loss rate.

Nonradial pulsation theory also can be used to predict the form of the

radial velocity curve, which can then be compared with the observations.

Thus far, such comparisons have not been very successful, partly because of

the difficulty of measuring the radial velocity consistently when several

components are present in the line profile, and partly because of the lack

of a full hydrodynamic theory.

VI. Conclusion

On the whole, then, the problem of mode identification in Beta Cephei

stars cannot be said to have progressed to a state where it is a useful
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indicator of the instability mechanism. Most simple, easily measured

physical quantities are ambiguous in their interpretation - at best, they

may serve to distinguish between radial and nonradial pulsation in general,

or between fundamental modes and harmonics. The study of the line profiles

holds out great promise for the identification of the actual pulsation mode,

but more theoretical work and more observations are needed. The theoretical

work should include a study of the effect of temperature and geometric change_

in the stellar surface due to the nonradial oscillation, and especially a

study of the effect of the depth-dependent velocity field on the structure

of the stellar atmosphere. On the observational side, high time and spectral

resolution investigation of profile variations in additional Beta Cephei

stars should be made, and the observations already made should be repeated

to check for the reproducibility of the profiles at identical phases. The

simultaneous observation of strong and weak lines in the same multiplets

and of lines fromnelghboring ionization stages would help to disentangle

the various effects in the atmosphere.
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Figure i. Perlod-lumlnosltydiagram for observedBeta Cephel stars
(crosses),and the "instabilitystrips"calculatedfor the
fundamental(F),first harmonic(iH),and second harmonic
(2H)radialmodels (afterLesh and Aizenman 1974).
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Figure 2. Perlod-lumlnosity diagram for observed Beta Cephei stars
(crosses), and the rlght-hand edge of the predicted insta-
bility strips for nonradial p-, f-, and g-modes (after Lesh
and Aizenman 1974).
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Figure 3. Profiles of the Si III 1294.5_ llne in v Eri, obtained with
the Copernicus UI scanner (after Lesh and Karp 1977).
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Figure 4. Profiles of the Si III 1294.5 _ line in _ Sco, obtained with
the Copernicus UI scanner (after Lesh and Karp 1977).
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Figure 5. Synthertlc line profiles for a star undergoing radial

pulsation, with (a) differential expansion and (b) uniform

expansion (after Goldberg, Walker and Odgers 1974).
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Figure 6. Synthetic llne profiles for a rotating star undergoing

nonradial pulsation in the _ = 2, m -- -2 mode (after
Osaki 1971).
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Figure 7. Synthetic llne profiles for a star undergoing radial

pulsation, with a superimposed stellar wind. The velocity
field in the stellar atmosphere is of the form v = -_ log

T + vc (after Lesh and Karp 1977).
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Discussion

M. Smith: I would like to secondwhat you said about a shell in a Sco. I

would like to show you privatelya little later some Retlconspectraof _ Sco

that I observedwhich show emissionP Cygni-typeprofilesat one particular

phase in the star.

Lesh: That's very interesting. Of course,P Cygni profilesoccur in stars

where you have velocitygradientsand mass loss, so perhapswe are finding

evidenceof the same phenomena.

Van Horn: To what extent is the symmetryin Osaki's theoreticalprofiles,

which you showed,conditionedby an assumedsymmetryof the underlyingmode?

In other words, could you get away from the comparablered and blue wings by

going to a differentorder of sphericalharmonics?

Lesh: I believe that Osaki consideredonly cases with £ = 2 in his paper,

and he found this type of symmetryfor all values of m. I don't know what

would happen for £ = i, for example,or whether Osakl has consideredthis

case. Do you know, Myron?

M. Smith: Yes, I have modeledvarious profilesequencesfrom £ = 1 up to

£ = 4, and you find the same symmetry. It comes out of the sphericalhar-

monic functions,which themselveshave symmetricalproperties. And this is

true for intermediateinclinationsas well.

Van Horn: Even the odd sphericalharmonics?

M. Smith: Yes.
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Shipman: Do all of the llne profiles vary in the same way or are the vari-

ations different from one llne to another?

Lesh: Normally, they all vary in the same way, with the occasional exception

of hydrogen and helium. The Balmer lines tend to behave somewhat differently,

and they are the only lines in which equivalent width variations are normally

detected. But this is believed to be due to incipient emission at some phases,

which causes the equivalent width apparently to decrease when, in fact, the

llne is simply being filled in. In stars in which the helium lines are very

strong, the helium lines sometimes behave like the hydrogen lines, rather

than llke the metallic lines. But all of the metallic lines generally behave

the same way.

A. Cox: What about abundance anomalies?

Lesh: As far as been observed, there are no abundance anomalies in these

stars. People have done classical hlgh-dlsperslon studies and have always

found abundances in these stars that are comparable to those in other B

stars. I myself have looked at the spectra of all these stars at classifi-

cation dispersion and have never found any classification anomalies in them

at all. So it would be nice to believe in the "helium fairy" [Laughter] who

would increase the helium abundance in these stars quite a bit, because I am

told that this is a possibility for creating an instability. But I would

have to say, as an observer, that there is no evidence of very anomalous

helium abundance or any other kind of abundance anomalies in these stars.

A. Cox: I am slightly worried that your lines may arise too high in the

atmosphere. Have you tried to look at the variation in the weak lines which
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come from very deep in the photosphere? In answer to another question, you

said all lines behaved the same. Is that true of the weakest lines too?

Lesh: The lines that are observed in the visible are certainly weaker than

the ones in the ultraviolet. The lines that we pick up in the ultraviolet

tend to be very strong. Some people have tried to interpret the van Hoof

effect as a means of measuring the velocity difference in different parts of

the atmosphere, because there you are dealing with very gross effects --

hydrogen vs. helium vs. metals. However, Alan Karp has shown that the van

Hoof effect is produced more by the ionization balance in the atmosphere

than by the velocity field. In order to disentangle the velocity field from

the ionization balance, you really have to observe a fairly large number of

lines simultaneously. This hasn't been done yet, as far as I know, but it is

something I am planning to do with IUE, if possible.

Hillendahl: I would just like to point out that the evidence for an outward

velocity gradient increasing with radius doesn't necessarily mean that you have

mass loss. This is an ordinary consequence of post-shock rarefaction waves.

But you do get profiles like the ones that I showed in my paper. You do get

outward flowing material, but it doesn't necessarily lead to mass loss. You

have got to reach escape velocity for that.

Lesh: Yes, I agree with that, of course.

Hillendahl: Very elementary theory predicts that if you have pulsating stars

with shock waves, you are likely to get a phenomenon called velocity doubling.

That is, at various times you get apparent line cores that differ by a factor

of two. I think it would be nice if people would indicate on their graphs a
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Doppler shift corresponding to a factor of two, so you can see if this sort

of thing is present. That will be one way of identifying a particular type

of wave.

Lesh: Thank you. I will keep your suggestion in mind.

Baker: Have you tried to take the llne shape change out of the radial

velocity curve? What shouldwe believe about the radial velocity curve, when

there are these changes in llne shape?

Lesh: I haven't done this myself. But it has been done by various people.

If you are very careful about how you measure the radial velocity, curves

which are apparently discontinuous -- llke the one for BW Vul -- in fact, turn

out to be continuous. The discontinuity can be fully explained by the change

in the llne shape or by the splitting into components. However, I suppose I

should mention that BW Vul also shows a stillstand in its light curve which

can't be explained away in the same way, and is probably due, in fact, to a

shock wave in the atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT

It is pointed out that the evolutionary characteristics of massive population

I stellar models undergoing mass-loss and angular momentum loss do not favour

an interpretation of the 8 Cephei phenomenon related to semi-convectlon or to

the non-radial oscillations connected with semi-convection. They are not con-

tradictory, however, to the interpretation that the phenomenon can be under-

stood as a manifestation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability arising from the

differential rotation due to a faster rotating interior and an external layer

or surface that has lost most of its angular momentum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a clear and comprehensive review article Lesh and Aizenman (1978) have

pointed out that "an apparently ordinary class of early type stars like the B

Cephei objects defies physical explanation despite three quarters of a century

after their discovery." It appears that some of the observational features

such as rotation, the mode of pulsation etc. are still subject to either un-

certainties or controversy. Although a number of such objects have been dis-

covered and studied, clear cut statements about the nature of their pulsation

also appear to be difficult from a theoretical point of view. The theoretical

aspects of these objects have been also comprehensively reviewed recently by

Cox (1976) and Kato (1976). Thus Lesh and Aizenman (1978) conclude that "if

a reasonable instability mechanism could be found that applied only to a cer-

tain evolutionary state and to one or two pulsation modes, most of the

controversy concerning the interpretation of the observations would be quickly

removed." We refer the reader to the excellent review articles by Lesh and

Aizenman, Cox and Kato for an observational and theoretical picture of these

objects. However, we would like to stress that the theoretical interpretation

of these objects relied in the past on evolutionary models which did not take

into account either semi-convection or mass-loss satisfactorily. Although

it cannot be said at the present time that this shortcoming has been rectified

fully to everyone's satisfaction, new models of evolutionary sequences of

massive population I stars have been published recently by several groups

which take into account semi-convection and mass and angular momentum losses

as best as one can at the present time. (Chiosi, Nasi & Sreenivasan, 1978;

de Loore et al, 1977; Dearborn e__ttal, 1978; Sreenivasan & Wilson 1978a; and
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Sreenivasan & Wilson, 1978b, 1978c and1978d). Further observational studies

are also available that have not been included in the review by Lesh and

Aizenman, e.g. Smith and McCall (1978) and a theoretical study of the non-

radial oscillations of rotating stars that has a bearing on the problem of

8 Cephei stars has also _een reported recently by Papaloizou and Pringle

(1978). In the light of these developments it seems pertinent to ask what

evolutionary constraints are placed on the interpretation of the B Cephei

objects.

II. EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS

We have recently completed a series of studies on the evolutionary

aspects of massive population I stars and compared our results with those

/
published by the Belgian group of de Loore and others. We have treated

semi-convection in two different ways, and included mass-loss both in the

early as well as later spectral stages. We have also taken the effect of

rotation into account recently and studied the time evolution of angular

momentum of these models, and further discussed the effect of differential

rotation due to the faster rotating interiors and slowed-down surface layers.

For details we again refer the reader to the papers mentioned in section i.

The results are summarised in the accompanying diagrams.

Figure i shows the evolutionary tracks of models of 15, 20 and 30 solar

masses. The 15 and 30 M tracks employed Paczynski's code as modified for
O

our purposes. The 20 M track used the code developed by Hofmeister et al
O

and modified to take account of semi-convection and mass-loss by Chiosi.

Chiosi treats semi-convection as described by Chiosi and Summa (1970). The

mixing is treated mechanically until a stability criterion is satisfied. We
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have treated semi-convective mixing as a diffusive process and described

our procedure in Sreenivasan and Ziebarth (1974) and Sreenivasan and Wilson

(1978a). Thus semi-convection has been treated in three different ways and

except for minor quantitative differences the principal conclusion is that

semi-convection almost disappears in models that are losing mass in the early

spectral stages. This result has been clarified by different procedures for

calculating the amount of mass lost by the models (Chiosi & Nasi, 1974, Chiosi

et al, 1978 and Sreenivasan & Wilson 1978 a-d). Chiosi, Sreenlvasan and

Wilson therefore came to the conclusion that the B Cephei phenomenon cannot

be attributed to the presence of semi-convection or to the non-radial oscilla-

tions that have been suggested to cause semi-convection (Gabriel et al 1976).

Any possible uncertainties about either the nature of the phenomenon of semi-

convection (see Spiegel for a review of this aspect: 1971, 1972) or reser-

vations about dealing with it (Lamb e__ttal 1976) therefore need not concern

us on this account.

If these B Cephei objects are found to be slow rotators, and if the

evidence for separate rising and falling shells and evidence for mass-loss

found by Smith and McCall (1978) is a general feature of these objects, we

might then ask whether this is in agreement with the evolutionary picture of

stars in the mass range 15-30 M undergoing mass-loss and angular momentum-
@

loss. We have shown that most of the angular momentum of stars in this mass

range in the outer layers is lost well before core hydrogen has been ex-

hausted. This is more so if you take an averaged k2 for the calculation of

the moment of inertia I = M k2 R2, where M is the mass and R the radius of

the star. It is also true if you include macroturbulent pressure due to

differential rotation. We would like to emphasize that the actual mass-loss
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rates used may be subject to uncertainties by an order of magnitude but that

does not change the qualitative result that the outer layers spin down before

hydrogen has been fully converted into helium in the core.

Smith and McCall (1978) suggest that the B Cephel star y Pegasl is a

slow rotator and that the spectral variations in this star are produced by

radial pulsation. They also cite evidence for weak mass loss.

We have plotted the observed B Cephei stars given in the review article

of Lesh and Aizenman on the same diagram as the one depicting the evolutionary

tracks. One star happens to lle on the S-bend suggested by Lesh and Aizenman

(1973,4). Three stars lle below the tracks of the 15 M model on the main
O

sequence. All the stars in their Table 2 lie in the field occupied by the 15

and 30 M tracks except for the three mentioned above. Nine of these stars
O

are very close to tracks that are made by models with initial masses 16 and

17 M . The three stars below the 15 M track are probably in the mass range
O O

10-12 M and could be reached by evolutionary models showing very low mass-
O

loss ra_es, lower than the threshhold of observations by Copernicus. On the

other hand, the minimum mass at which semi-convectlon appears unambiguously

is in the neighbourhood of 14 M (Sreenlvasan and Ziebarth 1974) or 13 M
O ® •

(Barbaro et al 1972). One can therefore argue that if the stars showing

Cephei phenomenon are in the mass range 10-12 M , they would not probably •
O

possess seml-convectlve regions but may have very feeble mass-loss rates that

do notaffect drastically their evolutionary patterns. Taken together, the

stars less massive than about 15 M which do not have appreciable mass-loss
O

and the stars more massive than 15 M and in the mass range 15-30 M which do
O ®

have appreciable mass-loss rates, and hence no seml-convectlve regions, would
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suggest that the 8 Cephei phenomenon may not be linked to either semi-

convection or effects associated with semi-convection such as non-radlal

oscillations. Kato (1976) argues that a number of other mechanisms proposed

do not appear to be probable either.

The only suggestion that does not conflict with evolutionary constraints

is then that of Papalolzou and Prlngel who suggest that the 8 Cephel phenomenon

is a manifestation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability arising from the differen-

tial rotation of the interior with respect to the surface layers. We have not

examined any of our models for _adlal pulsation but are aware of the work of
!

Davey (1973) which sugqests that these stars are stable for radial pulsations.

It is tempting to visualize a scenario which depicts 8 Cephei stars which

are in the early spectral range BO - B2 as stars which have lost a signifi-

cant amount of rotation in the surface layers, subject to Kelvln-Helmholtz

instability and showing the spectral variation they do, subsequently ejecting

a shell or losing mass in sufficient amount to cause shell formation. In

such a picture 8 Cephel objects would be the precursors of the shell stars.

But clearly more work is needed both from the evolutionary point of view as

well as pulsatlonal to clarify this interesting type of sequences of evolu-

tionary models with initial masses 16 and 17 M on the main sequence to cover
8

the centre of gravity of the observed group of confirmed 8 Cephei objects in

Lesh and Aizenman's Table 2. It would be equally interesting and worthwhile

to investigate in greater detail the consequences of Kelvin-Helmholtz in-

stability in these objects.
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III. CONCLUSION

Stars in the mass range 10-12 M probably do not exhibit semi-convection.
®

Stars more massive than 15 M in the range 15-30 M which undergo mass-loss
O

do not exhibit semi-convection either. If the observation that the B Cephei

objects are all slow rotators and subject to mass-loss is substantiated, then

evolutionary constraints are consistent with the interpretation that the

B Cephei phenomenon is a manifestion of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. But

more work is required and an examination of the evolutionary features as well

as a detailed study of the instability are needed to clarify the nature of

these fascinating objects.
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Figure i. Evolutionary tracks for 30, 20, and 15 M O sequences near
the main sequence. Solid line: evolution without mass-loss
or semi-convection (sc); dotted line: without mass-loss but

with sc; dashed line: with sc, and mass-loss including

conservation of angular momentum; dot-dash line: with sc,

and mass-loss including conservation of angular momentum;
dot-to-dash line: with sc, but with mass-loss excluding

rotation. The dashed line Joining all sequences represents

the zero age mass sequence. Crosses denote the _ Cephei
stars from Lesh and Aizenman (1978).
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Figure 2. Location of the boundaries of fully convective zones (cz) and semi-

convective zones for the 30 Me sequence without mass loss. The shell
source maximum (dotted line) and the outer boundary of the helium-

rlch core (dash-dot llne) are also shown.
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Figure 5. Plot of rotational Velocity versus time for conservation of energy

and angular momentum (labelled energy) for 30 Me, in units of
100 kin/see. G3 and G4 shown for the energy and angular momentum

case (solid lines) and angular momentum case (dashed lines), in

units of 1.0, where M4 = G4.M, and _ = G3.M 2. The central hydrogen
content, Xc, is also shown for reference, in units of 0.i.
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Discussion

Baker: Didn't Smak get a rather secure mass estimate of about i0 M for one
®

of these stars -- e Vir? (Note added in proof: The actual number he got was

9 ± i M . See Acta Astro. 20, 75, 1970.)

Sreenivasan: Possibly. If it is IOM , then there is no semiconvection in
e

these objects. That is all I was saying. I was not claiming that the mass

should be a certain value, but if it started on the mmin sequence as a i0 M
e

star, and then if there is any mass-loss, it will be too low to affect any

evolutionary considerations.

Baker: I was just wondering what the actual tracks are

Sreenivasan: I think I0 to 15 M is the mass range that is quoted. On the
e

other hand, if the star is losing a significant amount of mass, it may have

started higher on the zero-age malnsequence and come down to this region.

A 30 M. star can lose about 40% of its mass by the time it exhausts hydrogen,

and a 15 M star loses 2 or 3 M .
® ®

Lesh: I think the measurement Dr. Baker is talking about was made not by

Smak butby Hanbury-Brown and his coworkers in Australia, using the intensity

interferometer. Their result for = Vir was ii ± i M . I think that this
e

error estimate is a bit optimistic, and the star may actually be a little

more massive than that. But in general, the range of masses attributed to

B Cephei stars in i0 - 15 M .
®
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J. Cox: Can you say that it takes a significant amount of mass-loss to get

rid of the semiconvectlon zone? Have you had a chance to investigate this

relation?

Sreenivasan: Yes. We have investigated the 15 M and 20 M objects, as I

showed you. The mass-loss on the main sequence is of the order of 10-7 Me

per year for a 15 M star. And if it has rotation, there is a centrifugal
e

force with reduction of gravity, so that increases the mass-loss. It could

be several times 10-7 M per year, but it is certainly less than 10-6 M per
® ®

year. On the other hand, for a 30 M star, it is of the order of 10-6 M
® ®

per year, and these figures are well within the observational limits imposed

by the Copernicus satellite measurements. I think this is consistent with

the observational information we now have from Copernicus. So even a few

times 10-7 M removes semiconvection in a 15 M star. In other words, the
@ ®

type of mass-loss that is allowed by the theory of Castor et al., with

proper = and K values, takes away semiconvection. This is a very interesting

result, because many people are not quite sure what kind of a "beast" semi-

convection is, and how to treat it; so if it disappears, that solves one of

the problems. And the fact that it disappears is borne out by everybody who

has looked at this problem. So we don't have to worry about what it is,

but all we can say is that you can't blame the B Cephei phenomenon on semi-

convection.

Aizenman: The mention of differential rotation is also interesting because

the original Chandrasekhar and Lebovitz mechanism, which Janet mentioned

earlier, was examined by Maurice Clement as a possible explanation of the

beat phenomenon. Clement ran into problems explaining the phenomenon by
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this mechanism because of the very large rotation velocities required to

match the observed beat periods. In 1967, he wrote a paper assuming a

Stokely differential rotation law, and he found that in that case, he could

match the observations on this type of phenomenon. While no mechanism was

involved, this type of differential rotation law did allow one to obtain the

observed beat periods.

Sreenivasan: In fact, Papaloizou and Prlngel invoked differential rotation

as well. We have looked at two models of a 15 M star starting out at 500
e

km/s on the main sequence, which has a ratio of centrifugal force to gravity

of about 2/3, and at 350 km/s. From observations of angular momentum alone,

all this surface rotation is gone by the time hydrogen is exhausted in the

core; but if you take energy conservation into account as well as angular

momentum conservation, the surface rotation is gone in about 5.5 million

years. But of course, if it is differential rotation, the interior layers

will be rotating faster, and this is consistent with what Papaloizou and

Prlngel said. All I'm saying is that if there is mass-loss, there is angular

momentum loss, and thus differential rotation is enhanced. Semiconvection

disappears, so you can't blame it on semiconvection, but you could blame it

on differential rotation and a Kelvin-Helmholz instability. We have not

investigated this Kelvin-Helmholz instability in detail, but we hope to.
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THE VARIABILITY OF 53 PISCIUM AND THE EXTENSION OF THE _ CMa

INSTABILITY DOMAIN

SAREYAN J.-P.

LE CONTEL J.-M.

VALTIER J .-C.

DUCATEL D.

Observatoire de NICE

We have performed at the ESO (Chile) photometric and spectrographic obser-

vations on the B3V star 53 Piscium. Figures i, 2, 3 show respectively the

obtained light and radial velocity curves and the line profile variations.

All the data are now in press (Sareyan et al., 1978). We classify 53 Psc as

a new confirmed 8 CMa star on the basis of the short period variations

characteristics of this group.

We are not able to say whether the 0.25 P shift between light and R.V.

maxima exists because on the single night when the observations have been

simultaneous, the photometric data are poor. However we can say that the

scattering on the photometric data for that night is reduced when we super-

impose on them the radial velocity curve with the 0.25 P phase shift.

53 Psc had been detected variable by Williams (1954), but Percy (1971)

observed it constant, i.e. under his actual 0.005 magnitude detection thres-

hold. These previous results are not contradictory with ours as the observed

amplitudes remain small and probably variable.
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However its spectral type and luminosity classification (B 3 V) locate it

outside the so-called classical "instability box" of the _ CMa variables.

This "instability box" is 0.3 magnitude wide, lays 1.5 magnitude above the

zero age main sequence and is roughly parallel to it, in the BO - B2 and

luminosity class IV to II ranges. Its lower corner is at M = - 3 (Percy,
V

1970, 1971; Percy, Madore, 1972). This box contains the 18 first discovered

B CMa stars_ Its limits are approximately defined by the position of 16 Lac,

y Peg, _ Lup and 8 Cru (fig. 4).

These 18 first stars have been discovered by the RV measurements which at the

time selected bright stars with sharp-lined spectra. Later, due to the in-

crease of photometric precision, new stars have been added to the group (Hill,

1967; Shobbrook and Lomb, 1972; Jerzykiewicz, 1975; Balona, 1977).

Some of these new variables have been immediately classified B CMa stars

even when they had broad lines (K and X Sco for instance) owing to the fact

that they lay in the good region of the HR diagram, i.e. in the instability

box. The other stars have been classified as "suspected" B CMa.

An example of such studies is given by the recent detection work by Sterken

and Jerzykiewicz (1977). These authors restricted their search for new

variables to the stars already located in the classical box of the HR diagram.

If they had found a lot of new B CMa stars in that region, one could have

concluded once more that the instability box had even steeper limits.

But there is anyway an increasing number of variables with B CMa variation

characteristics outside the box (fig. 4) due particularly to different detec-

tion works by Balona, Jerzykiewicz, . .
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We think that simultaneousobservationsof short period variabilityin light

and RV curves,with a 0.25 P shift, on a single night,would be sufficientto

prove the 8 CMa characterof the suspected8 CMa stars. So new observations

of suspected8 CMa stars are badly needed.

Anyway the confirmed case of 53 Psc by our group puts (temporarily?) a new

lower limit to spectral type and luminosity of the 8 CMa phenomenon.

If a large number of suspected 8 CMa variables belongs to a more extended

region of the HR diagram reaching the main sequence (i.e. from 09 to B3 and

luminosity classes V to II), the instability can no longer be assigned to a

restricted evolutionary stage of the interior of the star (end of central

core Hydrogen burning phase, subsequent gravitational contraction phase,

beginning of Hydrogen shell burning phase). It then should probably be

related to the envelope properties of these stars.
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Figure 3. Tracings of K, C II doublets and He I (4471 A) lines showing the
varlat_ons of the shapes of the l_nes.
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are the classical _ CMa stars, circles the more recent ones,
and the crosses the suspected variables.
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Discussion

Lesh: I have two comments. First of all, I didn't mean to be pedantic about

the spectral type. The question is not whether it is a B2.5 or a B3, but

whether or not it's on the main sequence. I believe that my classification

is correct and that the star is not on the main sequence, but slightly above

it. Although it is cooler than the s_ars that we normally calli8 Cephei or

8 Canis Majoris stars, this star does lie on the extension of the instability

strip to lower temperatures.

Sareyan: From the uvby photometric classification, it Seems that the star is

really on the main sequence. [Ref. Fig. 4] On this diagram, I have plotted

the previouslyknown 8 Canis Majoris stars as dots, and the more recently

discovered ones as circles. Here is the main sequence, here is class V and

class III. 53 Psc is here.

Lesh: I have anotherquestion. Didn'tMike Jerzykiewiczalso observethis

star photometricallyand find it to be constantin light?

Sareyan: Yes, but he didn't publish,for he didn't find any photometric

variations.

Lesh: Exactly.

Sare_an: But he agreedwith our photometricdetection. We showedhim our

resultsand he said: "That'strue. In your observations,it varies." The

problemwith 8 Canis Majoris starsis that the amplitudevery often varies,

so you can observethem for one or two nights and find no variations,and on

anothernight, you find some.
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Fernle: I didn't quite understand the scale on your first slide. What is the

actual amplitude of the variation?

O

Sareyan: The actual amplitude in the ultraviolet, in a filter which is 100A

wide and has an effective wavelength below the Balmer jump, is 0T01 total

amplitude on the night when we have good photometry. In the blue, the am-

plitude would be 0T002 - 0T003. Of course, this makes it very difficult to

detect.

Aizenman: On this basis, would you definitely exclude an internal cause for

the instability mechanism -- that is, one based on internal structure -- since

you associate the instability with various phases of evolution?

Sareyan: The problem is that you and many other authors have tried to put

some of these stars in a definite location in the H-R diagram, and we find

8 Cephei stars everywhere around the previous "box." So we have to find

some mechanism which would not be connected with a particular evolutionary

state.
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THE LINE PROFILE VARIABLE B STARS

Myron A. Smith
Department of Astronomy and McDonald Observatory
The University of Texas atAustin, 78712

I. INTRODUCTION

I would like to summarize the observational status of

a new and interesting group of stars which I have dubbed,
not too imaginatively, the line profile variable B stars.
These stars were apparently first recognized as a class by
Petrie and Pearce (1962) in a survey of $70 B stars. In
that study they called attention to "line width variations"
in high dispersion photographic spectra of 14 early B stars.
Since then there have been several reports of variability
in studies of the spectra of i0 Lac, _"Her, and 53 Pic
(Grygar 1964, Chochol and Grygar 1974, 1976, Underhill
1966). However, given the low S/N and the low quantum
efficiency of the photographic emulsion it has been difficult
until recently to make quantitative statements about the
profile activity.

The profile variables are of interest to the investigation
of 8 Cephei variables because these B stars surround the B
Cephei variables in the H-R diagram; many of the latter are
themselves profile variables. I shall'keep these two types
of stars separate in this paper. It is an intriguing
possibility that the B Cephei stars may actually represent
only the most easily observed "tip of the iceberg" of a
much larger class of variable stars.

II. RECENT HISTORY

My "rediscovery" of these variables dates from obser-
vations made in November of 1975 (Smith and Karp 1976) with
the self scanned Digicon detector at the coud_ focus of the
107-inch telescope a_ McDonald Observatory. o The initial
observations were made in two or three i00 A-wide spectral
regions. Each showed that lines of a number of different
ions and elements showed the same changes in shape. Not
surprisingly the variations are most visible in lines of
heavyelements for which the thermal broadening is small.
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The basic trait of these spectral variations is that the
line profiles Change their width and asymmetry with little
accompanying change in radial velocity (line centroid).

In the last 1-1/2 years I have observed these variations
with a resolution of 0.i A using two other spectroscopic
instruments, the coud6 scanner and, lately, (exclusively)
the _oud_ Reticon. Both instruments give a resolution of
0.I A. I have also had varying degrees of success observing
the variations with the 82_inch photographic coud_ system,
with the Copernicus satellite (UI mode), and photometrically.

Figure 1 shows the known line profile variable stars
and the distribution of "classical,' B Cephei'stars (Lesh

2.55 ! ' ! ' i ' I ' I

I0Lac _.C Ma

2.60 S_

XxX _# 1
•

2.6-'

I , I I I
-.9 -. 8 - .7 -.6 -. 5

Q---..

Figure I: The B vs. Q photometric diagram for the bright,
northern profile variables (except T Sco). Crosses are
known B Cephei stars.

and Aizenman 1973) in the narrow-band photometric 8 vs.
Q diagram. The star _ Ori A may soon be added to the list,
but this possibilityneeds to be confirmed carefully next

nort e  ,sin i < 50 km/sec) 08 to BS stars, in luminosity c _s

V to II and bribhter than mv = 5 that I have investigated
(Figure I) show profile varzations. The exceptions appear
to be T Sco and 3 Cen A. The latter is a Bp He-3 rich
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star. So farthesearchhasbeenrestrictedto theslow
rotatorsbecauseunlesstheamplitudeof theprofilechanges
wereverylargeI couldnot detectthemin rapidrotators.

RecentlyI searchedforvariabilityinthesupergiants
Rigel(B8Ia)andDeneb(A2Ia). So faritappearsthatany
profilechangesmustbe smallif theyarepresent.However,
pLeo (BIIb)doesappearto showvariations.

III. EVOLUTIONARYSTATUS

Themassesof theprofilevariablesappearto extend
at'leastfrom7 Mo to 22M_ (Smith1978)alongthemain
sequence.Three6f these_tars,I0 Lac (LacOb Ib),22Ori
(Orila),ands;Ori (OriIc),areknownmembersof clusters
or youngassociations.Exceptfor_ Ori,whichisvery
young(WarrenandHesser1978),eventhesestarsareprobably
wellevolvedalongthemainsequencephase.On theother
hand,at leastfourof thesampledepictedinFigure1
havephotometric8 indicestypicalofmainsequencestars.
Puttingallthesesignstogethercertainlya reasonable
statementis thatprofilevariabilityoccursduringbothH
core-burningandpostH-exhaustionevolutionaryphases.

IV. LINEPROFILEVARIATIONS

To observetheprofilevariationsit is theusual
procedureto monitorintermediatestrengthlinesof a
multipletof a heavyionfor1/2to 1 hour. ForB3 to BS
starsI observetheSi II I_4128,4130equal-strengthdoublet;
forB0 to B2 stars,theSi III114552,4567,4574triplet;
forlate0 stars,theSiIV 14654line.

Theaccumulatingdatashowthattheprofilevariations
areperiodicandcanbe easilyreproducedwithmodelshaving
travelingwaves(nonradialpulsation).Theobservedperiods
aresufficientlylong(5-15hours)thattheymustbe
identifiedwithg-modes,accordingto nonradialpulsation
theory(e.g.Osaki1975).Mostif notallof thevariables
appearto changetheirpulsationamplitudesandperiodson
a timescaleof a monthor two. Suchchangeshaveprobably
beenobservedinprogressthreetimesthusfar. _ny periods
havebeenobservedtorecurin individualstars,however,
showingthatperiodchangesarenotisolatedevents.

Inorderto produceprofilevariationswithoutaccom-
panyingradialvelocitychangesoneneedsto varya '_nacro-
turbulent"velocityfieldacrossthestellardiskin an
orderedway. Struve(1955)firstsuggestedrisingand
falling'_rominences"on thesurfacesof 8 Cepheistars.
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Later Christy _967) and Osaki (1971)showed that the
sphericalharmonic velocity distributionsexpected from
the travelingwave modes of nonradial pulsation can produce
large changes in line profiles. Smith _1977)showed that
these velocity fields can actually be matched to observed
profile changes in three B Cephei stars and to the largest
changes in the profile variable B stars.

Figure 2 shows a progressionof a modeled traveling
wave cycle in terms of the distortionof the line profile.

Figure 2: Progressionof a model lino profile with time
through a travelingwave (£ = 2, m = -2) cycle.

A few clarificationsabout this diagram can be made:
1.) The profile distortionsdepend upon the interaction
of the rotationaland nonradialpulsationalvelocities.
The distortions_re always maximal when the two velocities
are comparable.
2.) The retrogrademodes (m > 0; travelingwaves running
azimuthallyopposite to the sense of stellar rotation) can
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be clearlydistinguished from the direct modes. For
retrogrademodes the progressionof phases depicted above
runs backwardswith time (of. Figure 6, 22 Ori).
3.) The morphologicalchanges shown are computed for a
specificnonradial mode [£ = 2, m = -2). However, the
changes often can be closely approximatedby several other
travelingwave modes of the same phase if one changes
the velocity amplitude.
4.) If the profile variation is reasonablylarge a single
observationfixes the phase. Therefore,unlike the case of
radial velocity or light variability,a few profiles
suffice to determinea period.

Statement 4 must be qualifiedby stating the important
assumptionthat only one mode is visible at a time. In
general I have invoked an "economy of assumptions"principle
and fit the profiles to a single period if that is possible
tit usually is). In the earliest data I often only had 5
to 7 observationsper observingrun in order to determine
a pulsation period. The more typical recent figure is 12
to 18 observations,but this cannot always be maintained.
As an experiment I have "withheld"a few profiles from the
main data set. After determininga period and amplitude
from this larger data set, one can predict modelprofiles
for the withheld cases. The predictedprofiles successfully
match the "withheld"observed profiles CSmith1978). This
demonstratesthe self-consistencyof the periodic hypothesis.
I have also deliberatelyswitched two profiles in their
time sequence and have then been unable to solve for a Cfalse)
period.

One can summarize the results from most of the profile
modeling by stating that a direct, sectorial Cm = -£) mode
seems robe required to fit the variations. Modes having
m <[ I . £ produce radial velocity variationsbut negligible
proflle variationsand are thereforeunacceptable. The
observed pulsationalvelocity amplitudesvary from a large
(8 to I0 km/sec, 53 Per) to a small (3 to 4 km/sec) value,
sometimesin a single star over a few months. For a typical
S/N, spectral resolution,and number of profilesused in
the observations (e.g. 200, 0.I0 A, 12) the threshold
pulsationalamplitudeis probably 2 to 3 km/sec. The phase
resolutionper observation,_, is 0.03 to 0.05, depending
on the data quality and velocity amplitude. Finally, I
will add that in the best cases I might be able to discover
a secondarymode but only if its amplitudewere at least 1/3
that of the primary mode.

The observ-tionsare invariablyfit best with traveling
wave models in which local particlesmove primarily radially.
This is surprisingbecause nonradial theorypredicts that
material should move primarily horizontallyin oscillations
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of suchlongperiods COsaki19719.

Examples--

•Table1 givesa summaryof periodsobservedfor six
starsalongwith the numbersof observationsused to derive
them for severalobservingruns of 5 to 7 nights. The main
•point is thatseveralperiodsare presentat varioustimes

TABI_I

SumnaryofUseableObservations
onSeveralLineProfileVariables(May,1978)

Star PeriodsObserved_rs.) No.Runs/No.ProfilesAmplitude(km/sec)

53Per 3.59* 1/5 8
4.50: 1/3 12
7.29(*) 2/4,5 9-12
11.45 1/7 12

14.6 Total _ 7-10

Her. 4.92** 1/15 5
9.92** 4/2,6,15,18 4-6
15.92** 5/5,15,18 4
15.4 1/17 4:

Total _176

10 Lac 4:88 4/4,5,15,5. 4-10
? 1/2 28

•To_Z _i_z

22Ori** 8.95** 5/8,4,11 5
4.55** 2/5_11"

Total5/24

-'iTOri I1,0; 1/4 (1 cycle) 4

Cas 21.5: 2/11,2 5
Total

GRANDTOTAL:184OBSERVATIONS

* Periodonceobservedsimultaneouslywithanother.
** Modeobservedchangingtoanothermode.

but the most recentlyobservedstars [L Her, I0 Lac, 22 Ori)
show frequentlyreoccurringperiods. By far the most
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recurrent period ratio is 2.0. Figures 5 through 8 show
examples of profiles of the six profile variables modeled
witha travelingwave solutionCusually-m = £ = 2).

| SCAN 698

4,2 • 0.45

| SCAN 699

[_ _I "0.65

P, 4.88 ._. __St--_ SCAN 700

Az,4 [ * *,__/* -* _;_ ,0.85

• _ SCAN 701

SCAN 702

)_ 4654

Figure 5: Contiguousobservationsof the 14654line of
I0 I,acthrough a full pulsation cycle on Dec. 51, 1977.
Solid and dotted lines indicatemodels o£ the nonradial
pulsation profiles at the correct and opposite (for
comparison)phases, resp. The indicated,period and (small)
amplitude are in hours and km/sec.
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Figure 4: Observations of the 4552 and 4567 lines of the
very young B0 star u Ori during one night in December, 1976.
On this and following diagrams the dashed line on selected
profiles indicates the unperturbed profile that would occur
if there were no pulsation•

SCAN 64_

_. IO0 _Z' 2.24

So

1 "v
P J 21_5 ± 0.2
A|i4

$ea_ IS57 • • SCAN67g

• q SCAN661 02,.._

Figure 5: Observations and nonradial model fits to _4567
of _ Cas in August, 1977. Note the ]ong period.
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Figure 6: Observationsand nonradial fits to _4567 of
22 Oriin August, 1977. The reversed sequence of cycles
indicates the presence of a retrogrademode.

Figure 7: Observationsand nonradial fits to 4130 of L Her
_uring latter three nights of a run in August, 1977 (see
Smith 1978).
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Figure 8: Observationsand nonradial fits to X4128 of the
large amplitudevariable 53 Per during August, 1977 (Smith
and McCall 1978).

Estimates of the errors associatedwith the indicated
periods and amplitudescan be found in Smith and McCall
(1978)and Smith (1978). Two additionalpoints of interest
to note in these figures are the retrogrademode for 22 Ori
(Figure 6) and the rather long period, 21 1/2 hrs., for
Cas (Figure 5).

V. LINE STRENGTH VARIATIONS

Because these stars are sharp-lined several of them,
especially t Her and 10 Lac, have been traditionallyused
as equivalentwidth standardsin differentialcurve of growth
analyses of other B stars. However, I wish to introduce
a serious caution in their being put to this use. The
metallic lines often vary in strength and this means the
stars are not good standards. The amount by which they
vary seems to be roughly proportionalto the pulsational
amplitude. The most extreme change found was a 100%
variation in the strength of X4654 in 10 Lac over two nights.
Both I0 Lac and t Her have occasionallyshown 50% variations
over a few nights. The variationsduring a particular cycle
are certainly smaller, probably averaging 15 to 20% (assuming
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line strengths of 50 to 70 m_ (Smith 1978). Both the
published and more recent unpublished data indicate that
the strength variations correlate well with pulsation phase.
The lines reach maximum and minimum strengths at phases
near 0.65 and 0.15, respectively. Determining the detailed
shape o£ the "line strength curve" in the future will be a
worthwhile enterprise because it provides quasi-photometric
information about the pulsation mode index _ that is comple-
mentary to what can be learned from the profile shapes.
(This is because weak and strong line areas add linearly
over the stellar disk, whereas opposite velocities occurring
on different regions of the disk produce a smearing effect
on the profile and do not cancel.)

Having also investigated the cause of the line strength
variations, I have found (Smith 1978--_hat these changes
cannot reasonably be caused by surface variations of temper-
ature or gravity. At the same time, the strong lines do
vary in strength proportionately more than the weak lines
do. This is a clue that a "microturbulence" is present
and that it increases at certain phases. Quantitatively,
the required velocity is comparable to the atmospheric

sound speed, if one assumes the £ = 2 mode. Therefore, it
is quite possible that we are witnessing the generation and
propagation of shock waves at ¢ ~ 0.65. Interestingly
enough, this time corresponds to the phase during which
atmospheric material in the wave is falling and compressing
material below it.

VI. PHOTOMETRIC VARIATIONS

The question arises do the line profile variables also
show light variations? Percy (1970) first showed that very
small variations exist in a few of the Petrie-Pearce stars.
However, he was unable to derive light curves or periods.
Percy and Lane (1977) and Africano (1977) recently observed
55 Per for one and two nights, respectively. They each
found peak to peak variations of 0.01 mag. Africano's
obseryations were consistent with a 7.5 hr. period derived
a few nights later from line:profiles.

In an effort to add to our meager knowledge of the
photometric behavior of these stars, Ron Buta observed
55 Per for several nights during November and December, 1977.
As Figures 9 and 10 show, variations of several hundredths
of a magnitude were the rule at these times. To complement
this coverage I observed the A4129 doublet photographicall Z
in this star on three nightsin November (JD'2442466-8).
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Figure 9: Light curve (Str6mgrenv-filter) of 53 Per
obtained by Mr. Ron Buta in December, 1977. The solid
line and indicatedparameters apply to a two-sine curve
fit to this data.

)tTI 34TZ _4_J _474 3,1_
,NI.U_'OAVS1144_,) (l_Voll)_l

Figure I0: Buta's light curve for 53 Per in November, 1977.
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Theseprofilesand modeledfitsare shownin FigureII.
Naturallythe S/N is low here,but it seemsto be sufficient

Figure ii: Photographic observations for the _4128-30
doublet in 53 Per obtained by the author on three nights
in November, 1977. The latter two nights overlap with
the first two nights of photometric coverageshown in
Figure I0.

to show that a surprisinglylong period of about 1.9 days
was dominant at this time.

The modeling OflButa'sphotom'etricdata on 53 Per has
been investigated. Note first that phase reversals in
both data sets occur near JD 2443469.5and 2443485.3. Their
appearance implies the interferenceof at least two modes.
Therefore I have attempted to fit the photometricdata sets
independentlywith a minimum of two sine curves. The best
solution in both cases is a pairo--6-fperiods which average
1.87 ± 0.01 days. The two componentsare nearly of the same
amplitudebut differ in period by several percent. It
should be added that I attempted to model the two data sets
with many other pairs of periods, includingthose corresponding
to "alias" peaks in the power spectra of the data. However,
they did not allow a good solution.

The quality of the fit to the December data as shown
in Figure 9 is remarkablygood (r.m.s.is ±0.0022mag.),
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but it is wantingin the November observations(FigureI0).
Perhaps a third mode is present in November. On the other
hand the data span is so short that a truly credible solution
is not possible. In fact, if it were not for the spectro-
scopic agreement in Figure II one could not be sure that
either solution given in Figures 9 or I0 is •even approximately
correct. As it is the spectroscopy offers an important
confirmation.

Two periods differing by a small amount have been
observed in one other star, the white dwarf R548 (Robinson,
Nather, and McGraw 1976). The existence of these periods
has been convincingly ascribed by these authors to nonradial
m-mode splitting. Such may be the case for 53 Per as well.•
If so, it would appear that a tesseral mode (m < £) can
occur at least sometimes along with the sectorial moe_?.

Taken at face value, this 1.87 day period 0£53 Per
is interesting because it is about three times the 14.6
hour period observed at certain other times. (The multiples,
7.3 and 3.6 hour periods, have probably already been observed
in 53 Per too.) This is intriguing because it is well known
that subharmonics of _/3 occur commonly in nonlinearly
oscillating systems. Perhaps there is an additional clue
here that explains the period changes. For example, it
may well be that like the large amplitude ZZ Ceti CDA)
stars the line profile variable B stars are overdriven
pulsators. Then their nonlinear character could serve as
a starting point to build a description of the frequent
period changes, especially those involving harmonic factors
of two.

I wish to thank Fred Campos for his aid in the spectro-
scopic reductions and profile modeling. I am also indebted
to Ron Buta and John Africano for permitting me to exhibit
their superb photometric observations prior to their more
complete description and publication. This work has been
supported by N.S.F. Grant AST 77-06965 and N.A.S.A. Grant
NSG-5167.
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Discussion

J. Wood: Do you have any information on the wavelength dependence of the

amplitude of the photometric variation, or was this all monochromatic? And

what color was the light curve?

M. Smith: These were Stromgren v filter observations. We tried one or two

quick tests on that which seemed to suggest it's almost flat, but it's too

early to say yet. And according to nonradial theory, for this particular

period, temperature-compression effects should dominate the two geometric

effects. But we're going to go back and look into this a little more care-

fully this fall, to confirm or refute that tentative observational result.

J. Wood: So you wouldn't expect any depth dependence of maximum light?

M. Smith: No.

J. Cox: Can you determine a rational velocity from your period splitting?

M. Smith: If I do, the other Texas people, who do this work much more

carefully, will laugh at me. It turns out the rotation velocity that I

derive for 53 Per spectroscopically is 17 km/sec. And if you take the 13

days between the two phase reversals, you can infer a very accurate period

difference. If you are foolhardy enough to play that game, you come up

with surprisingly good agreement, and the implied inclination of the star

is 60°. But you asked me -- I would never volunteer that otherwise.

Aizenman: Did you find any mode that you interpreted with m = + 2?
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M. Smith: In one star, 22 Ori, there is always either a 9 or a 4.5 hour

period. And in every case, the oscillation appears to be going backwards.

Therefore, m>0, and probably m ~+ A, but that's all I can say. There also

seems to be one 8 Cephei star which Struve discovered, that is doing this.

Aizenman: Then all the others would have negative values of m?

M. Smith: Exactly.

Shipman: Have you looked in this or any other star for a variation in the

llne ratios, like Si lll/Si IV, to try to detect temprature changes over the

cycle? I think you could do a pretty sensitive Job on this.

M. Smith: I think so too, with this data. Some of the slgnal-to-nolse

ratios in this data' by the way, were as high as 700. So you certainly

could do that. What I have found, are llne strength changes that are

correlated with the strengths of the lines, in the sense that a microtur-

bulence would. Unfortunately, in the earlY B stars, lines of different

ionizations are in different wavelength regions. And even though I'm

o

getting 100A coverage in an observatlon, that's not enough -- we'll have
O

to wait for Bob Tull's "Octocon," with 800A coverage.
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PULSATION OF LATE B-TYPE STARS

W. R. Beardsley,* T. F. Worek,* and M. W. King*

Allegheny Observatory, Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Three of the brightest stars in the Pleiades, Alcyone, Mala and Taygeta,

were observed repeatedly for radial velocity throughout the course of one

night, 25 October 1976. All three stars were discovered to be pulsating with

periods of a few hours. Analysis of all published radial velocities for

each star, covering more than 70 years and approximately i00,000 cycles, has

established the value of the periods to eight decimal places, and demon-

strated constancy of the periods. However, amplitudes of the radial velocity

variations change over long time intervals, and changes in spectral line

intensities are observed in phase with the pulsation. All three stars may

also be members of binary systems.

INTRODUCTION

Three classes of short period variable stars have been intensively

studied to date -- RR Lyrae stars, Beta Cephei stars and Delta Scuti stars.

The existence of stars exhibiting short period variability but located

on the H-R diagram between these classes seems virtually unknown.

Originally, Struve (1955) postulated an intermediate class of such stars

which he designated as the Maia Sequence. This sequence was defined by Maia

*Visiting Astronomers, Kitt Peak National Observatory, which is operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under
contract with the National Science Foundation.
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(B7 III) at the bright end and by y UMi (A3 II-III) at the faint end. No

other stars were ever included in the sequence and Struve (Struve et al.

1957) later abandoned the sequence when he concluded that Mala did not show

short period variability in either light or radial velocity. This investi-

gation demonstrates that his conclusion is incorrect, at least with respect

to radial velocity.

The existence of other stars quite similar to y UMi such as Vega

(Beardsley 1969) and 6 Vir (Beardsley and Zizka 1977) suggests that the so-

called Mala Sequence may not be invalid. Consequently, three bright member

stars in the Pleiades were sampled by the authors at Kitt Peak National

Observatory in a search for short period variation in radial velocity. The

instrument used was the Coude' Feed (0.gm) telescope, dispersion 17 _ mm -I.

The Pleiades were chosen since it seemed likely that the suspect nature of

Mala might properly implicate other Pleiades members as well. The three

stars in the sample were Alcyone, Mala, and Taygeta.

All survey observations were obtained on the night of 25 October 1976.

Baked 127 emulsion was employed together with suitable blocking filters.

Since these stars are bright exposure times never exceeded i0 minutes and

the spectra were all well exposed in the spectral region %%3700 - 4400 A.

The plates were measured on a Grant engine with oscilloscopic display. Most

lines, including hydrogen, displayed near Lorentzlan profiles facil_tating

accurate setting. Every possible spectral llne was measured except for

obvious blends. Final velocities are based upon an average of about 20

stellar l_nes in the case of Maia, 15 in the case of Taygeta and i0 in the

case of Alcyone. For each plate approximately 40 Fe-comparlson lines were

measured. The final radial velocity reduction employed a polYnomial fit to
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the comparison lines using a computer program entitled RSPEC (Worek 1977).

DETAILED SURVEY RESULTS

a) Alcyone, - Alcyone (25 Tauri, HD 23630) is the brightest member of

the Pleiades cluster. Nothing ofparticular significance has been reported

about this star. Radial-velocity observations show a scatter not considered

unusual for a B-type star having fairly broad lines. The five radial

velocities obtained on the survey night are plotted in Figure i. The evi-

dence suggests, though not convincingly, that a period of 0.27 day may exist.

Early Allegheny Observatory observations (Beardsley 1969) were found to

corroborate the 0.27-day period and it was possible to improve the period

until all observations were included. The final period is 0.27118746 day,

+5

I I w Fig. I.--A plot of all the sur-

+,o (b) vey radial velocities obtained on the

T, night of 25 October 1976. (a) de-

_+5 notes Alcyone, (b) denotes Maia, and
> (c) denotes Taygeta. Error bars

o I I I represent standard error of the mean.+15

(c)

+10
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and Figure 2 representsa phase plot of all radialvelocityobservations

since 1903 based upon this period. In formingthis plot no systematic

a i i ! i i i | i i '1

ALCYONE

+20 , • • L

-I-IO

T. ,DID t

E

>
Iz:

o

O.O 0._ 0.4 O,G 0.8 1.0

PHASE

Fig. 2.--A phase plot of all publishedradial velocitiessince
1903 based upon a period of 0.27118746day and beginningat
JD2416418.475. Nearly 100,000cycles are represented.

observatorycorrectionshave been applied,obviousvariationsin amplitude

over many years time have been neglectedas well as possiblevariationof the

systemicvelocity due to binarymotion with an as yet undeterminedperiod.

All act to introducethe observedscatter. Evidence of a possible standstill

in the pulsationis suggestedby the increasedscatterat phase 0.4.

b) Maia, - Mala (20 Taurl, HD 23408),the fourthbrightestcluster

member,was originallysuspectedof pulsation-typeradial velocityvariation

many years ago by Henroteau (1921)who suggestedcorrectlythat the period

might be close to 2 hours. Radial velocityvariationhad previouslybeen

detectedby Adams (1904)and studiedintensivelyby Merrill (1914). Merrill

was lookingfor binarymotion but could reach no conclusiondue to the

unsuspectedpresenceof the pulsation. Henroteauwas searchingfor very
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short-period binary motion and concluded that perhaps pulsation was present

instead. Since each complicated the search for the other, it was not

possible to define either. Struve et al. (1957) searched carefully for

pulsation. Why it was not detected is unclear since the individual radial

velocities remain unpublished. However, variations in the spectral line

widths were detected which also suggested a period of about 2 hours.

Measurement of the six survey spectra obtained on the night of 25

October 1976 for radial velocity convincingly showed that pulsation was

present with a period of about 0.i0 day. These measures are also plotted

in Figure i. Figure 3 presents the observations of Henroteau for two of his

five full-night series. Clearly apparent is the presence of the pulsation

+40

+Si

T+Jo
E

>
r__lO

-20

-30

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 LO
PHASE

Fig. 3.--A phase plot of the published radial velocities by
Henroteau obtained on two separate nights. Filled circles repre-

sent observations obtained on the night of 16 December 1919 and

open circles the night of 16 August 1920. Note the strong shift

in systemic velocity due to binary motion. The two rejected
velocities at phases 0.4 and 0.5 are possibly the result of blend-

ing of separate shock wave component lines, one very positive and

one very negative. A similar occurrence has been observed by the
authors at about this phase for Taygeta.
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and a variationin the systemicvelocityas well, undoubtedlycaused by

binary motion. Note also the large variationin the pulsationamplitude

between the 1919-20and the 1976 epochswhen comparedwith Figure i. The

period of pulsationhas been determinedto be 0.1032967day. It has not been

possibleagain to define the period of the binary motion. Consequentlythe

velocitieshave not been combinedinto a singlepulsationphase plot.

Changes in line widths have been noted in the Kitt Peak survey spectra

as well as possible changesin excitationtemperature. These changesvary

in phase with the period with low excitationlines of FeII strong at times

and high excitationlines of OII possiblypresentat other times. A quanti-

tative study of this phenomenonis plannedfor a future time utilizingmore

suitablespectraobtained for this purpose.

e) Taygeta, - Taygeta (19 Tauri,HD 23338), the sixth brightestmember

of the cluster,has been utilizedby Petrie (1953)as a standardstar for

a determinationof B-star spectral-linewavelengths. Later, Abt (1965)

suspectedthe presenceof binarymotion and presentedtentativespectroscopic

orbitalelementsbut with expressedreservations. Six radialvelocities

were obtained for the surveynight and a convincingpulsationvariationwas

found to exist. These are also plotted in Figure 1 and indicatea period

close to 0.27 day. A study of all publishedradial velocitiessuggeststhat

the pulsationperiod is 0.2707795day. A phase plot of the velocitiesbased

upon this period is presentedin Figure 4. Again a variationin the systemic

velocitydue to apparentbinary motion introducesscatter,and once again it

is not possibleto remove the binary motion until more reliableorbital

elementscan be obtained.
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Fig. 4.--A phase plot of all published radlal velocities of

Taygeta since 1904 based on a period of 0.2707795 day beginning
at JD2416503.475. The arrows refer to an observation obtained

at the Allegheny on 12 October 1909. The lines on this plate

appear double and possibly represent different shock wave com-

ponents. The measured velocities are -49.6 km s-I and 60.7 km
s-l.

Allegheny Observatory plate 3116 of this star, obtained on 12 October

1909 was originally measured for radial velocity by Stephen Thaw, and from

this measurement a velocity of 40.5 km s-I was derived (Beardsley 1969).

Remeasurement of this plate by the authors revealed that the lines were in

fact double, the velocities for which are presented in the figure caption

above. The phase of this plate occurs at that point on the pulsation curve

where a standstill might be suspected and the doubling may represent differ-

ent shock wave components.

As in Mala, pronounced changes in llne intensities and excitation

temperature occur for this star in correlation with pulsation phase. These

changes embody also the _ppearance and disappearance of low excitation Fe II
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and high excitation 0 II lines and will be the subject of a future

investigation.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing results, which are both new and unanticipated, suggest

strongly that all three stars in the sample -- Alcyone, Maia and Taygeta,

representing thebrightest cluster members -- pulsate with welldefined

periods, constant over i00,000 cycles, and which have been determined to

eight decimal places. The data also suggest that variations in velocity

amplitude occur, and that spectral variations occur in phase with the veloc-

ity variation. Furthermore, these three stars are possible members of binary

systems.

Note that in Figure 1 the peak velocity for both Alcyone and Taygeta

occurs at nearly the same time. This coincidence raises a possibility that

instrumental error has affected the velocities. During an observing run at

Kitt Peak Observatory in March 1977 a strong series of Standard Velocity

Star observations was obtained over the course of several nights. Results

indicate that systematic differences in radial velocity were noted from

night to night but that during each night these differences remained constant.

This phenomenon will be investigated further but the authors are convinced

that variation in velocity observed throughout the course of a single night

may be considered real. Also the differing amplitude of velocity variation

for each star serves to substantiate the non-instrumental nature of the

results.

The implications of these results are many. For example: does the

Pleiades cluster possess a very blue pulsation sequence, and if so does
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there exist a cut-off position in the Cluster HR diagram or does this

sequence blend into the _ Scuti region (see Breger 1975)? Do other clusters

show this phenomenon as well and to what extent do early type field stars,

excluding B Cepheids, also pulsate? Is this pulsation correlated with low

rotation (most stars discussed here appear to have sharp lines) and is this

pulsation correlated with cessation of hydrogen burning and recent evolution

from the Main Sequence? Does the 25% helium content criterion for the onset

of pulsation in the case of _ Scuti stars apply to these stars as well?

These are but a fewpossible questions these measures raise, but they

suffice to indicate that the above pulsation discoveries point to an

important new direction in observational astrophysics. Although no con-

clusive evidence is available as yet pro or con, it seems possible from the

evidence presented that most, if not all, B-stars may be subject to pulsa-

tion. These observations will be continued.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the kind assistance and support of

the staff of the Kitt Peak National Observatory, and also the support

extended to one of us (WRB) by the Computer Center of the University of

Pittsburgh.
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Discussion

Schmidt: What are the spectral types of these stars?

Beardsley: Alcyone is a B6 giant, Maia is a B7 giant, and Taygeta is a B7

giant. Maia, of course, has a very sharp-lined spectrum and is very unusual,

even for a giant.

A. Cox: Did you try to construct a periodogram to see if there were any

other periods? I gather you based your period on your modern observations,

and phased all_the earlier observations. Did you try to see what other

periods might exist?

Beardsley: No. These observations are much too embryonic to get involved

in anything like that. We have to continue the observations. But obviously,

we have a "standstill," so there must be something else involved.

Wesselink: I presume that all these stars are members of the Pleiades

cluster, so you have a check on the gamma velocity of all your curves.

Beardsley: Yes, but one of the problems coming up at the next IAU meeting

will be the question of standard velocity stars for B type stars. And I

think the stars that ought to be proposed are the Pleiades stars. But to

do so, we'll have to model out the pulsations and the binary motion, and

then we can get very accurate radial velocities for the cluster itself.

Wesselink: In any case, the stars you have shown have the same gamma

velocity.
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Beardsley: Yes, very close. But I would say that right now our knowledge

of the cluster velocity is very poor, on the basis of this work.
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PULSATION OF SOME EARLY A-TYPE STARS

W.R.BEARDSLEYAND E,R.ZIZKA

AlleghenyObservatory,Pittsburgh,Pennsylania,U.S.A.

Abstract. Analysis of the radial velocitiesof Alpha Lyrae,
Theta Virginis,and Gamma Geminorumhas shown that an ultra-
short periodicvariation is present. This variation can only
be attributedto pulsation. These stars are of the earliest
A-type and possess very sharp spectral lines.

A periodicvariation of 0.19 day in the radial velocity of
Alpha Lyrae was found by Belopolsky(Z.f. Astroph. 2, 245. 1931).
This was emphaticallydisavowedby Neubauer (L.O.B.-_7,169,193)
even though some of his observationsshow abnormal scatter for
such a sharp-linestar. The scatter in the Allegheny series is
considerable,but the observationsclearly demonstratethat a
periodicvariation of 0,1903 day is present. The fact that the
variation is still apparentafter 370 cycles seems to be signifi-
cant.

The radial velocity of Theta VirginisA has revealed that a
periodicvariation of 0.152360±0.000001day issuperimposed on
an orbital variationwith a period of approximately13years.
The ultrashortvariation seems to be constant for more than
299000 cycles. A possible standstillis seen at the midpoint
of the slow rise to maximum positive velocityand it occurs,as
one would expect, at the maximum radius of the star.

Recently,Gamma Geminorumhas been investigatedfor the pos-
sibilityof possessingan ultrashortperiodicvariation. A re-
measured set of Allegheny spectra over a very short time interval
shows that a variation of 0.13day is present. This star also
has a well known orbitalvariation of 12.4years.
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THE PULSATING WHITE DWARFS

Edward L. Robinson

Department of Astronomy and McDonald Observatory
The University of Texas at Austin

The idea that white dwarfs could be pulsationally unstable

is far from new. As early as 1949 Sauvenier-Goffin (1949) cal-

culated pulsation periods of cold, non-relativistic white dwarfs.

Between 1960 and 1970 a large number of theoretical investiga-

tions of white dwarf pulsations appeared in print using increas-

ingly realistic and increasingly complicated models for the

white dwarfs (c.f. Ostriker 1971). With very few exceptions

(e.g. Harper and Rose 1970) these investigations, which •were

made in an observational vacuum, assumed that the most likely

pulsations to be excited were radial pulsations. Thus, the

calculated periods were quite short, typically 2-10 sec. The

first of the pulsating white dwarfs to be discovered was HL

Tau-76 (Landolt 1968). A portion of the light curve is shown

in Figure i. As so often happens, the universe refused to

heed our preconceived ideas. The typical interval between

successive pulses in the light curve is about 750 sec, not

2-10 sec. This gross discrepancy exists for all of the variable

white dwarfs discovered since HL Tau-76, and raises a number

of questions. Which white dwarfs are variable? Are the vari-

ables otherwise normal white dwarfs or are they pathological

in other ways as well? Are the variations actually caused by

pulsations, and if so, why are the periods so long? The obser-

vational data gives unequivocal answers to these questions.

The variable white dwarfs are normal, single, DA white dwarfs.
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The variations are caused by pulsations, but the pulsations

are non-radial rather than radial pulsations. The purpose of

this paper is to summarize the data which lead to these con-

clusions.

A total of 12 variable white dwarfs has now been found.

They are listed in Table 1 along with their spectral types,

UBV colors and magnitudes, and references to the discovery

paper. The colors and magnitudes have been extracted from

the series o£ papers by Eggen and Greenstein (Eggen 1968,

1969; Eggen and Greenstein 1965; Greenstein 1969). Three

white dwarfs have been reported to be variable but are not

included in Table 1. According to Richer and Ulrych (1974)

G169-34 varies with a period of 465 sec. We have observed

this star on several occasions, but it was always constant

(McGraw and Robinson 1976). Either the star has changed its

properties or the variations seen by Richer and Ulrych were

spurious. Hesser et al. (1976b) have given a preliminary

report of variations in LFT 1679. Since the data have not

yet been published and since Hesser et al. suggest that the

variations were caused by eclipses, we have temporarily
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Figure 1. The light curve of HL Tau-76 on 1969 February 16

(from Warner and Nather 1970). Each point is the mean count-

ing rate averaged over 10 seconds. The abscissa marks are
minutes.
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TABLE 1

THE VARIABLE WHITE DWARFS

STAR Sp. V B-V U-B Ref.

BPbl30551 DA 15.26 +0 29 -0.58 1,2
R548 DA 14.10 +0 20 -0.54 3

BPM 31594 DA 15.03 +0 21 -0.66 4

HL Tau=76 DA 14.97 +0 20 -0.50 5

G38-29 DAs 15.63 +0 16 -0.53 6

GD 99 DA 14.'55 +0 19 -0.59 7

GII7 - BI5A DA 15.52 +0 20 -0.56 7,12
GD 154 DA 15.33 +0 18 -0.59 8

L19-2 DA 15.75 +0 25 -0.53 2,9
R808 DA 14.36 +0 17 -0.56 7

G207-9 DAn 14.64 +0.17 -0.60 I0

G29-38 DA 13.10 +0.20 -0.65 Ii

REFERENCES

i) Hesser et al. (1976a) 7) McGraw and Robinson (1976)
2) McGraw _I-g77) 8) Robinson et al. {1978)
3) Lasker and Hesser (1971) 9) Hesser eta--_.{1977)
4) McGraw (1976) 10) Robinson----_McGraw {1976)
S) Landolt (1968) ii) Shulov and Kopatskaya (1973)
6_ McGraw and Robinson {1975) 12) Richer and Ulrych {1974)

excludedLFT 1679fromTable i. G44-32has beenreportedto

be variable three times. In appendixA we give our reasons

for believing that this star in fact is non-variable. Lists
of non-variablewhite dwarfs are scatteredthroughoutthe

literature. Referencesto all of the publishedlists are

given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

PUBLISHEDLISTS OF NON-VARIABLE

WHITE DWARFS

Hesser and Lasker 1971

Hesser and Lasker 1972

Hesser et al. 1969

Lawrence et al. 1967

McGraw 1976

McGraw 1977

Robinson and McGraw 1976

Robinson et al. 1978

Richer and Ulrych 1974
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Two characteristics of the variable white dwarfs are

immediately evident from Table i: all are DA white dwarfs,

and all have co]orsnear B-V = +0.20. Figure 2 is the color-

color diagram for all of the white dwarfs which have been

examined for variability and have published colors. The filled

triangles represent the variable white dwarfs, and the remain-

ing symbols, which are explained in the figure caption, repre-

sent the non-variable white dwarfs. The variable white dwarfs

occupy a narrow instability strip lying between B-V colors of

+0.16 and +0.29. The restricted range of colors and spectral

types of the variables cannot be attributed to selection

effects. A total of 136 constant white dwarfs are listed in

the references given in Table 2. Of the non-variables, 60

have colors outside the limits of the instability strip; 2S

have spectral types other than DA; and $4 are white dwarfs

with unknown spectral types. Two of the variables, GD 154

and BPM 31594, had unknown spectral types when their variabil-

ity was first detected and only afterwards were found to have

DA spectra. The DA spectral type shows that a white dwarf must

have hydrogen in its atmosphere in order to be variable. The

exact placement of the instability strip emphasizes the impor-

tance of hydrogen. The solid line in Figure 2 is the locus

of the DA white dwarfs with log g = 8 (Terashita and Matsushima

1969). The dip in the line near B-V = +0.20 is caused by a

maximum in the Balmer line and continuum absorption. The

variable white dwarfs cluster near this region where the Balmer

absorption is strongest.

A third characteristic of the variables is that, although

only 12 are known, they must be considered to be very common.

Among the DA white dwarfs which have been examined for variabil-

ity, there are 12 variables and 37 non-variables within the

instability strip. Thus, about 25 percent of the DA white

dwarfs in the instability strip are variables. This must be

a lower limit for two reasons. First, variations with
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Figure 2. The Johnson two-colordiagram for white dwarfs

investigatedfor rapid luminosityvariations. The variables

are representedby filled triangles. The other symbols repre-
sent non-variablewhite dwarfs of differentspectraltypes:

DA stars are open circles; B is a DB star; C a DC star; 2 a C2

star; i a _4671 star; F a DF star; DO stars are open boxes;

U is a star with unknown spectraltype. Typical uncertainties

for the colors are shown by the crossed error bars. The solid

curve is the locus of the DA sequence for Log g = 8 from
Terashitaand Matsushima {1969).
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amplitudesless than 0.02 mag are difficultto detect in stars
as faint as white dwarfs. Some of the non-variablescould

actuallybe low amplitudevariables. Second, the measured

width of the instabilitystrip, 0.13 in B-V, is probably
greater than the true width because the observationalerror

in B-V is at least ± 0.03 mag. It is not possible to argue

that all of the stars in the instabilitystrip are variable,

however. At least half, and possibly three quarters of the

DA white dwarfs in the instabilitystrip are non-variables.

The solid line in Figure 2 is also the cooling sequence for

DA white dwarfs. The cooling sequencepasses through the

instabilitystrip. Since every DA white dwarf travels down

the cooling sequenceand must eventuallytraverse the insta-

bility strip, our statisticsindicate that at least one quar-
ter of all white dwarfs have been or will become variables.

The ubiquity of the variableshas an importantimpacton the
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Figure 3. The Hx line profiles of GD 154 and the DA white
dwarf L47. That of GD 154 is shown by the dots, and that

of L47 is shown by the solid line.
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choice of physicalmechanismsfor producing the variations:

it is inappropriateto invoke low probabilityor exceptional
mechanismsof any kind.

A fourth characteristicof the variablesis that, beyond

the obvious fact of their variability,they are quite normal

and completelyindistinquishablefrom the non-variablewhite

dwarfs. Figure 2 demonstratesthat their colors are typical

of DA white dwarfs. Figure 3 compares the Hy line profile of

GD 154 to that of L47, a non-variableDA white dwarf with

B-V = +0.08. The spectrawere obtainedwith the Tull Digicon

spectrographunder identicalconditionsand may be directly

compared. The line profile of GD 154 is slightlynarrower and

deeper than that of L47, but the differenceis consistentwith

the slight differencein their colors. Thus, the spectrum of

GD 154 is normal. Trigonometric parallaxeshave been mea-

sured for 5 of the variables. They are listed in Table 3

along with the derived absolutevisual magnitudes. The mean
absolutemagnitudeof the group is 11.7 * .2. A similar

TABLE 3

ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDES OF THE VARIABLE WHITE DWARFS

STAR PARALLAX ERROR REFERENCE Mv

R548 .014 .002 (i) 9.8 • .3

G38-29 .013 .004 (2) 11.2 • .8

R808 .034 .005 (2) 12.1 • .3

G207-9 .030 .004 (3) 12.0• .3
G29-38 .071 .004 (4) 12.4 • .2

Weighted Average 11.7 • .2

REFERENCES

i) Dahn et al. {1976) 3) Harrington et al. {1975)
2) Routly--=Cl-g72) 4) Riddle (197_-"--
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exercise for the non-variable DA white dwarfs with similar

colors listed in the McCook and Sion catalogue (1977) yields

Mv = 12.5 ± .2. The variables seem to be slightly brighter

than the non-variables, but since their mean magnitude is

heavily biased by the unusual parallax of just one variable,

R548, the difference is of only marginal significance. The

most accurate way to estimate the effective temperatures and

gravities of DA white dwarfs is by measuring their colors in

the Str6mgren uvby system. The Str6mgren colors of i0 of the

variable white dwarfs have been measured by McGraw and Wegner

(McGraw 1978) and are listed in Table 4. The colors are time

averages since the colors vary as the luminosity varies. The

corresponding effective temperatures and gravities are also

given in Table 4 and have been derived by comparing the colors

to the theoretical colors of DA white dwarfs calculated by

Wickramasinghe and Strittmatter (1972). The effective temper-

atures range from about 10,500°K to 13,500°K and log g ranges

TABLE 4

THE EFFECTIVE GRAVITIES AND TEMPERATURES

OF THE VARIABLE WHITE DWARFS

STAR b-y u-b Te Log g,

R548 .036 686 12550.150 7.77*.02

HL Tau-76 033 634 13010*350 7 94*.02

G38-29 063 678 I1900*I000 7 9 *.4

GD99 035 587 13350.1000 8 1 *.4

GII7-BISA 032 556 13640±350 8 14..05

R808 078 655 11730±250 7 98±.05

G29-38 060 614 12630±150 8 14!.02

BPM 30551 122 628 10315±400 7 79±.15

BPM 31594 028 665 128701400 7 80T.25

L19-2 071 598 125201400 8 24_.25
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from about 7.8 to 8.1. None of these values is unusual for

DA white dwarfs. The finite spread in the temperaturesand

gravitiesis real and not due to observationalerror. As a

by-productof this study,McGraw was able to show that changes

in the effectivetemperatureare sufficientto account com-

pletely for the luminositychanges of the variables. This

agreeswith the earlier study by Warner and Nather (1972).

Thus, the variables have normal colors, spectra, temperatures,

and gravities. In addition,Angel (1978)was unable to detect

any magnetic field in two of the variables,R548 and HL Tau-76;i

and Robinsonand McGraw (1977)have shown that the space motions

of the variablesare undistinquished.

From their normality,we concludethat most of the vari-

• ables are isolated,unperturbedwhite dwarfs. In particular,

they are not all members of ciosebinary systems. Any compan-
ion of the variablesmust be too faint to alter their absolute

magnitudesor spectra. This is not possible unless the com-

panion is either a similar DA white dwarf or is at least

2 magnitudesfainter than a white dwarf. In short, the com-

panion must be invisiblewhen next to a DA white dwarf. It is

not impossibleand perhaps even likely that a few of the

variableshave close, invisibiecompanions (e.g.Fitch 1973).

However, we have shown that the variablesare very common.

The probabilitythat more than one quarter of all white dwarfs

have invisiblecompanionswould appear vanishinglysmall.

We will now consider the variationsthemselves. McGraw

will give a detailed account of the propertiesof the varia-

tions in an accompanyingpaper, so we will only give a short

summary of the propertieshere. The light curve of each star

has a characteristicpeak-to-peakamplitudewhich ranges from

about 0.02 mag to 0.34 mag among the known variables. The

light curve of R548 in unfilteredlight is shown in Figure 4.

The amplitudeof the variations is about 0.02 mag., the lowest
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of the known variables, and the time scale of the variations

is about 220 sec. Figure 5 shows power spectra of the light

curve of R548 on three successivenights in 1975. At first
sight two, but only two, periods are present in the light

curve, one near 213 sec and one near 274 sec. Each period

varies considerablyin amplitudeand slightly in period. A

detailed analysis of the light curve demonstratesthat there

are four, not two, periods present (Robinsonet al. 1976).

Each of the two periods shown in Figure 5 is a pair of sinu-

soidal variationswith periods so close that they are not

resolved in the power spectra. Stover et al. (1978)find

the periods to be

Pl = 212.76840

P2 = 213.13258

P3 = 274.25081

P4 = 274.77432,

with formal errors of about ± 2 in the least significant

figure. The changes in the amplitudesand periods of the two

spikes in the power spectra are due only to beating between
the close pairs. These four periods reproducethe variations

of R548 with an accuracy of _ 0.001 mag in amplitudeand • i0

sec in time for an intervalof more than one year. The most
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Figure 4. A portion of the light curve of R548. Each point

is a 20 sec average of the photon counting rate.
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notable feature of the light curve is the remarkable stability

of the periods. Stover et al. (1978) give an upper limit of

IPl < i0-11 for any period changes. For comparison, the rate

of change of the period of the 71 sec variation of DQ Her is

IPI ~ 10-12 (Patterson et al. 1978).

The light curves of G29-38 and G38-29 in unfiltered light

are shown in Figure 6 and are typical of the light curves of

the large amplitude variables. The peak-to-peak amplitude of

the variations is about 0.21 mag in G38-29 and about 0.28 mag

in G29-38. The individual pulses are highly variable in shape,

but typically are asymmetric with a more rapid rise than decay.

The mean interval betweenpulses is about 850 sec, but the
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Figure S. Power spectra of the light curve of RS48 on UT dates

Ca) 1975 October 6, (b) 1975 October 7, and (c) 1975 October 8.
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Figure 6. (a) A portion o£ the light curve o£ G29-38. The

ordinate is expressedin detectedphotons per second in white

light reduced to outside the atmosphere. (b) The same for
G38-29.
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light curve is very irregular. The times of.arrival of the

pulses are not predictable with any simple ephemeris. Figure 7

shows power spectra of the light curve of G29-38 on two suc-

cessive nights. The power spectra are extremely complex.

Literally scores of periods are simultaneously present, and

the power spectra change from night to night so that neither

the periods nor their amplitudes are constant. Although this

complexity has prevented any detailed understanding of the

light curve of G29-38, a few regularities" can be found in the

power spectra. Periods near 694 sec, 820 sec, and 930 sec

usually are present in the spectra. Harmonics of the strongest

periods usually are present, and are reflecting the non-sinu-

soidal appearance of the pulses. Cross frequencies between

the strongest periods usually are present; if two strong

periods with frequencies fl @nd f2 are present in the power

spectrum, f3 = nil * mf2 is likely to be present also, where

n and m are small integers.

The properties of the pulsations of all of the variables

are summarized in Table 5. There are several important charac-

teristics of the variations. The periods are all very long.

Excludingharmonics and cross frequencies, the shortest period

is 114 sec and the longest period is 1186 sec. Without excep-

tion every variable is multi-periodic. L19-2 has at least two

periods, GII7-BI5A has at least three periods, and R548 has

four periods. The remaining variables all have large numbers

of periods. In the case of HL Tau-76, Desikachary and

Tomaszewski (1975) were able to identify 25 periods, but they

included only the periods with fairly large amplitudes, so

this is a lower limit to the true number. The stability of

the periods varies from extremely high in R548 to very low

in G29-38. It should be noted, however, that the apparent
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TABLE 5

PROPERTIES OF THE PULSATIONS

Peak Typical
to Pulse

Peak Interval Periods Period
Star Amp(Hag) (Sec) (Sec) Stability Ref.

R548 0.02 220 213 + 274 I_1< 10"ll (1,2,3)

L19-2 0.04 190 114 + 192 High (4,5)
GII7-B15A 0.06 215 216 + 272 + 308 High (6)

G207-9 0.06 300 292 + 318 + 557 + 739 High? (7)

GD 154 0.10 1200 780 + 1186 + Others IPI < 10"8 (8)

GD 99 0.13 350 260 + 480 + 590 + Others Moderate (6)

RS08 0.15 850 513 + 830 + Others Low (6)

BPM 30551 0.18 750 607 + 748 + 823 + Others Moderate (9,4)

BPM 31594 0.21 600 311 + 404 + 617.+ Others Moderate (10)

G38-29 0.21 850 925 + 1020 + Others Low (11)

G29-38 0.28 850 694 + 820 + 930 + Others Low (11)

HL Tau-76 0.34 750 494 + 626 + 661 + 746 + Others Low (12,13,
14,15)

REFERENCES

i) Lasker and Hesser (1971) 9) Hesser et al. (1976a)
2) Robinson et al. (1976) I0) McGraw [I-_)
3) Stover eta--_. (1978) 11) McGraw and Robinson (1975)
4) McGraw _q'r!77) 12) Warner and Robinson (1972)
5) Hesser et al. (1977) 13} Page (1972)
6) McGraw an-'_obinson (1976) 14) Fitch (1973)
7) Robinson and McGraw (1976) 15) Desikachary and Tomaszewski (1975)
8) Robinson et al. (1978)

low stabilityof many of the variablesmay be due to incomplete

data. Finally,there is a strong correlationbetween the

amplitudeof the variationsand their remainingproperties.

The higher amplitudevariableshave more periods in their

light curves and the periods are more unstable.

These last characteristicsare sufficientto limit the

physical mechanism for producing the variationsto non-radial

pulsations. Relativelyfew ways are known for producing

periods as stable as those in R548. They are orbitalmotion,

rotation,and pulsation. Only pulsationscan produce multi-

periodic variationswith high stability. It is true that
differentialrotation can give multi-periodicvariations,but
the 215 sec and 274 sec sets of periods in R548 differ by

about 30 percent. The shear across the surface of a star with

differentialrotation this large will destroy the period

stability. We are left with pulsations,and thus we are left

with the original discrepancybetween the observed periods
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and the periods expected for radially pulsatihg white dwarfs.

The only way radial pulsations can have long periods is if the

mass of the white dwarf is very low, but a low mass white dwarf

will also have a low surface gravity which is inconsistent with

the observed normal gravities. An easy and natural way out of

this dilemma was suggested by Warner and Robinson (1972). Stars

are not necessarily restricted to pulsations in purely radial

modes, non-radial pulsations are also possible (c.f. the review

by Cox 1976). Among the non-radial pulsations at least one

group, the g+ modes, can have periods long enough to match the

observed periods. The non-radial modes also provide a natural

framework in which to understand the large number of closely

spaced periods in the light curves of the larger amplitude

variables. Even if we consider only the low order non-radial

pulsation modes, a very large number of modes, and thus periods,

could conceivably be excited.

The g-mode interpretation has never been seriously chal-

lenged, although some interesting modifications of the g-mode

model have appeared (e.g. Wolff 1977, Dziembowski 1977). It

is also fair to say that the g-mode pulsation model has not

been proven. Such a proof would require a demonstration that

there is a detailed correspondance between the observed periods

and the theoretical periods expected in a white dwarf. Such

a demonstration has not been made for two reasons. The first

reason is observational. Only one variable, R548, has had its

period structure completely deciphered, and none of the vari-

ables have accurately known masses and chemical compositions.

Without these data the comparison between observed and theoret-

ical periods cannot be made. The second reason is theoretical.

The theory of non-radial pulsations is still in its infancy.

Only the results from the linear theory are available, and

of these results, it is still true that no theoretical model

of a white dwarf has been found to be pulsationally unstable.

Thus, it is not possible to decide which pulsation modes are
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most likely to appear. Nevertheless, there is an encouraging

qualitative agreement between the observed and theoretical

periods. The periods of R548 can be made to agree with
Brickhi11's (1975) periods of g-mode pulsations. One of the

possible specific identifications of the excited modes is

the 213 sec pair as the _ = 2, k = 1 (= fundamental) mode;

and the 274 sec pair as the _ = 2, k = 2 (= first overtone)

mode. The splitting of the modes into close pairs could be

caused by slow rotation. A similar qualitative agreement
between theoretical and observational periods has been found

for HL Tau-76 (Desikachary and Tomaszewski 1975), BPM 50551

(McGraw 1977), 629-58, and G58-29 (McGraw and Robinson 1975).

The agreement can only be called qualitative, however. The

1186 sec period in GD 154 requires the pulsation mode to be

a very high overtone (k ~ 10-50) if the variations are caused

by g-mode pulsations (Robinson et al. 1978). It is not clear

that pulsations in such high overtone modes are acceptable.

A more serious problem is that neither the mode assignments

nor the basic pulsation model is uniquely specified by the

data. McGraw (1977) and Hesser et al. (1976b) give completely

different mode assignments to the periods of BPM 30551. Wolff

(1977) suggests that the variations arise from the rotation

o£ non-linearly coupled g-mode oscillations. In his model

the period structure is determined by the rotation period

of the white dwarf, not by the basic pulsation frequency.

His model also agrees qualitatively with the observed periods.

The ultimate hope in studying the pulsating white dwarfs

is that they will provide a direct observational test of models
for the structure and evolution of white dwarfs. This hope

has not yet been fulfilled. The reasons are not hard to find.

Until the theoretical models can predict which pulsation modes

should be excited and which should not, there are too many

degrees of freedom available in comparing observation to theory.

Van Horn will discuss the theoretical problems in dealing with

white dwarfs, and we will not pursue this point. There is
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also clear room for improvementof the observations. The

period structureis knownin detail for only one variable, R548.

More are needed. The light curves of the low amplitudevari-

ables L19-2 and GII7-BiSAshould be comparativelyeasy to

decipher,but considerableeffortwill be needed to decipher

the complex variationsof the large amplitudevariables. We

have shown that at least one quarter of the white dwarfs with

hydrogenrich envelopesthat have temperaturesnear 12,000°K

and gravitiesnear log g = 8.0 are variable. It is equally

true that three quarters of them are not variableor vary with

undetectablylow amplitudes. Apparently it is necessary to

specify at least one more physicalproperty of a white dwarf
to insure that it is a variable. Since we have not been able

to discoverthis additionalparameter,it probably is some

property that we have not yet measured. Two likely candidates

are the exact hydrogen content of the atmosphereof the white

dwarfsandthe rotationperiod of the white dwarfs. Neither

of these properties is easy to measure. A differentialcom-

parison of the variablesto non-variableswith similar colors

might find differencesin, if not actualValues of, the

rotationperiods and hydrogen contents.

The research reportedhere could not have proceededwith-
out the continuedcollaborationof J.T. McGraw and R.E. Nather.

R.J. Stover helped with the spectra of GD 154 and L47. This

work was supportedin part by NSF grants AST 7S-15124and
AST 76-23882.
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APPENDIX A

G44-32 has been classified as a DC white dwarf by

Greenstein (1970), although weak hydrogen absorption lines

may be present so it could be a very weak lined DA white dwarf.

Eggen and Greenstein (196S) give V = 16.S, B-V = +0.29, and

U-B = -0.S8 for its magnitude and colors. G44-32 has been

reported to be variable three times, first by Giclas,

Slaughter, and Burnham (19S9), then by Lasker and Hesser

(1969), and finally by Warner et al. (1970). Nevertheless,

we believe that the evidence that G44-32 varies is not con-

vincing and have not included it in Table i. We give our

reasons in this appendix.

G44-32 has been observed twice at McDonald Observatory,

once in 1970 and once in 1973. Warner et al. (1970) discuss

only the 1970 data. According to them, G44-32 displayed two

types of variability during their observation. It showed low

amplitude continuous variations, and it showed a flare with

an amplitude of 0.61 mag which lasted for several minutes.

We have re-examined the original data and the log book from

1970, and we have discussed the data with one of the original

observers (GWvC). We find that the photometer used to acquire

the data was definitely malfunctioning: high voltage was

audibly arcing in the base of the photomultiplier tube during

the observation. Therefore the 1970 data are unreliable and

cannot be used to determine the properties of G44-32. The

1972 data consists of high speed photometry in unfiltered

light taken with the 8Z-inch telescope. Conditions were good

and the length of the light curve was 12,500 sec. Visual

inspection of the light curve reveals no variability. The

power spectrum of the light curve is shown in Figure A-I and

has several notable features. There aresignificant periodi-

cities at 120 sec and 60 sec due to the periodic drive error

in the 82-inch telescope. There are no other significant
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periodicitiesbetween 40 sec and 30 min; the upper limit on

the amplitudeof any periodicityin this range is .002mag.
The mean power level increasesat low frequencies. This

increasedpower is no___tintrinsicto G44-32. Low frequency,

or "red," noise is ubiquitous in nature and is always present

in high speed photometry. The noise is introducedinto light
curves primarilyby variations in sky backgroundand atmos-

pheric transparency. For an example of red noise in high

speed photometryof a star known to be constant,see Figure 6

in Robinson _1973). In sum, G44-32 was constantduring the
1973 observation.

Lasker and Hesser [1969)observed G44-32 on five nights
in 1969. According to them, G44-32 varied at periods of

27.3 min, 13.7 min, and i0.0 min with amplitudesof 1.8, 1.2,
and 1.5 percent respectively. However, only three of their

light curves were long enough to be analyzed:runs 2, 4, and

J i i l i i t l i i J i

O 44 -32
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n." -2
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Figure A-I. The power spectrum of the light curve of G44-32

on 1973 March 9. The 120 sec periodicityis spurious and is

caused by a periodic drive error in the telescope.
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S. We assume here that what they call run 3 in the text must

actually be run 2 in their Table i. If not, their analysis

is vitiated because the run from February 21-22 is far too

short to be reliably analyzed for long periods. Lasker and

Hesser themselves admit that G44-32 was constant during run 4,

so the claim for periodic variability relies on runs 2 and S

alone. The combined power spectrum for runs 2 and S is shown

in their Figure I. The spectrum does indeed have three high

points at their three periods, but the real question is whether

these points are significantly greater than the mean noise

level in the power spectrum. In other words, are the three

points just noise? Hesser and Lasker do not address this

question and do not estimate the mean noise level. Suppose

that two power spectra have been averaged together and that

the mean level of noise in the averaged spectrum at frequency

is Po" The probability that a single measurement of the

noise power at v will give a value greater than P is (I+2P/P o)

exp (-2P/Po). If N independent samples of the power are made

at N independent frequencies, we expect N(I+2P/Po) exp (-2P/Po)

of the samples to be greater than P. The mean noise level at

low frequencies is very large in the spectrum shown by Lasker

and Hesser since the spectrum clearly displays the red noise

phenomenon. We estimatethat in the frequency range of

interest N ~ 20, and P ~ (0.01 mag) 2. Then for P = (0.018 mag) 2o

we expect 0.23 high points; for P = (0.015 mag) 2 we expect 1.2

high points, and for P = (0.012 mag) 2 we expect 4.4 high points.

Thus, there is a significant probability that the spectrum

shown by Lasker and Hesser is caused by random noise rather

than periodicities. Furthermore, the data has been pre-selected

by the exclusion of run 4, so the probability that their spec-

trum is due to pure noise is yet higher. We note that even

Lasker and Hesser characterize their results as "marginal and

speculative."
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Giclas, Slaughter, and Burnham (1959) observed G44-32 as

part of the Lowell Observatory proper motion survey. Although

they suspected that G44-32 varied, the data are photographic

and the star is near the limiting magnitude of the survey.

Non-intrinsic variability is common under these conditions.
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Discussion

Belserene: Have you looked for variability among the DA's?

Robinson: Yes, the width and the exact placement of the strip are not well

defined. These stars are pretty faint, and the colors are only accurate to

a couple of hundredths of a magnitude. So it's hard to know whether or not

any individual star is actually in the strip. But I think it's fair to say

that there are definitely non-variable DA white dwarfs in the strip. It's

not sufficient just to pick out a DA white dwarf with the right color, in

order to know that it's variable.

Belserene: Then there are no observable characteristics to distinguish

them?

Robinson: Not that we have found so far.

A. Cox: You implied very strongly that the cause of the pulsation is the

appearance of hydrogen.

Robinson: I was trying to state it a little less strongly than that. I

said that you must have hydrogen in the atmosphere in order to see varia-

bility.

A. Cox: I was wondering whether that has any bearing on Wolff's theory,

because if he's going to have these things rotate, it doesn't matter whether

they have any hydrogen or not, or does it?

Wolff: You need something to drive the pulsations; otherwise, hydrogen con-

tent is irrelevant to my theory.
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A. Cox: But you find that none of them pulsate unless they have hydrogen,

is that right?

Robinson: That's right.

Wesselink: What is the period of the DA star in compound binary white

dwarfs?

Robinson: Five to ten seconds.

Aizenman: Your Table V definitely implied a relationship between amplitude

and number of periods. Have you got anything more specific than that --

some sort of curve?

Robinson: Yes, there is a very definite relationship between the amplitude

and some of the other characteristics of the variables. As the amplitude

goes up, you tend to see more periods in the light curve, and the light curve

seems to get less stable. The canonical explanation -- at least in Texas --

is that the relationship between amplitude and the other properties is just

caused by non-linearities. The low-amplitude ones are linear variables,

and there's very little coupling between the modes. The variations are

sinusoldal. As you drive up the amplitude, you're more likely to be coupling

between modes, and to excite other modes, and so on.

Keeley: If you could look at the amplitude of an individual mode in a star

with many modes, would you say that the amplitude of that individual mode

is greater than it would be if it were the only mode? Is the higher total

amplitude caused by the presence of many modes, or is the intrinsic ampli-

tude of each mode higher?
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Robinson: I can't answer that question. It's an interesting one.

Shipman: In terms of composition, the composition that Rob's talking about

is the exterior composition.

Robinson: Oh, yes. It's just the photosphere.

Shipman: And the only thing that we know about the interior is that they're

not hydrogen. [Laughter] We don't know what they are -- probably carbon.

Now a question: how many (what fraction) of the helium white dwarfs have

been searched for variability?

Robinson: I don't know the fraction. We've looked at a total of 136 stars

which did not vary, of which I believe 25 were non-DA, and another 34 had

no known spectral types -- but their colors and their proper motions placed

them as white dwarfs. And among those, there are a fair number of DB's.

Nather: I think it's fair to say that the likelihood of a DB being variable

is small, because among those that have been looked at, none has been known

to vary.

Sion: Even though the variability seems to be unique to single white dwarfs,

can you rule out the possibility that in certain close binaries where you

have minimal interaction and no appreciable accretion disk, some of the

optical variability could be due to a ZZ-Ceti type instability? So maybe

it could operate in certain close binaries where the accretion rate is low.

Robinson: That's probably right. Also, I didn't want to rule out inter-

acting binaries altogether. My main point was that a least some of the
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ZZ-Ceti stars are single stars. So that the basic mechanism for exciting

them is intrinsic to a single star. If you put in another star, you're going

to modulate that, and it's going to get more complicated.

J. Cox: First a comment, and then a question. The comment is that it

worries me a little when I see all these non-linearities. These are actually

fairly small amplitudes, I think.

Robinson: Three tenths of a magnitude.

J. Cox: Anyway, there is evidence for non-linearity. The question is, is

the P consistent with the cooling rate of these stars?

Robinson: It is consistent. There are various ways that you can change

the period of a white dwarf. You can change the temperature, or the chemical

composition. Temperature changes lead one to expect a P of the order of

10-15, 10-16, or 10-17, depending on the chemical composition.
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Abstract

The currentstatus of theoreticalunderstandingof the oscillations

observedin the ZZ Ceti stars and cataclysmicvariablesis brieflyreviewed.

Non-radlalg-mode oscillationsappear to providea satisfactoryexplanation

for the low-amplitudevariablessuch as R548, with periods in the range

~ 200-300seconds,but for the longer-perlods(800-1000second)oscillators,

the situationis still unclear.1 Rotationmay play an importantrole in

this problem,and the effectsof both slow and fast rotationupon the mode

structureare discussed. In the cataclysmicvariables,both accretionand

thermonuclearburningmay act to exciteoscillationsof the white dwarf,

and recentwork on this problem is summarizedalso.
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this review is to provide a summary of some of the

recent developments in the theory of white dwarf oscillations. It is

beyond the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive review of all

of the work in this area since the last LASL/GSFC pulsation conference.

Instead I shall restrict myself to those subjects on which there has been

recent activity or which appear to me to be particularly important, and I

shall concentrate almost exclusively on theoretical research carried out

within the past two or three years. Earlier work on white dwarf oscillations

has already been summarized in a number of review papers to which reference

is made below.

The general theory of non-radial oscillations of stars has recently

been reviewed by Ledoux (1974) and by Cox (1976), both of whom include

brief summaries of the work on white dwarf oscillations. A review devoted

exclusively to white dwarfs has been presented by Van Horn (1976). The

observational basis for the theoretical investigations are provided by the

periodicities that have been detected in the ZZ Ceti stars (single,

variable white dwarfs) and in the cataclysmic variables. The observed

data on the ZZ Ceti stars were reviewed by Robinson and McGraw (1976) at

the last LASL/GSFC pulsation conference, and an excellent, comprehensive

discussion of the observed pulsational properties of these stars has recently

been provided by McGraw (1977). The properties of the cataclysmic variable

oscillators have been reviewed by Warner (1976a) and by Robinson (1976),

and a comprehensive and detailed discussion of these systems has been given

by Warner (1976b). The.most recent survey of the observations of white

dwarf oscillations has been provided by Robinson (1978) at this conference.
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The plan of this paper is as follows. In § II some of the general

problems associated with non-radlal oscillations, but which have a special

significance for white dwarfs, are reviewed. In § III research concerned

primarily with oscillations of single white dwarfs is discussed, except

for effects of rotation. Rotational modifications of the spectra of non_

radial oscillations are considered separately in § IV, and this is followed

in § V by a discussion of recent work on pulsatlonal instabilities of high-

luminosity degeneratestars, including those produced by thermonuclear

burning. In § VI we conclude with reco_=nendatlonsconcerning some problems

for future study.

II. GeneralProblemsofNon-Radlal Oscillations

a. £=i Modes

In the study of non-radlalstellaroscillations,modes corresponding

to sphericalharmonicsof degree £=i have generallybeen ignored. This is

a result of the mistaken impressionthat such modes correspondto displace-

ments of the center of mass, which of coursecannot occur in isolatedstars.

For "stars"composedof homogeneous,incompressiblefluids,this claim is

true; however, real stars are neitherhomogeneousnor incompressible,and

in such cases non-zero displacementsat the centerof the star nee____ddno____tt

correspondto a displacementof the center of mass. This was explicitly

shown by Smeyers (.1966)for adiabaticoscillations,and a more generalproof

has recentlybeen given by Christensen-Dalsgaard(1975). Thus modes
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corresponding to spherical harmonics of degree £=i are physically realizable

in stars. This is particularly important for the white dwarfs, because the

£=i modes have the longest periods of any of the g-modes, and because one

of the most vexing problems connected with white dwarf oscillations has

been the persistent inability of theory to identify low-order modes that

have periods as long as those observed.

b. Connection between theory and observation

In contrast to radial oscillations, in which the relations between

displacement, radial velocity, and luminosity variation are relatively

straightforward, the connections of the radial and transverse displacements

with the observed quantities are not simple in the case of non-radial

oscillations. A pure eigenmode corresponding to the spherical harmonic

Y£m(O,_), for example, has £ nodes in the colatitude interval 0 _ e _ _ ,

and the real part of the eigenfunction has m nodes equally spaced in

azimuth between O < _ < _ (see Fig. i). Theobserved light from a non-

radially oscillating star will thus be a weighted integral over these

angular functi_qs. It is evident that the observed amplitude of a mode

with £ or m even moderately large will be considerably reduced by cancel-

lation. In addition, there will in general be mode-dependent phase shifts

between the times of maximum radial velocity and maximum light. Dziembowski

(1977a) has presented the general theory of the radial velocity and lum-

inosity variations of non-radially oscillating stars. He has also evaluated

the various integrals relating these quantities to the theoretical parameters

for the case of an Eddington llmb-darkenlng law, and he finds that the

observed radial velocity amplitude is reduced to less than one-tenth of

the maximum for £ > 4. In a separate publication (Dziembowski 1977b) he

has applied the theory specifically to evaluate the observed parameters
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Fig. la - A pictorial representation of the luminosity variation

corresponding to the spherical harmonic Yl,o(e,_). The upper

figure gives a perspective view of the luminosity distribution

projected onto a spherical surface. The figure at the lower left

is a polar projection of the luminosity amplitude in the (x,z)-

plane (_=0) at the time of peak luminosity at 0=0. The distri-

bution of luminosity amplltude in e is given by the difference

between the solid outline and the dashed curve representing the

reference sphere. The figure at the lower left represents the

luminosity distribution half a period later, when peak luminosity

has shifted to @-180 °• This mode of oscillation corresponds to

the alternate brightening and darkening of the upper (@<90°) and

lower (@>90°) hemispheres of the star.
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FiE. ib - Similarto Fig. la, exceptfor a different£-I mode.

The actualmode shownis the standingwave correspondingto the

combinationY],_@,_)+ YI _l(@,_). This mode representsthe

alternatebrighteningand darkeningof the forward(I#]<90°)

and backward(J_l>90")hemispheres.The individualm-±l modes

correspondto travellingwaves in which the brightspotrotates

in the directionof "_, makingone revolutionin

the periodof the oscillation.The figuresat the lowerleft

and rlgh=are polarprojectionsof the luminosityvariationat

_-0° and _-180° (correspondingto the positionsof maximumand

mlmimumluminosityat 8=90°).The centralfiguregives the

luminositydistributionas a functionof # in the equatorial

plane (8-90"). 458



F_8. lc - Si_!larto FiE. la, exceptfor the mode Y2,0(8,_).

In thismode bo_h capsbriEhcenand darken_oEe_her,in an_i-

phasewith _he equa_orlalbel_ (IcoseI<i//3). The maximum

luminosityamplitudea_ _he equatoris half _hat at _he poles,

as shownin _he lowerf_Eure.
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,#=oo e=9oo ,/, _ =9o°

Fig. id - Similarto Fig. 15, exceptfor the standingwave

Y2,2(8,_)+ Y2,_2(8,_)..Theindividualm = 52 modes correspond

to travelingwaves rotatingin the_'_ directionswith the

periodof the oscillation.
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corresponding to a variety of g-mode oscillations of 0.6M white dwarf
®

models with Tef f = II,000°K and 12,000°K. As expected, the observed

luminosity amplitude decreases rapidly with £; for the fundamental g-modes,

he finds A_oi(£=2)/_oi(£=i ) = 0.186 at ll,000°K and 0.205 at 12,000°K.

Somewhat surprisingly, however, Dziembowski also finds that the observed

luminosity amplitude increases with the radial wavenumber k (k is the

number of radial nodes in the elgenfunction); for modes with £=i or 2,

_ol(k=10)/_ol(k=l) _ 20-30. Thus if high radial overtones can be

excited with amplitude _r/r at the surface comparable to that of the

lower k-modes, the high overtones will dominate the observed light variation.

For the same reason, the observed oscillations must correspond to modes of

moderately low values of £ and m.

c. Thermal imbalance

The problem of determining the pulsational stability of stars in

thermal imbalance (i.e., evolving stars, in which T_s/_t _ 0) has by now

been studied quite extensively. It has been a subject of some controversy,

and although some of the questions raised have now been resolved, it is

not yet entirely clear (at least to this writer) that a complete under-

standing has been achieved. For the white dwarf stars this problem is of

some importance, because, except perhaps in the cataclysmic variables, they

have no thermonuclear energy sources; instead the luminosities of these

stars are supplied by the cooling of the hot interiors, thus necessitating

T sl t# 0.

A brief summaryof recentwork on this problemhas been given by Cox

(1976_. In particular,Aizenman and Cox (1975),Demaret (1975),Simon (1977),
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and Buchler (1978) have shown that the imaginary part of the complex

pulsation eigenfrequency o which gives exponential growth or decay of

small-amplitude oscillations is necessarily different for the oscillation

energy and the oscillation amplitude. In the linear, quasi-adiabatic

case, they find

(Imq)E = (Im(_)a - _ , (i)

where _ is the time rate of change of the oscillation frequency _ = Req.

This raises the interesting possibility that amplitude growth [(ImG) a > O]

may in some cases be associated with energy decay [(ImG)E < 0] and vice versa,

and leads directly to the question of which complex eigenfrequency (if

either!) is the more fundamental. This has been further discussed by

Simon (1977), Buchler (1978), and Demaret and Predang (1978). An interesting

example of amplitude growth coupled with energy decay has recently been

found in a hydrogen shell-burnlng pre-nova model by Vemury (1978).

For our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that the thermal

imbalance effects are appreciable only when the pulsation damping time

(Imq) -I is comparable to or greater than the timescale of evolution of the

unperturbed star, _/_. For a cooling white dwarf, the latter is in the

range 107 to i0I0 years (cf. Lamb and Van Horn 1975; Sweeney 1976; Shaviv

and Kovetz 1976). In the absence of gravitational radiation damping

(Osaki and Hansen 1973), the damping times for the f- and p-modes are

generally of this same order, indicating that thermal imbalance effects

may be appreciable. However, for all of the g-modes, and-with gravitational

radiation damping included--for the f- and p-modes as well, the damping

_i_ _ __ _ h t thermalimbalanceis not si_nlficant._L_U Ln_rma± imDa±ance Is not signltlcant.
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III. Non-radlal Oscillations of Single White Dwarfs

a. What are the modes of oscillation?

It has been pointed out repeatedly that the observed oscillation

periods of the single white dwarfs (ZZ Ceti stars) are much too long to

correspond to p- or f-modes, and must perforce belong to the class of

g-mode oscillations. However, there still remains a multiple infinity

of g-modes. The system of differential equations governing the non-radlal

oscillations of a spherical star contain the spherical harmonic order

k explicitly (cf. Ledoux and Walraven 1958, Cox 1974, Ledoux 1974, Van Horn

1976), so that the oscillation periods must depend on k. For each k-value,

there are 2k+l independent angular modes of oscillation, corresponding to

the different spherical harmonics Ykm(8,_), with m = -k, -k+l, ..., 0,

,,., k-l, £. In the absence of rotation or magnetic fields, the oscillation

periods corresponding to different m-values are all degenerate. (We shall

defer discussion of the consequences of rotation to the following section).

In addition, for given £, it is possible to find eigensolutlons of the set

of differentlal equations plus boundary conditions which have k _ i nodes

in the radial eigenfunction, It is well-known that the periods of the high

overtones increase Without limit as k . _ (Ledoux and Walraven 1958, Cox 1974,

+
Ledoux 1974). These oscillatory modes are denoted as gk modes. If the

star contains a convection zone _as is the case for all white dwarfs except

DA stars with Teff _ 14,000°K)an additional set of modes, which have a real
D

exponential time dependence, becomes possible. These are termed gk modes.

We shall be mainly concerned with the oscillatory modes, however, and we

shall therefore take "g-modes" to mean "g+-modes" unless otherwise specified.
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To investigatethe nature of the oscillationmodes observedin the

ZZ Cetl stars, one may comparethe observedperiodswith those computed

for various theoreticalmodels. This is shown in Fig. 2. The effective

temperaturesand the periodsof the principalmodes of the ZZ Ceti stars

are taken from McGraw (1977),and theoreticalvalues are taken from

computationsby Brickhill (1975)and Dziembowskl(19775),with the mode of

oscillationidentified.Severalconclusionscan be drawn from this immediately;

most of them have been pointedout previously,especiallyby McGraw (1977)

and referencestherein.

i. The observed region of instabilityfor the white dwarfs lles in

the range of effectivetemperatures10,000°K_ Teff _ 14,000°K. Interestingly,

this lies in preciselythe regionwhere the extrapolationof the Cepheid

instabilitystrip meets the white dwarfs (Fig.3). This has prompted the

suggestlonby McGraw and Robinson (1976)that the same K- and y-mechanlsms

that operatein the hydrogen and helium ionizationzones of the Cepheidsare

also responslblefor excitingthe oscillationsin the ZZ Ceti stars. We

shall return to this point again below.

2. The oscillationsof the shortestperiod ZZ Ceti stars can be

understoodin terms of low overtonesof 1=i or 2 g-modes. This point has

been made previouslyby Brlekhill (1975),by Robinsonand McGraw (1976),

and by Robinson,Nather and McGraw (1976),for the specialcase of R548.

3. The shortestperiod of oscillationchangesabruptly from

~ 200 sec for stars with log Teff _ 4.1 to _ ~ 800-900sec for those with

log Teff _ 4.1. The reason for this (if it is a real effect) is at present

unknown.
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Figure 2. Observed periods of the ZZ Ceti stars from McGraw (1977) compared

with theoretical g-mode periods calculated for different white dwarf models.

For each star the various principal periods detected are plotted as large

dots connected together and labelled with the star name. The effective

temperatures are those tabulated by McGraw. The calculated periods for the

0.388M e and 0.758M e models are by Brickhill (1975); those for the 0.6M e

models are by Dziembowskl (1977). The lowest few obertones of the £=I and

£=2 modes are shown (labelled by the values of k and £) for the theoretical

calculations. The shortest observed periods of the hotter ZZ Ceti stars

(log Tef f _ 4.1) are in the range of the low-order g-mode periods. The

periods of the cooler ZZ Cetl stars (log Tef f _ 4.1) require rather high

radial overtones (k _ 15-25) if these oscillations correspond to conventional

g-modes.
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figure 3; The instability strip in the H-R diagram. The upper portion of

the figure showing the theoretical evolutionary tracks and the location of

the Cepeheids is adapted from Figure i of Henden and Cox (1976). The in-

stability strip has been extrapolated linearly along the dashed lines into

the region occupied by the white dwarfs. The locations of the variable

white dwarfs are shown by the large open circles.
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4. In order to interpret the oscillations of the long-period ZZ Ceti

stars in terms of modes which are presently understood, it is necessary to

identify the observed oscillations as rather high overtones (k _ 15 for

= i; k _ 25 for £ = 2). Note that the hlgh-order spectra belonging to

various £-values overlap, so that periods alone are insufficient to provide

unique mode identifications in this range.

There are a few additional indications from the data which reinforce

the interpretation of the long-perlod modes as high radial overtones. As

pointed out by Robinson and McGraw (1976), there is a rough correlation of

oscillation period with observed oscillation amplitude. This is shown in

Fig. 4, where McGraw's (1977) periods and amplitudes are plotted. Note that

the practice of assigning a single amplitude to the star is not really

adequate for this purpose, as McGraw points out; a more detailed comparison

with the theory can be made by using the observed amplitudes of the

individual oscillation modes. Also shown in this figure are McGraw's

estimates of the stability of the oscillations.

For a comparison we have also plotted in Fig. 4 Dziembowski's (1977b)

bolometrlc magnitude variations, reduced by a factor of 10-3, for the various

radial overtones of the _=i and 2 g-modes computed for his 0.6M o, Tef f

II,000°K model; almost identical results are obtained for the Tel f = 12,000°K

model. This suggests the following conclusions:

i. The general trends of the observational data are broadly consistent

with the theoretical curves. This is at least not in disagreement with the

hypothesis that the long-perlod modes are high radial overtones.
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Figure 4. The correlation between period and amplitude of the osclllatlon

for the ZZ Ceti stars. The observational data are taken from McGraw (1977),

and hls estimates of the stability of the osclllation modes are indlcated In

parentheses after the star name. Note that the "amplitude" plotted here is

a "typical value" for each star; a more informative comparison is possible

by making use of the amplitudes of the individual oscillatlon modes as

determined from the power spectra. Also shown for comparlson are the

predicted bolometric magnltude varlatlons for the various radlal overtones

for the %=1 and 2 g-modes as calculated by Dzlembowskl (1977). The plotted

points are labelled by the k and % values of the modes. Dzlembowsl=l's

tabulated values of AMbolhave been reduced by a factor of i0 for this

graph, suggestlng that the amplitudes of the radlal osclllatlons are

-3
6r/r _ I0 for these stars.
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2. The stability of the oscillations displays an interesting

correlation with the periods. The shortest period oscillators display

a very stable mode structure, while the longest period oscillators tend

to be the least stable. This is also consistent with the suggested

identification of the short periods with low-k modes and the long periods

with hlgh-k modes. Because the density of modes increases very rapidly

with k in frequency space, the possibility of mode-coupling is enormously

greater for the high-k modes than at low k. This may lead to beating

or mode-switching that may be observed as apparent lack of stability of

the oscillation. Precisely this type of interaction has been shown by

Robinson, Nather,,and McGraw (1976) to occur even in the most stable

ZZ Ceti star, R548; when this is taken into account, the underlying mode

structure of the star is found to have I_I < i0-ii.

3. The oscillation amplitudes as determined from the ratio of

Dzlembowski's calculations of %ol with the observed amplitude of

variation A are quite small; 6r/r _ 10-3 at the stellar surface.

As the previous discussion has been intended to show, great progress

has been made in the past several years in understanding the nature of the

oscillations in the ZZ Cetl stars. Despite this, the mode identifications,

except perhaps in R548, are still.unsettled. One reason for this is that

theoretical models have yet to demonstrate pulsatlonal instability in the

modes suggested by the observations. A second reason is that additional

oscillation modes mayexlst in white dwarfs which have not yet been studied

adequately or that rotational modifications ofexlstlng g-modes may be

important. We therefore turn next to considerations of these questions.
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b. Excitationand non-llnearmode-coupllng

Only a few of the recent non-radlaloscillationcalculationshave

investigatedthe problemof excitationof the modes, and this has

usuallybeen restrictedto the linear,quasl-adlabatlcapproximation. In

their classicpaper, Osakl and Hansen (1973)studiedradiative,neutrino,

and gravitatlonal-radiatlondampingof non-radlaloscillations. However,

the pure 56Fe white dwarf models they employeddid not includea treatment

of the ionizationzones, and thus no pulsatlonalinstabilitywas found.

More recently,Hansen,Cox, and Van Horn (1977;see also Van Horn 1976)

have studiedthe low-k, £=i and 2 non-radlaloscillationmodes of detailed

models of pure 12C white dwarfs. These models did includea careful

treatmentof the ionizatlon/convectlonzone, and a hint of instabilityin
+ +

the £=2 gl and g2 modes was found for a model with Teff = 58,000°K. It

is not clear that this is a real instability,however,because the result

dependsupon the assumedlocationof the "transitionzone" (cf. Cox and

Giull 1967, ch. 27) where the quasi-adlabatlcapproximationbreaks down.

In any case, this "instability"is clearlyirrelevantto the ZZ Cetl stars.

The only other theoreticalstudy of the excitationmechanism in

models for the ZZ Cetl stars of which thiswriter is aware is that by

Dzlembowskl(1977b). In this importantwork, Dzlembowsklinvestigatedthe

oscillationsand stabilityof two 0.6M® white dwarf models with Teff

II,000°Kand 12,000°K. These models,with elementabundancedistributions

taken from the last model of Paczynski's (1971)planetarynebula sequence,

did includehydrogen/hellumenvelopeswith ionizationzones. The results

of Dziembowski'sfully non-adiabaticcalculationswere: i) g-modeswith

k < 15-25 were found not to be self-exclted,and ii) modes correspondingto

very high orders (£ ~ 100-400,k ~ 15-20)were drivenviolentlyunstable,
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primarily by the HeII ionization zone, with growth timescales of days.

However, the periods of these modes are much too short (N ~ 5-20 see),

and the E-value much too large for these modes to correspond to the

observations. (For example, Dziembowski finds _oi ~ 10-2 - 10-5 for

these hlgh-E modes as opposed to A_o I ~ 200 for the E=2 modes of

comparable k-order).

Thus none of the theoretical calculations has yet succeeded in

discoverin_ pulsational instabilities in those modes which the observations

indicate to be excited in the ZZ Ceti stars.

One possibility for resolving this problem was suggested by

Dziembowski (1977b). He pointed out that non-linear interactions among

the very high-E modes which he finds to be excited may provide resonant

excitation of the lower-order modes in the observed range of frequencies.

_Vandakurov (1977) has subsequently considered non-linear driving of

radial pulsations by these same unstable non-radial modes).

This would be expected to lead to variability of the observed mode ampli-

tudes, as is found in the long-perlod (800-1000 second) oscillators. It

isdifficulttoacceptthisexplanationfortheshort-period(~200-second)

oscillators,however. In particular,the greatstabilityof the oscillations

in R458stronglysuggeststhatthesemodes are indeedcorrectlyidentified

as low-E,low-koscillationsthatare self-excited.If thisis correct,

thenthereis an essentialaspectof the non-radialexcitationmechanism

that we have yet understood.

Another,related,problemthat may be importantin the whitedwarfs

is the interaction between oscillations and convection. There are two

aspectsof this: the effectof convectivefluxvariationsupon the

pulsationalstabilityand the directnon-linearcouplingbetweenpulsatio;lal

and convectivemotions. Work on the generalproblemof convectionin

pulsatlontheoryhas beenbrieflyreviewedby Cox (1976). In the context
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of white dwarfs,there has been no work on this problem,and time-

variationsin the convectiveflux have been entirelyignoredin the

pulsationalstabilityanalysis. From researchon the effectsof con-

vectionon other types of stars, however, it appears likely that this

is inadequate. For example, in a series of papers concernedwith the

full hydrodynamictreatmentof convectionin Cepheldsand RR Lyrae stars,

Deupree (1976,pp. 222, 229, and referencestherein)has shown that

convectionbecomesimportantat the red edge of the instabilitystrip,

where it dominatesthe damping of the oscillations. Is it too great an

extrapolationto suppose that convectionmay play a similarrole in the

ZZ Ceti stars, perhapseven in determiningthe transitionfrom stable 200-

second oscillationsto fluctuating800-1000second oscillations?

Unfortunately,Deupree'sdetailednumericalapproachis ill-adapted

for use in a survey of stabilityamong non-radlalmodes, especiallythose

of moderatelyhigh order. For this purpose one would prefer a simpler

approximationthat could be employedwith linear theory. Two recent

groups of papers are of interestin this regard. First, Gough (1977)has

recentlyreviewed the tlme-dependentgeneralizationsof mixlng-length

theory and has presentedthem in a form suitablefor use in studiesof

radialpulsation. Second,Goldrelchand Keeley (1977a,b)have presented

a carefulanalysisof the interactionbetween convectionand pulsationin

connectionwith low-amplltudeoscillationsof the sun. They find (1977a)

that turbulentdissipationrendersunstableradial modes marginally stable.

In their second paper (1977b)the treatmentof convection/pulsatloninter-

actionsis generalizedto the case of non-radialoscillations,and they

find that non-llnearinteractionslead to a tendencyfor equipartitlonof
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pulsationmodes which are close to resonancewith convectiveeddies.

In the white dwarfs,it has been pointed out before (VanHorn 1976)

that convectivetlmescalesbecome comparablewith g-modeperiods for

the cooler He-envelopewhite dwarfswith M ~ 0.4-0.6M . Clearly this

problemneeds furtherattentionfrom the theorists.

c. New modes?

The difficultyof identifyingthe long-perlodoscillationsof the

ZZ Ceti stars with modes of low order has suggestedto some the possibility

of findingadditionaloscillationmodes of the white dwarfs beyond the

conventionalp-,f-, and g-modes. Motivatedin part by this, Van Horn and

Savedoff (1976;see also Denis 1975) undertooka preliminaryinvestigation

of the effectsof a solid core upon the oscillationspectrum of a white

dwarf. Although their analysishas not yet been carriedthrough for a

completestellarmodel, they were able to show that the abilityof the

solid core to sustainshearingmotions permittedtorsionaloscillationsof

the core, just as in the case of the solid Earth. In addition,they found

that the non-vanlshingshear modulusproducedmodificationsin the p- and

g-mode oscillationperiods; for the p-modes the changewas only a few

percent,while for the g-modes,the period ranged from the normal value

in the case of small shear moduli, to that appropriateto the torsional

oscillations. Since the torsionaloscillationperiods_t were estimated

to be no more than 3 to i0 times longer than the p-mode periods,or Ht ~

30-100 seconds,the effect of the solid core does not appear to be relevant

to the problemof the long-perlodoscillations. In addition,while core

12C
crystallizationbegins near Teff = 13,000°Kin a IM®, white, it will

not occur until considerablylower temperaturesin stars of lower masses.
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From McGraw's (.1977)values of log g for the ZZ Cetl stars, the masses are

expected to lie in the range of 0.5-0.TMe; the values of Teff at crystal-

lization for these masses are so low that core crystallization will not

begin until these stars have cooled well below the observed instability

strip.

Another, as yet unexplored, possibility exists for introduclng new

modes into the white dwarfs, however. This has to do with the effect of

composition discontinuities upon the mode structure of the starI. It is

well-known that white dwarfshave undergone thermonuclear processing. They

must initially have been more massive in order to have evolved off the main

sequence and to have become white dwarfs; thus some of the hydrogen has

been burnt into helium. In addition, the masses are larger than the minimum

for helium burnlng; thus some of the hellum has also been processed into

carbon and oxygen. It is unlikely that the white dwarfs have undergone

further nuclear processing, althoughthls cannot yet be rigorously established.

It is also well-known that the gravitational fields in white dwarfs are

sufficiently high so that gravitational settling of the elements will have

proceeded to its limit (cf. Schatzman 1958). Thus the compositional structure

of a whlte dwarf is expected to consist of layers of virtually pure elements;

hydrogen overlying helium overlying carbon and oxygen. Vauclalr and

Relsse (%977) and Koester (1976) describe the structure of the outer layers

of such a star.

In cases with such layered structures, it is anticipated that additional

modes of oscillat_on associated wlththe density discontinuities will appear.

For the case of the heterogeneous incompressible sphere this has been

le

I am indebted to M.P. Savedoff for drawing my attention to this point.
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confirmed within the past five years (cf. Ledoux 1974). The eigenfunctions

associated with the additional modes peak near the density discontinuities;

thus these modes can be regarded as "surface waves" associated with the

discontinuities. The effect of the thickness of the various composition

layers upon the oscillation spectrum of a white dwarf, however, has not

yet been investigated. It is tempting to speculate that the location of

the H/He composition boundary relative to the location of the Hell ion-

ization zone may even be responsible for the existence of non-variables

within the instability strip, just as Baglin (1976) has suggested in the

region of the main sequence A stars.

IV. Effects of Rotation on Non-Radial Oscillations

a. Slow rotation

Up to this point we have ignored the effects of rotation upon the

mode structure of a non-radially oscillating star. However, as we shall

discuss in this section, rotation exerts a profound influence upon the

periods of such oscillations. It is convenient to begin this discussion

with the case of very slow rotation (rotation frequency _ << _ = 2z/H),

both because it can be treated as a perturbation on the non-rotatlon case,

and because it may be especially relevant to the ZZ Ceti stars we have been

considering.

The theory of the leading (i.e., linear) corrections to the frequencies

of non-radial oscillations due to uniform rotation has been well-established

for some time now (ef. Ledoux 1951, Ledoux and Walraven 1958) and yields,

in the inertial observer's frame,
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°k£m = Ok£ - m_(l - Ck£). (2)

Here _k£m is the (complex) eigenfrequency, Sk£ is the value of _k£m in

the absence of rotation, m is the azimuthal spherical harmonic index

(m = -1, -Z+I, ...,1 ), and Ck£ is defined by

f0r2dr(2ab+b 2)

Ck£ = f0rZdr [a2+£(£+l)b2 ] . (3)

In (3), the quantities a and b are, respectively, the amplitudes of the

radial and tangential displacement elgenfunction, defined by

~k£m_ = (_r,_O,_)=(6r,r60,rsinO_)=[a(r)Y£m,b(r)_8 , b(r)sinO8Y_]. (4)

For moderately large k-values, ]al is generally much smaller than Ibl ,

and (4) reduces to

~ 1

Ck£ £ (£+i)
(4a)o

Brickhill (1975) comments that (4a) is a good approximation for k £ 4, but

he gives no quantitiative details beyond this.

Recently, Wolff (1977) has applied this formalism to interpret the

multiperiodicities observed in the ZZ Ceti stars as beats produced by non-

linear mode-coupling of rotationally-split g-mode oscillations. He argues

(see Wolff 1974 for details) that g-modes with spherical harmonic index

m and -m should be excited to comparable levels, and hence that the corresponding

retrograde (m > 0) and prograde (m < 0) modes will combine to yield a not-

quite-standing mode with azimuth and time dependence of the form (in the

non-rotating inertial frame):
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cos{ImI[_ + _(l-Ck£)t]}ei°klt. (5)

The rate of azimuthaldrift of this wave patternis thus given by

-_ = f_(l-Ck£)--_9.," (6).

In the case of uniformrotationand sufficientlylarge k, Ck£ assumesthe

simple form given by (4a),and the drift rate of the wave patternthen

dependsonly upon £ and _, but not upon k or m.

Wolff then argues that it is the "slow"relativedrift of groups

of modes with comparable£-valuesthat dominatesthe observedvariations.

This leads him to considerthe patternfrequenciesgiven by (6) and (4a)

togetherwith simple differencesof these frequenciesas definingan

oscillationspectrumdependingonly upon the stellarrotationrate _.

A schematicillustrationof this conceptand its applicationto four of

the ZZ CetiVariables are shown in Fig. 5, adaptedfrom Wolff's paper.

The coincidenceof the theoreticalspectrumwith the observedpower spectra

is rather striking,despitesome obviousdifferences. This, togetherwith

the fact that it yields potentiallytestablepredictionsof the rotation

rates of the oscillatingwhite dwarfs,makes Wolff'smodel of interestfor

furtherstudy.

In particular,the rotationrates Wolff predictsare in the range

2_/_ = 200 to 500 seconds. _his would be consistentwith the contractionof

a star having approximatelysolar angularmomentum from the main sequence
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Fig. 5 - Wolffts theory for the oscillations of the ZZ Ceti stars. This

figure is adapted from Wolff (1977). The right half of the upper panel

shows schematically the azimuthal drift rates _% given by (6) for modes with

£ = 1,2,3,4... in units of the stellar rotation frequency _. The left half

of the same panel shows the heat frequencies _%=2 -_b=l' "''' _£=4 - _£=2'

etc., also in units of ft. The lower panel shows one example of a comparison

of this'theoretical spectrum with the observed oscillation spectrum of the

ZZ Ceti star G29-38. The assumed stellar rotation period 2w/_ = 306 seconds

has been chosen to provide the best match with this data. The frequencies

labelled P, P-H, and P-2H have no theoretical foundation, but are introduced

to correspond to other large peaks in the power spectrum. The frequency P

is supposedly analogous to the so-called "prograde mode" identified in the

sun while His "the frequency of the highest maximum in the observed

.spectrum" IWolff1977). 478



to white dwarf dimensions without loss of angular momentum, but it is much

faster than the rotation rates found so far in any other single white dwarf

(.>103-104 seconds in 14 DA white dwarfs: Greensteln and Peterson 1973,

Greenstein et al. 1977; ~ 2.2 hours in Felge 7: Lelbert et al. 1977; and

1.3 days in G195-19: Angel et al. 1972). A rotation period of ~ 200 seconds

-i
corresponds to an equatorial velocity of ~ 300 km s and to a rotational

o

Doppler broadenlng of ~ 4.5A at Hy. This is amply large enough to be

measured, even in the presence of the very large pressure broadening in

white dwarfs, and the results of such measurements are of very considerable

interest. If such large rotation broadening is found, it will favor Wolff's

theory and provide a new puzzle: why do the variable white dwarfs rotate

so much faster than non-varlables? If rapid rotation is not observed,

the measurement will at least place useful limits on the rotation periods

of the ZZ Ceti stars and reaffirm an existing puzzle: why and how are

hlgh-order g-modes excited?

Apart from its virtue of potential for Observational test, there are

a number of shortcomings of Wolff's model from the point of view of theory,

Instead of developing his model from first principles, Wolff has intro-

duced a number of ad hoc assumptions that should be checked. For example,

he adopts the large-k limit for Ck£ for all of his modes; is this adequate?

In part to address this question Hansen, Cox, and Van Horn (1977) have

computed the rotational splitting of £=2 g-modes in 56Fe and 12C white

dwarf models in or near the observed white dwarf instability strip. For

uniform rotation they find values of Ck£ ranging from -0.020 to 0.165,

depending upon the stellar mass, Tef f, and the k-value of the mode; the

result given by (4a)is I/£(£+i)= 1/6 = 0.166.
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Hansen, Cox, and Van Horn have also carried out preliminary

calculations of the effects of differential rotation in white dwarfs,

assuminga "rotationlaw" of the form adoptedby Ostrikerand Boden-

heimer (1968)in their study of massive differentlally-rotatingwhite

dwarfs. For IM , 12C white dwarf models, the calculations indicate

a considerably different (and Teff-sensitive ) splitting of the £=2

gl- and g2-modes, although this result is rather model-dependent. (There

is almost n_9_odifference in the gl- and g2-mode splittings for the much

cruder 56Fe white dwarf models in the Teff-range of interest). This

result is of interest in connection with the extremely careful and

detailedanalysis of the oscillationsof R548 by Robinson,Nather,and

McGraw (1976). They found that the power spectrumof this star consisted

of two main peaks at periods of about 213s and 274s, and that these are

each split into close pairs wlth very stable periods (IHI < i0-ii). The

two close pairs, presumablysplit by rotation,each beat togetherto

yield differencefrequenciescorrespondingto periodsof ~ 1444 (for the

213s oscillations)and ~ 1466 (for the 274s oscillations). From (2),

these differencescorrespondto the quantity21mI_(l-Ck£),and the different

splittingfrequenciesfor the two modes thus requiredifferentvalues of

Ck£. As the calculationsof Hansen et al. show, this is not at all sur-

prising for the low-orderg-modes thoughtto be present in R548. Although

it is prematureto identify the precisemode and rotationperiod of R548

(otherthan that it appearsto be of the order of a day or two)- much less

to associatethe observedsplittingwith differentialrotation--the prospects

for the future seem promising.

b. Rapid rotationand disk accretion

In contrast to the single white dwarfs,the white dwarfs in cata-

clysmicvariablesmay exhibitrapid rotation as a byproductof accretion.
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In these systems, accretion onto the white dwarf must ultimately take

place from the inner edge of the accretion disk, which rotates with the

Keplerian circular velocity vK ~ (GM/R,) I/2. For a white dwarf with
-i

mass M = IM and radius R, ~ 109cm, this velocity is vK ~ 3000 km se

which corresponds to an orbital period ~ 20 seconds. If such rapid rotation

can be transferred efficiently to the white dwarf, the assumption of

"slow" rotation, upon which the mode-splittlng calculations are based,

will be violated. For this reason, a number of recent papers have begun

investigations of the effects of rapid rotation upon the oscillation

spectra of stars.

A general formulation of the theory of non-radial oscillations of

differentially rotating stars has been presented by Aizenman and Cox (1975;

hereinafter denoted by AC). This approach was subsequently applied by

Hansen, Aizenman, and Ross (1976) to a study of the non-radial oscillations

of uniformly rotating isothermal cylinders. They found very peculiar

behaviors of certain g-modes under rapid rotation and showed that some

of the modes correspond to dynamically unstable spiral waves. This

intriguing result stimulated Hansen and his collaborators to undertake

further investigations of the effects of rotation upon the non-radial

oscillation modes of stars. Hansen, Cox, and Carroll (1978) have accordingly

adapted the theoretical formulation developed by AC to study this problem.

In the limit of slow rotation (only correction terms to the elgenfunctions

and eigenvalues that are linear in _ are considered), they showed that

the AC formalism recovers the conventional frequency- splitting constant

C given by (3). However, Hansen et al. also extended their calculation to

the quasi-adiabatic analysis of modal stability; they found the interesting
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result that retrosrade (m>O) modes are slightly more stable than prograde

ones. Further, in a noteworthy appendix, Hansen, Cox, and Carroll studied

the non-radial oscillations of rotating, cylindrical '_hite dwarfs" (the

analogs of the rotating isothermal cylinders of Hansen, Aizenman, and Ross).

In this work, which was no____trestrictedto slow rotation, they found large

effects on the g-mode periods even at rather moderate rotation rates

(_ _ 500 seconds for £ = 2 gl-modes). They also found substantial differences

between the retrograde and prograde modes, as well as significant departures

from the linear theory, even at periods as long as i000 seconds. For this

reason, they recommended a careful re-examinatlon of Wolff's theory of the

ZZ Ceti oscillations; if the mode splitting differs significantly from

that given by (4a) with (2) and (6), the spectrum shown schematically

in the top part of Fig. 5 will be modified, and it is not clear whether

the degree of agreement with the observed oscillation spectra of the ZZ Ceti

variables will be maintained.

An exciting new development in the theory of oscillations of rotating

stars is contained in an important recent paper by Papaloizu and Pringle

(1978). In this work, they pointed out the existence of a new class of

modes which appear in rotating stars and which they have termed "r-modes"

because of their similarity to Rossby waves. These modes have previously

been missed by most workers because they belong to a completely different

mode class (the toroidal modes) than do the spheroidal p-, f-, and g-modes,

and because - for spherical stars - the toroidal modes are all degenerate

at zero frequency.

The existence of the class of toroidal modes of stellar oscillation

was noted in a group-theoretical paper by Perdang (1968; see also Chandra-

sekhar 1961). The nature of these modes was further clarified in an ex-
\
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ceptionally careful study by Aizenmann and Smeyers (1977). They showed

that the displacement fields P_ that correspond to oscillations of non-

zero frequency have no toroldal component. In this case, they found

that the displacement eigenfunction _k£m can be written in the familiar

form (cf. equation [4])

_ _=ratr_y b(r)_Y-_m,b(r) _] (7a)_k£m = (_r'_8'_ _ L ,, £m' 80 sin0

This separation of variables yields the spheroidal oscillation modes, for

which Cowling (!941) introduced the subclassifications of p-, f-, and g-modes.

Aizenman and Smeyers went on to show, however, that the modes which are

degenerate at zero frequency in a spherical star consist of the f-mode

belonging to _=i and a new class of modes which have no radial component

of thedisplacement. For the latter modes, the displacement eigenfunction

can be written in the form (see also Van Horn and Savedoff 1976)

_k£m = [0, c(r)sine_ , - c(r)_8 ) , (Tb)

where c(r) is a function of radius only. This separation of variables

yields the toroidal oscillation modes.

In a rotating star, the equations governing the fluid motions contain

additional terms not present in the spherical case. These correspond to

the effects of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and they affect both

the equilibrium configurations and the small-amplitude perturbations about

equilibrium. These additional terms are the ones responsible for producing

the mode-splitting that breaks the (2£+l)-fold degeneracy of the g-modes of
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order £ that has been discussed previously (cf. equation [2]). However,

as Papaloizu and Pringle (1978) show, the existing analysis of g-mode

splitting (except for the very general formulation given by Aizenman and

Cox 1975) is based upon the assumption of slow rotation of the star, and

they argue that this is probably invalid for the white dwarfs in cataclysmic

variables. Furthermore, as Papalolzu and Pringle also show (see also

Perdang 1968), rotation breaks the degeneracy of the zero-frequency modes,

producing in addition to the rotatlonally-modlfled g-modes a spectrum of

toroldal modes with frequencies approximately given by (for uniform

rotation)

2
O'k,tm= -m_[l.A(_,+I)],_,# O. (8)

These are the modes Papalolzu and Pringle have named r-modes. For the

case £=i, (8) still yields zero frequency; in this case a slightly better

approximation yields a non-zero result, which, however, is very small Icf.

Papaloizu and Pringle 1978).

Papalolzu and Pringle go on to discuss some possible applications of

their theory to the interpretation of observational data. In particular,

they question whether the 20-30 second oscillations observed in some cata-

clysmic variables, usually in the post-maxlmum decline of the light curve,

may be r-modes rather than g-modes as conventionally assumed (cf. Warner

and Robinson 1972). There are three main points to their argument. First,

they point out that although p- and f-modes generally have periods much

shorter than 20-30 seconds in hot white dwarfs, the g-mode periods -- although

much shorter than the ~ 200 second periods found in models with Tef f ~
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IO,000°K --tend still to be longer than 20-30 seconds2. Secondly, they

note that the timescales over which period changes are observed to occur

in the cataclysmic variable stars (often _ 18 hours : cf. Warner 1976b)

are enormously short compared to the characteristic e-foldlng (decay)

tlmescales of the g-modes2. Third, they emphasize that the rotation

expected in the cataclysmic variable white dwarfs is likely to be rapid

enough to invalidate the slow-rotation approximation for g-mode splitting,

and may be fast enough to permit the existence of r-modes with periods

comparable to those observed.

In order to obtain decay tlmescales as short as the timescales of

observed period changes in the cataclysmic variables, Papaloizu and Prlngle

argue that it is necessary to consider white dwarf models in which the mass

involved in the oscillations is confined to the very outermost surface

layers. To this end they have studied the properties of some £=2 g-modes

for models with a luminosity source embedded in the outermost ~I0-10M®

Of envelopes containing ~10-6 to 10-7M of hydrogen. These models are®

intended to simulate accretlonal heating of the surface layers, and the

results indicate decay times as short as ~ 104 seconds for these highly

surface-concentrated modes. For the low-k g-modes the periods are still

too long for these models, however.

2However, see the discussion of accretlng white dwarf models with

nuclear burning in Section V below, especially the calculations by

DeGregoria 1977 and by Sienkiewicz and Dzlembowski 1978).
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The interaction between the accretion disk and the surface layers

of the white dwarf is further elaborated by Papalolzu and Pringle in

Appendix i of their paper. Here they consider a simple model of the

transition layer over which the angular velocity changes from the Keplerian

value appropriate to the inner edge of the disk to the slower rotation rate

of the star. They show that the perturbation equations for this flow lead

to the analogs of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, and they estimate

Conditions for the onset of instability. In the text of their paper they

speculate that either this instability or the direct interaction of the

accretion disk_-Ith the surface of the white dwarf may be responsible for

the excitation of non-radlal oscillations of the star, a concept already

implicit in the work of Pringle (1977). This process, which is rather

similar to the production of musical tones in a flute, represents an

important new mechanism for the excitation of stellar oscillations and clearly

merits considerably more detailed work. To date only a few papers have

seriously considered the complex problems involved in this interaction

region. In addition to those works already cited, we must add the funda-

mental.paper of Lynden-Bell and Prlngle (1974), the quasi-steady calculations

of Durisen (1977), and the recent work by Kippenhahn and Thomas (1978). The

latter authors in particular point out that the interface region in disk

accretion differs drastically from that involved in spherical accretion

flows.
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V. Instabilities in Planetary Nucleus Stars and Nuclear-BurninB White Dwarfs

To complete this survey of theoretical research on the oscillations of

degenerate stars, mention must also be made of recent work on degenerate

stars other than the ZZ Ceti variables and the cataclysmics. The two types

of systems which have received attention are i) the central stars of planetary

nebulae and il) white dwarfs with H- or_He-burning shells, usually thought

of as resulting from accretion. To date, these theoretical models have

only limited correspondence with the observational data, and for this reason

my discussion of them will be brief.

a. Planetary nuclei

Research on the oscillations of planetary nuclei published within the

past two or three years has been limited, to this writer's knowledge, to

two short papers by Stothers (1977) and by Dziembowski (1978). Stothers'

paper is another in his series of applications of T.R. Carson's new radi-

ative opacities (cf. Carson 1976). In this newest work, Stothers finds that

the fundamental model of radial pulsation (and in a few cases, the first

overtone as well) is excited in very high luminosity degenerate stars by

the K-mechanism operating in the CNO ionization zone. This is a direct

consequence of a large "bump" in the Carson CNO opacities that occurs over

a wide temperature range aroung 106°K at low densities. The region of the

H-R diagram in which pulsational instability is driven by this mechanism

covers a range in luminosity given by 3.5 _ log L/Le _ 4, with effective

temperatures cooler than log Teff _ 5.0, extending at least to the red of

= 4.65 and possibly beyond. This is the same region occupied bylog Teff

the highest luminosity central stars of planetary nebulae, and Stothers

suggests that this mechanism may perhaps explain some of the rapid vari-
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abilitythat has been observedin some of the planetarynuclei. He quotes

the observedtimescalesofvarlatlon as rangingfrom weeks to perhapsas

short as seconds, while the theoreticalmodels yield fundamental mode periods

rangingfrom fractionsof an hour to about a day.

Dziembowski's(1978)paper is concernedwith short-perlodvariability

in FG Sge, Over the period from 1972 to 1975, duringwhich time the spectral

type changedfrom F6 to G2, observationsquotedby Dziembowsklindicate

short-termvariabilitywith a period of 60 days in 1972 and 20 days in 1975.

He has accordinglycarriedout calculationsof the nonadlabaticpulsational

instabilityof double (H- and He-) shell burningmodels in order to find

the hlgh-lumlnosltyextensionof the instabilitystrip. For models with

masses between0.52M and IM and with luminositiesgreaterthan about 103L ,

he finds that nonadiabaticeffectsare important,and by matching the models

to the observed periodshe is able to deduce the luminosityand mass of the

star. He finds that a 60 day pulsationperiod can be fitted by a model with

L _ 6300 L and M = 0.63 M , while a 20 day period requiresL _ 1600L ,

which may be too low for the developmentof a He shell-flash.

b, Nuclear-burn_Ingwhite dwarfs

In a recent series of papers,Vila and Sion (1976),Sion and Vila (1976),

Vila (1977),and DeGregoria (1977)have examinedthe pulsationaland thermal

stabilityof a number of staticmodels of whlte dwarfs withoutaccretion

and with nuclear burningof a H/He envelopeassumed to provide the entire

luminosityof the star. Vila and Sion (1976)constructedstaticmodels with

masses of 0.6 and 1.0M in which H shell-burnlngby pp and CN0 reactionsin

an appropriatelychosen envelopeprovided the only energy source. They found

nuclear-energizedinstabilityof the fundamentalradial (F)mode in the
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106_
luminosityinterval0 j log L/L _ 3, with growth timescalesof ~

108 years. At log L/L , the first radial overtone (HI) mode was also

excited,on a timescaleof 108 years. In a closely relatedwork, Sion

and Vila (1976) found nuclear-energized pulsations of the F-mode alone

in the range 0 < log L/L < 3 for models with He-burningshells near the

surfaces. Vila (1977)subsequentlyundertookto examinethe thermal

stabilityof the H shell-burningmodels and came to the unexpectedcon-

clusionthat the models were all thermallystable. A similarnegative

resultwas also found by Sion, Acierno,and Turnshek (1978),who discussed

the thermalstabilityof models having masses 1.2 S M/M S 1.38 and under-®

going steady-stateaccretionwith H-burnlngdue to CNO reactionsin the

envelopeas the only energy source. Unfortunately,from the brevity of

the descriptiongiven by these authors,it is unclearwhether all of these

calculationsrefer to models undergoingstationaryaccretionor whether

that is only true of some of them. More seriously,it is not clear why

the conclusionsregardingthe lack of thermalinstabilitiesin these models

differ from the conclusionsfor similarmodels based on the calculations

of Sienkiewiczand Dziembowski,discussedbelow, and from the detailed,

tlme-dependentshell-flashcalculationscarriedout over the past several

years, especiallyby Gallagherand Starrfield(1978),Sparks,Starrfield,

and Truran (1977),and referencestherein. Until the differencesare

satisfactorilyexplained,these resultsmust be used with caution.

Another recent paper dealingwith nuclear-energlzedpulsationsin

white dwarfs is that of DeGregorla (1977), which followsup earlier,

similarwork by Cameron (1975). DeGregoriahas investigatedthe radial

and non-radialpulsationalinstabilityof staticwhite dwarf models with

masses between 0.6 and 1.4M and in which the sole energy source is®
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H-burnlng due to the CN reactions. His models have luminosities ranging •

from 1036 to 103Bergss-I, and he finds instabilitiesin both radial and

non-radlalmodes, the models with largermasses being consistentlythe

more unstable. In most of DeGregorla's models, the fundamental radial (F)

mode is unstable,with periods of a few secondsand growth times longer than

about 104years. In models with lower luminositiesand higher masses,

radial overtonesas high as H3 may be excited,and In.cases where the first

overtone (HI)mode is excited,it is!foundto be far more unstable than

the F-mode. In all cases, the £=2 gl-mode (the only g-mode considered),

with periods~ 5-40 secondswas excited,with very short growth timescales,

rangingfrom less than a week to some tens of years. The £=2 Kelvin- (f-)

mode and the p-modeswere found always•to be stable,however. The results

of these calculationswere discussedin the•contextof pulsatingX-ray

sources.

The final calculationsto be dlscussedhere are those of Sienkiewicz

(1975)and Sienkiewiczand Dziembowski(1978). In the first of these papers,

Sienkiewiczdiscussedthe constructionof white dwarf models of masses 1.0

and 1.39Me,which are undergoingsteady-stateaccretlonwith nuclear burning

of the material at the same rate as it is accreted. Accretionrates between

_I0-II Me yr-I and a few times 10-7 M yr-I were used, and the systematic

behaviorsof the H- and He- burningshellswith accretionrate and stellar

mass were studied. In the later paper, Sienklewiczand Dzlembowski(1978)

investigatedthe thermaland vibrationalstabilityof the 1 M models from@

Sienklewicz'saccretioncalculations. All of the models were found to be

thermallyunstable,in contrast to the conclusionsof Vila (1977),with in-

stabilityproduced by the H-burnlngshell for M _ 4 x 10-8M yr-I and by®

the He-burnlngshell for M £ 3 x 10-7M yr-I. Vibrationalinstabilitywas
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also found at all but the highest accretion rates, but the growth rate of

the oscillations was slower than the thermal instabilities, except in the

range 4 x 10-SMo yr-i <~_ <~3 x 10-7Meyr -I. (see Fig. 6). Both radial and

non-radial modes were found to be excited (similar multi-mode excitation

has also been found in non-accretlng nova and pre-nova models by Sastri and

Simon 1973 and by Vemury (1978), although the growth rate of the most

rapldly-exclted g-modes was more than three orders of magnitude faster than

that of the radial modes. The £=i g2-mode was found to be the most unstable,

with growth rates of a few months in the range of _ where pulsations develop

more rapidly than thermal instabilities. The periods of these models are

about 30 seconds, although a broad spectrum of g-modes corresponding to

£=1-5 and with periods ranging from i0 to 50 seconds is excited simultaneously.

Because of the high rates of accretion and nuclear burning in the pul-

satlonally unstable models, the luminosities of these cases are quite large

I03LQ, log Tef f _ 5), but because of the simultaneous excitation of(L

many different modes, the pulsations may not be easy to detect observatlonally

despite the high luminosities.

VI. ConclusionsAnd Some Problems That Merit FurtherWork

Despite the real progressin clarifyingthe theoreticalbases for

an understandingof the observedoscillationsof white dwarfs,some major

problemsremain to be resolvedbefore a satisfactorycomparisonof theory

and observationcan be achieved. In particular,no theoreticalcalcul_tlon

has yet succeededin demonstratingpulsationalinstabilityin the oscillation

modes which appear to be excitedin these stars. On the positiveside,
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theorists have begun to carry out considerably refined calculations for

increasingly realistic stellar models, and some have begun to attack the

extremely complex and important problems associated with the effects of

rotation on non-radlal stellar oscillations. Preliminary work has also

been done in a few cases involving accretion and nuclear burning.

Among the many problems that need attention before we can claim an

understanding of the oscillations of white dwarfs, the following appear

to this writer to be some of the more important ones:

i. How does the layered compositional structure of a white dwarf

affect the frequencies and excitation rates of non-radlal oscillations?

In particular, the location and extent of the He ionization zone is expected

to depend rather sensitively upon the thickness of the overlying hydrogen

layer; how does this affect the excitation rates? Does the depth of the

hydrogen layer determine whether or not a white dwarf lying in the

instability strip will be a variable? Also, do the H/He or He/C inter-

faces introduce additional g-modes ("surface waves") into the non-radlal

oscillation spectrum? If so, what are the periods of these modes; can they

explain the 800-1000 second period oscillations?

2. What effect does the coupling between convection and oscillations

have for the white dwarfs? For the purposes of a preliminary investigation

of this problem, the use of a very slmpleform of time-dependent mixing-

length theory may be sufficient; certainly this seems to be a logical and

necessary first step.

3. From the standpoint of observations, can refined versions of the

perlod-amplltude plot shown in Fig. 4 provide further clues to the nature

of the ZZ Cetl oscillations? In addition, is it possible to achieve suf-

ficient frequency resolution in the large-amplitude ZZ Ceti stars to determine
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whether the variability of the mode amplitudes observed here is due tp

beating between colsely-spaced high -k modes, as the period-amplitude

correlations tend to suggest?

4. Also in regard to observations, is Wolff's model of beating

between rotationally=split g-modes supported or rejected by observations

of the rotation-broadening of the Balmer lines in the ZZ Ceti stars? If

it is confirmed, the theoretical basis for the model reouires further

devleopment.

5. The toroidal r-modes introduced by Paploizu and Pringle need to

be investigated carefully in the context of improved stellar models. What

are the mode frequencies and excitation rates in such models? Do these

modes play a role in the long-period ZZ Ceti stars as well as in the cata-

clysmic variables? Is there direct observational evidence of the required

rotation in either type of system?

6. Can the interaction between the accretion disk and the white dwarf

in cataclysmic variables drive oscillations of the star? How can this be

calculated, and under what conditions (if any) can such excitation occur?

7. Finally, is there observational evidence for the existence of

high-lumlnosity degenerate variables?

With the interest and activity on problems of white dwarf oscillations

that has now been generated, perhaps it is not too much to hope that significant

progress is answering these and related questionsmay be achieved before the

next pulsation conference.
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Discussion

Sobouti: I would have to dispute your formula for the expansion of the

g-mode. There are certain criteria for any perturbation expansion, which in

the case of g-modes are not met. In perturbation expansions, you always

have an energy denominator which is the difference of two energies. If you

look at the spectra of g-modes, you can find an infinite number of pairs of

energy levels which are infinitely small and infinitely close to each other,

and if you insert these into the denominator the series won't converge. So

the g-modes cannot accept the perturbation expansion.

Van Horn: Thank you, I hope you will say more about this in your paper later

on. All I can say is, this is the classical expression that has been quoted

since Ledoux.

Sobouti: That formula is fine for p-modes, but not for g-modes, I am afraid.

Van Horn: Will you say something about this in your talk?

Sobouti: I don't know. I am only allowed twelve minutes. [Laughter]

Cahn: Would you like to continue the discussion into the planetary aspects?

Van Horn: I can tell you in one word what I was going to say, and that is

that Stothers has looked at some models for planetaries recently using the

new Carson opacities, and he finds that a mysterious bump which occurs in

those opacities drives instability at high luminosity for'an effective
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temperature range from i00,000 K down. He doesn't know where it terminates.

It is apparently a difference in the Los Alamos opacities and the Carson

opacities.

Wolff: I would like to make two further suggestions to the observers about

testing this model of mine, which Van Horn summarized so nicely. There may

be a tendency for the light curve to repeat itself after an interval of one

or two weeks. The precise interval is proportional to the rotation period,

and the theory says what this interval is for each star. So, do an auto-

correlation of the light curve, displaced by a certain amount, and measure

the tendency for repetition. The other suggestion that I would make is that

if you observe a few stars intensively, that would be a great deal of help

in testing these models.

Nather: I will exercise the Chairman's prerogative and make one comment

while the next speaker is coming up here. The one star that has been

observed most intensively is R548, and there we do find splitting which is

inconsistent with rapid rotation. Ithas to be slow.
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THE PERIOD STRUCTURE OF THE ZZ CETI VARIABLES

John T. McGraw
Departmentof Astronomyand McDonaldObservatory
The Universityof Texasat Austin

The ZZ Ceti variables are a class of pulsating white
dwarfs (cf. the previous review by Robinson)which show a
large variety in the appearanceof their light curves. The
approximaterangein amplitude,period and pulse shape is
shown in Figure 1 which contains segments of the light
curves of HL Tau-76 Ctheprototypical ZZ Ceti star), GD 154
(the variable with the longest period), and ZZ Ceti itself
(R548), the most extensivelyobserved variable. Time-
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Figure I: Segments of the light curves of HL Tau-76,
GD 154 and ZZ Ceti. The ordinate is expressed in detected

photons per second in "white" light, corrected for atmo-
spheric extinction.
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resolved photometry in unfiltered light has yielded a wealth
of informationabout the periodstructure of these stars.
Though we are faced by a broad range of period structure,
we believe it is possible to explain most of the features
of the light curves of ZZ Ceti variables by invoking
reasonablemechanisms;we interpretthe period structure
in terms of nonradial pulsationswhich are modulated by
rotation of the star and which, for the large amplitude
variables, can become nonlinear. Theoreticalmodels of
pulsating white dwarfs will ultimately confirm or reject
our suggestions. The purpose of this paper, then, is to
review the current observationalstatus of the period
structure of the ZZ Ceti stars. We will discuss in particular
those features which appear to be the most importantfor
theory to explain, or which may be relevant to the directions
of theoreticaldevelopment.

The shortestprimary period for a ZZ Ceti variable is
about 192 s, seen in L19-2, and the longest is the primary
period of GD 154, about 1186 s. In general, the light curves
of these variables are so complex that, apart from an estimate
of the primary period, little can be determinedfrom them
directly. Power spectra of the light curves are used to
investigatethe period structure in detail. Using this
technique,the light curve of every ZZ Ceti variable has
been shown to contain at least two independentperiods,
that is, periods which are not simply harmonics. Figure 2
shows a power spectrum of the light curve of L19-2. The
ratio of the periods representedby the two prominent peaks
in this spectrum is Pl/P2 = 194 s/l14 s = 1.7.

.12 I I I i i I I
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2 4 6 8 K)
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Figure 2: The power spectrum of the light curve of L19-2.
The ordinates of all power spectra in this paper are
directly comparable. 502



The variety of photometric complexity seen in the
light curves is reflected in their power spectra. Figure 3
shows the power spectra for HL Tau-76, GD 154 and ZZ Ceti.
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Figure 3: Power spectra of the light curves of HL Tau-76,
GD 154 and ZZ Ceti. Segments of the light curves from
which these spectra were derived are shown in Figure i.

This figure illustratesan approximatecorrelationbetween
the amplitude of the variable and the complexityof.its
power spectrum: large amplitudevariables tend to have
complex, multi-peaked spectra while low amplitudevariables
have simpler spectra with fewer peaks (Robinsonand McGraw
1976). Originallyit was suggested that this correlation
also included the period as a parameter and that large
amplitude variables with complex spectra also had long
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periods. GD 154, with a spectrum of intermediatecomplexity
(cf. Figure 3), negates this earlier suggestion- amplitude
and complexityappear to be the relevant parameters (Robinson
et al. 1978).

Power spectra of the light curves of most of the ZZ Ceti
variables change on time scales ranging from minutes to
days. Two power spectra for one night's data on G29-38 are
shown in Figure 4. The light curve, a run of five hours
duration, was halved and each half was transformedseparately.
The two spectra look totally different,showing that signi-
ficant changes to the period structureof this star occurred

| | 1
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Figure 4: Power spectra of the light curve of G29-38
obtained on one night. These spectra, {a) derives from
the first half of the run and (b) from the second, show
typical changes in frequencyand amplitudewhich occur
during a run.

within this run. Figure 5 shows power spectra derived from
runs on two separatenights. Again, there are significant
changes in both the frequenciesand amplitudesof the peaks
in this spectrum.
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Figure 5: Power spectra of the light curve of G29-38
derived from runs obtained on consecutive nights. Five
major peaks and some of the peaks identifiedwith linear
combinationsof major peaks are indicated.

This figure also illustratestwo numerical relationships
among frequenciesof peaks in the power spectra of several
of the ZZ Ceti light curves. The first relationship,the
occurrenceof "cross-frequencies",is seen in the spectra
of about hal_ of the variables. If we pick the one to
five strongestpeaks in a spectrum and denote the frequencies
of these peaks as primary frequencies,some, but not all,
of the secondarypeaks in the spectrum have frequencies,f,
given by a linear combinationof primary frequencies:
f = nf. ± mr., where i and j specify primary frequencies
and n _nd m are small integers. The second relationship,
a pattern of equally spaced frequencies,occurs in the
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spectra of G29-38 and two other variables. In Figure 5,

the average frequency spacings <f _> = <_-f.> " 0.14 mHzand <f4-f3> = 0,26 mHz = 2 x 0.143 can s_en.

An additionalfeature of the period structure of the
ZZ Ceti variables has been seen in the light curves of
BPM 31594 (McGraw19769 and GD 154 (Robinsonet al. 1978).
These stars have been observed to change thei_-r-fmary
periods by factors of about 2 and 2/3, respectively,within
24 hours. Figure 6 shows the power spectrum derived from
the light curve of BPM 31594 obtained on the discoverynight
Cabove) and that from the light curve obtained the next
night Cbelow). The primary frequency decreased by a factor
of about 1.99 (significantlydifferent from 2), but a smaller
peak remained at the approximatefrequency seen the first
night. In addition, in the later spectra significantpower
appeared at frequenciesnear 3/2 and 5/2 the primary
frequencies. GD 154 exhibited the opposite behavior. On

3

Figure 6: Power spectra of the discovery run Cupper) and
the run obtained the following night (lower)on BPM 31594.
Note the change in frequency of the primary peak in the
spectra and the appearance of peaks at frequenciesnear
3/2, 2, 5/2 and 3 times the frequency of the major peak in
the latter Spectrum.

the first nine nights it was observed it showed one principal
peak and four harmonics of this frequency,plus peaks near
3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 of the principal frequency. On the tenth
night it was observed, the peak near 3/2 the frequencyof
the original principa] peak had become the dominant peak in
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the spectrum. Since the original ten runs, this star has
been observed in each of its "states", showing that the
period change is not an isolated incident.

Amidst the photometriccomplexity,three low amplitude
variables, ZZ Ceti, L19.2 and GIIT-BIbA,show a refreshing
simplicityand regularity. ZZ Ceti has been shown to be a
variable with four very stable periods (Robinson,Nather and
McGraw 1976)'. The periods occur in closely spaced pairs,
each pair forming a single peak in a_power spectrum derived
from a light curve of reasonable (_6h) length. The close
spacing causes a modulationof the amplitudesand frequencies
of the two peaks in the power spectrum _"beating"). The
modulation itselfhas a period of about 1.5 days. Stover

et al. (1977)have used data from two observin£ seasons _s-Tn-6-w-thatfor each of the four pulsationsQ £ TPI"I > I0 .
Additional data from Cerro Tololo, supplied by Jim Hesser
and Barry Lasker, will extend the baseline of observations
to about eight years. On the assumptionthat P reflects
the evolution of the star, these data should improve the
measurement of Q by another order of magnitude.

Table I summarizesthe observed photometricproperties
of the ZZ Ceti stars. GD 154 and BPM 31594 have been included
as "moderately" stablepulsators because these stars have
been observed to change their basic pulsationalperiods.
When in Qne "state" the period stabilitycan be very high -
a Q > i0° was derived for GD 154 from an ephemeris constructed
for the data gathered on the first nine nights it was
observed (Robinsonet al. 1978),

T_ I

_C P_PE_I_ _ THE ZZ CETI _AI_

Star Basic Periods MeanAmplitude Harmonics Cross- Period Ref.
(seco_is) (magnitude) Frequencies Stability

BPM30551 82.3 0.18 No No M:x'lerate (12, 15)

ZZ Cett 215 274 0.02 No No Q > 1011 (2, 14, 18)
31594 310 617 0.21 Yes No Hoderate (13)

HL Tau-76 384 494,625,746 0.28 Yes Yes Low (I,3, 4, 5, 6, 7,9)

G38-29 925 1020 0.22 Yes Yes Low (8)

GD99 350 476, 595 0.07 Yes Yes Mcderate (11)
GRI7-BISA 216 272 0.05 No No High (II}

(_3154 780 1186 0.10 Yes No Moderate (17)

L19-2 114 192 0.03 No No High (15, 16)
R808 513 830 0.15 Yes Yes? Low (11)

G207-9 292 318, 557, 739 0.06 No Yes Hight (10)
G29-38 494 625, 746 0.28 Yes Yes Low (8)
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A rather simple and self-consistentmodel for the
general period structure of the ZZ Ceti variables, incor-
porating most of the data presented above, can now be
proposed. The fact that multiple, highly stable periods
occur in these stars definitelyconfirms that the luminosity
variations are produced by pulsations,as has been pointed
out earlier by Robinson; Even the shortest ZZ Ceti period
is too long by an order of magnitude to be associatedwith
the longest theoreticallypredicted radial pulsation periods
for white dwarfs o£ reasonablemass (c£. Ostriker 1971),
but periods calculated for nonradialmodes match more closely.
In particular,periods o£ nonradial g-modes calculatedfor
white dwarfs most closely approximatethe periods observed
for the ZZ Ceti variables (Brickhill1975, Osaki and Hansen
1973). The correspondenceof the theoreticalto the observed
periods is not good enough to allow identificationof
individualpulsation modes, however. For linear, adiabatic
pulsations, the period o£ a nonradial mode is specifiedby
three integers: k, which specifies the radial overtone, £,
the number of surface node lines, and the degenerateparameter,
m, which may assume values [m[ < £. Periods for g-modes on
white dwarfs and approximaterelationshipsfor g-mode periods
as a function o£ k, £ and m are given by Brickhill (1975).
For Brickhill'smodel which most closely resembles a ZZ Ceti
(0.6 M_, Te = 13000 K), he derives periods P_£ : P._ = 136 s,
P_9 = 178 s and P_9 = 218 s. This last period app_6ximates
t_ shortest peri6_s observed in ZZ Ceti variables. Note
that there is no a priori or observationallimit_on k -
with k S 30, theoreticalperiods matching the longest
observed periods can be generated. There is, however, an
observationalconstrainton £. If £ becomes large, the
surface of the star becomes dissected into many segments
o£ varying surface brightnessand the luminosityvariations
will be rapidly smoothed out, thus the star will not be
detected as a variable.

Nonradial pulsations can also account for some o£ the
multiple periods seen in the power spectra of ZZ Ceti variables.
Multiple, independentpulsations have been suggestedto
explain the two principal periods (213 s and 274 s) of ZZ
Ceti (Robinson,Nather and McGraw 1976) and the four strongest
periods in BPM 30551 (Hesser,Lasker and Neupert 1976). For
ZZ Ceti, the period ratio indicatesthat the 213 s period is
associatedwith a k ----q-_£ = 2 mode and the 274 s period is
associatedw_th a k = 2, £ = 2 mode. The period ratio of 1.7
for L19-2 might, by analogy, be associatedwith Brickhill's
periods correspondingto modes with k = I, £ = 1 and k = I,
£ = 2. Periods of other variables with these period ratios
might be associatedwith similar modes. The point of this
Is_at, though period ratios do recur, the period spectrum
of nonradial modes is so complex that, until theory gives
us reasons to choose particular modes, the identificationof
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the modes in which the variables are really pulsating is
virtually impossible. The most likely source of multiple,
independent periods in low amplitude ZZ Ceti variables is,
however, multiple, independent pulsations.

The fact that the power spectra of the light curves
of ZZ Ceti stars change with time can be partially explained
by nonradial pulsations on a slowly rotating star. Rotation
destroys the spherical symmetry of a star, thus removing the
degeneracy of the index m. This results in "rotational
sDlittin£" of modes with periods P,_,into additionalmodes
Pk£m :.Pkgm_ I/_k£m =_[_k£ _ m (l_t Ck£)_l_l wheTe Ck£ is
a constant which eepenss on the structureoz the star ane
can assume values 0 < C_£ _ [£(£ + I)]-±, and _ is the
rotational frequency-(cg.Brickhill 1975). The closely
spaced periods produced by this mechanism can modulate the
light curve. For ZZ Ceti, the changes with time seen in
the power spectra occur because the period of modulation
is greater than the length of a photometricrun. If closely
spaced periods occur in the power spectra of other ZZ Ceti
variables, they too will change with time, as is observed.
If observing runs longer than the beat period could be
obtained, the power spectra of these stars may appear stable.
Robinson et al. (1978) suggest that rotationalsplitting
of the £ -z--Z-g-modeperiods creates the closely spaced pairs
of periods in ZZ Ceti. It is reasonable that white dwarfs
rotate; therefore, this mechanism almost certainlycontributes
to the changes in the power spectra. This mechanism is not
unique, however. Any periods sufficientlyclosely spaced,
arising for example---_romtwo independentpulsation modes,
will result in a modulation of the power spectra. Another
possibility,which I would rather not admit, is that some
of these stars, especiallythe large amplitudevariables,
are fundamentallyunstable in their period structure.

The period changes observed in the moderate amplitude
variables BPM 31594 and GD 154 have been interpretedas a
transfer of pulsationalenergy from one mode to another by
(weak)nonlinear coupling (McGraw 1976, Robinson et al. 1978).
For radial pulsations, Ledoux and Walraven (1958)e--d-_ve
nonlinear coupling coefficientsbetween modes with frequencies
f and f : k(f,fn) = (f - 2fo)-l. In the absence of similar
theory _or nonradial modes, we generalizethis to
k(f.,f.) = (nfi - mf_)-I. The coupling can.becomevery
efficient near the r@sonances. The suggestionis, then, that
the observed changes occurred between modes where n = 1 and
m = 2. In terms of the indices k, £ and m, changes in £
and m do not readily account for the observed period changes,
but if k is allowed to change value by at least 3, modes
near this resonancemay be found (McGraw1976). For larger
amplitude variables which are presumablymore nonlinear,
the coupling is more efficientand periods correspondingto
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many resonances can appear. This can explain the appearance
of the cross-frequencies observed in the power spectra of
larger amplitude variables. In addition, nonlinear pulsations
produce nonsinusoidal pulses in the light curve (cf. Figure
I). The pulse shape will then contribute to the frequency
structure in th6 power spectrum. Elementary Fourier analysis
tells us that the first additional frequencies to appear
will be harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency. These
two effects, harmonics and cross-frequencies, both of which
are related to increasing nonlinearity, are responsible for
the complexity/amplitude correlation. Apparently, ZZ Ceti
variables of low amplitude are linear pulsators but large
amplitude variables are highly nonlinear.

In summary, the light curves of ZZ Ceti variables range
from simple to very complex, but even the most complex can
apparently be explained by several simple effects. Multiple
nonradial modes, probably corresponding to different radial
overtones, may be simultaneously excited in each star. The
excitation energy of individual stars is distributed among
permitted modes by nonlinear resonant coupling. In addition,
"rotational splitting" of the nonradial modes can produce
closely spaced periods which results in modulation of the
light curve. The amplitude/spectral complexity correlation
results from the appearance in the power spectrum of harmonics
and cross-frequencies which are the effects brought on by
increasing nonlinearity of the pulsations.

When theoretical models of these stars aredone, the
rewards are likely to be great. Certainly we will increase
our understanding of the fundamental evolution of white
dwarfs. A program already underway is to directly measure
the cooling times of linearly pulsating variables. Osaki
and Hansen (197S) have shown that there exists a period-
luminosity relationship for nonradial pulsations on white
dwarfs. Measuring the highly stable pulsations of stars
like R548 over a baseline of S0-100 years will allow a
significant determination of the rate of change of the period
and thus give a measurement of the cooling time of the star.
A more immediate result might be to set limits on the core
composition of the variables by measuring the baseline over
which _ does not appear to change. For example, P for an
iron white dwar--f-fis more than a factor of two greater than
for a carbon core white dwarf.

Observers are beginning to find that nonradial pulsations
are ubiquitous. In addition to the ZZ Ceti variables they
are observed in the 8 CMa and B stars (Smith 1977). There
is evidence that they occur in 8 Scuti stars (Millis 1973),
they have been suggested as the pulsation modes of white
dwarfs in cataclysmic variables (Chanmugam 1972, Warner and
Robinson 1972), and of course they occur in the sun (cf.
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Rhodes, Ulrich and Simon 19779. Because of their short
periods and the ease with which they can be observed, the
ZZ Ceti stars are probably the most extensivelyobserved
class of nonradiallypulsating stars. When the theory of
pulsation on these starscan explain the observations,the
ZZ Ceti stars will be a laboratoryof linear and nonlinear
nonradial pulsations,from which investigationsinto the
pulsational instabilitiesin other stars may be firmly
launched.
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Discussion

Aizenman: You mentioned that the m = 0 mode was missing. Would you explain

this further?

McGraw: Well, I'ii try. When we see patterns of what we call equally spaced

frequencies in the power spectrum, we generally assume an £ = 2 mode and

that what we are seeing is m = ! 2, _ i, but in two cases that I can recall

the m = 0 mode would be missing in that interpretation. I have no idea why

that kind of selection would occur. In the case of ZZ Ceti, the detailed

analysis of its light curve showed a high stability, and an attempt was made

at mode identification, in which case the m = 2 mode was picked. But we

can't really give a justification why the m = 0,i modes aren't present as

well.

A. Cox: I want to ask a technical question. Where are your side bands?

Why don't you have side bands on all these? Aliases?

McGraw: You do have to contend with them, but the amplitude is very low. We

have long data streams to begin with, and we "window" the data. I think what

you are driving at is whether we are seeing significant peaks.

A. Cox: I was just wondering why you don't have those wiggles on the side?

McGraw: They are very low amplitude, compared to the amplitudes that we are

measuring.
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THE g-MODES OF WHITE "DWARFS

Y. Sobouti, M.R.H. Khajehpour and V,V. Dixit

Department of Physics and Biruni Observatory

Pahlavl University, Shiraz, Iran

SUMMARY

The neutral g-modes of a degenerate fluid at zero temperature are analy-

zed. The g-modes of a degenerate fluid at finite but small temperatures are

then expanded in terms of those of the zero temperature fluid. For non-relati-

vistic degenerate fluids it is found that (a) the g-eigenvalues are proportional

6 -I
to T _e _i ' where T is the internal temperature of the fluid, _e and _i are

the mean molecular weights of electrons and ions, respectively; (b) the ion

pressure is solely responsible for driving the g-modes. For white dwarfs of

abouta solar mass,the periods of the g-oscillations are in the range of a few

hundred of seconds.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been suggested that the short period oscillations observed in the

cataclysmic variables are connected with the g-modes of the white dwarf component

of these objects (e.g. Warner and Robinson, 1972; Osaki _nd Hansen, 1973). The

thrust of the argument behind this suggestion is that the observed periodicities,

of the order of several tens of seconds, are too long to be attributed to the

p-modes. In connection with the longer periodicities of DA white dwarfs, of the

order of several hundreds of seconds, some authors have also called upon the

.I=
t,
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g-modes. For example, Wolff (1977) has propos¢d that the interaction of a slow

rotation with the g-modes is capable of accounting for such periodicitles. Most

of these propositions have, at most, had partial acceptability by Investigators

in the fleld. Modlflcations to the theories have been proposed (e.g., Papalolzou

and Pringle, 1978), and alternative explanations, not requiring the interVention

of g-modes, have been put foreward (e.g., Bath 1973, and Bath et al., 1974).

In recent years, Baglin and Schatzman (1969) have calculated some g-fre-

quencies of white dwarfs with finite temperatures, Harper and Rose (1970).

Osaki and Hansen (1973), and Brickhiil (1975), each have analyzed the problem

In varying details. Practically all previous works on non-radial oscillations

of white dwarfs are attempts to integrate the differential equations governing

the small displacements of the fluid. Some information on theeigenfrequencies.

and,.to a lesser extent, on the eigenfunctlons has been accumulated over the

years.

The authors wish to draw attention to an alternative approach to the

problem: The operator generating small displacements of a fluid, including those

of a degenerate structure, Is self-adjolnt (Chandrasekhar, 1964). The normal

modes of the fluid belong to a Hilbert space. If there is access to a basis set

for this space, then one can expand the actual eigendisplacements of the fluid in

terms of thls basis set, transform the differential equations of motions Into a

matrix equation, and obtain the expansion coefficients by variational calculations.

This alternative route is followed in the present paper. It provides more infor-

mation on the eigenvalues and eigenfunctlons of the system, and gives deeper in-

sight Into their behavior and their dependence on the physical properties of the

fluid.
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(6) is an exact solution of Equations (1) corresponding to € = O. This completes

the demonstration of the existence of neutral modes in the zero temperature

fluid, the neutral g-modes.

IV. THE BASIS-SET

The neutral state of the zerotemperature fluid is infinitely degenerate.

Any displacement vector _ satisfying Equation (67, but otherwise arbitrary, is

an eigenfunctlon of € = O. Sobouti (paper It has used this arbitrariness to

propose a set of basis-vectors for the space of the g-modes of the neutral fluid.

Thus, let cJ, j = 1,2,.... , have the following spherical harmonic expansion

(OJ(r) m l ×J'(r)aY_ 1 ×J'(r) l
_Y_

_Y : - 2 Y£ ' _ r 98 ' _ r sin8 _ )' (lla)
r

where X' = dX / dr.

Substitution of Equation (lla) in Equation (6) gives

P' cJXj' = @J' + -- . (llb)
P

One of the two functions @J and Xj could be chosen arbitrarily. Equation (llb)

can then bemused to obtain the other one. One now appreciates the immense simpli-

fication that Equation (6), or equivalently Equation (llb), brings into the

problem. These equations reduce the task of specifying a vector _J to the deter-

mination of only one scalar function, @J, say. The following expression for _J

is used in the numerlcal calculations of this paper:

_j 3 , -2 £+2j_2= 4riGpp p r , j = 1,2,.... (llc)

We note the following: (a) On the surface of star @ vanishes, while X', the

non-radial component of the displacement, remains finite. (b) The exponent

£
of r is chosen such that _._ behaves as r near the origin and is an even or

odd polynomial depending on whether £ is even or odd; these properties are shown

to be required by Hurley, Roberts and Wright (1966). (c) The polynomials

in r are helpful in acheiving the completeness of the proposed vectors of
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II. THE MODEL AND THE EQUATIONS OF MOT!ON

A fluid consisting of non-relativistic degenerate electrons and non-

degenerate ions will be considered. It will be assumed that the temperature

is constant throughout the fluid, except in a thin envelope. In this envelope,

the temperature will decrease to zero in a manner determined by whether the

envelope is in convective or in radiative equilibrium.

i) Equations of Notion: Adiabatic Lagrangian displacements of the fluid,

1/2
_(_) exp(i € t), are governed by the following equations:

._4J'_: Cp_, (la)

where

N p _ '

Bp
6p = -(_-_)adP£'_ - _P'_' (2b)

V26_ = -4xG_p, (2c)

and p, p and _ are the density, pressure and gravitational potential of the

fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium, respectlvely.

ii) The Equation of State: The pressure of the fluid is the sum of the

partial pressures of the degenerate free electronsand the non-degenerate ions.

Thus,

p(p,T) = pe(P,T) + PI(P,T). • (3a)

No correction for charge separation is allowed in Equation (3a). The number

density of the Free electrons and the positive ions is assumed to be proport-

ionaI to each other, so as to maintain macroscopic charge neutrality. There-

fore, both Pe and PI are given in terms of the same density p. At temperatures
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T, much below the Fermi temperature TF of electrons, temperature corrections

in Pe are of the order of (T/TF)2. In contrast, the ions treated as perfecta

gas have their pressure p| proportlonal to the temperature. Thus, up to and

including the first order terms in T/TF, Equation (.3a) gives

k k pTF [_2 + _e TFF-] 2/3p(p,T) = pe(p) +--_pT = __peH -'a "--_i __ , TF=P , (3b)

where the first term on the right hand side is the electron pressure at zero

temperature, _e and Pi are the mean molecular weights of electrons and ions,

k and H are the Boltzmann constant and the mass of hydrogen atom, respective-

ly. As a simplifying assumption, Pe and Pi will be considered to be constant

throughout the star and also in the course of any thermodynamicprocess which

may take place in it.

iii) The Adiabatic Processes: The entropy of the fluid is the sum of the

electronic and ionic contributions, se and Sl, respectively. Thus, the change

in the entropy is

= + ds . (4a)ds dse I

For the unit mass of ions, treated as a perfect gas, one has

k 23_dT d--e-_). (4b)dsi=-F (T" p

The entropy per unit mass of non-relativistic degenerate electrons is

= (½w2k/PeH)T/T F (see for example, Landau and Lifshitz, 1959;se Morse,

1965). From the last expression, and considering the fact that TF is propor-
2/3

tional to p , one obtains

1 2 k T [ dT 2 dp] = 2 _i T._
dSe = _ _ _eH TF T 3 p _- _eeTF ds i. (4c)

One observes that (a) dse is smaller than ds i by a factor of T/TF, and (b) in

the course of an adiabatic process (in which by definition ds = O) both dse and
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ds i vanish simultaneously. These results simplify the forthcoming calculations

considerably. Thus, one obtains

(a_p_p) = + aPi _ _ 5Pe + y Pi (5)
ap ad ap Se (aT_i - 3T "P- '

where y = 5/3 is ratlo of the specific heats of the ion gas.

III. THE NEUTRAL MODES OF THE ZERO TEMPERATURE FLUID

At zero temperature the g_modes of a degenerate fluid are neutral, that

is, the g-eigenvalues become zero (e.g., Harper and Rose, 1970). We intend to

analyze these neutral modes in some detail and subsequently use them as a basis

set to expand the modes of the finite temperature model. The formalism is the

same as that of Sobouti (1977a, henceforth referred to as paper I) for the g-

and p-modes of ordinary fluids.

Let us investigate if there is a displacement _(_) # 0 which is a solution

of Equation (I) and for which the corresponding 6p is zero. This last condition,

by Equation (2a), requires that

_p = -p_._- _._ = O. (6)

Substitution of Equation (6) in Equation (2b) gives

where we have utilized the fact that in hydrostatic equilibrium p is a func-

tion of p alone and V£ = (ap/aP)stVP. The expression (Sp/aP)st is the deriva-

tive of p with respect to p as prevailing in the equilibrium structure. The

subscript "st" is inserted to distinguish thls derivative from the adiabatic

derivative (@p/aP)ad. From Equation (3b) one has

)st:  Pe, + k__T + k_Lp¢ )(
(a--_-)st piH _iH ap st"
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The first derivative on the right hand side of Equation (8a) will be calculated

for the zero-temperature structure and is equai to pe/p With regards to

(_T/_P)st , let us define y' as follows:

(_pT) = Tst (x' - (8b)

We observe that in the isothermal core, y' = | In the envelope, where the

temperature decreases outwards, one has the following Information: (a) In any

region in convective equilibrium, y'>y . (b) In any convectlvely neutral•

region, Y' = Y. (c) In any region in radiative equiiibrium, y'<y. From the

theory of g-modes in ordinary fluids one knows that in case (a). some unstable

g-motions (or g-modes, If they develop into standing patterns) ar|se. These

are, however, confined to the convective layers. In case (c) stable g-modes

develop and again are confined to the radiative region. We shall assume that

_he envelope is convectlvely neutral, case (b). By this assumption the envelope

will not contribute to the g-modes of the system and the role of the degenerate

core will be singled out. In view of these considerations, Equation (8a) becomes

_p) 5 Pe Pi( st = _'_- + -_- , In the core, (8c)

5 Pe + y, Pi
= _ _- __. , In the envelope. (8d)

Substitution of Equations (5), (8c) and.(8d) in Equation (7) gives

k

6p = -(y - 1)Pi V._ = -(y - 1) -_T pV._, In the core, (9a)

= O, in the envelope .(Y = Y'). (9b)

This completes the reduction of 6p. From Equations (2c) and (6) one has

= 0. (10)

We now observe that at zero temperature, 6p,6p, and 6_, generated by the

displacements prescribed by Equation (6), vanish Identically. Thus _of Eguatlon
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Equations(If) in the g-subspace of the normal modes of the neutral-fluid. The

completeness of the proposed vectors, though not yet estabilished theoretically,

has, however, been born out by numerical computations of Sobouti (1977b) and of

this paper. Variational calculations with the basis vectors of Equations (ll)

enable one to isolate the g-modes of a fluid systematically and with satis-

factory accuracies.

We have only discussed the g-modes of the neutral fluid. A second basis

set for the p-modes can be generated from the requirement that the p-set is

orthogonal to the g-set. These two basis sets may then be used to expand the

eigendisplacement vectors of any other fluid at finite temperatures (see paper

I for the p-basis set and for further details). Silverman and Sobouti (1978),

and Sobouti and Silverman (1978) have carried out such an expansion for ordinary

fluids. Their analysis shows that i:n the limit of small departures from the

neutral state (the limit of small T in the present problem), the g-modes, as

given in terms of the vectors of Equations (ll), are independent of the p-basis

vectors. This property stems from the fact that the g-states at T = 0 are

degenerate. In the language of linear vector spaces, to a degenerate state

there corresponds a subspace of the normal modes of the system. The effect of

a small perturbation is to specify the principal directions of this subspace

but it leaves the subspace unaltered. Thus, up to the order T/TF, the g-eigendis- Ir
placements can be expanded in terms of the basis set of Equation (II) alone.

No intervention of the p-basis set will be necessary.

V. THE EQUATION GOVERNING THE g-MODES:

Let _J, j = 1,2,.... be a sequence of the g-eigendisplacements of the

finite temperature fluid. The Eulerian variations ap, 6p and 6_, generated by

these vectors are given by Equations (6), (9) and (lO), respectively.

Substitution of these in Equations (l) gives
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,_/'_j = _Jp = EJp_j. (12)

The density p in Equation (12)_ and in Equation (9) for aJp, is the density of

the zero temperature fluid. This does not imply, however, that the density and

the pressure are approximated by their values at T -- O. We have been able to

show that Equation (12) is correct up to the terms of first order in T/T F. The

terms arising from 6p, 6p and 6fl in Equations (1), on account of the fact that

the density distribution at T _ 0 is different from that at T = O, cancel out

each other.

Let _J have the following expansion in tems of the basis set of Equations
(11)"

_j = £ k zkj; k, j = 1,2, .... (13)

The expansion coefficients Zkj can be considered as the elements of a matrix

Z. Thus,

Z = Zkj ; k, j = 1,2, ..... (1ha)

Each column of Z is an elgenvector of the system. Let E be the diagonal matrix

of the eigenvalues cJ,

[ j] diagonal (14b)E = € ; j = 1,2, ....

In connection with Equation (13), let us introduce the followlng matrices:

wkJ
f k*

= J_ ..TM_j_ dv,
(15a)

k*. _j
Skj = ._p_ _ dr. (15b)

We are now ready to convert the differential Equation (12) into an equivalent

matrix equation. Let us substitute Equation (13) in Equation (12), premultiply

the resulting equation by _i* (say), and integrate over the volume of the

fluid. We obtain the (i,j)th element of the following matrix Equation:

WZ = SZE. 521 (16a)



The matrix Z simultaneously diagonalizes W and S. A normalization condition

on the eigendisplacements _J, or.on the eigenvectors Z, could be imposed such

that S diagonalizes to a unit matrix I (.see Silverman and Soboutl, 1978), Thus

Zsz = i. (6b)

Given the matrices W and S, the eigenvalue matrix E and the ei.genvectormatrix

Z can be solved from Equations (16).

The W-and'S-Matrices: From Equations (15a), (12), and (9), after an in-

tegration by parts, one obtains

k*

wkJ Y')  .£Jdv, (17o)
where y' is defined by Equation (8b). The value of y' is equal to unity in

an isothermal core; and is equal to y, the ratio of specific heats of Ions, in

a convectively neutral envelope. Substitution of Equation (ll) in Equation

(17a) and an Integration over the solid angie,glves

kT (R p12 _l_j r-2 dr, (17b)
Wkj = (y - l) _Jo p

where R is the radius of the star. The assumption of a convectively neutral

envelope confines the domain of. integratlon to the core of the star. (i) The

thickness of the envelope, however, is proportionalto T and to R/M.

lhe latter is, in turn, proportional 'to TF_ . Therefore, the ratio of the

thickness of the envelope to the radius of the star is of the order

of T/TFc . (ii) The density, temperature, and pressure tend to zero

at the surface. These two factors makethe contribution of the envelope to the

W-matrix of the second order in T/TFc. Therefore, extending the domain of

integration over the whole star does not introduce first order errors. This

completes the reduction of the W-matrix • For the S-matrlx, after an integration

over the angles, one gets 522



: •ski j-R 1 k'xJ dr (181
o r

The symmetry and positive definiteness of the W-and S-.matrices are manifest from

Equations (.171 and (181.

Vl. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS

i) The Sign and the Asymptotic Behavior of the Eigenvalues: From Equations

(12) and (9) one can readily write down the following integral expression for _J:

S8J = (y - I) kT___ pV._j"v._Jdv p_J_._Jdv. (191
_iH ....

Either From Equation (19) or from Equations (17) and (18) for the W-and S-matrices,

one can draw the following conclusions:

a) The numerator and the denominator in Equation (19) are both positive

for any _J, or, the W-and S-matrices are symmetric and positive definite. There-

fore, all eigenvalues E] are positive. That is, the g-modes of a degenerate

fluid are a11 stable. Thls, of course, is not surprising. The g-modes are

prototypes of convective motions. An isothermal core is highly subadiabatic and

is stable against convective motions.

b) In Equation (19), as the mode-number ] increases, the numerator becomes

progressively smaller than the denominator. This can be seen from Equations

(17b1 and (18), where the integrations over the solid angles have been carried

out. This asymptotic behavior is well estabiIished for the g-modes of ordinary

fluids (e.g.,.Ledoux and Walraven 19581.

ii) The Unit and the Order of Magnitude of the Eigenvalues: In Equation

(19), let us use a dimensionless radius varlable x = r/R. Thus, one obtains

cj (y_ l}pk TFc T _j (20a)= :H R2 'i TFc
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.,. /J PVx'_J "Vx'_Jd3x I P_J*" _Jd3x' (20b)

where TFc is the Fermi temperature at the center, in Equation (20a)the factors

(T/TFc) and _J are dimensionless. The fTrst of these factors depends on the

model under study. The second factor is calculated for a zero temperature star

and is given in Tablesl,2, and 3. The remaining factor in Equation (20a) has

physical dimensions. On expressing TFc and R in terms of the central density

Pc (see Chandrasekhar, 1939) one gets

_j 4_GPc Ce T j- (Y- l) _ , (21a)
n2 _i TFc

1

where n l is the Emden radius of the polytrope 1.5 (we note that the structure of a

non-relativistic degenerate fluid at zero temperature is that of the poiytrope

1.5). The p-eigenvalues of the fluid are of the order of 4_Gpc / n_.. There-

fore, the g-eigenvalues of the white dwarfs are smaller than the p-eigenvaiues

by a factor of T/TFc. Upon expressing Pc in terms of the total mass of the star,

one obtains an alternative expression for CJ (see Chandrasekhar, 1939),

cj 128_"2 134 -6 ( de ;2 1)_5 e l_e I_. 2 T J (21b)
TFc

where (de/drl) i is the surface value of the derivative of the Emden temperature,

and k is defined by the relation p = K(p/1Je)5/3. The oscillation period

PJ = 2_ //¢J, in the cgs units, is given by

PJ (sec)= 69.0(_"- l) -1/2 .-5/2e (Ui)l/21je __ ( _.)1/2 ( j -1/2) . (22a)

For y = 513, ]Je= 2, and iJi = 4, one has

Me TFc 1/2 (_J)-l/2
PJ (.sec) = 21 1 -_-( ) (22b)• -T-

ili) Behavior of the Eigendisplacementsat the Center and at the

• Surface: Once the eigenvector matrix Z is calculated from Equation (.16), the
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eigendisplacement vectors _J, can be obtained by Equations (13) and (11). We

note the following properties of _J:

a) At the center V,_ tends to zero as r _, See the remarks following

Equation (lIc).

b) At the surface, the radial component of _ tends to zero as r-R. The

non-radial component and ._._ remain finite. These requirements from the g-

modes of any fluid are analyzed in paper I.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Equation (16) is solved in a Rayleigh-Ritz approximation, that is, by

approximating the infinite matrices of Equation (13)-(16) by finite matrices.

The matrix size was varied from one by one to seven by seven_ Values of
I

= 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 were considered. For _ = l and 2 the dimensionless eigenvalues

_J_ Equation (21b)_and the eigenvectors Z at various Raylelgh-Ritz approximations

are given in Tables l and 2. The eigenvalues are displayed in lines marked by

an asterisk• The column below each eigenvalue is the corresponding eigenvector.

The eigenvectors are normalized according to Equation (16b). For _ = 3,4,5, and

6 the dimensionless eigenvalues are given in Table 3. The convergence of eigen-

values is satisfactory. The same ansatz, Equation "(llc),for non-degenerate

fluids, however, gives much faster convergence (Sobouti, 1977b). Motivated by

this observation a search for a more suitable ansatz for degenerate fluids is

being made.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS:

The salient features of our model can now be summarized. The white dwarf

core is taken to be an isothermal fluid, composed of ions and non-relativistic

degenerate electron gas. In this formalism, corrections up to first order in

T/TFc are included, where T is the temperature of the core and TFc is the Fermi
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Table | The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the g-modes of white
dwarfs, corresponding to _ = I. The eigenvalues (Equation 20b) are displayed
in rows marked by asterisks. The column below each eigenvalue is the corres-
ponding eigenvector. Computations are in the Bayleigh-Ritz approximation,
using from one to seven variational parameters. The last two digits in the
entries represent the exponents of lO.

* 0.5184+00

0.6600-02

* 0.2654+00 0.6724+00

-0,8996-02 0.1352-02
0.3167-01 0.2471-01

* 0.1684+00 0.3497+00 0.7312+00

O.ll09-Ol -0.2199-02 0.3254-02
-0.8377-01 -0.3596-01 -0.3898-02
0.1183+00 0.1072+00 0.6105-01

* 0.1172+00 0.2166+00 0.3999+00 0.7494+00

-0.1307-01 0.3303-02 -0.4963-02 0.1705-02
0.1607+00 0.4027-01 0.2508-01 0.1985-01
-0.4936+00 L0.3102+00 -0.1706+00 -0.4368-01
0.4151+00 0.3772+00 0.2980+00 0.1223+00

* 0.8629-01 0.1461+00 0.2500+00 0.4288+00 0.7554+00

-0.1501-01 -0.4496-02 0.6698-02 -0.1810-02 0.2531-02
0.2673+00 -0.3400-01-0.5606-01 -0.4056-01 -0.1341-02
-0.1340+01 0.6051+00 0.3828+00 .0.2621+00 0.9413-01
0.2449+01 -0.1707+01 -0.1227+01 -0.7487+00 -0.2043+00
-0.1452+01 0.1283+01 0.1104+01 0.7824+00 0.2482+00

* 0.6619-01 0.1043+00 0.1673+00 0.2743+000.4471+00 0.7580+00

-0.1690-01 0.5793-02 -0.8360-02 -0.2535-02 -0.3873-02 0.1855-02
0.4082+00 0.1235-01 0.1018+00 -0.5969-01 0.3168-01 0.1848-01
-0.2958+01 -0.9435+00 -0.7592+00 0.6453+00 -0.4014+00 -0.8743-01
0.8779+01 0.4760+01 0.3378+01 -0.2605+01 0.1705+01 0.4633+00
-0.1124+02 -0.8043+01 -0.6298+01 0.4901+01 -0.3108+01 -0.7988+00
0.5136+01 0.4376+01 0.3830+01 -0.3225+01 0.2161+01 0.5804+00

* 0.5163-01 0.7871-01 0.1190+00 0.1842+00 0.2924+00 0.4594+00 0.7593+00

-0.1879-01 0.7072-02 -0.9869-02 -0.3549-02 0.5469-02 -0.1605-02 0.2360-02
0.5878+00 -0.2476-01 0.1642+00 -0.6866-01 -0.6653-01 -0.4936-01 -0.1686-02

-0.5740+01 -0.1264+01 -0.1440+01 0.1195+01 0.8952+00 0.5724+00 0.1523+00
0.2444+02 0.1042+02 0.7994+01 -0.6686+01 -0,5338+01 -0.3339+01 -0.7685+00

-0.5036+02 -0.2968+02 -0.2277+02 0.1854+02 0.1475+02 0.9375+01 0.2229+01
0.4927+02 0.3544+02 0.2926+02 -0.2444+02 -0.1953+02 -0.1237+02 -0.2916+01
-0.1830+02 -0.1508+02 -0.1347+02 0.1185+02 0.9812+01 0.6348+01 0.1519+01

g7 g6 g5 g4 g3 g2 gl
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Table 2. The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the g-modes of white
dwarfs, corresponding to _ = 2. See the legend for Table. l for further details

o.1199+Ol

o.2148-Ol

* 0.6630+00 0.1567+01

-0.3548-01 -0.1502-02
0.9286-01 0.7693-01

0.4339+00 0.8694+00 O. i733+01

0.5113-01 -0.9241703 0.1076-01
-0.2908+00-0.1505+00 -0.4392-01
0.3389+00 0.3096+00 0.1990+00

0.3077+00 0.5522+00 0.1002+01 0.1800+01

0.6907-01 0.5869-02 -0.2000-01 -0.2757-03
-O.6427+OO 0.2205+00 0.1333+00 0.8814-01
0.1635+01 -0.1083+01 -0.6853+00 -0.2668+00

-0.1200+01 0.1080+01 0.8935+00 0.4554+00

* 0.2299+00 0.3798+00 0.6367+00 0.1088+01 0.1830+01

0.8946-01 -0.1280-01 0.3036-01 0.1464-02 0.8014'02
-0.1208+01 -0.2673+00 -0.2734+00 -0.2184+00 -0.6347-01

0.5007+01 0.2499+01 0.1672+01 0.1198+01 0.5345+00
-0.7972+01 -0.5668+01 -0.4258+01 -0.2937+01 -0.1167+01

0.4257+01 0.3722+01 0.3237+01 0,2499+01 0.1085+01

* 0,1783+00 0.2765+00 0.4334+00 0.6996+00 0.1146+01 0.1846+01

0.1124+00 0.2150-01 -0.4239-01 0.8077-03 -0.1678-01 0.2506-03
-0.2053+01 0.2660+00 0.4999+00 0.3583+00 0.2248+00 0.1108+00
0.1227+02 -0.4656+01 -0.3549+01 -0.2946+01 -0.2093+01 -0.7626+00

-0.3160+02 0.1816+02 0.1324+02 0.1036+p2 0.7459+01 0.2920+01
0.3630+02 -0.2644+02 -0.2105+02 -0.1683+02 -0.1200+02 -0.4595+01

-0.1523+02 0.1296+02 0.1136+02 0.9706+01 0.7239+01 0.2855+01

0.1408+00 0.2105+00 0.3129+00 0.4770+00 0.7500+00 0.1191+01 0.1857+01

0.1377+00 0.3290-01 0.5618-01 -0.5112-02 -0.2624-01 0.3197-02 0.7393-02
-0.3255+Ol 0.1637+oo -0.8548+00 -0.5043+00 0.4246+00 -0.3363+00 -0.9939-01

0.2617+02 -O.73o1+ol o.7o55+01 0.596O+Ol -0.4739+Ol o.3396+Ol 0.1279+01
-0.9649+02 0.4443+02 -o.3412+02 -0.2857+02 0.2349+02 -0.1684+02 -0.6090+01
0.1780+03 -0.1078+O3 0.8399+02 0.6946+02 -0.5700+02 0.4117+02 0.1507+02

-0.1594+03 0.1152+03 -0.9583+02 -0,8137+02 0.6736+02 -0.4870+02-0.1778+02
0.5511+02 -0.4508+02 0.4019+02 0.3571+02 -0.3048+02 0.2246+02 0.8291+01

g7 g6 g5 g4 g3 g2 gl
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Table 3. The g-eigenvalues of white dwarfs (Equation 216), corres-
ponding to _=3,4,5, and 6. See the legend for Table I for further details.

= 3 0.2005+01
0.1146+01 0.2645+01

0.7623+00 0.1496+01 0.2967+01
0.5477+00 0.9626+00 0.1733+01. 0.3122+01

0.4135+00 0.6708+00 0.1109+01 0.1896+01 0.3204+01
0.3237+00 0.4941+00 0.7637+00 0.:1221+01 0.2014+01 0.3254+01

O.2612+00 0.3788+00 0.5557+00 0.8381+00 0.1310+01 0.2105+01 0.3289+01

= 4 0.2942+01
0.1694+01 0.3916+01

0.1136+01 0.2206+01 0.4444+01
0.8231+00 0.1427+01 0.2565+01 0.4724+01

0.6266+00 0.1003+01 0.1643+01 0.2823+01 0.4888+01

0.4947+00 0.7447+00 0.1139+01 0.1812+01 0.3017+01 0.4995+01
0.3997+00 0.5785+00 0.8341+00 0.1250+01 0.1952+01 0.3173+01 0.5074+01

= 5 0.4023+01
0.2299+01 0.5395+01

0.1546+01 0.2993+01 0.6174+01
0,1126+01 0.1934+01 0.3492+01 0.6614+01

0_8620+00 0.1366+01 0.2229+01 0.3862+01 0.6887+01
0.6841+00 0.1021+01 0.1551+01 0.2463+01 0.4149+01 0.7074+01

0.5445+00 0.7978+00 0.1151+01 0.1712+01 0.2669+01 0.4393+01 0.7221+01

= 6 0.5260+01
0.2960+01 O.7096+01

0.1986+01 0.3856+01 0.8166+01
0.1450+O1 0.2481+01 0.4514+01 0.8798+01

0.1115+01 0.1755+O1 0.2861+01 0.5014+01 0.9205+01
0.8802+00 0.1320+01 0.1998+01 0.3176+01 0.5417+01 0.9500+01

0.2131+00 0.1089+01 0.1512+01 0.2174+01 0.3359+01 0.5615+01 0.9625+01

g7 g6 g5 g4 g3 g2 gl
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temperature at the center.

From Equations (21), it is seen that the eigenvalues for g-mode oscil-

lations are proportional to the internal temperature T. We also note that the

factor (y - 1) appears in Equation (21a) because of the assumption of an

isothermal core. If there is any decrease in the temperature outwards, this

factor should be replaced by (y - y'), where X' is defined by Equation (8b).

This replacement will result in a decrease in the eigenvalues.

Again, from Equation (21b) we see that the eigenvalues are very sensitive

6

functions of the mean molecula I weight of the electrons, varying as _e

Dependence on _i' the mean molecular weight of the ions, is not so pronounced.

These features should be compare(lX_withBrickhill's remark that the periods of

gravity oscillations of white dwarfs do not depend critically on the composition

of the stars.

The periods of g-modes are given by Equation (23), where the values of

Ej are of the order of unity (see Tables 1,2, and 3). Thus, the periods of

oscillations come out to be of the order of a few hundred seconds. As the

harmonic number £ increases, the periods decrease. These conclusions, as well

as the linear dependence of our eigenvalues on the temperature are in agreement

with similar results obtained, through an entirely different approach, by

Papaloizou and Pringle.

Let us also emphasise an important difference between the g-modes of a

degenerate structure and those of an ordinary fluid. According to Cowling

(1941), the pressure fluctuations associated with the g-modes of an ordinary

fluid are less prominent than the corresponding density fluctuations. For

degenerate fluids, the opposite appears to be the case. Equations(12) and

(ga) show that the Eulerian changes in ionic pressure are mainly responsible

for the g-modes. The effects of Eulerian changes in the density and in the

electronic pressure remain unimportant (in the limit of non-relativistic
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degeneracies). That the g-modes are primarily driven by the buoyancy forces

remains valid for degenerate as well as. for non-degenerate fluids,

These calculations have been carried out for non-relativlstlc fluids.

There are strong Indicatlons that in a relativistic case, the osclilation periods

will decrease,
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MIRA VARIABLES: AN INFORMAL REVIEW

ROBERT F. WING

Astronomy Department, Ohio State University

The Mira variables can be either fascinating or frustrating --

depending on whether one is content to watch them go through their changes

or whether one insists on understanding them. Virtually every observable

property of the Miras, including each detail of their extraordinarily complex

spectra, is strongly time-dependent. Most of the changes are cyclic with a

period equal to that of the light variation. It is well known, however, that

the lengths of individual light cycles often differ noticeably from the star's

mean period, the differences typically amounting to several percent. And if

you observe Miras -- no matter what kind of observation you make -- your work

is never done, because none of their observable properties repeats exactly

from cycle to cycle.

The structure of Mira variables can perhaps best be described as

loose. They are enormous, distended stars, and it is clear that many differ-

ent atmospheric layers contribute to the spectra (and photometric colors)

that we observe. As we shall see, these layers can have greatly differing

temperatures, and the cyclical temperature variations of the various layers

are to some extent independent of one another. Here no doubt is the source

of many of the apparent inconsistencies in the observational data, as well as

the phase lags between light curves in different colors. But when speaking

of "layers" in the atmosphere, we should remember that they merge into one

another, and that layers that are spectroscopically distinct by virtue of

thelrvertical motions may in fact be momentarily at the same height in the

atmosphere.
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I sometimes find it helpful to think of Miras as jellyfish. As they

move through the water, their general oscillatory motion can be expected to

continue, but it is impossible to predict all the details of their changes

in shape and appearance; if you tweek a jellyfish on one side, you don't

know if, when, and with what amplitude the disturbance will reach the other.

If you think of Miras this way, you will stop worrying about their failure

to repeat exactly in their variations.

No one has ever called Miras a theoretician's delight. Certainly

they have not been very useful in testing theories of stellar pulsation.

There is just too much going on -- it's hard to know which observable pro-

perties are even relevant to pulsation. In fact the question has sometimes

been raised as to whether the Miras are pulsating at all. _rrill (1955)

wrote that "the evidence for volume pulsation is so meagre that skepticism

is warranted", and Wallerstein (1977) has proposed that the apparent radius

changes in Miras are caused not by the outward movement of the gas but simply

by changes in the atmospheric opacity. Recent results from infrared spectro-

scopy (Hinkle 1978) have clarified the picture considerably, basically by

allowing us to look more deeply into the atmosphere, and I think that the

last doubts that Mira variables are pulsating have finally been laid to rest.

A scheme has recentlybeen devised by Cahn and Wyatt (1978) by which

one can estimate the masses and luminosities (and hence ages) of individual

Miras from two readily observable quantities, the mean period and the mean

spectral type at maximum. This scheme is based on the assumption that Miras

are pulsating stars, more specifically that they are pulsating in the first

overtone. Since we have few opportunities of determine masses and lumino-

sities of individual Miras directly, it will be difficult to decide obser-

vationally whether this picture is correct. At this stage the question is

not whether the relations of Cahn and Wyatt will eventually need recalibra-

ting, but whether they exist at all. However, the fact that Cahn and Wyatt

were able to construct a self-consistent picture suggests that they may be

on the right track, and that it may indeed be possible to understand the

gross observable properties of individual Miras, such as surface temperature

and mean period, in terms of their masses and evolutionary states.
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In describing to you the observed behavior of Miras, I will attempt

to select those particular observations that have a bearing on the question

of pulsation -- although, as I have already indicated, it is not always ob-

vious which observations these are. The discussion will be centered around

the sizes of these stars, or more particularly the evidence for chan_es in

size. No mention will be made of their absolute magnitudes, ages, chemical

compositions, population types, galactic distribution, statistical proper-

ties, or other matters not directly related to pulsation. Rather, we will

be concerned with the variations of individual stars, and with some spectro-

scopic peculiarities that are related to the enormous sizes of their atmos-

pheres.

As soon as we try totalk about the sizes of Mira variables, we run

into a serious problem. The reason that we can see so many different atmos-

pheric layers at the same time is that the continuous opacity -- between the

spectral lines and bands -- is extremely low. A Mira is about as translucent

as a Jellyfish: you can practically see right through it. Some regions con-

tributing to the spectrum are much farther from the center of the star than

others, and this is all within the region we call the "photosphere". In

order to speak of the size of a Mira, we must specify the wavelength pre-

cisely. Furthermore, there may be no real discontinuity between the photo-

sphere and the clrcumstellar shell that contributes zero-volt absorption lines

and infrared emission, since presumably the shell consists of material which

has drifted away from the star, and which may receive new contributions with

every light cycle. In this respect, Miras are worse than jellyfish. Although

the radius of a Jellyfish is both time-dependent and angle-dependent, at least

there is a membrane to show us where the Jellyfish ends and the ocean begins.

The size of a jellyfish is certainly difficult to measure, but at least the

creature has a size.

The methods that can be used to determine the sizes of Miras fall

into three classes:

(i) Direct. Angular diameters of Miras have been measured directly

with Michelson interferometers, by observations of lunar occultations, and

by speckle interferometry. The distance must be known to calculate the ab-
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solute size, but useful information about chanses in size can be obtained

directly from the observed changes in angular diameter.

(2) Photometric. If you know the luminosity L (or equivalently the

absolute bolometric magnitude Mbol) and the effective temperature Te, you

can calculate the size of the emitting surface area and hence the stellar

radius R, since L = 4_R2oT2 . If you don't know the distance and have only

the apparent bolometric magnitude mbol, you can still calculate the change

in radius from the observed changes in Te and mbo I.

(3) Spectroscopic. Measurements of radial velocities of absorption

and emission lines give information about vertical motions in the atmosphere.

Integration of the radial velocity curve then gives the distance moved by

the gas producing the lines.

All of these methods are clear-cut in concept, and all of them are

known to "work" in the sense that they give reasonable results for the sizes

of other kinds of stars. But all of them get into trouble when they are

applied to the Miras, and in general the results from the three methods are

in poor agreement.

For example, Figure 1 shows a famous illustration from the paper by

Pettit and Nicholson (1933). From the variations in bolometric magnitude

(obtained from the observed radiometric magnitudes, with crude corrections

for absorption by the earth's atmosphere) and temperature (from a very broad-

band color index, which compares the radiation shortward and longward of

1.3 _), they computed the variation in the angular diameter of Mira (o Cet).

Differentiation of the diameter curve then gave the "radiometric radial

velocity curve", which is compared to the radial velocity curve measured

spectroscopically by Joy (1926) for the mean absorption spectrum of Mira.

The two curves have similar amplitude but are badly out of phase -- in fact,

they are nearly mirror images of one another. Similar comparisons for three

other Miras have recently been published by Wallerstein (1977); the higher

quality of the data used in his analysis did not make the discrepancy go

away.
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Fig. i - The variations of o Cet (Mira), according to Pettit and
Nicholson (1933). Note that the color temperature variations are in

phase with the visual light curve but not the bolometric curve. The
diameter curve is computed from the temperature and bolometric magni-
tude. Its derivative, the radiometric radial velocity curve, disagrees
with the radial velocities determined spectroscopically.

What is the problem? It's not that the observations of Miras are so

difficult. All three methods (including Michelson interferometry) had been

applied to Miras by the 1920's, and in general the measurements by each method

are reproducibl e to sufficient accuracy. Also, impressive advances in each

of the three areas of observation have been made within the past decade, and

yet the discrepancies persist. The problem, it seems to me, is simply that

when we observe a Mira by any of these methods, we don't know what we're

looking at.

For most of the remainder of my talk, I will give examples of the use

of each method, focusing attention on the problems of interpretation. I think

it will be clear why observers can derive a lot of pleasure from the study of

Miras, and why theoreticians, for the most part, can not.
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THE DIRECT APPROACH

The basic problem wlththe direct approach to measuring the sizes

of Miras is that it really is not very direct. We don't measure the size

of an image with a ruler. Rather, we observe some optical phenomenon that

is related to the size of the star -- the visibility of interference frin-

ges at different mirror separations, or the degree of degradation of the

diffraction pattern as the star disappears behind the moon, or the char-

acter of the speckles in the seeing disk. In each case, a model for the

distribution of light in the true stellar image must be assumed before the

observed quantity can be related to image size. _

How much limb darkening (or brightening) is there? Is the star

round? Does it have spots on it? If the answer assumed for any of these

questions is wrong, so is the angular diameter that we get. Nevertheless,

the results obtained by these techniques have certainly been instructive.

The main problem with using these results is that there haven't been enough
of them.

The angular diameter of Mira was measured with a Michelson inter-

ferometer in January 1925 by Pease at Mount Wilson (see Kuiper 1938). Un-

fortunately, the method could be employed only when the variable was at

maximum light.

Diameter measurements of Miras by lunar occultation observations

are a rather recent innovation, since a time resolution of a few milli-

seconds is needed to resolve the diffraction pattern. A few years ago

Nather and Wild (1973) succeeded in observing an occultation of R Leo at

V = 8 on the declining branch. Its phase was estimated to be 0.27, so

that it should have been very nearly at its maximum diameter if the dia-

meter curve of Pettit and Nicholson (Figure i) is valid. The light curve

of this event is shown in Figure 2. Anyone whohas seen occultation data

for just about any other star will recognize that R Leo is enormous. The

. diffraction pattern is completely smeared out. From the slope of the de-

cline, Nather and Wild computed a uniform-disk diameter of 0.067 arcsec.

For stars as large as this, the occultation technique runs into a
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Fig. 2 - Light curve of the occultation of R Leo on 19 May 1972,

as measured by Nather and Wild (1973). The computed angular diameter
is 0.067 arcsec.

snag, as Nather and Wild point out. Since there is no diffraction pattern,

there is no information as to the slope of the lunar limb at the point of

contact. One rock could spoil the result. Fortunately this problem can be

overcome by planning simultaneous observations at different observatories.

It does not arise if the star is, say, one-quarter to one-tenth the size of

R Leo; there are many Miras in this range of angular size, but of course they

are correspondingly fainter, and photon noise becomes a problem.

Occultation observations of Miras are now being pursued vigorously

by Ridgway and his colleagues at Kitt Peak (Ridgway, Wells, and Joyce 1977).

Most of their measurements are being made at 2 _ in the infrared, so that

daytime observations are possible. Since it is impossible to control the

motion of the moon, this method will never produce a true diameter curve for

any single star. However, even a simple pair of observations of the same

Mira could be useful in indicating whether the spectroscopic or the photo-

metric diameter curve tends to be confirmed by the direct method. Occultation

measurements of U Ori were recorded by Ridgway, Wells, and Joyce in two dif-

ferent lunations, and they indicate that the diameter is several percent

larger at phase 0.36 than at phase 0.99. This result appears to confirm the

photometric diameter curve, but unfortunately no conclusion can be drawn.

The two observations were made with different filters, one in the continuum
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and one in an H20 band, and it is quite possible that the measured change in

diameter has more to do with wavelength dependence than with time dependence.

Exciting results obtained by speckle interferometry have recently been

published by Labeyrle, Koechlin, Bonneau, Blazit, and Foy (1977). R Leo and

o Cet were found to be twice as large at wavelengths affected by strong TiO

bands as they are at continuum wavelengths. Information about changes in dia-

meter with phase is still very limited, but the indications are that changes

with wavelength at a given phase are much more dramatic than changes with

phase at a given wavelength. The acquisition of further speckle data, espe-

cially if timed to cover a substantial portion of the light cycle of a single

Mira, would be enormously valuable.

THE PHOTOMETRIC APPROACH

The formula L = 4_R2aT_ is straightforward enough, but the Miras

are not. One problem is that the formula assumes the stars are round -- not

shaped llke jellyfish. We now examine the problems associated with determin-

ing L and Te.

Observationally, it takes a lot of work to determine L, or even the

apparent quantity mbo I. But at least mbo I -- the total radiation from the

star reaching the top of our atmosphere -- is a well-deflned quantity. Since

the time of Pettit and Nicholson (1933), much more sophisticated methods have

been applied to the determination of mb01, including the use of Stratoscope

scans to interpolate between the various infrared magnitudes measured from

the ground (Smak 1966). A few observations of Miras have also been made from

high-altitude aircraft (Strecker, Erickson, and Witteborn 1978). I am cur-

rently collaborating with J. Smak on the determination of mbo I for a large

set of Miras from extensive wide- and narrow-band photometry. My impression

is that if you are willing to do the work and are careful about the photo-

metric calibrations, you can determine mbo I to an accuracy of a few percent.

Recent work on this problem has not changed the character of the bolometric

light curves derived by Pettit and Nicholson. In other words, I don't think
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errors in the determinationof mboI can be responsiblefor the discrepancies
mentionedabove.

Light curvesmeasured at carefully-chosencontinuumpoints in the

infraredcan give a good approximationto the bolometriclight curve. Lock-

wood and Wing (1971)have publishedlight curvesfor 25 Miras in I(i04),

measuredphotoelectricallywith a narrow bandpassat 10400 _, and they were

found to have the same amplitudesand phasingas the bolometrlclight curves

of Pettit and Nicholson. Since I(I04) is very much easier to measure than

mbol, it is nice to know that it providesessentiallythe same information.

The I(104) light curveshave proved quite interesting,especially

since each measurementof magnitudehas been part of a set of narrow-band

photometrywhich also gives the spectraltype (fromthe strengthsof TiO and

VO bands) and the near-lnfraredcontinuumcolor. When I started this work

in 1965, my hope was that the I(i04) curve of any Mira would repeat so well

from cycle to cycle that its characteristicscould be establishedonce and

for all. SeveralMiras were followedthroughtwo or three cycles to test

this idea, and the first resultsseemedpromising. Figure 3 shows the visual

and I(i04) curves for W Peg in two successivecycles. The V curves,measured

photoelectricallywith a UBV photometer,show typicalcycle-to-cyclediffer-

ences: one maximumis 0.3 mag brighter than the other,and it occurredahead

of schedule;the slopes on the decliningbranchesare also different. On the

other hand, the I(104)magnitudesfollowedthe same curve in both cycles. I

would like to be able to tell you that the differencesin the visual maxima

were caused by differencesin blanketingof the visual region by TiO, but the

fact of the matter is that W Peg attainedthe same spectraltype, M7.0, at

both maxima.

These observationsof W Peg, from 1965 and 1966, were made with a

spectrumscanner. Since 1969 I have been using a set of eight interference

filtersto obtain similarinformation. In addition,Lockwood (1972)has pub-

lishedextensivephotometryof Miras on a five-colorsystem in the same near-

infraredspectralregion. These three systemshave enough in common that it

has been possible to work out the transformationsbetween them (Lockwoodand

Wing 1971; Wing and Lockwood1973); in particular,all three measure I(i04).
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Fig. 3 - Photoelectric light curves in V and 1(104) for W Peg, a

typical Mira variable, during the accessible portions of two consecu-
tive cycles. In this case the differences in the visual curves are

not reflected in the 1(104) curve. Note also that the infrared maxi-

mum occurs well after the visual maximum. From Wing (1967).

When Lockwood and I combined our data tO form IIi04) light curves for

several Miras over a number of cycles, it became clear that cycle-to-cycle

differences do occur in the 1(104) curves quite commonly, and that the nice

behavior shown by W Peg in Figure 3 is the exception rather than the rule.

Several of these 1(104) light curves are shown in Figure 4, where different
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Fig. 4 - Light curves in I(i04), an infrared continuum point, for
Miras of relatively short period (left) and long period (right). Below
the name of each star is its mean spectral type at maximum light (Keenan
1966) and the mean period used in calculating the phases. From Lockwood
and Wing (1971).

symbols have been used to distinguish the different cycles. The stars of

relatively short period usually repeat fairly well, while the large-amplltude,

400-day Miras show more substantial cycle-to-cycle differences. From an

analysis of these differences in terms of the simultaneously measured spectral

types and color temperatures, we were forced to conclude that cycle-to-cycle

differences affect the bolometric curves as well.

Several of the stars in Figure 4 show humps on the rising branch, at

about phase 0.7. Similar humps have long been known to occur in the visual

light curves of certain Miras, and it was not known whether they are caused

by superficial changes in spectroscopic features or by more basic changes in

the continuum radiation. Now we see that the humps are present in the con-

tinuum radiation; blanketing changes do not affect the 1(104) magnitude, and
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in any case the spectral types were observed to remain constant, at their

latest value, throughout the interval from phase 0.6 to 0.8, whether or not

a hump occurred in the light curve. The TiO and VO bands used for spectral

classification are evidently formed very far from the layer emitting the

continuum; these molecules do not start to dissociate until a month or two

after the photospheric temperature has started to rise.

The infrared data show that humps on the rising branch are quite

common: most stars observed in two or more cycles show a hump in at least

one cycle. On the other hand, few stars seem to have humps in every cycle.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that humps also occur in

the bolometric light curve, whenever they occur in 1(104). If we know the

shape of the bolometric curve, we can use the color temperatures measured

in the infrared continuum, along with the usual formula, to inquire how the

radius changes when a hump occurs. Interestingly, the color temperatures

are observed to increase smoothly and monotonically, from minimum to visual

maximum, no matter whether a hump occurs in the light curve or not; there

is never a hump in the temperature curve. Thus the leveling-off or decrease

in luminosity following a hump must be the result of a rapid decrease in

radius prior to maximum light. Lockwood and I suggested that the occurrence

(or not) of a hump of the rising branch is simply the result of the interplay

between rising temperature and decreasing radius during this part of the

cycle.

This brings us to the question of what temperature is really appro-

priate to use in the formula L = 4=R2_T_. The fundamental problem with

applying this formula to the Mira variables, it seems to me, is that the

effective temperature Te is defined by this formula and has meaning only

if we can attach a meaning to the radius R. Since the star has no membrane,

we have to think of the radius as the distance from the center of the star

at which the optical depth takes on some value, such as unity; as we have

seen, the radius is then strongly wavelength-dependent and may vary by as

much as a factor of two over the width of a strong spectral feature. Some

kind of averaging is needed, but it is not clear what kind of mean opacity,

or mean radius, corresponds to the "effective" temperature. There are
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innumerableways of estimatingthe temperatureof a Mira spectroscopically

or photometrically,but differentmethods often give substantiallydifferent

results, in part because they refer to differentlayers of the atmosphere

which really do have differenttemperatures,and in part becausemost line

ratios and photometriccolor indicesare not pure indicatorsof temperature.

So what do we do? The usual responseis to go ahead and use the for-

mula anyway. That is, we determinemboI as best we can, estimateTe from a

color index that we hope is representative(orworse, from the spectraltype),

and bravelyplug them into the formulato computethe size. This gives us a

number,but we really don't know how this number is relatedto the size of

the star.

Applicationsof the photometricmethod to Mira variablesdo at least

give internallyconsistentresults,as exemplifiedby Pettit and Nicholson's

diametercurve in the center of Figure i. The size (or rather, this number)

is smallestnear the time of visualmaximum, and it increasesmost rapidly

between the times of visual maximumand bolometricmaximum,which occurs one

or two months later. Nearly all spectroscopicand photometrictemperature

indicatorsagree that the highest temperatureoccursvery close to the time

of visual maximum; if the temperaturereally drops during the followingmonth

or so, a rapid increasein the size of the emittingregion is needed to ac-

count for the increasein bolometricflux.

There are three furtherresultsfrom the narrow-bandphotometryof

Miras which, althoughnot clearlyrelatedto radius variatlons,do tell us

a good deal about the structureand extent of their atmospheres:(i) the

temperaturesmeasuredin the continuumare usuallymuch higher thanwould

be expected from the spectraltype; (2) spectraltypes determinedfrom dif-

ferentTiO bands are often grosslydiscordant;and (3) the variationsin

spectraltype are only looselycoupledto the variationsin color tempera-

ture. While each of these findingscame as a surprise,I believe they are

all manifestationsof the same thing,namely the great stratificationof

these stars' atmospheres.

Color temperaturesthat are abnormallyhigh for the spectraltype

do not always occur -- as a consequenceof the loose couplingindicatedin
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the third result above, the effect can go either way -- but most Miras have

high temperatures for their spectral types at most phases. The effect is

most conspicuous (and best established) in the early-type Miras near maximum

light, when the near-infrared color temperatures are completely free from

blanketing effects. For example, R Tri at its 1965 maximum attained a color

temperature as high as that of a normal K4 giant, but its spectral type was

never earlier than M3 (Spinrad and Wing 1969). I interpret this as meaning

simply that the continuum and the absorption spectrum are formed very far

apart, in regions of very different temperature. In other words, the atmo-

sphere of a Mira is more stratified than that of a normal giant (Wing 1967).

A recent study of hydrodynamlcal phenomena in Mira variables (Willson

and Hill 1979) lends credence to the conclusion that their atmospheres may

be more distended than those of non-varlable M giants of the same luminosity.

There is simply not enough time for the atmosphere to recover from the effects

of one shock wave before the next shock starts to propagate through it. The

atmosphere is thus never in a "normal" state, and although the star has the

energy output of a giant, the physical characteristics of its atmosphere,

such as density and temperature structure, may more closely resemble those of

a supergiant. Indeed, Mira variables seem spectroscopically to have the luml-

nosities of superglants, if their pressure-sensitivellne ratios are inter-

preted in the usual way. For this reason, Keenan has always refrained from

assigning luminosity classes to Mira variables (Keenan 1966; Keenan, Garrison,

and Deutsch 1974). Unfortunately, not all investigators have exercised such

restraint, and superglant luminosity classifications have been published for

several Miras, leading to possible confusion as to their actual luminosities.

The second of the results from narrow-band photometry mentioned above

refers to the assignment of temperature classes. For the Miras, temperature

classification becomes ambiguous as soon as we consider two different classi-

fication criteria -- even if they are just different bands of the same mole-

cule. In Figure 5, we see that the relative strengths of the TiO bands mea-

sured by filters i and 3 on the elght-color system are not the same in the

Mira as they are in the giant. For the giant we get the same spectral type

from both TiO bands and from the continuum color, while for the Mira we get
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Fig. 5 - Eight-color photometry for 56 Leo, a normal, unreddened

giant, and U Cet, a Mira variable. The two stars have nearly the same

TiO strength at filter i but different TiO strengths at filter 3 and

very different color temperatures. From Wing (1974).

M6 from the zero-volt TiO band, M4.5 from the excited TiO band, and M3 from

the color. Clearly we must be careful in using spectral classifications of

Miras; in particular, we should not use them to infer the temperature of the

photosphere. At the same time, these results encourage me to hope that the

infrared color temperature from the eight-color photometry may indeed be

suitable to use in calculations of the radius, since it appears to refer to

the same deep layer from which most of the total flux is emitted.

The loose coupling between color temperature and band strength is

illustrated in Figure 6. The loops executed by Miras are really enormous --

the band strengths can differ by a factor of two or more between phases of

the same color temperature. Because of this, bolometric corrections for

Miras must betabulated as two-dimensional functions of band strength and

color, rather than as one-dimensional functions of spectral type as have

always been used in the past. Another consequence of these loops is that

they render the band-strength data virtually useless for abundance deter-

minations.
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Fig. 6 - An index of molecular band strength is plotted against
the reciprocal color temperature (5040/T), both measured in the near

infrared with a scanner (Wing 1967). Normal giants define the heavy
line ending in the box labeled RX Boo, whereas Mira variables execute

large loops. See Spinrad and Wing (1969) for details.

These loops can be interpreted in the same way as the other phenomena

we have discussed -- the band strengths and the continuum color refer to

widely separated regions, the temperature variations in which are out of

phase. This behavior could be modeled if all Miras showed loops that were

at least qualitatively similar, but they're all different! In Figure 6,

X Cyg goes clockwise while U Her goes counter-clockwise. In fact, the loops

shown by the same star in different cycles are not necessarily any more simi-

lar than the loops of two different stars.

Well, what do you expect of a jellyfish? Remember that the layers

contributing to the spectra are near-perfect vacua separated by millions of

miles, and you will be able to excuse their poorly-coordinated performance.
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THE SPECTROSCOPICAPPROACH

Thespectra of Miras are incredibly complex. They are dominated in

the ultraviolet and blue regions by atomic absorption lines, in the visual

and near infrared by bands of metallic oxide molecules, and in the infrared

beyond 1.5 B by innumerable lines from the rotatlon-vlbratlon transitions of

CO and H20. In addition to these absorption features, emission lines of vari-

ous descriptions are present. Hydrogen lines of the Balmer, Paschen, and

Brackett series are strong in emission during more than half the cycle, from

just before maximum to approximately the time of minimum light; since absorp-

tion lines can be seen (and identified) within the broad emission profiles of

the Balmer lines, it is clear that the hydrogen emission is produced in a

deep layer of the atmosphere (Joy 1947). Some of the weaker emission lines

are known to be produced by fluorescence, and although I will not discuss

these particular lines further here, I should mention that the careful study

of fluorescence mechanisms in Miras can provide important information about

the structures and motions of their atmospheres (Wing 1964; Willson 1976).

In fact, the very fact that fluorescence mechanisms are operative shows that

these atmospheres are so rarefied that the populations of excited levels in

atoms are governed by radiative processes rather than by collisions. Other

metallic emission lines seem to be produced by recombination, some remain un-

identified, and still other emission lines have been found to have molecular

origins. Interesting reviews of the line spectra of Miras have been published

by Merrill (1960) and Willson (1976).

Recent observations of Miras have revealed additional emission lines.

Just six weeks ago, the first emission lines to be detected in the ultraviolet

spectrum of a Mira variable below the atmospheric cut-off were recorded in

R Leo with the IUE satellite (Wing and Carpenter 1978). At the other end of

the spectrum, lines emitted by OH, H20 , SiO, and CO have been detected in the

microwave region.

Spectroscopic studies of the pulsational properties of Miras are based

on the measurement of radial velocities. Unfortunately, an accurate measure-

ment is not enough; there are three problems with which we must deal before
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the radial-velocitydata can be convertedinto informationabout the expan-

sion and contractionof the atmosphere. First,becauseof projectioneffects,

the measured radialvelocitydoes not tell us immediatelythe motion of the

surfaceof the star; we must apply a very uncertaincorrectionfor geometry

and limb darkening. Emission lines are particularlydifficultto use, since

they may be either limb-darkenedor llmb-brightened,dependingon the depth of

their formation. This problemhas been discussedrecentlyby Wallerstein

(1977). A more importantproblem,also discussedby Wallerstein,is that it

is not sufficientto know the absolutemotion of the surface;we must also

know the radial velocityof the center of mass of the star before we can tell

whether the surfaceis moving up or down. Finally,when we find that different

spectralfeatureshave differentradialvelocities,we must somehowdecide

which featureto use as an indicatorof the photosphericvelocity.

For many years, most of the radial-velocitywork on Miras was done at

Mount Wilson Observatory,mainly by Merrilland Joy. The spectroscopic

radial-velocitycurve shown in Figure 1 was taken from an early study of Mira

by Joy (1926);28 years later Joy (1954)publisheda second study of Mira,

from which Figure 7 was taken. Quite generally,the emissionlines show

smallerradial velocitiesthan absorptionlines, i.e. the emittingregions

are moving outwardand/or the absorbingregionsare fallinginward. [The only

red-shlftedemissionlines that have been identifiedin Miras are certain

fluorescentlines that are excitedby off-centercoincidences(Wing 1964)].

Differentemission lines,however,displayvery differentbehavior:note in

particularthe curves for Joy's "standard"metallic emissionlines, the Fe II

lines, and the hydrogenlines in panels (b) and (d) of Figure 7. The be-

havior of the absorptionspectrumis also rather complex:Merrill, in several

papers,reportedthat the radialvelocitiesof absorptionlines show a de-

pendenceupon excitationpotential-- anotherindicationof extremestrati-

fication. In addition,a few instancesof doubling of atomic lines have been

reported,and evidenceof incipientllne doubling (fuzzyor irregularline

profiles)is rather common.

Faced with the many differentvelocitiesthat are present in the

spectrumat any given phase, how can we decide which velocitybest represents
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Fig. 7 - Radial velocities measured in the spectrum of Mira, from

Joy (1954). Absorption and emission lines, all from the blue spectral

region, have been grouped according to their behavior. Numbers next

to the points indicate [he number of measurements entering the mean.

the motion of the photosphere and whlchthe motion of the center of mass?

Many approaches to this question have been tried. Usually some kind of average

of the atomic absorption-line velocities is taken to be the photospheric velo-

City. Common choices for the center-of-mass velocity are the mean absorption

velocity at the time of maximum light, the velocity of Fe II emission lines

(which appear to be formed in the chromosphere and show relatively little

velocity variation with phase), and the velocities of certain molecularmicro-

wave emission lines (which are formed still farther out). Unfortunately , all

these velocities are different.

For 7 stars with hlgh-quality optical and microwave velocity data,

Wallerstein (1975) prepared Figure 8 to illustrate the differences in the
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Fig. 8 - Radial velocitiesof variousopticaland radio lines
plottedrelative to the velocityobtainedfrom high-excltationabsorp-
tion lines (labeledP for "photospheric")for 7 well-studiedMira var-
iables. Characteristicvelocitiesof opticalemission (E) and circum-
stellar (CS) lines are plottedas well as the velocitiesof radio lines

of SiO, H20, and OH. From Wallerstein(1975).

variousobservedvelocitieswhich might be consideredto representthe motion

of the centerof mass. Also includedare the characteristicvelocitiesof

optical emissionlines and circumstellarabsorptioncomponents. The reference

velocity in each case is that of the absorptionspectrumand is labeledP

for "photospheric". Because of the dependenceof the absorption-linevelocity

upon excitationpotential,Wallersteinused only high-excltationlines, which

are formed in deeper layers than the low-excitationlines, in the determina-

tion of P. Even with this precaution,however, it is doubtfulwhether this

velocityrefers to a layer as deep as the true photosphere,and in fact the

results from the infraredCO lines discussedbelow seem to show that it does

not.
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Since Figure 8 was originally drawn, thermal (as opposed to maser)

SiO emission has been detected from several Miras. Since this emission must

arise in a large, low-density region, it should indicate fairly directly

the center-of-mass velocity of the star. According to Reid and Dickinson

(1976), the circumstellar emitting region has a modest velocity of expansion

(as inferred from the SiO line profile), and the center-of-mass velocity is

smaller than the velocity derived from atomic absorption lines at bright

phases, i.e. the gas producing the absorption is seen falling back in.

Once the necessary decisions have been made, the radial-velocity

curve can be integrated to determine the distance moved by the gas producing

the measured lines. The corresponding change in surface area can then be

calculated and compared to that obtained by the photometric method. When-

ever this exercise has been carried out, as for example by Pettlt and Nichol-

son (see Figure i) and more recently by Wallerstein (1977), it has revealed

a disturbing discrepancy: the motion of the gas inferred from the photometry

is simply not confirmed by the measured radial velocities. In fact, Waller-

stein showed that a discrepancy exists no matter what value is assumed for

the center-of-mass velocity, since part of the problem is that the amplitude

of the radial-veloclty variations -- at least for atomic lines in the blue --

is much too small to correspond to the photometric variations.

If, like Wallerstein, we choose to assume that the atomic absorption-

llne velocities are indicating the actual motion of the photosphere, then we

are forced to look for an error in the interpretation of the photometry.

Wallerstein's (1977) suggestion is that we have been fooled by an opacity

effect: the apparent increase in size between the times of visual and bolo-

metric maxima is not due to an actual outward movement of the gas but is

simply the result of an increase in the atmospheric opacity as the tempera-

ture drops and molecules and grains form. However, this explanation has a

fatal flaw. Although an increase in opacity can indeed cause an increase

in the apparent size as measured directly (say by an interferometer of some

kind), there is no way that it can produce an increase in size as "seen" by

a photometer, since an increase in opacity cannot make the star become bolo-

metrically brighter.
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If, on the other hand, we assume that there is nothing basically

wrong with the conventional interpretation of the photometry, we must con-

clude that the atomic absorption lines seen in the blue spectral region,

even those of high excitation, do not arise in the photosphere, i.e. the

layer producing most of the bolometric radiation seen by a photometer.

This could be the case if the opacity is much greater in the blue than in

the infrared. Evidence in favor of this conclusion has finally been pro-

duced by studies of hlgh-resolution infrared spectra which show lines which

d__£ohave the radial velocities, and the large velocity amplitudes, that are

expected for the motion of the photosphere.

The real break-through/ it seems to me, came from investigations of

line doubling, particularly Maehara's (1968) study of the doubling of atomic

lines on near-infrared spectrograms of X Cyg, an S-type Mira. Instances of

line doubling in Miras had been reported earlier -- in the S star R And

(Merrill and Greenstein 1958; Spinrad and Wing 1969) and in the carbon star

R Lep (Phillips and Freedman 1969) -- but Maehara was the first to carry out

a spectroscopic analysis of each set of lines separately and to establish

that the blue component is produced in much hotter gas than the other. He

therefore was able to construct a reasonable model involving a layer of

shock-heated gas rising through a stratum of cooler gases.

Maehara also measured the velocities of the lines of TiO and CN on

his near-infrared plates of X Cyg. These were not doubled, but they didn't

have the same velocity, either. The CN lines were found to be formed in the

warm, rising layer, while the TiO lines were formed in the cooler layer. No

wonder it has been hard to interpret the molecular band strengths of Miras

in terms of a single-slab model!

With a two-component model, it is not difficult to see how the dis-

crepancy between the photometric and spectroscopic results might be resolved.

We must simply suppose that, during the maximum and post-maximum phases, most

of the light comes from the deep, rising layer -- which brightens bolometri-

cally as it swells and rises above the sources of continuous and molecular

opacity in the cooler, in-falling layer -- while most of the absorption lines

seen spectroscopically are produced in the in-falling layer.
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It is only when double lines can be seen in the spectrum that we can

measure the temperatures and motions of both layers and thus obtain the infor-

mation we need to specify the parameters of a two-component model. Spectro-

grams of Miras in the blue region generally do not show double lines; evident-

ly the opacity in the blue is too great to allow the deep layer to be seen.

Rayleigh scattering, with its 1-4 dependence, is likely to contribute to the

opacity in the blue, along with TiO bands and the overlapping wings of atomic

lines. The advantage gained by Maehara (1968) in using the near-infrared and

by Spinrad and Wing (1969) in using the one-micron region is considerable. It

is also no mere coincidence that all reported instances of atomic line doub-

ling have been found in S- and C-type Miras, which have lower atmospheric opa-

cities than the much more common M-type Miras. [I do not count the doubled

lines reported in o Cet by Adams (1941), since the displaced components that

he saw were from an expanding circumstellar shell, rather than a deep layer

of rising gas].

Much more complete information about the two-component model has come

from the study of the infrared lines of carbon monoxide. The two-micron re-

gion where the first-overtone CO bands lie corresponds to the minimum opacity

due to H-, which in any case is seriously depleted at the cool temperatures

of Miras because of the shortage of free electrons. Although the CO lines

themselves are strong, they are not very densely packed, and it is possible

to see down to the photosphere between these lines. Furthermore, the CO mole-

cule is very stable and can exist at the high temperatures of the shock-heated

photosphere. Hence it is possible to see photospheric CO absorption lines

whenever the motion of the photosphere displaces them from the corresponding
0

lines formed in the cool outer envelope.

Figures 9 and i0 show a section of the spectrum of X Cyg in the region

of the first-overtone CO bands on two different dates. They were obtained

with a Fourier-transform spectrometer at the Kitt Peak National Observatory.

Wavenumber increases from upper left to lower right. Most of the absorption

features visible in these spectra are due to CO, although telluric H20 lines

are also present. For orientation I have labeled the (3,1) and (2,0) band

heads of C12016 on the third and fourth strips, respectively, of Figure 9.
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Fig. 9 - The spectrum of X Cyg from 4240 to 4360 cm-I (2.36 to

2.29 p) on 1976 Jan. 12_ when the star was at minimum light (phase

0.57). The (2,0) and (3,1) heads of C12016 and the (2,0) head of

C13016 are labeled, as are the rotational quantum numbers of some of

the lines of the (2,0) band (in the third strip). All CO features

are sharp and single. From an unpublished Kitt Peak spectrum (cour-

tesy D. N. B. Hall, S. T. Ridgway, and K. H. Hinkle).

The (4,2) head is in the left half of the first strip, where the spectrum is

messy because of H20 contamination, and the (2,0) head of the isotopic molecule

C13016 is clearly visible in the right half of the first strip. I have also

labeled, on the third strip, the rotational quantum numbers of some of the R-

branch lines of the (2,0) band of C12016; the two sequences can, of course, be

followed into the fourth strip, but they become blended together as they ap-

proach theband head, which occurs at about quantum number 50.

The spectrum shown in Figure 9 was taken at minimum light when the CO

lines are Sharp and single. The one shown in Figure i0 was obtained seven
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Fig. 10- The same as Figure 9, except that the date was 1975 June

12, when × Cyg was at maximum (phase 0.05). Here the CO features are
double.

months earlier when the variable was at maximum, and we see at once that all

the CO features, including the band heads, are doubled. The doubling is par-

ticularly obvious in the fourth strip. The weaker components, shifted to shor-

ter wavelengths, can be identified with the deeper, warmer layer.

The comparison of Figures 9 and l0points out two great advantages of

the infrared CO bands in studies of line doubling, in addition to those already

mentioned. First, since Miras have relatively small light amplitudes in the

infrared, spectra of the same high quality can be obtained throughout the cycle.

Second, because the doubling is shown by a large number of lines covering a

substantial range in excitation, it is possible to measure the velocities and

temperatures of both atmospheric layers with high precision.
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The first report of the doubling of CO lines in a Mira variable was

published by Maillard (1974), who described the spectrum of R Leo. Two ex-

tensive programs of infrared spectroscopy of Miras have also been undertaken:

one the recently-completed Ph.D. dissertation of K. H. Hinkle, supervised by

T. G. Barnes and D. L. Lambert, at the University of Texas, and the other an

on-going project at Kitt Peak National Observatory, where D. N. B. Hall and

S. T. Ridgway, who initiated it, have now been joined by Hinkle. The Texas

results for R Leo, the star observed most extensively, have been published

(Hinkle 1978 - CO and OH bands) or are in press (Hinkle and Barnes 1979 -

H20 bands). These papers are extremely illuminating, and I hope that the

brief summary I will give here will inspire you to read them. Results from

the Kitt Peak program have not yet been published, but since it uses even

higher spectral resolution and involves extensive coverage of several stars,

it may be expected to shed still more light on the Mira phenomenon.

From the positions and strengths of lines of both CO and OH measured

between 1.6 and 2.5 _ in the spectrum of R Leo at nine distinct phases, Hinkle

(1978) has been able to give a much clearer picture of the velocity and tem-

perature structure and the manner in which these quantities vary through the

cycle. Line doubling is most apparent just before maximum light, since at

that time we begin to see the blue-shifted components from the deep part of

the photosphere, which has just encountered the shock wave of a new cycle,

while the infalling material from the previous cycle has not yet faded from

visibility. In addition, Hinkle identified a third layer, a cool outer shell

which produces only low-excitation lines and is falling slowly back toward the

star; thus some of the infrared lines, at certain phases, were actually seen

as triple.

These results are shown in Figure ii, in which velocity is plotted

against phase. This figure is based on the first-overtone OH bands; similar

results were obtained for the first- and second-overtone CO bands. For the

purposes of the present discussion, two results stand out as being the most

important. (I) The velocities of the warm, blue-shifted component near maxi-

mum light are algebraically much smaller thanany previously seen in the ab-

sorption spectrum and are similar to those of the hydrogen emission lines;
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Fig. ii - Velocity variations shown by OH lines in R Leo. Near maxi-
mum light (phase 0) the velocity is smallest as the gas rises rapidly;
the motion can be followed for a full cycle as the gas decelerates and
falls back in, and near phase 0.9 it is possible to see the photospheric
layers from two successive cycles. In addition, the low-excitation OH
lines show another component (dot-dash curve) which is identified with
the cool circums_ellar shell. From Hinkle (1978).
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this is, in fact, the sort of velocity required for the expanding photosphere

inferred from the photometry between the times of the visual and bolometric

maxima. (2) The amplitude of the velocity variation, 27 km s-1, is larger

than any previously found and is, for the first time, consistent with the

photometlic results. The same gas can be seen throughout a complete cycle

as it rises, decelerates, and falls back in.

Hinkle (1978) finds that a consistent pulsational model for R Leo can

be derived if the center-of-mass velocity is 8 ± i km s-I. This value is sig-

nificantly smaller than most of the absorption-line velocities measured in

the blue, which range from 7 to 15 km s-I as a function of pha@e (Merrill

1946, 1952). This displacement of the mean absorption velocity from the

center-of-mass velocity, which indicates that the absorbing material is

falling in, is consistent with the suggestion of Reid and Dickinson (1976)

discussed earlier.

Another molecule that produces a great many lines in the infrared

spectra of Miras is H20 , and its lines, too, are double throughout much of

the cYcle (Hinkle and Barnes 1979). The spectrum of H20 is so complicated

that the doubling of its lines might have gone unnoticed, were it not for the

fact that the H20 lines are sometimes sharp and single. The component that

is always present can be identified with the cool circumstellar layer which

also produces CO and OH lines of the same velocity. The other, which shows

a greater range in velocity, comes from the photosphere. The behavior of the

H20 spectrum is thus similar to that of CO and OH, but there is an interesting

difference. At maximum light, when the warm layer is moving rapidly outward

and the doubling of the CO and OH lines is easily seen, the H20 lines are

single. Hinkle and Barnes offer a simple explanation for this difference:

the H20 molecules are dissociated at the high temperatures of the photosphere

near maximum light, and they do not start to form in appreciable numbers

until about 0.i cycle later, when the photospheric temperature has dropped

sufficiently.

Figure 12 illustrates the doubling of H20 lines in R Leo. Nearly

all the absorption in this spectral interval is due to stellar H20. In the

upper spectrum, taken at maximum light, the lines are single and only the
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Fig. 12 - A section of the infrared spectrum of R Leo dominated

by lines of H20. The lines are single at maximum light (upper spec-
trum) and double at phase 0.2 (lower spectrum). From Hinkle and
Barnes (1979).

cool shell component is present. In the lower spectrum, taken 0.2 cycle

later, theshell component of each line is shifted to the left as the material

falls back into the star, and a second component from the rising photosphere

appears, shifted to the right.
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Fig. 13 - Schematic representation of the outer atmosphere of a Mira
variable at phases 0.6, 0.9, 0.0, and 0.3, based on infrared spectroscopy
of R Leo. The arrows represent gas velocities. From Hinkle and Barnes
(1979).

Hinkle and Barnes (1979) have summarized in Figure 13 the picture of

R Leo that they have put together from their infrared observations. At all

phases a cool clrcumstellar shell is present, contributing low-excltatlon lines.

The stellar photosphere pulsates and is at all times hotter than the tempera-

tures conventionally ascribed to Miras -- a result anticipated by narrow-band

photometry in the infrared (Wing 1967). Intermediate temperatures occur in the

star's upper atmosphere, where most of the atomic and molecular absorption lines

are formed and through which the shock wave propagates•

I find the recent results from infrared spectroscopy extremely encour-

aging. On the one hand they show that the spectroscopic approach can indeed

give information about the pulsational properties of Miras. At the same time
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they show us how to construct a model which, at least in its broad outline,

is consistent with the photometric as well as the spectroscopic observations.

8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This review has touched upon a wide variety of topics; the common

theme has been the great extent of the observable atmospheres of the Mira

variables. We have considered various methods for measuring the sizes of

these atmospheres, and more particularly the manner in which the size changes

through the cycle. The results obtained by different methods have been com-

pared, and the differences thus found have reminded us that observations of

Miras are not always easy to interpret.

I have emphasized the problems of interpretation because it seems to

me that these are not always given sufficient attention. I hope I have dis-

tinguished between the problems that are the star's fault (such as departures

from spherical symmetry) and those which, dear Brutus, are our own (such as

unwittingly combining results which refer to different parts of the star).

While the Miras will always be difficult objects to treat, some of the pro-

blems that have baffled astronomers for decades have recently disappeared.

In particular the famous discrepancy between the photometric and spectro-

scopic diameter curves turns out not to be a real discrepancy at all, since

the two methods are not looking at the same gas. The discrepancies between

molecular band strength and continuum color temperature can be accounted for

in the same way.

A simple model for the atmospheric structure and motions of Miras,

based on Hinkle's recent observations of the doubling of infrared molecular

lines, has been described. This model, consisting of two atmospheric layers

plus a circumstellar shell, has been remarkably successful in providing a

physically plausible picture of the atmosphere which is consistent with the

photometrically-measured magnitude and temperature variations as well as the

spectroscopic data. However, it is Of course muc_ too simple to account for

all the observations. For example, in Figure 13 the outer atmosphere is
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represented by a large region at the uniform temperature of 1700°K, whereas

we have long known that temperature and velocity gradients must exist since

the measured velocities of absorption lines show a dependence on excitation

potential. In another paper at this conference, Pilachowskl, Wallerstein,

and Willson (1979) treat the absorption-line velocities as functions of ex-

citation potential, ionization potential, wavelength, and line strength;

their results for the outer atmosphere should now be combined with the

broader picture given by studies of line doubling to obtain a more complete

and realistic model for the atmosphere.

Much observational work on Miras remains to be done. In particular

I would like to encourage work in three areas. First, it is important to

find out how well the radial velocity variations of the infrared molecular

lines repeat from cycle to cycle. In the work done to date it has been ne-

cessary to combine observations from different cycles, and this procedure

generally has not been very successful with other kinds of observations of

Miras. The current program of infrared spectroscopy at Kitt Peak should

settle this point. Second, measurements of molecular band strengths and

photospheric color temperatures should be made around the cycle by narrow-

band photometry, but unlike previous measurements of this kind, they should

be accompanied by high-resolution spectroscopy so that the region of forma-

tion of each spectral feature can be identified from its radial velocity.

Such combined data could form the basis for a more detailed model of the

atmosphere. Finally, direct diameter measurements through as much of the

cycle as possible, by speckle interferometry in well-defined wavelength bands,

are badly needed. Now that it is possible to derive diameter curves from

photometry and spectroscopy that are at least qualitatively the same, we must

be brave and ask whether the same result can be obtained by direct measure-

men t.

I would like to thank Dr. Kenneth H. Hinkle for showing me his results

prior to publication, and for providing the Kitt Peak spectra shown in Figures

9 and i0. I also thank Dr. George Wallerstein for helpful correspondence.
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It is a general belief that all late-type giants and

supergiants are unstable. The variabilities tend to be more

regular and with large amplitudes (in visible light) for the

giants - long period variables (LPV). They tend to be much

less regular and or erratic and with much smaller ampli-

tudes for the supergiants - semi-regular variables (SRV).

Since their light curves change from cycle to cycle, it is

not possible to describe a red variable by just a single

period and shape of light variation. We would like to

investigate whether the light variation can be interpreted as

superimposition of two/or more periodic light curve components

of arbitrary shape (i.e. non-sinusoidal shape). Should this

be successful we would like to determine the values of the

period ratios of these red variables.

The visual observations of selected starspublished

passim in Harvard Annals and AAVSO Quarterly by the American

Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) were employed.

The method of analysis has been briefly described previously

by Leung (1971). The observations used for a red variable

usually cover an interval of about 50 years.
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Supergiants - SRV. In the case of SRV the erratic changes

in both period and shape of the light curve are common,

therefore a satisfactory representation of the observations

is extremely difficult to achieve. The primary periods

and secondary periods of M - type supergiants were summa-

rized by Stothers and Leung (1971). Their results are

listed in TableS1 and 2. The periods are functions of

temperature (Spectral type) and radius (liminosity class).

The primary period is associated with large amplitude

light variation.

Table [. Primary periods (in days) o/ variable M-tyt_
_m_rgiants

Class MI M2 M2.5 M3 M3.5 M4

Ia ... 586 ... 670 900 968
459

lab 184 290 378 467 500 689
182 325 460

Ib ... 165 ...... 365 415

Table _. 8econclary periods (in days) el variable M.typ_
superglants

Class MI M2 M2.5 M3 M3.5 M4

Ia ... 6000 ............
4500

Iab 1733 2800 ... 3060 ... 2900
22OO

Ib ... 2050 ...... 2950 4100
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The period ratio (secondary to primary) was found to be

about i0 for the M supergiants. Stothers andLeung

connected the primary period to the pulsational period,

and the long secondary period to the convective turnover

time of the giant cells in the stellar envelope. S per

(Leung and Stothers1977) is a more regular variable among

the SRV. The observations and the computed light curve

from 2 period - components are shown in Figure i. The

light curve of S per resembles LPV even though the period

ratio does not.

Fig. 1 AAVSO observations of S Per ( six-day-mean ).
Computed light curve ( smooth curve ) based on 2
period-components. Abscissa isJullan day.
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Giants - LPV. Seven LPV; 0 Cet, R And, T Cep, T Cas,

R Hya, S CrB and T Cen, were analyzed. Examples of the

observations and their computed light curves are shown in

Figures 2 and 3.

The crosses are observations not included in the data set

in deriving the period-components. Thus, these sections

of the light curves, represents the predictions by the

computer light curves.

2421000 2425000 2427000 2429000

\
+3

+s _'_[ :" _ ":"
IV

+9 v ": :

0 CET

,., :..
+3 .

+6

+3 .:
"l " )"

+9
4

I i
2433000 2435000 2437000 2439000

Fig. 2 AAVSO observations of 0 Cet ( ten-day-mean ). Computed light

curve ( smooth curve ) based on 3 period-components. Observations not

included in the determination of period-components are denoted as

crosses. Abscissa is Julian day.
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Fig. 3 AAVSO observations of T Cas ( ten-day-mean ). Computed light
curve ( smooth curve ) based on 2 period-components. Observations not

included in the determination of period-components are denoted as

crosses. Abscissa is Julian day.

The computed light curves in general for all selected

variables fit the observations quite satisfactorily. The

root-mean.squared errors are ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 of a

magnitude. Two period-components were determined for each

of the selected LPV, except for 0 Cet where 3 period-components

were employed. The period ratios (P2/PI) for 5 variables

are centered around 1.04. The shorter period P1 is associated

with the larger amplitude of variation. The amplitude ratios
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(A2/A1) range from 0.15 to 0.28. The period and amplitude

ratios of T Cen and S CrB do not fit into the general

behavior described above. The unusual carbon star V Hya

(Leung 1973) has very peculiar light variation. Four

distinct period-components were found for this variable.

We believe that the primary period, PI, is the

pulsational period, and the modulating period, P2, may be

derived from a non-radial mode.
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Discussion

Stellinswerf: If you have a period ratio of 1.05, it seems that you would

see beats every 20 periods or so. Did you try period ratios around 20?

Leung: In this kind of technique you don't force the period to be what you

want. You have a bunch of observations, and you find the fundamental period

almost by just looking at them, which is fairly easy. You try to find the

best fit light curve (period and slope), which is normally skewed, or with

humps. Then you prewhiten the observations and you perform a perlodogram

analysis, which gives a more or less sinusoidal fit. You don't want that,

so when you find the period from the periodogram analysis -- the normal

technique of spectrum analysis -- you go to the much more time-consuming

technique of a least-squares fit in the non-sinusoidal light curve. Then

whatever peak you get, can't be forced to a particular ratio.

Stellinswerf: But if you have a period ratio of 1.05, you should have another

one at about 20. I was wondering whether you saw one.

Leun_: No. Normally we use observations covering about 50 years.

P. Wood: Have you made any statistical tests on these secondary periods to

see how significant they are?

Leung: We do that by studying the (o - c) and see how much the residues are

reduced. There is no way you can fit a light curve with a single period,

given the differing maxima, differing humps, and differing positions. Take

T Cas -- not only does the hump appear in different places, but the height

of the hump is different.
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P. Wood: Did you perform a spectral analysis on one of these things?

Leun_: No, because you cannot do that. The normal periodogram analysis, or

power spectrum, gives the wrong answer, because the shape is not anything

llke sinusoidal. The very steep rise and gradual descent are of the RR Lyrae

type. That's why the subroutine for power spectrum analysis is only one

subroutine.

A. Cox: Do you imply that you have found all the periods, or are there more?

Leun_: For Miras, for example, I get three. The fourth one is of very

small amplitude, in the noise level. I don't want to hold myself to the

fourth one. For our stars, the amplitude of the third one is very small.

The problem is that we are dealing with amateur observations. After removing

two periods, the _ is generally about 0.5 mag. That is precisely the

observational error of amateur observations.

A. Cox: Have you tried professional observations of these stars?

Leung: I need 15-30 years of observations, and so far, none of them has

been observed that long. I don't think I intend to do it myself_ [Laughter]
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VELOCITY STRUCTURE IN LONG PERIOD VARIABLE STAR ATMOSPHERES

C. Pilachowskiand G. Wallersteln
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Ames,Iowa

ABSTRACT

A regression analysis of the dependence of absorption

line velocities on wavelength, line strength, excltation

potential, and ionization potential is presented, and conclu-

sions are drawn regarding the velocity structure of the atmos-

phere and the regions of formation of different lines.
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I. MOTIVATION

A. ObservationalConsiderationsand Method.

High dispersionabsorptionllne spectraof long period (Mira)

variablesshow much largervelocityscatter (_5-8 km/s) than similar

qualityobservationsof more normalM giants (_i-2 km/s, approachingthe

expectedvelocityresolutionof the plates used in this study).

Previousinvestigatorshave noticedcorrelationsbetween the veloc-

ity of absorptionlines and the excitationpotentialof the lower levels

(see for exampleMerrill, 1964a,bfor U Ori, R Ser, R Hya; Adams 1941

and Joy 1954 for o Ceti; Merrill1952 for T Cas, R LMI, W Hya and T Cep).

Preliminaryinspectionof the plates in the presentstudy suggestedthe

possibilityof a strongcorrelationwith ionizationpotentialalso for

some of the plates.

For any atmospherewith a velocity gradientin the reversinglayer

the velocity determinedfrom a given spectralline will depend on the

equivalentwidth or llne strengthwhich determinesthe region of forma-

tion of the llne. Maehara (1971)found a fairly strong dependenceof

the velocityof absorptionlines on the llne intensityfor X Cyg. In

addition,if the continuumopacityis stronglywavelengthdependent,

then one might hope to discovera correlationbetween the wavelengthof

the llne and its velocity.

The presentstudy is thereforean attempt to understandthe syste-

matic effectson the absorptionline velocitiesof the four parameters

excitationpotential(Xe), ionizationpotential(Xi), llne strength (S),

and wavelength(_). For llne strengtha visual estimateon an integer
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scale where most measured lines fall between i (very weak) and 4 (strong)

has been used. The procedure has been to solve for coefficients in a

multiple linear regression (least squares fit) with the four independent

variables:

v = Co + Cf(1).f(1) + CS. S + Ci.Xi + Ce.Xe (i)

When a group of lines contains a wide spread of parameter values, such
o

as excitation potentials from 0 eV to 3.5 eV or wavelength from 3800 A
o

to 4400 A, then the correlation coefficients derived are not very

sensitive to small errors in v. If the group contains only lines with

similar parameter values, such as ionization potentials from 7.4 eV to
O O

7.9 eV or wavelengths from 4000 A to 4075 A, then small errors in v

lead to large variations in the coefficients. For this reason, as well

as to reduce everything to a common set of velocity units to facilitate

comparisons between coefficients, we tabulate the results in terms of

parameter ranges _defined by

= Cx(Xma x _ Xmin ) (2)

where CX is the coefficient for parameter X, Xmax the maximum value

assumed by the parameter in the sample, and Xmi n the minimum value

assumed. Note that for wavelength we have allowed for the use of func-

tions of l; correlations have been calculated for f(1) = l, i/l, i/l 2,

and i/l 4. In general there were no differences in the results between

f(1) = I and f(1) = 1-4, with a very slight improvement in the signifi-

cance of the fit as f(l) was changed from I to i/l, i/l 2, and i/l 4 in a

few cases. We have therefore chosen to tabulate coefficients in terms

i/l as an intermediate "standard case".
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We expect some relationshipsto hold between the signs of the four

coefficientsbased on simple arguments. The ionizationpotentialand

excitation potential dependence should reflect the velocity as a func-

tion of distancefrom the sourceof excitationand ionization;the

simplestmodels are thereforeexpectedto have excitationpotential

coefficientsand ionizationpotentialcoefficientsof the same sign
@ @

• > 0). If the continuum opacity decreases from _3600 A to _7800 A(ci Ce

(for exampleif the principalopacitysource is Rayleighscattering= 1-4)

then lines in the blue region of the spectrumwill be formed at higher

atmosphericlevels than will the lines in the red region. Also, strong

lines are formedhigher in the atmospherethan weak ones. Hence the

coefficientsin % and S should have oppositesigns,or those in i/l and

C% < 0 or C1 • C > 0). Table 1 summarizestheS the same sign ( " Cs /% s

four expectedconfigurationsbased on these arguments,and the simplest

general interpretationof each case.

B. Theoreticalmotivation and shock model interpretation.

The interpretation of emission lines in long period variable stars

as produced in a moderately strong shock front rising from the photo-

sphere once each cycle has proven very effective in interpreting those

features (Willson 1976; Willson and Hill 1976) and is also confirmed by

infrared observations (Hinkle 1978). A schematic velocity profile of a

simple model for the shocked atmosphere (from Hill and Willson 1978) is

shown in Figure i. Important features of the models for the present

study are:
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i. The atmosphere typically contains two shocks. The lower shock,

of large amplitude, produces the hydrogen emission lines and the visual

continuum; the upper shock is in the reversing layer and is the direct

cause most of the observed scatter in the velocities of the absorption

lines.

2. The amplitude of the upper shock is expected to be _i0-20 km/s

for stars with masses _i M@ and periods from 150d to 350d.

3. The magnitude of the inward preshock velocity at a given shock

is _ the magnitude of the outward postshock velocity for the zero mass

loss strictly periodic case.

Note that in a few cases the absorption lines in the red have been

observed to be split, with components differing in velocity by typically

10-20 km/s (Shlnkawa 1973 for S Car; Maehara 1971, for X Cyg and o Ceti;

present study plates DA0 7641 (RT Cyg) and EC 2688 (Z Oph)).

In Figure 1 we have also included an idealized distribution of

velocities for A) Circumstellar lines, B and F) 0-i.0 eV lines, C and

E) 1-3 eV lines, C) absorption lines of ionized elements, D) emission

lines of ionized metals, and H) emission lines of hydrogen. This

idealized distribution is based mainly on the results of the present

study which indicate typical regions of line formation in the shock wave

model for each of these classes of lines.

An interpretation of the coefficients of the regression analysis

(cases a-d of Table i) using the velocity profile of Figure i is pre-

sented in Table 2. There are two possible interpretations of cases e

and d with the shock model, with different corollary behavior expected
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as noted in the table. Isothermal hydrodynamic calculations (Willson

and Hill 1976, Hill and Willson 1978) suggest a reasonable likelihood of

a small region of increasing outward velocity behind the shock, as in

case cl. There is, however,no very strong theoreticaljustificationof

a similar region of decreasing inward velocity ahead of the shock (case

dl) althoughHall (1978)sees a "hook"in the velocityof the high

excitationcomponentsof molecularlines in the infraredvs. time that

may result from such a decrease. In the presentstudy the corollary

behaviorof the case d results stronglyfavors the second interpretation,

unresolvedsplittingof low excitationlines, as does the fact that case

d and mixed cases c, d accountfor a majority of the plates. Also in

one case (DAO 7641) where the splittingis resolved,omittingthe red

componentsof the doubledlines convertsthis case d into a clear post

shock case b.

Internalconsistencyfor the regressionanalysiswas judged on the

basis of the followingcriteria:

i. Is the resulta permittedmodel (one of cases a-d), i.e.

physicallyreasonable?

2. Does the velocitydistributionsatisfythe "corollarybehavior"

of Table 2?

3. Does the exclusionor inclusionof an arbitraryset of lines

leave the result unchanged?

4. Does the set of all regressionfits satisfyour expectations

(Ci > 0 and Of/l• C > 0 or cases a-d)9for the simplestmodels " Ce s "
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Plots of the ranges of I/A vs. S and of Xi vs. ×e for all the

plates are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The "forbidden regions" have been

shaded beyond the minimal error of 2 km/s from each axis. Error bars on

each point are pre-fit standard deviations. Clearly the plates do

generally satisfy the fourth consistency criterion. The few exceptions

for Z Oph are red plates which turn out to have lines present represent-

ing both shocks, and for which our simple cases therefore do not apply.

In Figures 4 and 5 are plotted the coefficient ranges I/A vs. ×i

and S vs. ×e' with error bars as in Figures 2 and 3. The quadrants are

marked according to the case each represents. The expected corollary

behavior of small scatter plus small coefficients is seen for the pre-

shock case a. For cases c and d large scatter and large coefficient

ranges are both found - this is the corollary behavior expected if c and

d both represent mixtures of lines from both sides of the shock.

The sensitivity of the results to the inclusion or exclusion of a

few lines was investigated both through a series of calculations made

deleting successively the most deviant lines in the sample (ones most

likely to be misidentifled, for example, with very high excitation or

very high residual velocity) and through a "running solution". The

running solution was a calculation of coefficients for sequential groups

of ten lines. In Figure 6 the coefficient ranges for a running solution

for S Car (D 895) are shown as a function of the average wavelength for

the ten lines. Each successive group of ten lines includes five lines

from the previous set. The conclusion suggested by our criteria regard-

ing coefficient ranges and standard deviations, namely that the coeffi-

cients for ×i and ×e are the only ones which are significant, is clearly
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supported by the trends in the running solution. The coefficients which

the general analysis suggests are not significant show mostly a random

scatter about zero.

The running solution is not only useful as a consistency check, it

is also an efficient means of locating misidentified lines. Such lines

generally cause an abrupt change in the coefficient ranges in the run-

ning solutions. In the example forS Car such "deviant" lines near
O

4500 A may explain the overall lack of correlation for S even though most

of the i0 point S coefficlents are negative. There are in this case no

obviously bad lines, however, so we have chosen to consider CS not

significant.

Note however that the running solution is a very poor means of

checking the wavelength coefficient, since for lines listed in order of

X the wavelength interval for each set of ten lines is much smaller than

the overall wavelength interval. For this reason a further check of

the wavelength coefficient was made for those dates where two plates in

different wavelength regions were available by calculating a single set

of regression coefficients for these plates. In cases (such as DAO 10157

and 10162 of RT Cyg) where lines in both wavelength regions appear to be

formed on the same side of the shock, the wavelength coefficients for

the combined plates are consistent with those for each plate taken

separately. For pairs of plates (such as Pc 3237 and 3238 of Z Oph)

where there is clear evidence that the lines are formed on different

sides of the shock, the combined plates create a very strong apparent

wavelength dependence and yield a strong case d -- further evidence in

favor of the cross shock interpretation for the case c and d results.
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II. ANALYSISOF THE OBSERVATIONALMATERIAL

In order to interpret the actual data in terms of the schematic

models of Section I we must first develop criteria for the significance

or lack of significance of the coefficients, and means of evaluating the

regression fits for validity. Two approaches have been used: requiring

internal consistency plus comparison with a "null" case, plate DAO 10936

of _ Peg, with minimal observed scatter and for which velocity gradient

effects are not expected.

The requirements for a significant fit can be summarized as follows:

i. No fit for fewer than i0 lines can be considered significant.

2. The fit must significantly decrease the scatter. Mathematically

we insist that

SDf/SD° < .9

where SD° is the standard deviation of the observed velocities in the

sample and SDf is the standard deviation for the differences between

observed and predicted (from the regression fit) velocities for each

line in the sample. Ideally this requirement should be wrltten in terms

of a function of n, the number of lines in the sample. However, after

samples containing less than i0 lines have been eliminated, and consider-

ing the relatively limited typical sample sizes (25-100 lines) used

here, the constant .9 should suffice.

3. A coefficient in the regression fit is deemed si_nlficant if

and only if the range for that coefficient is greater than the original

standard deviation SD°:

_ SD° . (4a)
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The coefficient is marginally significant if

_ SDf . (45)

In Table 3 the results of the regression for one plate each of B Peg,

L2 Pup ands Car, for 8 plates of RT Cyg, and for 7 plates of Z Oph are

summarized. Those coefficients which satisfy Equation 4a are underlined

with a solid line; those which satisfy Equation 4b are underlined with

a dashed llne; coefficients without underlining are not significant.

Reassuringly, 8 Peg is found to contain no significant velocity correla-

tions by our criteria. The case from Tables I and 2 which best describes

each plate is listed in Table 3 also; parentheses and double assignments

are used for cases which do not satisfy criterion 2 or where only one of

the coefficients is significant by Equation 4a.

An immediately Striking result is the large number of d and c,d

results for plates with fairly large scatter. In an attempt to further

clarify the interpretation of these cases, to distinguish between the

two possible interpretations suggested in Table 2, we have plotted

histograms of velocity for various groups of lines: low excitation (0-

1 eV) absorption lines (0), moderate excitation (i-3 eV) absorption

lines (X), high excitation (>3 eV) absorption lines (+), absorption

lines of ions (II), emission lines of neutral atoms other than H (Fe,

Cr, etc.) and ions (Ell), and emission lines of hydrogen (H,H'). Such

plots are shown in Figures 7 to 12 for 8 Peg, L2 Pup, S Car, RT Cyg at

maximum (DAO 10157, 10162) and at +33/34d (DAO 7631, 7641) and Z Oph at

+47d (Pc 3237, 3238). These particular examples were selected as those
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which most clearly illustrate the interpretation of several different

cases with the shockwave model.

For B Peg (DAO 10936, Figure 7) we find a nearly Gaussian distribu-

tion with small scatter, mostly low excitation lines (n(l-3 eV)/n (0-

3 eV) = .35 and no lines with ×e > 3 eV) and no emission lines. This

agrees with our expectation that B Peg does not have extensive velocity

gradients, and suggests that our method produces significant results

only for stars which are truly "abnormal".

The histogram of velocities for L2 Pup (Figure 8) suggests that

most of the lines are formed above the shock. The most probably stellar

velocity is _53 km/s giving pre-shock infall velocity _5 km/s and post-

shock outward velocity also _5 km/s. The lower shock (from the emission

lines of H and Si) is near _40 km/s, i.e., rising with velocity relative

to the star _13 km/s.

For S Car (Figure 9) the interpretation is less straightforward.

From the location of the H emission lines the lower shock post shock

velocity appears to lie 280 km/s; from the absorption lines of the ions

there appears to be preshock infalling material at _300 km/s. There are

peaks in low excitation at 288 km/s (= most likely stellar velocity?)

and _291 km/s and peaks in 1-3 eV lines around 283 km/s and 294 km/s.

Following the notation of Figure i it seems likely that we are seeing

both shocks, with velocities A = 288 km/s, C = 294 km/s, D = 283 km/s,

G = 300 km/s and H = 280 km/s. This means outward velocities relative

to the star of 5 km/s (upper shock) and 8 km/s (lower shock), inward

velocities of 6 km/s and 12 km/s for the two shocks, or total shock
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amplitudes of ii km/s and 20 km/s for the two shocks. This is in exact

agreement with Shinkawa (1973) who found velocity curve amplitudes of

ii km/s (visual) and 20 km/s (infrared).

A common feature of all the velocity histograms is the concentra-

tion of the absorption lines of certain ions on the red edge of the main

velocity peak. The interpretation of this was suggested by Figure 2:

these lines are probably formed in the region immediately ahead of the

shock where radiative ionization of Ba, Sr, Sc, etc. has taken place.

These lines are then the best indicators of the limiting infall velocity

of the material ahead of the shock.

In Figures 10-12 the velocities A-H have been indicated as far as

it is possible to locate them. For RT Cyg near maximum both the red

plate (DAO 10157) and the Glue plate (DAO 10162) give the same mean

absorption line velocity, the same scatter, and the similar ratios of

low excitation to high excitation lines, suggesting both show lines from

the same region. The red plate includes one possible split line, VI(19)

X 6292, with Av = 15 km/s which may be the amplitude of the upper shock.

The red component of this llne agrees with the absorption lines of ions

(in DAO 10162) in placing the pre-shock infall velocity (C) near -109 km/s.

The emission llne velocities from hydrogen are particularly unreliable

near maximum, when overlying absorption is strongest, but all the lines

together suggest the existence of shocks with post shock velocities

D Z -125 km/s and H Z -131 km/s.

Figure ii shows the clearest case of resolved line splitting, plate

DAO 7641 of RT Cyg at 34d, with the blue plate DAO 763i taken one day
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previously. There clearly are two groups of velocities peaking near

-113 km/s and -128 km/s. In Table 3 two analyses of 7641 are listed:

one for a set of velocity measurements made with a single average

velocity used for the split lines (7641 A) and one set of measurements

(7641 B), plotted in Figure 12, which includes separate determinations

for each component. The first determination yielded case d2 (unresolved

doubling, large scatter); this became case b (post shock region) when

the red components of the doubled lines were excluded from the fit.

This pair of plates thus provides dramatic confirmation of the shock

interpretation of the regression coefficients for the absorption line

velocities.

A final very interesting/pair of consecutive plates of Z Oph are
o

shown in Figure 12. Pc 3237 is a red plate (_ 5567-6707 A) and Pc 3238

@

is a blue plate (4156-4571 A) both taken at phase +47 d. In the red we

are clearly seeing below the shock, with a preponderence of high excita-

tion lines, large scatter, and <v> = -93 km/s or net outward velocity

(based on an estimated stellar velocity of -85 km/s) of _8 km/s. The

lines in the blue plate, on the other hand, clearly originate above the

shock, with more low excitation lines, less scatter, and <v> = -80 km/s

suggesting infall velocity _5 km/s. Confirmation here also comes from

the "anomalous" absorption and emission lines in the blue plate, which

extend past the mean velocity of the red plate.

In Table 4 we summarize some known properties of the four long

period variable stars in this study, with the shock amplitudes and

stellar velocities suggested by the present analysis. For these four
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stars, within the accuracy of the present analysis, the amplitude of the

reversing layer shock near maximum light appears to be 15 ± 5 km/s,

with no obvious dependence on period or spectral type.

III. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The scatter which is frequently found in velocity measurements of

absorption lines in long period variables is probably the result of a

shock of moderate amplitude (10-20 km/s) located in or near the revers-

ing layer. The frequently observed correlations of velocity with excita-

tion and ionization potential are a result of the velocity gradients

produced by this shock in the atmosphere. A straight-forward linear

regression analysis with parameters A, S, Xe, and Xi is an effective way

of determining the region of formation of the absorption lines for a

given date and wavelength region. We have presented here a simple

interpretation of the signs of the coefficients of the regression

analysis in terms of case a: preshock; case b: post shock; cases c or

d: across the shock, together with criteria for evaluating the validity

of the fit. Finally, careful analYsis of a series of plates for four

long period variable stars has allowed us to estimate the amplitude of

the reversing layer shock and also the most probable stellar velocity

for these stars (Table 4). The results are in substantial agreement

with previous velocity observations where such are available.
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RADIUS

Figure i. Schematic shock structure and regions of line formation: A, stellar
velocity; B to C: increasing excitation pre shock velocities; D:

post shock velocity; D to E or F: decreasing excitation; G: higher

excitation pre shock region for the lower shock; H: rising post shoc]

region, hydrogen emission line formation.
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Figure 2. Plot of range of i/_ coefficient vs. range of S coefficient for RT
Cyg (A), Z Oph ( O ), S Car (0), and L2 Pup (O), Error bars are
standard deviations of observed velocities. Shaded region is for-
bidden region according to cases a-d of Table 1 and assuming a
residual scatter of _2 km/s.
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Figure 3. Coefficient ranges for Xi vs. Xe. Symbols and shading as for
Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Coefficientranges for i/l vs. X; symbolsas in Figures 1 and 2.
Each quadrantrepresentsone case of Table 1 and is labelled
accordingly.
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Figure 5. Coefficient ranges for S vs. Xi; symbols and labelling of cases as
in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Running solution for S Car D895. The error bars represent ±SD,
the standard deviation of the observed velocities. The arrows

indicate the coefficients for the fit for the entire plate. The

positive X- dependence is clearly supported by the running
solution; the two points which are negative come from the two

sets of ten lines containing _4226.73 of Cal (2) which has an

"anomalous" velocity of 288.8 km/s for its low inoization potential
of 6.09 eV.
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Figure 7. Heliocentric velocity histogram for 8 Peg. The mean absorption
line velocity is 9.3 km/s. The larger scatter in the higher

excitation lines may arise in part from misidentification of some

lines as high excitation atomic lines rather than e.g. molecular

features. Symbols for Figures 7-12:0 = lines from 0-i eV levels;

X: 1-3 eV; +: >3 eV; II: absorption by ions; Ell, Cr, Fe, H,
etc. = emission lines.
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Figure 8. Heliocentricvelocitieshistogramfor L Pup. Probably location
of velocitiesas characterizedby Figure 1 are indicated: A =
stellervelocity= 53 km/s; C = preshockvelocityof upper shock
59 km/s; D = post shock velocityof upper shock=47 km/s, H =

psot shock velocity of lower shock=43 km/s.
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Figure 9. Helolcentrlcvelocityhistogramfor S Car. Velocitiesas
characterizedby Figure 1 are indicated: A =288 km/s, C = 294
km/s, G = 300 km/s, D=283 km/s, and H _ 280 km/s.
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Figure i0. Velocity histogram for RT Cyg at maximum: DAO 10157 (_6000 _) and

DAO 10162 (_4000 _). Assignment of velocities A (stellar), D (post
shock), C (pre shock) and H (hydrogen emission) are noted as for

Figures 8, 9. (There is an additional hydrogen emission line at
-147 km/s which is not shown.)
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Figure ii. Velocity histograms for RT Cyg at +33/34d: DAO 7631 (_4000 A) and
7641B (_6000 A, with components of doubled lines indicated).
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Figure 12. Velocity histogram for Z Oph at 47: PC 3237 (red) and 3238 (blue).

The blue plate clearly indicates the pre-shock Velocity C =

-80 km/s; the red plate gives the post shock velocity D = -93 km/s.
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Table i. AllowedCoefficientSigns

X = i/_ S Xi Xe Position of Velocity gradient
reversing layer (outward velocity

Case relative to source positive)
of excitation

a - - + + above positive

b .... below positive

c + + + + below negative

d + + - - above negative
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Table 2. Shock Model Interpretation of Regression Coefficients

Case Region Expected corollary behavior

a above shock "mostly low excitation lines (_ i eV)
•lines redshifted(_ i0 km/s)
•higher excitationlines more red-
shifted
•small scatterin velocity

b below shock -many higher excitationlines
(21 eV)
•larger scatterthan case a
•lines at v, to blueshifted(_ 5 km/s)
•higher excitationlines more blue-
shifted
•dependenceon ionizationpotential

c cl. immediate post- .very strong Xi dependence
shock region .moderate scatter

•blueshift predominant

c2. Unresolved -very large scatter

doubling and .two velocities-favored in histograms

mixture of pre -broad features and apparent blends
and post shock at intermediatevelocities
lines, especially -linesboth redshiftedand blueshifted
high excitation comparedto v,
lines .exclusionof high excitationlines

should convertcase c2 to case a,
with lower scatter.

d dl. immediatepre -strongXe and Xi dependence
shock region "smallscatter

d2. unresolved "Xe dependence
doublingof low .largescatter
excitationlines .broadfeaturesand apparentblends

•exclusionof low excitationlines
convertsd to b, with smaller
scatter.
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Table3. Resultsof theRegresslonAnalysls

n(l-3) SDo SDf#SDo I/X S Xi Xe CasePlate(1) Phase AA (n0-SeV) <v> n(0-3------_

8 Peg DAO 10936 4325-4606 63 9.3 .36 1.4 .97 - .7 - .4 - .1 -1.0 --
L2 Pup D 888 3770-4427 89 53.2 .20 1.8 .88 + 1.9 + 1.4 - .5 --+3"2c
S Car D 895 3835-4693 106 291.7 .37 3.6 .67 + 1.6 - .i +6.3 +4.9 a,c

RT Cyg: - id 5866-6599 36 -113.9 .64 2.4 85 - 1.2 - .6 +1.9 +2.5 a,e
DAO 10157 0dDAO 10162 3797-4586 190 -113.6 .45 2.0 .89 + 2.6 - 1.4 - .6 +1.5 e,d
10157+10162 226 -113.7 .48 4.3 .93 + 4.9 + .8 + .5 + .0 c,d

Pb 14597(^. + 8d 6141-6599 12 -iii.i .6 6.6 .88 - .i - 3.3 +8.0 - .5 a,c
Pb 14598"z) + 8d 7511-7714 3 -120.4 .3 7.9 .....
14597+14598 15 -112.6 .5 7.0 .94 + 2.6 - 2.2 +2.3 -6.4 --

DAO 9345 +i0d. 5866-6563 26 -136.7 .81 4.6 .59 + 4.9 +10.7 -4.7 -i.0 d
DAO 9351 +iia 5889-6678 55 -125.7 .80 3.9 .72 + 3.2 + 1.8 -6.4 +2.1 (d)
9345+9351 81 -129.2 .80 4.2 .72 + 3.4 + 5.2 -6.1 -2.1 d

• DAO 7631 _. +33d. 4351-4722 55 -113.2 .29 2.0 .88 - 2.9 - i.i -i.i + .6 a,b

DAO7641A(,_,) +34a. 5889-6632 30 -125.1 .80 4.8 .83 + 4.8 + 5.3 - .9 -4.5 (d)DAO 7641B_) +34a 6090-6613 20 -123.7 .63 4.9 .86 - 4.1 - 8.7 -5.6 - .4 b_4
7631+7641B 75 -116 .38 3.3 .94 - 1.2 - 2.0 -2.8 -2.5 --

Z Oph: - 8dPc 10318 3905-4482 22 - 81.8 .30 2.3 .88 + .7 + .8 +1.3 +2.9 a,c
Pc 3184... + 5d. 5857-6624 15 - 86.4 .73 7.5 .81 + 7.0 + 0.2 +7.2 -8.9 c,d
EC 2688t_) +36_. 4861-6172 28 -87.5 .46 2.5 .74 - 2.6 + 5.0 +7.6 -1.4 c,a

-- Pc 7840 +44 d. 3770-4496 42 - 84.7 .19 2.8 .88 + 2.7 + 2.2 -2.7 +3.5 c,d
Pc 7846 +44d 5426-6743 44 - 88.5 .68 4.9 .82 - 1.4 + 7.0 -1.0 -3.2 e,d

7840+7846 86 - 86.6 .44 4.4 .82 + 5.3 + 4.2 -2.9 - .6 c,d
Pc 3237 +47d. 5567-6707 30 - 92.2 .83 4.8 .84 - 2.4 + 7.6 -1.0 -2.7 c,d
Pc 3238 +47e 4156-4571 41 - 79.9 .12 1.2 .95 + 1.2 + .4 - .3 + .5 (a)

3237+3238 71 - 85.1 .42 6.9 .46 +13.4 + 2.8 -1.2 -3.7 d

(1)Platecoding and dispersions: DAO" Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 48"; blue plates 6 _/mm,red plates I0 _/mm.
o " ! o

Pb: Hale Observatories 200"; 7 A/ram. Pc: Hale Observatories 200 '; blue plates 9 A/ram, red plates 13.5 A/ram.

D: Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory 60"; blue plates 9 _/mm. EC: Lick Observatory 120',; 16 _/mm.

(2)Some high excitation lines split, with v = -113 km/s, -127 km/s

(3)7641Atreatsall linesas single;7641Bresolvessplitlineswith v = -128km/s,-113km/s.

(4)Thlsplatecontainsseveralsplitlinesand many broadones.



Table 4. Properties of the four stars studied. Periods, mean spectral

types, and maximum visual magnitudes from Clayton and Feast

(1969) and Feast (1963); visual amplitudes from Campbell (1955)

and Kukarkin et al., GCVS; velocities and shock amplitudes from

the present study. Both v, and Av are uncertain by ±3 km/s.

L2 Pup S Car RT Cyg Z Oph

Period 141 d 150 d 191 d 350d

Spectral Type

at maximum MSe MOe M2e K4ep

mv (mean max.) 2.6 5.7 7.3 8.1

_m 3.4 2.7 4.5 4.0v

v,,km/s 53 288 -i13 -85

Av,km/s 17 I I120_ 13-16 13-16
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Discussion

Belserene: Did you discuss the objectivity of your statistical criteria

with a mathematician, perhaps?

Willson: That's a terrible question. I showed them to a mathematician. He

made very little comment. It's a semi-empirical rule. I'm sure that there

are mathematical arguments, but they depend on sample size, the reliability

of the measurements, etc. Those parameters are so uncertain that the rule of

thumb and iterative consistency seem to be pretty good for the first round.

Actually, because so many cases turn out to be across the shock, I'm not

sure that we learn too much from the coefficients themselves. I tend to llke

the histograms better, but we started off with the other part.
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PULSATIONAND MASS LOSS IN MIRA VARIABLES

P. R. Wood
Mount Stromloand SidingSpring Observatory
ResearchSchool of PhysicalSciences,
AustralianNationalUniversity

Abstract

The behaviourof pulsationin the outer layers of a "typical"Mira
variable (M = M , L = 10_L , T .. = 2750K, P = 373 days) has been studiedin

• e e e_
the adiabaticand isothermalllmzts. A shock wave propagatesoutwardonce
per period and the radial velocityobtained from observationsof hydrogen
emissionlines is identifiedwith the velocityof gas in the post-shock
region. In the adiabaticcase, mass loss in the form of a steady stellar
wind was produced. However, the mass loss rate is far too large (0.02

M yr-I) if approximateobservationalestimatesof the photosphericdensity
are adopted. In the isothermalcase, no continuousmass loss was produced
but occasionalejectionof shells occurs. The time-averagedmass loss rate
produced by this process is _ I0-12Myr-1. Pulsationintroducedinto a star
undergoingsteadymass loss as a resultof radiationpressure actingon
grains causedthe mass loss rate to increaseby a factorof ~ 40 while the
terminalvelocityof the flow was almostunaltered.

I. INTRODUCTION

The occurrenceof violet displacedresonanceline absorptionin the
spectraof luminousM giants and supergiantshas long been interpretedas

evidence fo_itheexistenceof matter flowingoutward from these stars at
~ i0 km sec (Deutsch1960, Weyman 1963), althoughthe mass loss rates are
still very uncertain(Sanner1976, Reimers1977, Bernat 1977). In addition,
infra-red (IR)observationshave shown the existenceof a cool emission
componentin many M giants and supergiantswhich is taken to indicatethe
presenceof dusty circumstellarmaterial. Mass loss rates have been derived
from the IR observationsby Gehrz and Woolf (1971). The productionof mass
outflowin late-typestars is usuallyattributedto a radiationpressure
force actingon grains (Hoyleand Wickramasinghe1962, Kwok 1975) or possibly
on molecules (Weyman1962, Maciel 1977),or to chromosphericheatingproduced
by sound generationin the extensiveconvectionzones of these stars (Fussi-
Pecci and Renzini1976, Renziniet al. 1977). However,in the case of the
Mira variables,a large amplitudeshock wave is injectedinto the outer
layersof the star once each pulsationcycle so that mass loss may be pro-
ducedby pulsationalone,or the pulsationmay substantiallyincrease the
rate of mass loss which resultsfrom either of the above mechanisms. In
thispaper, the productionof mass loss by pulsationand the effect of
pulsationon mass flowsproducedby radiationpressure actingon grains are
examined.
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II. OBSERVATIONALDATA
0

It will be assumedhere that the variabilityof Miras is the resultof
a radialpulsationwhich causes a shock to propogateinto the outer layers
of the star once each pulsationcycle. The bright hydrogenemission lines
that are apparentduringmuch of a Mira pulsationcycle are assumedto
originatefrom the relaxationregionbehind the outwardpropagatingshock
wave. In this situation,the velocity of the hydrogenemission lines
representsthe velocityof the materialbehind the shock front. Similarly,
the velocityof the violet-shiftedcores of strong resonanceabsorption
lines is taken as a measure of the velocityof a steady stellarwind far
above the shockedregionnear the photosphere.

The existenceof a characteristicdouble-peakedmaser emissionfrom a
number of Mira variablesprovides an accuratemeans of determiningcentre-
of-mass (cms)radial velocitiesfor these stars. Accordingto the maser
models of Elitzer,Goldreichand Scoville (1976)and Reid et al. (1977),
the double-peakedstructureresults frommaser amplificationon the near
and far sides of a sphericallysymmetricflow of matter from the central
star. The velocityseparationof the two peaks, which is observedto be time
invariant(Harveyet al. 1974),is assumedto be twice the terminalflow
velocity. A comparisonof maser and thermalradio emissionvelocities (Reid
and Dickinson1976) confirmsthe predictionthat the mean of the radial

•velocitiesof the two maser emissionpeaks coincideswith the cms radial
velocityof the associatedstar.

Table 1 lists cms radial velocitiesderived for all Mira variables
for which either thermalradio emissionor well-definedtwin maser emission
peaks could be found in the literature. Also listed are hydrogenemission
line velocitiesand absorptionline velocities (Feast1963,Wallerstein
1975) relativeto the cms of the star (apositiveentry indicatesmotion
outward from the star): these velocitiesare obtainedat, or shortlyafter,
maximum. No correctionfactor (usually24/17)has been appliedto the
emission line velocitiesto account for sphericityand limb darkeningeffects.
In fact, for an opticallythick shock or an opticallythin shock with over-
lying absorption,the peak emission line intensityshould occur at the shock
velocityand thereforeno correctionfactorshouldbe appliedin these cases.
Column 8 of Table 1 gives the estimateof the terminalstellarwind velocity
obtainedfrom resonanceline absorption(Wallerstein1975)while column9
gives the terminalvelocityestimatewhich is equal to half the velocity
separationof the twin OH maser emissionpeaks.

The velocitiesgiven in Table 1 are plotted againstthe period of
pulsationin Figures 1 and 2. In most stars, the post-shockvelocity lies
in the range 5 to i0 km s-I near maximum light,with some evidence for an
increasein the outwardvelocitywith period. Absorptionline velocities
lie in the range -5 to -i0 km s-l, but these velocitiesare of littleuse
in the present situationsince a lack of knowledgeof their regionof forma-
tion in the shockedatmosphereprecludesany comparisonof these velocities
with theoreticalmodels. The terminalflow velocities (Fig.2) obtained
from circumstellarabsorptionlines and from the separationof the twin
maser emissionpeaks seem to agree reasonablywell and they are concentrated
in the range 3-6 km s-I. There is an apparentincreasein the terminalflow
velocitywith period which is generallyconsistentwith the relationobtained
from the largersample of stars which includesthe semi-regularvariables
with periods > 500 days (Dickinson,Kollbergand Yngvesson1975).
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Table 1

MIRA RADIAL VELOCITIES

F hAvOH SourceW F W v v
Star Period Vcms Vabs Vabs Vem em cs

Z Cyg 263 -171.0 2.0 2.2 1
R Aql 284 30.1 -5.4 - 3.9 5.1 9.1 7.1 6 2
R Leo 313 7.2 -7.8 - 4.8 7.2 9.2 0.7 3
0 Ceti 332 50.9 -13.9 2.9 4
U Mic 335 - 63.0 - 9.0 5.0 3 5
RS Vir 353 - 25.0 15.0 3.5 1
SY Aql 356 - 71.1 ii.9 3.5 1
S Cr B 360 - 15.6 -6.3 -14.6 5.9 6.4 3.5 1
U Ori 372 - 26.0 -6.0 - 4.0 6.0 8.0 3.0 3.5 i0
v Mic 381 - 0.i 5.6 6
W Hya 382 37.7 -7.3 - 4.3 ~1.7 9.3 4.2 4 7,3,8
R Hya 388 - 12.3 -5.8 - 6.3 6.7 6.7 ii.2 ii
RW Sco 388 - 78.8 9.2 5 5
W Vel 393 4.0 - 4.0 8.0 3.5 5
RR Aql 394 12.6 11.6 5 2
U Her 406 - 33.0 -6.0 - 5.0 6.0 ii.0 5 i0
X Cyg 407 - 8.9 -8.9 - 8.9 7.1 7.1 7.6 4
WX Ser 425 - i0.5 7.5 2
R Cas 431 16.6 -6.4 - 9.4 8.1 6.6 3.6 3.5 3,9
W Aql 490 - 39.6 - 1.6 ii
IK Tau ~500 46.3 ~9.7 17 2

Notes: Period is in days and velocitiesare in km s-i. v is the.cms..
heliocentricradial velocityof the star and all other veloclulesare
measured relativeto this value, vWbs and VFabs(v_ and vFm) are
absorption (emission)line velocitiesmeasurednear maximumby Wallerstein
(1975)and Feast (1963)respectively. Vcs are circumstellarabsorption
line velocitiesfromWallerstein (1975)and % AvOH is half the velocity
separationof the twin OH maser emissionfeatures. Sourcesof Vcms are:
(i) Dickinson,Kollbergand Yngvesson (1975); (2) Wilson and Barrett
(1972); (3) Reid and Dickinson (1976); (4) Lo and Bechis (1977);
(5) Bowers and Kerr (1977); (6) Caswell,Robinsonand Dickel (1971);
(7) Dickinsonand Kleinmann (1977); (8) McGee, Newton and Brooks (1977);
(9) Nguyen-Quang-Rieu, Fillet and Gheudin (1971); (i0) Wilson et al.
(1972); (ii) Dickinsonet el. (1978).
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Fig. 1 Emission line (solidsymbols)and absorptionline (hollow
symbols)velocitiesnear maximumplotted againstperiod. Circles
are from Feast (1963)and trianglesfromWallerstein (1975). Lines
join measurementsof the same star by the two differentauthors.
All velocitiesare measuredrelativeto the centre-of-massof the star.
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Fig. 2 Stellarwind flow velocityobtained from circumstellar
opticalabsorptionlines (triangles)and half the velocitysep-
arationof twin OH maser emissionpeaks (circles)plotted against
Mira period. Lines join observationsof the same star. The
dotted line is the relationobtainedby Dickinson,Kollbergand
Yngvesson (1975)for a larger sample of stars includingsemi-
regularvariableswith periods > 500 days.
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The most usefulobservationalproperty for comparisonwith theoretical
models is the variationin the hydrogenemissionline (i.e.,post-shock)
velocitywith phase. However, the existingemissionline velocitycurves
seem rather ambiguous. Early velocitycurvesobtained at dispersionsof
35-65 A ram-! for O Ceti (Joy1926) and U Ori, R Leo, X Cygni and R Cas
(Merrilland Burwell 1930) are shown in Figure 3a after conversionto
velocityrelative to the stellarcentre-of-mass. These curves generally
show a rise to maximumat phase ~ 0.2 and declinethereafter. However,more
recent higher dispersionresults (~ i0 A mm-l) by Joy 1954, Merrill 1945,
1945a, 1947, 1952, 1953 and Wallerstein1975 (Fig. 3b) do not show any
consistentpattern,e.g., R Leo and O Ceti show a maximum velocityat phase
~ 0.2 as found in earlierresultswhereasR Hya shows a continuallyincreasing
velocityand X Cygni and U Ori show a continuallydecreasingvelocity. In
view of the discrepancybetween the two sets of results,perhapsall that
one can say from the observationsis that the velocitiesof the hydrogen
emissionlines lie in the range 5-10 km s-I.

III. NUMERICALMETHODSAND PHYSICALASSUMPTIONS

This study uses an implicitdifferenceschemebased on the Eulerian
fluid dynamicalequationsexpressedin conservationlaw form. The calcula-
tions were performedon a model with parametersL = 10_Le, M = M_ and
composition(X,Y)= (0.7,0.3). These parameterswere chosen since the Mira
pulsationperiod (373 days) obtained for the star from the formulaeof Wood
and Cahn (1977)lies near the centre of the observedperiod distribution
(Woodand Cahn 1977). A period of 373 days is also representativeof the
periods of those Miras which are observed to have maser emission.

For the hydrostaticstartingmodels,an effectivetemperature
Teff = 2750K is derivedby assigningthe star to the old disk giant branch

(Woodand Cahn 1977) and a photosphericradium rphot is definedby the
relationL = 4_r_hotTe_ff.The radial temperaturedistributionin the starting
models (andat all times in the isothermalmodel sequences)is given by

T = % Teff (i + _ T)f (i)

where f = 1 , if r < rphot,
r2

= 1 - (i - -h__) if r > rphot"r2

The factor f accountsfor geometricdilutionof radiationat large distances
from the photosphere. A fictitiousoptical depth T is definedas an explicit
functionof r by

where the scale height _ is chosen so that T = 10_K on the inner boundary

which is situatedat r = 0.8 r_hot• The inner boundary conditionswere
appliedat 0 8 r slnce Mira variablesappear to be flrst overtonepulsa-• phot
tors (Wood 1975) and first overtonepulsationmodels have a node near 0.8

r-h t" Stellarinteriormodels constructedusing radiativediffusionand
mlPx_ng-lengthconvectionfor energy transportindicatethat the temperature

at 0.8 rphot is ~ 10_K, althoughthis is dependenton the molecularopacity
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Fig. 3a Emission line velocityrelativeto the stellarcentre-of-mass
plotted againstphase of the pulsationcycle. The curves are eye-fits
tO the data of Merrill and Burwell (1930)and Joy (1926).

Fig. 3b Same as Figure 3a except data are from Merrill 1945, 1945a,
1947, 1952, 1953 and Wallerstein(1975).
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assumedin the photosphericlayers.

In the hydrostaticmodels, the pressure__ applied at the inner boundary
.... 2 ewas adjustedso that, at flctitiousoptlcaldep_ T = _, the gas pressur

Pg = 102 dynes cm-2(_ = 6 x 10-10 gm cm-3) to agree with observationaland
model atmosphereestimatesof the photosphericdensity in late type giants
and Miras (Auman1969, Fujita 1970). Pulsationof the star is simulatedby
varyingthe pressure_ appliedat the inner boundary accordingto the
formula

2_t (2)+ A Sin
inH = in_O -_- ,

where P is the Mira pulsationperiod (373days).

In modelswhere an approximatesimulationof a mass flow producedby
radiationpressure acting on grains is required,it is assumedthat the gas
and grains are coupledand that all grains condenseout over a small tempera-
ture interval. In this situation,the radiationforceper unit mass of gas
is approximatedby

Qeff L (3)

frad = T -Tco n R 2
l+exp

AT

where Qeff is a constant,T is a condensationtemperatureand AT is acQn
temperatureintervalover whlch all material condensesout. The values
Tcon = 1500K and AT = i00 K are used here.

The equationof state allows for the formationof molecularhydrogen
but ionizationof hydrogen and helium (applicableonly in the innermostzones)
had to be omittedbecauseof numericalproblemsat the inner boundary.

In all calculations_the outer,boundarywas placed at_10rhot and.zone
spacing 6r increasedwith r accordlngto the formula6r = rZ. _e radlus r
and the Eulerian coordinatex are relatedby the formula

r = 8.88 x 107 (501- x)-2 CRo
For the adiabaticand isothermalcalculationsnot involvingradiation
pressure 360 zones were used while 180 zones were used in the calculations
involvingradiationpressure inducedflows.

IV. ADIABATICMODELS

Using an amplitudeA = 1 in equation2, a sequenceof adiabaticmodels
was constructedcovering17 pulsationperiods,by which time a steadyperiodic
situationhad been reached. Figure 4 shows the propagationof the first i0
shocks from the inner to the outer boundaryas a functionof time while
Figure 5 shows the radial density,temperatureand velocity distributionsat
one value of the phase of the pulsationcycle in the steadyperiodic limit.

In Figure 4, it is noticeablethat the first shock which propagates
into the hydrostaticatmospheretravelsmuch faster than succeedingshocks.
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Fig. 4 Propagationof the first i0 shocks of the adiabatic
calculations, x is the Eulerian coordinate(see § Ill).
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Fig. 5 Temperature,densityand velocityprofiles at a single
phase of the adiabaticcalculationsafter a steady state has
been reached (continuouscurves). Dotted lines show temperatures
and densitydistributionsin the initialhydrostaticmodels.
Dashed lines mark an envelopefor the velocity curves.
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The rapidityof the first shock is due to two factors (a) the large density
gradientin the hydrostaticatmospherewhich causes the first shock to speed
up (Zeldovichand Raiser 1966) more than later shocks when the density
gradienthas been reduced (seeFig.5), and (b) the fact that all shocks
but the first are impeded by the ram pressureof material fallinginward
after the passageof the previous shock. A furthercomplicationarises
from the fact that in the steadyperiodic situation,the shocks are super-
imposed upon an underlyingoutward flowwhich causes the velocityamplitude
of the shocks to decreasewith time and radius even though they are propa-
gating down a densitygradient. These considerationsshow that the first
shock is atypical and that thereforestudiesof the propagationof an
individualshock into a hydrostaticatmosphere (e.g.,Slutz 1975) do not
give an accuratepictureof the propagationof large-amplitudeperiodic
shocks.

In the steady state, the shock waves are dissipatedin the region above
thephotosphereand producea steadymass outflowfar from the star. Since
the flowbecomessupersonicbefore it reachesthe outer boundary,the outer
boundary conditionscan not affectthe flow,which must meet the inter-
stellarmedium in a shock front beyond the region studiedhere. Near the
outer bouhdary,the velocityincreasesrapidlydue to the formationof
molecularhydrogen. The rate of continuousmass loss producedby the
adiabaticpulsationsis ~ 0.02 M yr-I, which is much greaterthan observa-
tional estimatesof ~ 2 x i0-6 Meyr-I (Gehrzand Woolf 1971). However, the
velocityof the outflowis simil_rto the observedvalues given in Figure 2.

The reason for the large mass loss rate is the high gas densityin the
flow. For a perfectgas, it is easy to show that the differential
equationsgoverningthe continuousparts of the flow, and also the
Hugoniotequationsrelatingquantitiesacross shocks embeddedin the flow,
are unaffectedby a changeof scale in the density. (Dueto dissociation
of hydrogen,the gas in the flow is not perfectat all points but the
present argumentsshould remainessentiallycorrect.) Thus the densityat
any point in the flow is proportionalto the densityor pressurespecified
at the inner boundary,while the flow velocity and temperaturewill remain
unalteredfollowinga change in scale of the inner boundary densityor
pressure. These considerationsshow that the mass loss rate could be
loweredto observedvaluesby reducingthe inner boundarypressureby a
factorof ~ i0_. However,the resultingphotosphericpressure and density
are then considerablyless than the observedvalues given earlier.

Another severeproblemwith these adiabaticmodels is the large region
of high gas temperature(T > 10_k) producedby pulsation. Assumingthe high
temperaturepost-shockregion is opticallythin to Balmer and higher series
radiation,the coolingtime at the densitiesinvolvedfor T > 10_K is < 1
second. The adiabatic assumption is clearly violated in this situation.
In view of the above considerations,it appearsthat adiabaticcalculations
do not accuratelyrepresentthe behaviourof pulsationin the outer layers
of Mira variables.

V. ISOTHERMALMODELS

In these calculations,the temperatureis time-invariantand has the
radial distributiongiven by equationi. A long series of models was
computedcovering92 pulsationperiodswith a pressure variationamplitude
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A = 1.0 (equation2) at the inner boundary. Althoughno continuousmass
loss was produced,occasionalejectionof shellsof material does occur.

The essentialfeaturesof the dynamicsof the situationcan be
explainedwith referenceto Figure 6, in which the radii of the first 14
shocks are plottedagainsttime. As in the adiabaticcase, the first shock
propagatesrapidlyoutwarddown the densitygradientin the hydrostatic
atmosphere. Materialbehind the shock is deceleratedby gravityand begins
to fall in towardthe star. The second shock begins to traveloutward into
the infallingmaterialbut is eventuallyhalted and pushed backward. Each
shock propagatingoutwardreducesthe amount of infallingmaterial and the
fourthshock actuallyovertakesand coalesceswith shocks 2 and 3. This
type of behaviourcontinuesuntil after 14 cycles the inner regions (outto
~ 600R ) become reasonablyperiodic. Typicalvelocityand densityprofilesG
after many _cles are shown in Figure 7. In the extended calculations,
the continualcoalescingof shocks beyond the periodicregion eventually
(after80 cycles)built up a single strong shock which was able to propagate
outwardand escape throughthe outer boundary. By repeatedevents of this
type, a Mira variablecould build up a circumstellarshell and possibly
produce a mass outflow. However, the mass loss rate (calculatedby dividing
the mass lost in the singleejectionevent by the time requiredto produce

this event) is very small (~ 10-12Myr-I).

The variationof post shock velocitywith phase is shown in Figure 8.
It is interestingthat the rise to maximum at phase 0.i - 0.2 and subsequent
declineis similarto the resultsobtainedfrom the early observationsshown
in Figure 3a. The maximum value of the theoreticalpost-shockvelocity lies
well within the range of emission line velocitiesexhibitedby the sample
of stars in Figure i.

A recent observation(Hinkle1978) which can be comparedwith the
present isothermalcalculationsis the infra-redabsorptionline radial
velocitycurve of R Leo (Fig.9), which indicatesinfall velocitiesmuch
greaterthanthose previouslyobtained fromopticalobservations(Fig.i).
Although the precisepoint of origin of the IR absorptionlines in the
dynamicalatmosphereis not known, the maximuminfall velocityin the atmos-
phere at any time must be at least as large as that obtainedfrom the IR
observations. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the infall velocityat
the nominalphotosphere(T = _ ) of the isothermalmodels acceleratesat
almost the same rate as the infall velocityobservedin R Leo, except for
the flat spot on the velocity curve of the models (causedby the hydrogen
dissociationregion moving close to the photosphereas the pressure falls).
This indicatesthat the surfacegravityg (or more precisely,g times the
pulsationperiod P) of R Leo is approximatelythe same as that of the present
models but thatthe temperaturein the models should beraised slightlyto
prevent formationof molecularhydrogenin the photosphericregion. This
latter suggestionis also consistentwith the fact that Hinkle (1978)
derivestemperatures> 3000K for the regionsin which the lines used to
derive the velocitiesin Figure 9 are formed. AlthoughR Leo has a shorter
period (312days) than the models (373days), the formulaeof Wood and Cahn
(1977)predict an effectivetemperaturefor R Leo which is only 50K hotter
than that in the models and a value of gP only 6% greater.
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Fig. 6 Propagationof the first 14 shocksof the isothermal
calculations.
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Fig. 7 Densityand velocityprofiles at a single phase of the
isothermalcalculations(continuouscurves). The dotted line
shows the densitydistributionin the hydrostaticstarting
model. The upper dashed curve is drawn throughthe post-shock
velocitymaxima and the lower dashed curve indicatesmaximum
infall velocity. The positivevelocityat the outer boundary
was causedby passageof a shock (see text).
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Fig. 8 Post-shockvelocityplotted as a functionof phase in
the isothermalmodels. The zeropoint of phase is shiftedso
that the velocitymaximumoccurs near the phase of the observed
velocitymaximum in Figure 3a.
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Fig. 9 The velocityat thenominal photosphere (T= -_-) of the
isothermalmodelsplotted againstphase (continuouscurve). The
symbolsare infra-redabsorptionline velocitiesof R Leo (relative
to the centre-of-massgiven in Table i) from Hinkle (1978):,CO Av
= 3 lines;+,CO Av = 2 high excitationlines;O,OH Av = 2 lines.
The dashed curve is the hydrogenemissionline velocityof R Leo
from Figure 3a.
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VI. THE EFFECT OF PULSATIONON A MASS FLOW PRODUCEDBY RADIATIONPRESSURE

Using the approximationsgiven in §III for grain formationand
accelerationby stellarradiation,the effectivegrain radiationcross-
sectionparameterQeff was adjusted (keepingthe inner boundarypressure
constant)untila steadyoutward flowwas obtainedwith a velocityat the
outer boundary of ~ 5 km s-I (Fig. i0). Integratingthe flow from the

RIR,
soo Io?o 2o,00 ooo

-6 z I i i I

°--10__
s -it,

-18 .................................

10 i I i

_ o

-10 - 15oo2lOOK
I I I
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x

Fig. l0 Densityand velocityprofilesat a singlephase
in the models which includea radiationpressure-
inducedmass flow as well as pulsation. Dotted
lines show densityand velocityprofiles in the
initialsteady state mass outflow model. The
dashed curves are an envelopeto the velocity
profiles.

outer boundary to infinitygives a terminalvelocityof 7 km s-z, which is
well within the range of observed flow velocities (Fig.2). The mass loss
rate _ resultingfrom the flow is 7 x 10-9 M yr-z. However, this value is
not very meaningfulsince # is directlyproportionalto the pressure
specifiedat the inner boundary (see§ IV.). Any value of _ can be obtained
by adjustingH, while the flow velocitywill remain unaltered.

The effect of a pulsatingatmosphere (isothermalapproximation)at the
base of the steadymass outflowwas examinedby varying the pressure at the
inner boundary (usingan amplitudeA = 1.0 in equation2) so that pulsation
and shock waves were produced as before. Figure i0 shows the initial
densityand velocitydistributionsand the distributionswhich resultedwhen
an equilibriumsituationhad been attained. The two main resultsof this
calculationare il) the flow velocity far from the star is onlyslightly
differentfrom thatwhich existedin the absenceof pulsation,and (2) the
mass loss rate is increasedby a factorof ~ 40. The latterresult is due
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to the lowering of the time-averageddensity (orpressure)scale height in
the pulsatingregionsbelow the sonic point causingthe sonic point density
to be raised.

As a final point, it is noted that in the regionwhere pulsation
velocitiesare much greaterthan the underlyingflow velocity (radius
< 600R_),the behaviourof pulsationis almost identicalto that which
occurswhen there is no radiationpressure-inducedmass loss (themaximum
post-shockvelocityis slightlysmallerin these calculationsbut this is
purely a result of the increasednumericalsmoothingof the velocityprofile
behind the shock causedby the doublingof the zone spacing used in the
isothermalmodels without grains). Since the emission lines in the model
come from shocks at radii < 600R_, no informationrelating to the mass out-
flow can be obtained from shock emission.

VII. SUMMARY

It has been shown that adiabaticpulsationin the surfacelayers of a
star with parameterssimilarto those of a Mira variable can produce a
steady stellarwind with a terminalvelocitysimilarto that observed in
the stellarwinds associatedwith Mira variablesand cool luminousred giants.
However, two direct consequencesof the adiabaticmodels conflictwith obser-
vations (i) with observationalestimatesof the photosphericdensity,the
mass loss rate is ~ 104 times larger than observed,and (2) an extensive
regionwith a temperature> 10_K existsbehind the innermostshock and since
the coolingtime for this region is much shorterthan the pulsationperiod,
the assumptionof completeadiabaticityis clearlyincorrect.

Mira-typepulsationin the envelopeof a red giant is found incapable
of producinga continuousmass outflowwhen the radial temperaturedistribu-
tion is held constantin time (isothermalapproximation). However, the
coalescingof many shock waves in the outer layersof the envelope causes
occasionalejectionof shells of matter. The mass loss rate estimatedfor
this process is ~ 10-12MQyr-I Since this mass loss rate is much smaller
than observedmass loss rates, anothermass loss mechanism,such as the
action of radiationpressureon grains,must exist on the giant branch. The
magnitudeof the post-shockvelocityin the isothermalmodels is shown to
agree reasonablywell with the velocityof the hydrogen emissionlines
observedin Mira variables.

In order to investigate the effect of pulsation on a stellar wind
produced by the action of radiation pressure on grains, a model was first
produced with a steady radiation pressure-induced mass outflow and then
pulsation was introduced into the star. The flowvelocity far from the
star was almost unaltered by the pulsation but the mass loss rate was
enhanced by a factor of ~ 40. Thus Mira variables can be expected to lose
mass at a rate which is considerably faster than that in non-variable red
giants of similar luminosity and spectral type. The enhancement in the
mass loss rate is due to the reduced density gradient in the pulsating
atmosphere and the consequent increase in the density at the sonic point of
the flow.

This work was performedwhile the authorwas in receiptof a Queen
ElizabethII Fellowshipat the AustralianNationalUniversity.
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Discussion

J. Wood: In one of your earlierslides,where you showed the series of

shocks asymptoticallyapproaching7 km/sec,at what point does the escape

velocity fall to this value?

P. Wood: At about 2000 solar radii, or a bit beyond. It has become super-

sonic at that point.

J. Cox: I don't understandwhy you had to assume it is isothermal. When

you do the calculation,the energy equation...

P. Wood: Either you have to know all the physicsof the shock -- that is,

how much energy is being radiatedin lines behind the shock, etc. -- or you

can do the simple thing by assuming it'sadiabatic (andthen you use the

energy equation),or you can assume it's isothermal (in which case, you

assume that in a regionwhich is very thin relativeto the separationof the

two shocks, all the energy is radiated). Those are the two limits I took,

adiabaticand isothermal,without doing all the detailedphysics.

Willson: We also did the same calculationand found the same results, that

the isothermalmodel does not show mass loss. 10-12 is the number that we

estimatedin the same fashionas you did. I am very pleased to see that you

calculatedthe combinationof dust with the isothermalcase, and I was as

startledas anyone else to find that it only gives you a factor of 40_ which

is not enough to give you the six orders of magnitudethat you need. Although

we have not yet run the right masses,we found that if you look carefullyat

what's happeningin the shock, the isothermalmodel should break down at\
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several stellar radii, because the recombination length of hydrogen inthe

shock becomes comparable to other scales of the problem. At that point, you

start to convert to the adiabatic approximation. At that point you lose a

lot of mass. If you estimate where that point occurs and calculate the mass

loss, it is within a factor of i0 of 10-6 . As I said, we haven't run the

exact models, but that looks like the right ball-park estimate; that's

closer than anything else that's been done.

P. Wood: By the time you get into those regions, the shock is so "thick"

that it's meaningless to talk about a shock wave.

Unknown: Barkat would argue with you that you can't do it with pulsation.

He said that you could do it by a series of puffs blown off by individual

pulsations which sort of build up, pop, and then settle down.

P. Wood: Yes, these are relaxation oscillations, which are of much larger

amplitude. They don't bear any resemblance to what you see in a Mira. That

is something later in the evolution.

Keller: Are you aware of Sanford's IR image tube observations, which show

a very extended dust cloud around _ Ori? He just recently published these i

observations. In other unpublished work, he has seen a large cloud around

R Leo, which would extend out to enormous distances, as you might expect.

Van Horn: To more than i00 stellar radii?

Keller: Oh, yes.

P. Wood: R Leo has a larger IR excess than most Miras of the same type.
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Nather: There are occulatlon measurements of R Leo in the IR at Hale

Observatory, that are i0-i00 times larger than what we see in the optical

region. That would tend to bear this out.
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ABSTRACT

Intensivemonitoringof late-typevariablestars with satellite-borne

infraredsensorshas yieldeduseful light curves extendingover 4-1/2

years for some objects. These are the most detailedand extensiveinfrared

light curvesyet obtained for variablestars. They facilitatethe cycle-

to-cyclecomparisonof the photometricbehaviorof long-periodstars and

permit the investigationof "irregular"variablesfor possiblerecurrent

photometricactivity. The long-perlodvariablesomicronCeti and S Canis

Minoris are shown to have infraredminima that repeat accurately,but maxima

that vary widely.The Mira-type star R Cancriwas not includedin our pre-

viouslyreported observations,howeverwe have now obtaineda good series of

measurementson one of its maxima.
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The Aerospace Corporation and the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center are

engaged in a program of systematic infrared astronomy with U.S. Air Force

satellites. This includes an on-going survey of infrared sources within i0°

of the celestial equator (Sweeney et al. 1977, Helnshelmer et al. 1978) as

well as the intensive monitoring of selected late-type variable stars that

began in 1971 (Maran et al. 1976, 1977). A summary of the detailed results

on each well-observed variable star through early 1975 will be published

by Chapman et al. All of the observations in our program consist of wide-

band photometry at wavelength 2.7 _ m.

We recently began to study a more extensive set of light curves, which

carry the measurements through mid-1976. Since early 1975, when the earlier

series of observations ended, we have observed a few sources that were not

previously monitored with the satellite sensors. An example is R Cancrl

(Figure i), a Mira-type star with period 362 days, visual range 6.2 - 11.8

magnitude and spectral type MTe, according to the General Catalosue of

Variable Stars (GCVS). Although relatively close, R Cnc (distance modulus

7.7 mag.) is not a detected H20 or OH maser source (L_pine and Paes de

Barros 1977, Bowers and Kerr 1977) but has been observed as a 7-mmwave-

length, _ = i-0 SiO maser by Spencer et al. (1977). The latter authors

published spectra of the v = i and v = 2 lines taken on 29 January 1976 and

20 February 1976, respectively. These dates are near the maximum of the

2.7-_m light curve, as seen from Figure i. Comparison of more extensive

series of SiO observations with the satellite measurements might provide

information on whether the SiO maser in this star is saturated.

•The satellite light curve of R Cnc is presented in units of flux

density. Each point represents the mean of several observations on the same
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day. The points at the bottom of Figure i are the standard deviations

corresponding to the mean measurements plotted directly above. Note the

prominent stillstand on the ascending branch of the light curve.

We have previously suggested that the infrared light curve of a Mira-

type star is very variable at maximum light and yet remarkably reproducible

at minimum light (Maran et al. 1976, 1977), a circumstance that is compatible

with Ikaunieks' (1975) conclusion that minimum light may correspond to the

"normal state of a long-period variable." This result, similar to Eggen's

(1975) findings* in the visual seems consistent with the shock-wave theory

as proposed to account for the velocity curves found in visual-llght

spectroscopy of these stars (cf.: Wallerstein 1977, Willson 1976). We have

attempted to demonstrate this by the superposed epoch method in the case of

omicron Ceti (Figure 2). Here, only the data for our shorter time base,

through early 1975, have been included. Using the new series of data

through mid-1976, the effect is obvious in the light curve of the Mira

variable S Canis Minoris (Figure 3). The Figure shows four well-observed

maxima and five well-observed minima, as well as part of a fifth, poorly-

measured maximum. Note in particular the strong contrast between the 1973

and 1974 maxima, but the good agreement in flux density level at all five

minima.

We thank the U.S. Air Force for continued cooperation with the program

of infrared astronomy from earth orbit.

*Note, however, that William Herschel, in the late Eighteenth Century,

already remarked on the pronounced variability of the magnitude of omicron
Ceti at visual maximum!
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Figure l.--Top--Infrared light curve of R Cancri, based on obser-

vations made at wavelength 2.7 pm with U.S. Air Force satellite

sensors. Each point is the mean of several measurements. Flux

density is plotted versus Julian date.

Bottom--Standard deviations of the observations

plotted above, in the same units.
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Figure 2.--Superposed-epoch light curve for omicron Ceti, based

on 2.7-pm satellite measurements during four consecutive cycles

of the long-period variable star in 1972-1975. Flux density is
plotted versus phase. Phase 0.0 corresponds to maximum visual

light, as determined from llghtcurves prepared by the American

Association of Variable Star Observers. Symbols distinguish
measurements from the four stellar cycles. Note the region from

phase 0.8 to phase 0.2 in which cycle-to-cycle variation is
pronounced•
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Figure 3.--Infrared light curve and corresponding standard
deviations for S Canis Minoris. Details of the format are the

same as in Figure i. Note the pronounced cycle-to-cycle vari-

ability at maximum light, which can be contrasted with the

well-reproduced flux density at minimum light.
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Discussion

Keller: What accounts for the large variations in the data? What is the

cause of the noise?

Maran: I don't know, but I can make guesses. There is sometimes noise due

to what may be spacecraft reflections of the moon. Also, if you compare the

infrared and visible light curves, you see that the satellite looks closer

to the Sun than the AAVSO observers do. So unlike IUE, which has large

avoidance cones, there are other effects. Supposedly, bad data points are

removed before we see the data, but it's clear that there are occasional

bad points in the 1976 data.

Win_: Aren't the 2.7 _ observations affected by stellar water absorption

bands?

Maran: Since we have a wide band, the answer is probably"no" or "not

much." But you maybe right for the following reason: the largest

amplitude we've seen in a Mira variable is about 3 magnitudes (ratio of

maximum to minimum flux). That's 20% larger than any ground-based IR

observations I've seen in the K and L bands, which bracket our band. If

that difference is real, then you are probably right, although it may be

due to the fact that our curves are better defined, so we are less conserva-

tive about estimating the amplitude.
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AN INDEPENDENT CEPHEID DISTANCE SCALE: CURRENT STATUS

Thomas G. Barnes III

Department of Astronomy
University of Texas at Austin

I. INTRODUCTION

For the past two years my collaborators and I at the University of Texas
at Austin have worked toward establishing an independent distance scale

for Cepheid variables. The basis of our approach is to make use of the
apparent magnitude and the visual surface brightness, inferred from an
appropriate color index, to determine the angular diameter variation of
the Cepheid. When combined with the linear displacement curve, obtained
from the integrated radial velocity curve, the distance and linear
radius are determined. The great attractiveness of the method is its

complete independence of all other stellar distance scales. Even though
a number of practical difficulties currently exist in implementing the
technique, our preliminary results may nonetheless be useful by virtue of
this independence.

II. VISUAL sURFACE BRIGHTNESSES

The critical component of this technique is the relation between a
color index and the visual surface brightness parameter Fv, defined by

Fv = 4.2207 - 0.1Vo - 0.51og _ , (i)

where V o is the apparent visual magnitude corrected for interstellar
extinction and @ is the stellar angular diameter in milliseconds of arc.
Measured values of the stellar angular diameter are now available for
nearly one hundred stars (Barnes, Evans, and Moffett 1978). Of the
readily available photometric indices for these stars, we have found the
Johnson (1966) V-R index to be the most tSghtly correlated with Fv
(Barnes and Evans 1976; Barnes, Evans, and Parsons 1976; Barnes et al.
1978). Knowledge of _V-R)o alone permits Fv to be inferred from the
mean relation with a typical uncertainty of +0.033 over the spectral type
range 04 - M8. This uncertainty is entirely attributable to the
observational errors. No luminosity class effects are apparent in the
relation.

Although no Cepheid variable has an observed angular diameter, the
presence of several other kinds of variables on the relation, even though
observed at random times in their cycles, led Barnes, Evans and Parsons

(1976) to suggest that the Fv - (V-R)o calibration would apply to
Cepheids throughout their pulsations. Barnes et al. (1977) examined this
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assumption by the strategem of exploring its consequences when applied to
Cepheids for which the requisite photometry and radial velocities had been
published. They found the assumption to be verified within the rather
loose constraints permitted by the quality of the data (see also Evans
1977).

In the present discussion I will explore the validity of this
assumption by determining the Fv - (V-R)o relation from Cepheids themselves
and comparing the result to the relation for stars of known angular diameter.
(This work will be published elsewhere in its entirety by T.G. Barnes and
B.J. Beardsley.)

III. CEPHEID SURFACE BRIGHTNESSES: THE SLOPE

Thompson (1975) has devised a method for determining the visual
surface brightness of a Cepheid, to within an unknown additive constant,
from photometry and radial velocities. His method requires a priori
knowledge of the star's linear radius, but not of the distance or
luminosity. To obtain the linear radii, we have adopted Balona's (1977)
recent results for the Cepheid period-radius relation:

log R/Ro = 1.213 + 0.6021og P . (2)

This relation assumes a conversion factor between radial velocity and
pulsational velocity of p=l.31.

The photometric and radial velocity data were essentially the same as
used by Barnes et el. (1977) and referenced therein. Color excesses were

taken from Parsons and Bell (1975). We adopted R = 3.3 and E(V-R)/E(B-V)
= 0.84.

To ensure that the problem of phase-matching the photometric and radial
velocity data was minimized, we used only those eleven Cepheids (with BVRI
data) for which simultaneous photometry and radial velocities have

established the relative phases (Breger 1967, Evans 1976). We simply
shifted the radial velocity phases until minimum radial velocity occurred
at the appropriate phase relative to the V light curve. (The mean
shift was -0.005 in phase.)

For each Cepheid, Thompson's method yields the variation in Fv with
color index to within an unknown constant. Figure i shows a representative
result. In all eleven cases the data are consistent with a linear relation

between Fv and (V-R)o and with no distinction between rising and falling
branches of the light curve. This confirms the observational and theoretical
arguments for linearity given by Barnes et al. (1977).

Figure 2 shows that the slopes are_nd_pendent of period and have a
scatter about their mean value in accordance with the observational

uncertainities. The mean slope is -0.360 + 0.010 (s.e.m.). This slope
is somewhat less negative than the best fi_ to the A-F-G stars of known

angular diameter given by Barnes e._tal. (1977), in agreement with their,
and Evans' (1977), suspicions.

Both the linearity and con_nonslope are also found if the surface
brightness is correlated with (B-V)o. In this case we obtain -0.211 + 0.003
(s.e.m.), in comparison with Thompson's value of -0.211 + 0.003 and --
Balona's value of -0.215 + 0.002.
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Figure i: The variation in Fv with (V-R)o for X Cygni. Dots represent
phases of falling light and crosses, phases of rising light. The line is
a least-squares fit to the data.
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Figure 2: The individual Cepheid slopes plotted against the logarithm of
the period. The error bars are one sigma values based on the uncertainities
in the photometry, the phase-matching, and the adopted linear radii. The
mean slope and its uncertainity are shown.
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IV. CEPHEID SURFACE BRIGHTNESSES: THE ZERO POINT

Until a Cepheid angular diameter is actually measured, the zero point
must be acquired either by assuming that Cepheids have surface brightnesses
similar to non-variable F supergiants or by using model atmosphere results.
Happily, both choices give the same result for the short period Cepheids.

Parsons (1969, 1970a, 1971) has demonstrated that his model atmosphere
fluxes for F and G supergiants accurately match the observed fluxes in
the blackbody six-color system for a large selection of variables and non-
variables. One parameter obtained in the fitting procedure is the stellar
angular diameter, tabulated by Parsons (1970b) and Parsons and Bouw (1971).
The uncertainities in the angular diameters are +0.03 dex from the
fitting procedure (Parsons 1971), _0.02 dex from-the model physics (Parsons
1978, private communication), and +0.02 dex from the interstellar extinction
(our estimate). The last uncertainty cancels out when eq. (i) is used to
compute the visual surface brightness parameter.

Only one star in Parsons' lists has an observed angular diameter, the
F81a star 8 CMa. Parsons (1970b) gives log # = 0.56 + 0.04, whereas
Hanbury Brown et al. (1974) measured 0.56 + 0.06. Th_s gives us considerable
confidence that--hi-_meanangular diameters-for Cepheids are accurate.

There are eighteen Cepheids with both angular diameters and BVRI
photometry. We have computed visual surface brightnesses for these
using eq. (i). Recall that the interstellar extinction term in the

computation of log _ cancels the same term in eq. (i) leaving Fv independent
of interstellar extinction. (Interstellar reddening still enters to the
extent that incorrect elimination of it affects the fit of the model
fluxes to the observed fluxes.)

Figure 3 compares the visual surface brightnesses of the Cepheids to
those for similar temperature stars of known angular diameter. For Cepheids
bluer than (V-R)o = 0.6 the agreement is excellent. In particular note
the agreement with _ CMa at (V-R)o = 0.47. Because of the paucity of
observed angular diameters in this color range, the mean curve from
Barnes et al. (1978) is very poorly determined. It could easily be altered
_to fit_taneously the short period Cepheids and the few observed
angular diameter stars.

The long period Cepheids are clearly discordant. After examining the
uncertainities involved, we are convinced that the long period Cepheids
cannot lie on the same relation as the non-variable stars ofmeasured
angular diameter.

Ignoring the Cepheids to the red of (V-R)o=0.6, we find the model
atmosphere values of Fv to be represented by the regression line

Fv = 3.945 - 0.338 (V-R)o . (3)
+.025 +.048

The slope of this relation is in agreement with the value found in the
previous section by a total different approach. However, the uncertainty
in the slope in eq. (3) is considerably larger than found earlier. Hence we
have adopted the previous value of the slope and used the model atmosphere
results to establish the zero point:

Fv = 3.957- 0.360 (V-R)o , (4)
+.006 +.010
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Figure 3: The relation between visual surface brightness parameter and

(V-R)o for Cepheids (plus signs) and for stars of measured angular diameter
(all other symbols). Uncertain values are enclosed in parentheses. The
smooth curve is the fit adopted by Barnes et al. (1978).

where both uncertainities are standard errors of the mean. This line is

shown in Figure 3.

V. A PRELIMINARY DISTANCE SCALE

With the relation between F and (V-R) now established, we return to
V O

the determination of the Cepheid distance=. We have used eq. (4) and the
technique described by Barnes et ai.(1977) to determine distances for the
seven short-period Cepheids for which the requisite data exist and for
which Evans (1976) has established phase matching (_ Aql, RT Aur, _ Cep,
W Gem, _ Gem, S Sge, and T Vul). A weighted mean of the seven yields a
distance scale (14.2 + 6.8)% larger than the Fernie and Hube (1968) scale
and (18.2 + 6.3)% larger than the Sandage and Tanmmnn (1969) scale.

The above uncertainities are the random uncertainities only_ whereas
more realistic values should include the contributions of systematic
errors. There are three of these to consider:

I) The uncertainty in the conversion factor from radial velocity
to pulsational velocity enters directly into the distance scale. With a
conservative estimate of p = 1.31 + 0.06, this contributes +4.6%.

2) The uncertainty in th'-eslope in eq. (4) enters in a manner
dependent upon the mean color and amplitude of the Cepheid. The uncertainty
in the distance due to this ranges from+..4.2%to _13.5%, with a mean of
+7.2% which we will adopt.

3) The uncertainty in the zero point in eq. (4) enters

exponentially, giving _2.8%. However, this represents only the observational
and theoretical scatter in the zero point and does not include any systematic
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uncertainty in the model physics. As mentioned earlier, the uncertainty
in model physics leads to _0.02 dex in log #, or another 4.7% in distance.

Altogether the systematic errors are +10.2% in distance.

Combining the variances, we find--apreliminary distance scale (14.2
_12.2)% larger than Fernie and Hube, and (18.2 +12.0)% larger than Sandage
and Tammann. Averaging these and expressing th_ result as a change in
absolute magnitude, we find the short-period Cepheids 0.33 + 0.23 mag.
brighter than on the old distance scale. This is quite consistent with the
currently recommended change in the Hyades distance modulus.

In conclusion, we have shown that the surface brightnesses of Cepheid
variables may be determined from the Cepheids themselves, that for short-
period Cepheids the resultant valuesare in good agreement with non-
variables of the same color, and that the preliminary distance scale to
which these values lead supports full effect of the new Hyades distance
scale upon Cepheid luminosities.
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Discussion

Schmidt: Could you tell us how the radii are affected by the zero point?

Barnes: I haven't done that for this group of Cepheids. It will increase

the radii somewhat over what I have obtainedpreviously.

Wesselink: What does the value -0.33 mean?

Barnes: The -0.33 magnitude is the shift in the mean distance modulus or

the mean absolute magnitude that is implied by this result onseven

Cepheids.

Evans: In your graph for X Cyg, in the surface brightness-(V-R) relation,

do you think you would get a somewhat steeper slope if you confined yourself

to the descending branch of the light curve? You'd definitely get different

slopes from differentbranches.

Barnes: There are typically only a few points on the rising branch; I think

that there are only four for X Cyg. I don't think that it is statistically

significant that three lie above and only one below the curve. Looking at

the other i0 Cepheids, there seems to be a random scatter of the points about

the rising and falling branches.

A. Cox: Youtve already published data from seven Cepheids. Are these the

same stars, and is this the,same answer? If not, how different is it?

Barnes: The 1977 paper used these seven Cepheids plus two others. The

present result is different by about 1.5.o -- about 0.3 mag brighter than the

previous result in absolute magnitude. The reason for that is threefold.
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In our early work, we didn't know about Nancy Evans' work on relative phas-

ing, so we just shifted the curves until they looked right. Secondly,

we have an improved technique for interpolating in the displacement curve

at the phases for which photometry exists. Finally, the 1977 computations

were based on a preliminary surface brightness -- color relation from stars

of known angular diameter. The present results are based on a relation

inferred from the Cepheids themselves.
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THE BARNES-EVANS COLOR-SURFACE BRIGHTNESS RELATION: A PRELIMINARY

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

Harry L. Shipman

University of Delaware

ABSTRACT

Model atmosphere calculations from the published literature are

used to assess the claim of Barnes, Evans, and their collaborators that

their empirically derived relation between V-R and surface brightness

is independent of a variety of stellar parameters, including surface

gravity. This relationship is being used in a variety of applications,

including the determination of the distances of Cepheid variables

using a method based on the Baade-Wesselink method. The principal

conclusion here is that the use of a main-sequence relation between V-R

color and surfacebrightness in determining radii of giant (log g = 2)

stars is subject to systematic errors that are smaller than lO % in

the determination of a radius or distance for temperatures cooler than

12,000 K. The application of a main-sequence relation to white-dwarf

stars is also considered; the error in white-dwarf radii determined from

a main sequence color-surface brightness relation is again roughly lO %.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stellar diameters derived from lunar occultations and Johnson UBVRI

photometry have been used to develop an empirically calibrated relation

between the surface brightness of a star and its V-R color (Barnes and

Evans 1976; Barnes, Evans, and Parsons 1976; Barnes, Evans, and Moffett

1978). This relation, oftencalled the Barnes-Evans relation, can be
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used for a variety of purposes. Since comI_rable techniques generally

require observations havins considerably hi_her spectral resolution, the

Barnes-Evans relation, if it is indeed widely applicable, presents considerable

promise for a variety of astrophysical problems. Yet this relation is

empirically derived usin_ measurements of nearby stars, mostly main

sequence stars, and m_ny of its most interesting applications (including

those relevant to the voriable star field) involve the extension of

%hls relation to other types of objects. How valid is this extension?

The range of applicability of a relation of the Barnes-Evans tyy,e is

the central focus of this paper.

The surface brightness parameter use_ in the Barnes-Evans relation

is

Fv =  .2207- 0.1v° - ¢,0 (i)

where Vo is the apparent visual magnitu_'o corr,-arealfor ir'terzteilar

extinction and _' the stellar angular diamete'_"in milliseconds of nrc.

Barnes,.Ew_ns, and their colleagues argue empirically that the relation

between Fv and the John:_on (1966) V-R c_lor is a single-valued one.

This relation has been used to measure the radii of nearby st_s (Lacy

(1977b) sad of white-dwarf stars (Moffett, Barnes, and Evans 1978). Ii. hss

been used to determine distances of eclipsing binarims (Lacy 1977a), of

Cepheld variables (Barnes etal. 1977) _nd of a nova (Ba_-nes.1976). It

has also been applied tentatively to so!ar flares, and a varie.ty of

other applications are contemplated (E_oans 1978). A theoretica! P.ssessment

is timely.

II. THEORETICAL FRA_._dOEM

A disadvantage of dealing, with brcad-.b0nd photometric systens from

a theoretical viewpoint is that bro_d-band photometry does not isolate

some easily calculable psrt of the spectrum, but rather measures the
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integrated intensity of a broad spectral region containing both continuum

emission and also the contamination of spectral lines. It is this

feature of broad-band photometry that makes it extrmmely economical

in terms of telescope time. A thorough evaluation of the applicability

of the Barnes-Evans F versus V-R relation would require a considerationv

of all the lines that could affect these bands at all temperatures and

gravities. There are considerable difficulties involved in computing

synthetic Johnson colors, and they are only beginning to be solved for

the UBV colors (Buser and Kurucz 1978). The ambition of this investigation

is far more modest. Here I ask how badly changes in gravity and chemical

composition affect the.:continuumfluxes at the central wavelengths of

the V and R bands. Since at the temperatures considered here, line

blanketing is minimal, changes in the continuum fluxes should provide

a reasonable idea of changes in the V-R colors.

To recast the color-surface brightness relation into theoretically

tractable terms, use the following relations:

9' = 206, 264, 806.2 (2R/D), (2)

Vo - 0.04 = -2.5 log (fv/B.52 x 10-20), and (B)

= 4_ (R/D)2 Hv, (4)fv
where R is the stellar radius, Dits distance, V the Johnson V magnitude,o

9' is in milliseconds of arc, f is the stellar flux at the Earth in thev

central wavelength of the V band and H is the Eddington flux at thev
-2

stellar surface at the central wavelength of the V band in ergs cm

-i _Teff4/4_sec ster-1 Hz-1. Note that H is normalized so that f H d? =V

For the purposes of this paper, the effective wavelengths are presumed

constant at 0.55 microns (V) and 0.7 microns (R). Variations in

effective wavelength with temperature are presumed to be second-order

effects when considering the change in Hv versus V-R when gravity or
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chemical composition is altered. Equation (B) takes the V magnitude of

Vega as 0.04 and takes the visual flux at 5556 A as 3.52 x l0-20 ergs

-2 -i
cm sec Hz-1, averaging the results of Hayes and Latham (1975),

the corrected results of Oke and Schild (1970), and the recent calibration

of Tug et al. (1977). Uncertainties in the transformation of monochromatic

magnitudes to V-magnitudes undoubtedly exist and will affect the calibration

of the zero point to some mmall degree; for present purposes they are

not material. Equations (1) through (4) can be combined to yield the

follo_-ingdefinition of the surface brightness parameter F :
V

Fv = 5.047 + 0.0o2 + 0.25 Hv , (5)

where the uncertainty in the constant comes from a presumed 2 % uncertainty

in the absolute flux calibration.

For present purposes a continuum color is defined:

v'-r' = -2.5 log (Hv/Hr), (6)

using the effective wavelengths noted above. Ideally this color would

be equalto the Johnson V-R color plus an additive constant. Blanketing

and changes in effective wavelength with temperature cause reality to

fall short of the ideal. But in narrow color regions, one can presume that

a change in the Hv versus v'-r' relation is paralleled by a change in

the broadband color index V-R and the broadband flux E . It may bev

possible to calibrate the V-R index in absolute terms in the futnre

(Buser 1978; Buser and Kurucz 1978).

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates the central results of this paper, Here the

monochromatic Eddington fluxes H are plotted against the monochromaticv

v'-r' color index. These fluxes and colors are taken from a variety of
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models: those of Kurucz, Peytremann, and Avrett (1974) for main sequence

(log g = 4.5) and giant (log g = 2) models with Teff higher than 8,000 K,

or v'-r' = -0.118; those of Carbon and Gingerich (1969) for main sequence

(here log g = 4 because more models were available) and giant (log g = 2)

models for Teff between 4,000 and 8,000 K; and mine (Shipman 1972, 1977;

McGraw and Shipman 1978) for the white-dwarf models (log g = 8)_ Since

white-dwarf stars are either essentially pure H or essentially pure He,

models for both compositions are shown. Also shown is the black body relation

= B /4 given the normalization of H.for a gray atmosphere where Hv v

The sets of models chosen for Figtu-e1 are worth noting.

All models, except the He-rich white-dwarf models, include line blanketing

to some extent. The Carbon-Gingerich models are fairly old, and do not

use the most modern, elaborate treatment of line blanketing. However,

published grids of models which cover the Teff range that the Carbon-

Gingerich models are used for here (Peytremann 1974, Bell e__ttal___.1975)

do not directly provide tables of emergent fluxes. Gustafsson et al.

(1975) show that their models, which do include a state-of-the-art,

elaborate statistical treatment of line blanketing, have temperature

gradients quite similar to those of Carbon and Gingerich (1969) that

are used here. Under the circumstances, the use of the Carbon-Ginge£ich

models is probably justified, particularly since no models cooler "than

Teff = 4000 K, where blanketing by TiO bands can greatly affect integrated

fluxes in the V and R bands, are considered here. A test of the accuracy

of the Carbon-Gingerich models is provided by the Teff range between

8,060 K and 10,000 K, where the Carbon-Gingerich grid overlaps the

Kurucz, Peytremann, and Avrett (1974) grid (which includes afairly

elaborate treatment of line blanketing). Differences between the IIv versus

v'-r' relations provided by the two sets of models are less than 2 % in
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Figure i. Color-Surface Brightness relations. The relation between

Eddington flux in the visual band (effective wavelength 0.55 microns)

and the monochromatic color index v'-r' is sho_n for a variety of model

atmospheres and for black bodies. References to the specific model

calculations is provid_ in the text.
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It is worth examining the sensitivity of the conclusions presented

here to the assumptions used, particularly to the simplified treatment

of line blanketing used in the Carbon-Gingerich models. For most models,

the observed blanketing coeffecients (defined as the fraction of the

total flux removed by lines) in the V and R bands are 5 % or less,

as tabulated by Carbon and Gingerich. Differential effects on the V

and R colors should be smaller still. The effects are somewhat larger

but still less than 20 % for the cooler Teff = 5,000 and h,000 K models.

Carbon and Gingerich argue that the continuum energy distribution is

relatively insensitive to the way that line blanketing is treated.

Thus the approximate treatment of line blanketing will not affect the

conclusions here for Teff • 6,000 K, and will probably not affect the

results at cooler temperatures. Stars cooler than 4,000 K were not

included in this investigation; an examination of the M-dwarf models

of Mould (1976) indicated that TiO blanketing could seriously affect

the R colors, so that the behavior of v'-r' might differ from the

behavior of the observed color V-R.

The results in Figure 1 show that Hv (or equivalently Fv, see equation

5) is quite tightly correlated with the v'-r' color. Figure 2 shows

the difference between the value of H calculated from the models and
v

the value derived from a piecewise-linear fit to the main sequence

relation. This difference should parallel the difference between the

empirical Barnes-Evans relation, derived for main sequence stars, and

the true relation for giant stars or for white-dwarf stars. Cooler than

v'-r' = -0.3, or Teff = 12,000 K, the main-sequence and giant (log g = 2)

relations coincide within 0.1 in log H or (equation 5) 0.025 in F . This
v v

correspondence agrees with the observations of Barnes et al. (1978). They
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Figure 2. The difference between the visual flux calculated from

the models and the flux determined from a main-sequence H vs.
v

v'-r' relation. Plus si6ns and solid curve: log g = 2. Trian61es:

H-rich white-dwarf stars (log g = 8). The scale bar shows the

change in H that corresponds to a i0 % change in a radius orv

distance measured using a surface-brightness method.
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state that the scatter in the F versus V-R relation, a relationv

presumably very similar to the theoretical H versus v'-r' relationv

plotted in Figures i and 2, is 0.033; they attribute this to observational

uncertainties, meaning that the cosmic scatter caused by gravity and

composition changes is less than this. For the white-dwarf stars, the

main-sequence relation is within 0.15 in log H of that given for thev

white-dwarf models for all but the cooleet one (Teff = 5,000 K) one

plotted in Figure 2. Even the He-rich models fall within 0.2 in log Hv

of the main-sequence line. The coincidence between the color-surface

brightness relations for the two types of white-dwarf stars was notedbY

Shipman (1978) in connection with the monochromatic g - r color (this

discovery provided the motivation for the present paper ).In applications,

the Barnes-Evans relation is generally used to determine stellar radii

or distances, and a l0 % mrror in either of these quantities is shown

in Figure 2. Note that there are some additional uncertainties when the

slope of the Barnes-Evans relation is used to determine distances to

variable stars; see the discussion below.

IV. PHYSICAL BASIS OF THE RELATION

A natural question to ask now is why? Why is v'-r', or equivalently

V-R, such a good predictor of the visual flux H ? Why does the Barnes-v

Evans relation work? Thissection provides some nonrigorous arguments

directed towards a qualitative answer to this question.

Consider two model atmospheres with the same visual flux H • Theyv

are thus characterized by the same temperature at visual optical depth

2/B, where the flux in the V band is produced. Were these atmospheres

isothermal --were the temperatures at T = 2/B and x = 2/B the same--v r

there would be no dependence of v'-r' on gravity, composition, or anything
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else, for it would be the wavelength (not depth) dependence of the suurce

function which would drive the dependence of H on v'-r' color. In
v

such a case, the Hv versus v'-r' color would follow the black body

line. The relation almost follows the black body line (Figure 1),

reflecting the fact that the v' and r' fluxes come from almost the

same layer in the stellar atmosphere, but the coincidence isnot exact.

The deviation of the H versus v'-r' relation from the blackv

body line is caused by the fact that the v' and r' bands sample different

layers in the stellar atmosphere. In all cases, the opacity in the v'

band is less than the opacity in the r' band, and the stellar atmosphere

is bluer than a black body with the same H (same temperature atv

visual optical depth = 2/3) would be. In cool (Teff less than 8,000 K)

stars, opacity in the 0.5 - 0.7 micron region comes from H-. H- is a

very gray opacity source, with less than a 30 % change from 0.55 microns

to 0.7 microns. Further, since both giant and dwarf stars have H- as
l

the principal opacity source in this wavelength region, the relative

change in the opacity from v' to r' is the same in both types of stars,

as well as in the white-dwarf stars. Thus we can understand the relative

independence of the H versus v' -r' relation on surface gravity atv

cool temperatures. The V-R Johnson index is the only line-free index that
i

samples two parts of the same continuum. A color index that samples two

sides of a discontinuity (for example, U - V or V I) would produce

greater gravity effects, in all probability.

For the hotter stars, with temperatures exceeding 8,000 K and

v'-r' colors bluer than -0.25, Figure 2 shows that the character of the

H versus v'-r' relation changes drastically This change can beV

attributed to a change in opacity source, since at these temperatures

neutral H rather than H- dominates in the v' and r' bands. Atomic H is
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less gray than H-; the opacity doubles when going from the v' band to

the r' band. The character of the difference between main sequence and

giant stars changes. For white-dwarf stars, this transition occurs at

slightly higher temperatures but similar values of the v'-r' color

index (see Figure 2). At the extremely high temperatures, exceeding

Teff = 12 ,000 K (v'-r' = -0.B0), the main sequence relation is no longer

such a good predictor of H . However, at such high temperatures, thev

s_ope of the H versus v'-r' relation is such that this type of relationv

is less useful--observational uncertainties in the measured color

indices translate into larger uncertainties in the surface brightness

(or equivalently the parameter F ).
parameter Hv v

V. CONCLUSIONS

Figures 1 and 2, the centerpiece of this paper, indicate that

the relation between surface brightness H (equivalent to the Barnes-v

Evans parameter Fv) and the v'-r' color is independent of surface

gravity at the level of approximately 0,1 in log H for stars coolerv

= 14,000 K, with errors not too much larger at higherthan Teff

temperatures where the slope of the relation makes v'-r' a less useful

estimator of F . As long as differential blanketing effects are unimportant,
v

and we believe that they are, the monochromatic v'-r' color should behave

the same as the broadband V-R color, and therefore this claim can be made

of the Barnes-Evans relation as well. This paper does not consider the

problem of the cool stars (Teff less than 4,000 K), where Ti0 blanketing

effects could be important.

Consequently distance measurements of stars hotter than Teff = 4,000 K,

such as those made by Lacy (1977a, 1977b) should not be seriously affected
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by systematic errors.While there are some errors at the 10% level in

measuring white-dwarf radii using a main-sequence relation of the Barnes-

Evans type, these errors reverse sign at Teff = 12,000 K and consequently

measurements of the radii of a group of stars should be relatively

free from systematic errors. Parallax errors are generally larger than

i0 %, so that use of the Barnes-Evans relation should not introduce any

significant additional errors in most applications. The value of this relation

lies in its applicability with small telescopes; the broad bands of the

V and R filters reduce the requirements of telescope size or observing

time.

When the Barnes-Evans relation is used to determine the diBtances

to Cepheid variables using an extension of the Baade-Wesselink method

(Barnes e_tal___u1977), a problem arises because it is the slope of the

relation that enters the distance-finding method. Is the slope of the

Hv versus v'-r' relation the same for Cepheids (log g = 1.5•to 2) as it

is for main-sequence stars? In the 6,000 K to 8,000 K range, the

slope from model atmospheres changes from -0.445 at log g = 4 to

-0.397 at log g = 2. Small uncertainties in the models could produce

large changes in this conclusion, and these models are affected by

convection, which•produces uncertainties in the models (Relyea and

Kurucz 1978). At the present time it is only possible to state that a

change in slope of this magnitude cannot be ruled out, and that a

change in slope greater than this might be possible but a significantly

greater change in slope is unlikely. This possibility of a change in

slope should be considered as a possible uncertainty in an evaluation

of radii using the method of Barnes et al. (1977).

This investigation has some limitations. Perhaps the most severe

is that it is restricted to continuum colors. In the temperature range
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being considered, line blanketing is a relatively minor effect in the

V and R bands, and differential line blanketing (which would affect the

V-R color through changes in llne strengths with surface gravity) should

be smaller still. Thus the extension of the present line of work to

models including a more thorough treatment of line blanketing should

probably not affect the principal conclusions of this paper. In addition,

the present investigation does not include stars larger than log g = 2

and M-type stars.

Within these uncertainties, the principal conclusion of this paper

is that a main-sequence relation between V-R and Fv such as that

proposed by Barnes and Evans can be applied to stars with surface

gravities between log g = 2 and log g = 8 and produce radii or distances

with systematic errors of l0 % or less in most cases. Precise values

of the errors as a function of Teff and log g can be determined by

examining Figures 1 and 2.

I thank Drs. T. G. Barnes and J. T. McGraw for encouragement.

This work has been partially supported by NASA under grant NSG 5144

and by the NSF under grant AST76-20723.
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Discussion

Smith: The previous question as to why the Barnes-Evans relationship works

was actually answered, ironically, several years ago by Cayrel, who was

interested in looking at the competing effects of backwarming and line

blocking in model atmospheres when you went from normal composition to

metal-poor stars. He came to the conclusion that (G-R) -- if I remember

correctly -- on the Stebbins-Kron system was just the right color for these

two effects to cancel out. And this also tends to explain why the (V-R)

color works as a black-body indicator in this relationship.

Shipman: Good, I'm glad to get the history straight.

Wesselink: Have you any idea how much the effect of the bandwidth might be,

if you change from a narrow band to a broad band?

Shipman: I don't have a good estimate of the uncertainty of the broad-band

filters, but the bad estimate I have is that the absolute value of the line

blocking in all of these filters is only around 10%. What I worry about is

the differential line blocking between main sequence stars and giant stars.

But even if that has not been done Correctly in the Gingerich and Carbon

models, I would say the error is probably 0.05 mag or less.

Nather: You stopped at 4000 ° going redward, but the relationship seems to

work appreciably redward of that. Do you have any feeling as to why?
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Shipman: I really don't know why. The reason I stopped there is that I

took a look at some models for M dwarf stars, and there were TiO bands all

over the place. So I can't argue that the continuum color resembles a

broad-band color in that case.
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EVIDENCEFORTHEEXISTENCEOFNONRADIALSOLAROSCILLATIONS:
SOLARROTATION*

ThomasP. Caudell and Henry A. Hill
Department of Physics
University of Arizona

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent work of Hill and Caudell (1978) the solar origin
of the observed long period oscillations in apparent diameter was
demonstrated. One of the strongest pieces of evidence obtained at
SCLERAT for this conclusion was the phase coherency of six oscillations
over a two-week period in which seven days of equatorial diameter mea-
surements in the 1973 solar oblateness data of Hill and Stebbins (1975)
were analysed. This analysis further showed, through examination of
the ratio of oscillatory power at two different scan amplitudes in the
finite Fourier transform edge definition, the FFTD (see Hill, Stebbins,
Oleson 1975 for discussion of diameter measurement technique), that
the four higher frequency modes were likely to be p-modes while the
two lower to be g-modes with large values of _ _ 20-40, where _ is
the principal order number in the spherical harmonic expansion of the
eigenfunction. The discovery that g-modes of large _ value are ex-
cited to an observable level allows one to place new constraints on
solar models (Hill and Caudell 1978).

This paper extends this form of analysis through inclusion of an
additional day of data, which falls between the first four and the
last three days of the previous analysis. Whenplaced on the phase
diagrams, this subsequent addition confirms the original choice of
phase solutions and strengthens the solar normal mode hypothesis. The
power of the oscillations as a function of day for the p-modes are also
analysed for periodicity. Weobserve that the power fluctuates for
each of the peaks in a well defined manner, going nearly to zero at the
minima. This implies the existence of beating between states of approx-
imately equal amplitudes, an interpretation which in the light of the
properties of the FFTD suggests that the beating is not between states
of the different _ values. It further suggests that the beating is
between rotational split states that differ only in m, the azimuthal
order number, and is reminiscent of Wolff's (1977) work on rotation in
DA white dwarfs. With this interpretation, mode identification of
these oscillations is made, allowing inference of the eigenfunction
weighted internal rotation rate of the sun (Hill 1978).
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II. PHASECOHERENCY

The phaseas definedby the Fouriertransformfor eachpeak in
the powerspectrumwascomputedand shifted"toa commontimeof day.
Sincethisis observationallydeterminedto withina multipleof 2_,
the solutionwas pickedwhichgavethe bestfit for a constantphase
shiftperday (seeHilland Caudell1978for details). In Figure!
is plottedthe phasesolutionsfor the equatorialobservationsas a
functionof date,withthe new pointon the 17thincluded.Theseare
indeeduniquesolutionsin thatdisplacingthe lastthreedays up or
down multiples_of 2_ increasessignificantlythe X2 variantof the
linearfit. To illustratethisproposition,the squarerootof X2 for
a givenfit to the originalseven-daysobservationsforeachpeak is
givenin Figure2 plottedagainstthedisplacementin phaseof the last
threedaysas a unit. The standarddeviationof an individualobser-
vationhas beenset arbitarilyto unity. Notethe parabolicnatureof
thesecurvesandthat it is unlikelythata phaseshiftof 2_ hasoc-
curredbetweenthefour-and three-daysetsof observations.This in-
dicatesthatthe oscillationsobservedat SCLERAare phasecoherent
overperiodsof two weeks,furtherproofof theirsolarorigin.

III. TEHPORALPOWERVARIATIONS

The phasecoherencyof the oscillatorypowerovera twoweek
periodimpliesa relativelyhighlevelof stability,i.e.lowdamping.
Thisfactallowsone to examinethe powerof the oscillationsas a
functionof day withoutsuchcomplicatingfactorsthatlead to a change
in themode duringthe interim.Variationsin powerwillariseif
beatingoccursbetweendifferentunresolvedeigenfrequencieswithina
singleobservedpeak (Wolff1976). The beatingpairsof modesmay dif-
fer in m valueas wellas _ valuewhen solarrotationisaccountedfor
(Gough1977). Due to the theoreticallypossiblevaluesof _ in the ob-
servedpeaksand the variationin detectionsensitivitywith_ and m of
the FFTDused in thesediametermeasurements,the temporaldependence
of powercan be valuablein distinguishingbetweenthe two cases.

In Figure3 is plottedthe equatorialoscillatorypoweragainst
date forthe fourp-modepeaks. Throughthe datapointshavebeenfit
a functionof the formAZcos2(_t + @) whereamplitudeA, beatfre-
quencyRb and phase@ were adjustedto minimizetheX2 variant. The
resultantfunctionshavebeendrawnin the figure. Here_ represents
the frequencyof themode in milliHertzand _b the bestfitbeat fre-
quencyin radiansper day. Bothquantitiesare listedin the firsttwo
columnsof TableI. Becauseof the samplingin the timeon a daily

basisthereare higheraliasedvaluesof _b whichwill giveequally
goodfits.
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There are severalmajor conclusionsto bedrawn from the power
plots. First, the cosine squared functionof a single beat frequency
does indeedfit the observationsquite well. This indicatesthat
perhapsonly one pair of states dominatesthe beatingin each peak.
Second,the power at the minimum goes nearly to zero, often by a
factorof lO0 below the maximum value. Only if the amplitudesof the
two constituentstates are equal to within 20% will this be possible.
If the beatingstateswere of differentZ value, this observational
result requiresthat their amplitudesvary with Z just as the vari-
ation of the FFTD sensitivitywith _ (seeHill 1978 for discussionof
dependenceof the sensitivityof the FFTD). This must be true for

each of the observedpeaks. However, such an assumptionregarding
the _ dependenceof the amplitudesis not requiredif the beats occur
betweenrotationallysplit modes. Since the FFTD favors the mode of
highest_ and Im],the beatingin a given peak of the power spectrum
will be dominatedby the two modes with m = ±_. This appearsto be
the most likely phenomenonto occur in light of the observationsto
date.

In the followingwe presentan interpretationbased on the case
where modes of nonzero_ value are excitedand the beatingpattern
is dominatedby the associatedm = ±_ states. Beats betweenstates
with Iml < _ only add lower beat frequenciescommensuratewith those
for the Im] = _ states. This will allow extractionof information
about the internalrotation of the sun.

IV. ROTATIONALSPLITTINGAND INTERNALROTATION

The hydrogenatom, when given an axis ofsymmetrythroughthe
impositionof an externalmagneticfield, splitsthe otherwiseenergy
degeneratem states and producesa multipletof states,2_ + l in
number for each Z value. As in the hydrogenatom, when the sun is
given an axis ofsymmetryby rotation,a degenerateset of states with
a given _ value will split its eigenfrequencyinto a 24 + l multiplet
(Gough1977, Ledouxand Walraven 1958). The eigenfunctionin the
presenceof rotationhas the form,

where

(2)

Bk_ = Repl }2 + _(_+I 2 r2dr_k_, )nk_
_0
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is the localrotationalfrequency,p themassdensity,r the radius
of the mass element,and theremainingfunctionsare definedas com-
ponentsof the displacementvectorfora normalmode of a nonrotating
starwrittenas

_k£(r)P_(cosO)eim@, nk£(r)d p_(cosO)eim@ ,

The angles 0 and @ are the standardsphericalcoordinates,P_(x) the
associatedLegendrepolynomialand k is the radial order relatedto

the number of radial nodes in the eigenfunction. Clearly Bk£R is the
eigenfunctionweightedmean of the internalrotationalfrequency.
Identificationof the modes contributingto the four p-modeoscil-
lationsas well as the spatialfilteringfor SCLERA type diameter

measurementsmust be clarifiedbefore 8k£_ can be determined.

The theoreticaleigenfrequencyspectrumof the sun is rich in
states of differing£ value, many ofwhich lie close togetherin
frequency(Iben 1976 and Wolff 1978a). Due to the low resolution
of an eight hour data run, severalof these statesmay form the con-
stituentsof a single observedpeak in power (Hill 1978, §2.2.3).
The detectionsensitivityto a particular£ value for the diameter
measurementsmade at SCLERA dependson the dimensionsof the aperture
and the latitudeof the measurement. Hill (1978)calculatedthe
detectionsensitivityfor oscillationsas a functionof £ value at
the equatorusing the Solutionsto the wave equationgiven by Hill,
Rosenwaldand Caudell (1978). It was found in the region between
= 0 and 12 the relativedetectionsensitivityincreaseswith the
value by a factor of nearly 4 in power. Out of this analysisalso

came the result that for a given £ value, the relativesensitivityto
m reachesa pronouncedmaximumwhen m = ±£ and is a minimumfor the
m = 0 case. Combiningthese two theoreticalresultswe concludethat
althoughseveraldifferenteigenmodesmay be contributingto a given
oscillation,the largest£ value will be detectedthe easiest. If
rotationallysplit, the m = ±£ states will producethe strongest
detectableeffect.

Consultingthe eigenfrequencyspectrumassociatedwith a standard
solar model (Iben 1976, Wolff 1978a),a tentativemode identification
can be made for the modes that dominatethe observed power spectrum.
This is accomplishedby pickingthe theoreticalfrequencieswhich fall
within the observedpeaks. The k value and the maximum £ values as-
sociatedwith each observationalpeak are listed in columns3 and 4
of Table I. Applyingthe resultsof the previousparagraph,we
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conclude that beating must be occurring between the plus and minus m
states for these largest _ values, Column 5 of the table is the re-
sult of dividing the appropriate alias of the beat frequency by these
maximum_ values to give the smoothest variation in rotation rate;
column 6 is the inverse of column 5 in days where the standard de-
viation has been estimated to be one day. There is also another
solution giving a smoother rotation curve. For this solution, the
rotation rate increases more rapidly than the one given in the table.

The last column in Table 1 gives estimates of the depth to which
the p-mode has substantial amplitude (Wolff 1978b, Figure 2). Inside
this point, the amplitude exponentially decreases to the center, thus
weighting the rotational velocity curve exterior to this point. These
numbers illustrate the tenet that the various beat frequencies contain
the requisite information to extract the depth dependence of solar
rotation.

The correlation between columns 6 and 7 in Table 1 appears to be
statistically significant. Based on this analysis the interior of the
sun appears to be rotating at a somewhat larger rate over the surface,
a result not inconsistent with the recent work on the five-minute
oscillation (Ulrich, Rhodes, and Deubner 1978) and Gough's (1977)
interpretation of 12,2 day periodicities reported in the Princeton
solar oblateness observations (Dicke 1976).

V. CONCLUSION

The addition of a new data point on the phase plots of Hill and
Caudell (1978) confirms the coherent properties of the observed oscil-
lations. The two large _ g-mode oscillations identified in the pre-
vious work may be candidates for the slowly rotating mode-locked struc-
tures of Wolff (1976). For the four low frequency p-modes, periodic
nature is observed in the daily power levels, varying with periods of
several days. This is attributed to beating between rotationally
split m states for a given _ value, an effect similar to that sug-
gested for the DA white dwarfs (Wolff 1977)." In any case, nonradial
modes are a major contribution to the observed solar oscillations;
the nonradial character of the observed modes allows the depth
dependence of the internal solar rotation to be investigated.

The authors wish to acknowledge the use of the computing
facilities of Kitt Peak National Observatory and the assistance of
Mr. Ross Rosenwald with the numerical techniques.

*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation and the
Air Force Geophysical Laboratories.

tSCLERA is an acronym for the Santa Catalina Laboratory for
Experimental Relatively by Astrometry and is a research facility
jointly operated by the University of Arizona and Wesleyan University.
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Table 1

frad_ /rad_
v('mNz) b_day/ k _ Bk_ (days)day/ Trot reff/Re

0.606 0.57 l lO 0.258 24.4_+l.O .77

0.539 1.15 l 8 0.249 25.2_+l.O .75

0.463 1.41 l 6 0.288 21.8_+l.O .72

0.414 1.05 l 4 0.263 23.9_+l.O .64
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Fig. 1. The phaseas defined by the Fourier transform of the observed
oscillations as a function of date. The phase for a given
day and predetemined time of day is defined to within an ad-
ditive multipleof 2_ radians. Forthis plotthe multiple
has beenpreviouslychoosen(Hilland Caudell1978)to yield
the bestfit to the datanot includingthe 17thof September.
The resultsof the 17thhave beenaddedmakingno changein
the previousfits. The frequencyfor eachoscillatoryperiod
obtainedfromtheseobservationsis listedon the figurein
mHz,
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Fig.2. The squarerootof theX2 variantof the linearfitsin
Fig.l wherethe lastthreedays havebeendisplacedup
and downmultiplesof 2_. The standarddeviationsfor
the individualobservationshavebeenset to one. The
zeroof the horizontalscaleis takenas the solutions
plottedin Fig.I.
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Fig. 3. The power level in units of milli-arcsecsquaredper fre-
quency bin (0.03- mHz) for the four p-mode oscillations
as a functionof date. The smoothcurve is the least

square fit to the points with the functionA2cos2(Rbt+ €).
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Discussion

[Questions interjected during the paper]

Stellingwerf: What determines the slopes in Fig. i?

Hill: For instance, if there were exactly 24 periods of oscillation in one

day, the slope can, for example, be either 0, +i, +2, -i, or -2. But if the

period comes out to be, say, 45.5 minutes -- that's 31.65 periods in a day,

then it's the 0.65 that determines the slope.

A. Cox: What is the 0.463 mHz oscillation like in Fig. i?

Hill: This one is quite close to being diurnal -- it's off by about i .

[After Talk]

J. Cox: One question about differential rotation -- if you imagine that the

rotational angular frequency is constant on a cylinder, isn't the interpre-

tation ambiguous because of the variation from latitude to latitude in the

rotation rate, i.e. differential rotation?

Hill: But if the oscillation is coherent over a time long compared to the

period of oscillation, thenwhen one measures rotational splitting, one
f

measures an average over the entire Sun. So it doesn't matter whether it's

a longitudinal slice in cylinders or a slice in spherical surfaces. One

doesn't measure the splitting locally; it's a weighted average. The equation

that was written down by van Horn had 0 outside the integral because he had

uniform rotation, but as soon as you have non-uniform rotation, _ goes inside

the integral and you get a weighted average of _ over the entire volume.
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Wesselink: Did I see that the rotational period was decreasing as you go

down?

Hill: Yes, the period was decreasing as you went in.

Wesselink: Then it goes up again?

Hill: No, I think that's just scattering. The scatter was around one day

in the period. There must be several interpretations, and What I've pre-

sented is just one interpretation. If you want to use it, you must conclude

there's a trend there. There may also be more structure.
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ABSTRACT

The observedpowerspectrumof the solarfiveminute

oscillationsis discussedfromthe viewpointthatthe oscil-

lationsare excitedby turbulentconvection.The observations

placesignificantconstraintson the theory,and suggest

constraintson the solarmodelstructure,
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solarfiveminuteoscillationsprovidea sensitiveprobeof the

propertiesof the solaratmosphereand upperconvectionzone,anda

challengeto theorieswhichattemptto explainthe amplitudeof the

oscillationsas a functionof frequencyand spatialwave number. This

paperdiscussessomepropertiesof thepowerspectrumof the•oscillations,

in the contextof the specificexcitationmechanismdescribedby Goldreich

and Keeley(1977). It alsodiscussesthe effectof the atmospheric

temperatureprofile,and themechanicalboundarycondition.In§III the

observedpowerspectrumas a functionof aperturesize is usedto suggest

constraintson the theoreticalsurfacevelocityof individualnormalmodes

havingperiodsnearfiveminutes. It has alreadybeennotedby Ulrichand

Rhodes(1977),thatthe frequencyspectrumis betterrepresentedby solar

modelswithmixinglengthequalto two or threepressurescaleheights.

It is shownin§IV thatthe steeplow frequencysideof the peak in the

powerspectrumis alsomore readilyexplainedif the mixinglengthis

greaterthanone scaleheight. The highfrequencyend of thepower

spectrumis alsodiscussed.

II. BRIEFDESCRIPTIONOF OBSERVATIONALDATA

The mainobservationaldatato be consideredhereare the shapeof

the powerspectrum,and thedependenceof thepowerdensityat a given

frequency,on the horizontalscaleobserved.Examplesof thedataavailable

are givenby Fossatand Ricord(1975),and Fossat,Grec,and Slaughter(1977).

Forobservationsthroughcircularapertures,the powerspectrumshowsa

rathersharppeakverynear5 minuteperiod,and the positionand shapeare

ratherinsensitiveto aperturediameterover the rangefrom22" up to
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severalminutes of arc. One of the most strikingfeaturesis the steep

rise on the low frequencyside of the peak; the power densityincreases

by a factorof about 6.5 betweenabout 7 minutesand 5 minutes. On the

high frequencyside, the drop-offis roughlyhalf as steep. An additional

piece of informationis the fall-off in power densityat the peak, as a

functionof aperturesize. The data of Fossat and Ricord (1975)suggest

a drop by a factor_2.5 in power density,when the aperturediametergoes

from 22" to 60".

III. THE RELATIVECONTRIBUTIONOF DIFFERENTSPHERICALHARMONICMODES

a) Theoreticalresultof the averagingprocess.

Considerobservationsmade througha circularaperturesufficiently

small that the region viewed on the solar surfacesubtendsa small solid

angle at the center of the sun. Then the sphericityof the surfacecan be

neglectedand the verticalcomponentof velocitycan be written in the

form

V(e, @, t)=_-_ VLm YLm (e'@)_lWLmt '
Lm

in which e and _ are sphericalpolar coordinateangles, YLm is a spherical

harmonic,andw is the oscillationfrequency. VLm is the velocityamplitude

for a given Lm mode. The spatialaveragingcan be carriedout most simply

if the polar axis of the coordinatesischosen to be the line of sight.

Let eo be the angularradius of the disc as seen from the center of the

sun. Then

-iw Lmt l f

"I

V =Z VLm _ _ YLm d_J
Lm cos eo

l

_iWLot (2L+I1 _ -I

=_L vL° _2n £ 4n / sin BoPL (coseo),
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wherePL1 is an as.sociatedLegendrefunction.For Leo << I, buteo<< 1

l

-imLot (2_I)2V = _ vLo_
L

and for LO0 >> I, but 00 << I,

v 2 1

The theoreticalcalculationsgivemeansquarevelocitiesfor each

normalmode;theseare assumedto add incoherently.Thusthe formulae

aboveyield

V2 :__ v_ (____!),Leo<< l, and
L

V=:_-_ v_ 4 l =T[_- _ cos_L 2)eo -4_], Leo >> 1.L

To comparewith observations madewith a finite bandwidth aw, the

sumover L's is taken for all modeshaving frequencies within that band.

If Aw is not too small, there will be one or more modeswith no radial

nodes, one or more with one radial node, one or more with two radial nodes,

etc., contributing. Within each such group the L value will vary over a

range depending on the bandwidth Am, and the L values involved in different

groups will be quite different except when L itself is small or the bandwidth

is wide. From the calculated relation betwee.nfrequency and L for modes
AL Am

with a fixednumberof radialnodes, -_ 2-_- . Thus the numberof

modesexpectedinAm is_2 L A-9-mprovidedthisnumberis greaterthanunity;
W '
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if the bandwidthis verysmallsomegroupsmay not contributeat all.

In thiscase,the bandwidthof the individualnormalmodesmay be
2

important.If withineach groupit is assumedthatVL is the same,the

powercan thenbe writtenas

2L+l
2 Am .--_"VL2 (T) (2L) LBo<<lV _

w L

Z °--; - '
L u - u

wherethe sumnow is overthe centralL valuesof eachgroup. The power

per unitfrequencyintervalfollowsdirectlyfromtheseformulae.

b) Trialdistributionsof VL2

It is instructiveto plugin sometrialdistributionsfor VL2 as a

functionof L, to seewhetherany cluesto theactualdistributionof

modeenergiesin the sun can be obtained.The L valuesfor the groups

dependonw; for definiteness,a frequencyw = 2 x 10-2 sec"I was chosen.

ApproximateL valuesfor groupsnearthisfrequencyare as follows,for

a modelwithmixing-lengthequalto one pressurescaleheight: I004,620,

386,270,195,150,120,98, 80, 68, 56, 50,43, 36, 30, 25, 19. Relative

powerdensitieswere calculatedcorrespondingto the followingthreecases:

Casel) VL2 = l for all L. Case2) VL2 = L. Case3) VL2 = L-l. The

calculationswere simplifiedby omittingthe cos2 factor,and by usingthe

asymptoticformfor smallLeO up to the pointwhereit intersectedthe form
1

for largeLBO . Thisoccurredat LeO_ 2,'3 . The resultsare shownfor

sixdifferentaperturesizes,in table2. The mostimportantpointto note

is that in all threecases,the ratioof powerdensitiesat 22" and 60" is

greaterthan theobservedratioof 2.5 notedearlier. Althoughthese
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calculationsare extremelycrude, they suggestthat there may be problems

if v_ is constantor an increasingfunctionof L. In fact, current

calculations(Keeley1977) suggestthat VL: increaseswith L for periods

longer than_3.5 minutes, if turbulenceprovidesthe only dampingmechanism.

This suggeststhat it will be worthwhileto repeat the calculations

presentedin table l, using an accuraterepresentationof the Legendre

function. Resultssimilarto those of the crude calculationmay present

a severe challengeto the turbulentexcitationtheory,and a significant

constrainton any theorywhich predictsamplitudesof individualnormal

modes. If, on the other hand, the observationsat 22" suffer from seeing

or guidingeffectswhich reduce the power observedat high spatialwave

number, then the resultsmay be compatible.

IV. THE SHAPE OF THE POWER SPECTRUM

Since the observationssuggestthat the shape is relativelyindependent

of aperturesize, it is convenientto discussthe power spectrumcorresponding

to fixed values of L. Resultsfor L = lO0, 200, and 300, all of which

contributeto the power atperiods as long as about lO minutes,are

consideredin detail below. The discussionnaturalJydivides into consider-

ation of the energy to which an individualmode is excited,and the shape

of the eigenfunctionfor the velocityamplitude. Of course,these are not

totally independent,but this separationwill be useful.

The preliminaryresultsreportedby Keeley (1977)showed that for

models with mixing length equal to one or two pressurescale heights,the

surface(velocity)_ for 200 _ L _ 600 had a peak nearw _ 2 x lO-2 (period

_5.25 minutes). The peak was steepeston the low frequencyside, in

generalagreementwith observations. However, it was noted at that time
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that the peak was not nearly sharp enough. These calculationsinclude

only turbulentdissipationin the calculationof the excitationenergy,

and the eigenfunctionswere calculatedfor the adiabaticcase.

a) The shape of the eigenfunctions

It is convenientto define an effectivemass as the excitationenergy

requiredto producea vz (averagedover the surface,and in time) of

(l cm/sec)z, at any particulardepth in the atmosphere. This dependson

the shape of the eigenfunction,but not on the actual excitationenergy.

The actual vz is obtainedas the quotientof the excitationenergy and the

effectivemass.

On the low frequencyside of the peak, the increasein v2 is due to

an initialdecrease in effectivemass as the number of radial nodes in the

eigenfunctionincreases. Physically,this occurs becausethe kinetic

energy of the higher modes is more concentratedin the surfaceregion,

where the density is lower,and less energy is requiredto producea given

velocity. In the models discussedby Keeley,the excitationenergy decreased

with w, but this effectwas more than compensatedby the decrease in effective

mass, forw < 2 x lO-z. At higher frequencies(in a sequencewith fixed L)

the effectivemass droppedoff relativelyslowly,and the net resultwas

the high-frequencycut-offnoted above.

The problemof insufficientsteepnessat low frequencycan be approached

from two directions. The first is to constructmodels in which the fall-off

of effectivemass is more rapid in the frequencyrangew = 1.5 x lO-2 to

2 x lO-z, and the second is to find models in which the excitationenergy

decreasesmore slowlywith w, at least for periodsgreaterthan about 5

minutes. The latter problemis discussedin b) below. The ratio of
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effectivemassesover a givenfrequencyrangeis convenientlyexpressed

(m(w2)/m(wl))/log(mm-2-1).In table2 thisratiois shownfor solar
as log

i

modelswith threedifferentvaluesof themixinglength. The eigenfrequencies

are not:thesamein thesethreecases,butw, _ 1.5 x lO-_ andw_ _ 2 x lO-2

for the functionschosen. It is clearfromthe tablethatthe modelwith

largestmixinglengthis themost favorable,at all L valuesconsidered.

If the excitationenergieswereroughlyequaloverthisfrequencyrange,

the slopewouldbe almoststeepenough. Of course,theexactcomparison

with observationsthrougha circularaperturerequiresthatthe results

for variousL valuesbe combinedas discussedin§Ill'above.The results

shownin table2 are for modelswhichhavea fairlyrealisticatmosphere

out to a temperatureminimumof 4180°K.

Somepreliminarycalculationsof nonadiabaticeigenfunctionshave

alsobeen done. Includingturbulentviscosityin the equationsof motion

doesnot havea significanteffecton the Shapeof the eigenfunction,as

reflectedin the effectivemassesfor the low frequency,low L modes

studiedso far. On the otherhand,a fullynonadiabatictreatmentof

the radiativedissipationhas a significanteffect,apparentlybecause

the dissipationis verystronglylocalizednearthe topof theconvection

zone.. For the casesstudied,the resultis to steepenthedecreasein

effectivemasseswith increasingfrequency,and thusto steepenthe

low-frequencysideof the peakof the powerspectrum.The nonadiabatic

calculationscan't at presentbe donecorrectlywitha realisticsolar

atmosphere,sincetheradiationfluxis not givensimplyin termsof the

temperaturegradient,as in the approximationusuallyusedfor stellar

interiors.Also,the effectsof convectionare not included.
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i) Effect of surfacetemperatureand the mechanicalboundarycondition.

Models computedusing the diffusionapproximationall the way to the

surfacehad surfacetemperaturesof about 4880°. A more realisticvalue

of T at the temperatureminimum is about 4180° (Allen1976). Adiabatic

eigenfunctionsand frequencieswere computedfor the diffusionmodels,and

for models in which the empiricaltemperatureprofilewas used at the

surface. In addition,the models were computedwith two differentboundary

conditions,one being that the Lagrangianpressureperturbationvanish at

the surface,and the other that an outgoingwave existed (evanescentor

propagating)with radialwave number determinedas if the surface had an

isothermalregion attachedto it at the boundarypoint of the model. The

effect of a lower temperatureat the surface is to make the waves more

evanescent,and is expectedto be most importantat high frequency. At

periods_ 5 minutes, it was found that with the 8LP = 0 boundarycondition

the low T model had lower effectivemasses (at optical depth lO-3) and a

slightlysteeperdecline in effectivemasses with increasingw than the

high surfacetemperaturemodel. With the outgoingwave conditionthe

situationwas the oppositefor boththe magnitudeof the effectivemass,

and the ratios of effectivemasses. In general,for either surface

temperature,modelswiththe outgoingwave conditionhad lower effective

masses. The differenceswere largestat the highest frequency,where

the waves were closestto being able to propagate. Significantchanges

in eigenfrequenciesoccurredonly when the modes were close to proRagating.

Otherwise,the two atmospheremodels and two boundary conditionsgave

nearly equal frequenciesfor the same physicaloscillationmodes.
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b) The ExcitationEnergy

In the theorydescribedby Goldreichand Keeley(1977),the expression

for theexcitationenergyof a normalmode is givenin_he formof a

quotientof twonumbers. The denominatoris the dampingrateof the

normalmode,andthe numeratoris a doubleintegral,overdepthin the

model,and overeddysizesat a givendepth. An improvedapproximationto

the innerintegralhas beenused in the calculationsdescribedhere.

i) Low frequencybehaviour

In thediscussionof the low frequencysideof the peak in the power

spectrum,it was notedthatif theexcitationenergiesoverthatfrequency

rangewere roughlyequal_thenthe steepdeclinein effectivemass forthe

highmixing-lengthmodelsproduceda slopemuchmore in linewith the

observations.However,for all threemixinglengthstested,the excitation

energydecreasedsignificantlywith increasingfrequency.Oneway of

equalizingtheexcitationenergiesfor periodsgreaterthanabout5 minutes

is to make allmodesderivethemaincontributionto theirexcitation

energyfroma singleset of eddies. The desiredresultwill thenbe

expected,providedthe equipartitionargument(Goldreichand Keeley1977)

is approximatelyvalid. The resultcan be achieved,in fact,by a

decreasein the correlationtimefor eddiesin the outerpartof the

convectionzone. Ifw Tc < l atw _ 2 x lO-2 for the largest,most

energeticeddiesat a givendepth,thenall modeswithw < 2 x 10-2 will

tendtowardsenergyequipartitionwith theseeddies. Ifw Tc> l for the

largesteddies,thenthemodeswill tendto equipartitionwitha smaller,

lessenergeticeddyhavinga correlationtimesatisfyingw T _ I. In the

presenttheory,the correlationtimefor the largesteddiesis takento be

the mixinglengthdividedby the convectivevelocity,and is scaledto
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smallereddies by assuminga Kolmogoroffspectrum. Then the integralover

eddy sizes dependson the correlationtime assumedfor the largesteddies

in the form

I dx X7.5 exp (- X2): R-- 2

0

This is a slow functionofw form Tc<< I, but drops like w -7"5 for

w Tc >> l. Thechangeover betweenthe two types of behaviouris rather

gradual;thus a change in Tc which shifts the low frequencymodes into

the flat region results in a slower fall-offof the excitationenergy,

and thereforeof the power spectrum,at high frequency.

The behaviourof excitationenergy expectedfrom the above discussion

was verifiedby artificiallyincreasingthe convectivevelocitynear the

surfaceof the convectionzone. A factor of less than two was sufficient

to achieve the desiredresult. Thus it appearspossibleto reproduce,

more or less, the steep rise in the power spectrumby a decrease in

correlationtime, in combinationwith amodel with large mixing length.

Of course, some of this gain is at the expenseof the high-frequency

fall-off.

ii) High frequencybehaviour

The power spectrumas presentlycomputeddoes not fall off very fast

at high frequencies,at fixed L, except for L> 1000 or so (Keeley1977).

If such high L.valuesdo make substantialcontributionto the power

observedthroughtypicalapertures,they will improve the shape of the

high frequencyend substantially. However,it seems likely that radiative

dampingwill play a significantrole in decreasingthe excitationenergy
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for high-frequencymodes. The onlypublishednonadiabaticresultson

radiativedampingare thoseof Andoand 0saki(1975,1977). They find

thatthemodesaround5 minutesare linearlyunstable,but thatmodes

near3 minutesare stable. Strongdampingsets in at somewhatlower

frequencyin their1977calculations,whichincludea chromosphereand

corona. For the presentmodels,the turbulentdampingexceedsthe

radiativedrivingin all cases,but theyare comparablefor somemodes.

The resultof a negativecontributionto the dampingwouldbe an increase

in the excitationenergyof thosemodes;thiscouldhavea significant

effecton the spectrum.For periodsgreaterthanabout7 minutes,the

radiativegrowthor decayrate is relativelysmallcomparedto the

turbulentdecayrate. One importantsourceof uncertaintyis the

calculationof the dampingby the turbulentviscosityapproximation.

In addition,the calculationsby Ando andOsakido not includeconvection,

and alsodo not calculatethe radiativefluxperturbationstrictly

correctlyin the partof theirmodelwhichemploysan empiricalT(T)

relation.Some preliminarynonadiabaticcalculationsusingmodelswith

thehigh-temperatureboundary,but no convectiveperturbations,find

stabilityforall modescheckedin the 3 to lO minuterange,withoutthe

effectof turbulentviscosity.A furthersourceof uncertaintyis the

convectivevelocityprofile(andmagnitude)in theouterpartof the

convectionzone,sincethisregioncontributesstronglyto boththe turbulent

damping,and the totalexcitation.
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V. SUMMARYOF RESULTS

The crudecalculationof the powerdensitynearfiveminuteperiod,

as a functionof aperturesize,is not in agreementwithobservations;

if a more accuratecalculationestablishesthisdiscrepancymore firmly,

thenthe observationsmay providea powerfulconstrainton any theoryof

the excitationof the oscillations.In the presentstateof the theory,

it seemspossibleto explainthe steeplow frequencysideof the power

spectrumpeak. This requires,however,thatthemassdistributionof the

sun be more likethatof a modelwith a mixinglengthof threepressure

scaleheights,thanone scaleheight. Importantuncertaintiesin the

dampingdue to radiativeand convectiveenergytransportprecludeany

strongstatementsaboutthe highfrequencyendof the powerspectrum;if

thereis lineardrivingcomparableto the turbulentdampingfor periods

nearfiveminutes,thiscouldhavea significanteffecton the sharpness

and positionof the peak.

Thisworkwas supportedin partby NASAgrantNGL-05-O02-O03.
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TABLE 1

Powerdensityas a functionof aperturesizefor threedifferentassumptionsaboutthevelocities.

Casel: VL2 = l

Case2: VL2 = L

Case3: VL2 = L-I

Aperture <2" 5" 10" 22" 60" 120"diameter

Bo < .00135 .00325 .0065 .0143 .0390 .078

Lc > 1004 418 209 95 35 17

Powerdensity
L < Lc 3.25x 106 4.66x 105 2.13x 105 4.38 x 104 3.85x I03 _0 .

Case 1 Power density
L> Lc 0 3.87 x 105 1.65 x 105 6.83 x 104 1.33 x 104 3.02 x lO3

Total 3.25x 106 8.53x 105 3.78x 105 1.12x 105 1.72x 104 3.02x I03

Power density
L < Lc 2.69 x 109 1.84 x 108 2.97 x 107 2.63 x 106 1.01 x 105 _-0_

Power density
Case 2 L> Lc 0 2.96 x 108 7.40 x 107 1.39 x 107 1.20 x 106 NI.82 x 105

Total 2.69 x 109 4.80 x 108 1.03 x 108 1.65 x I07 1.30 x 106 _1.82 x 105

Powerdensity
L< Lc 6.52x 103 3.27x 103 1.95x 103 8.23x 102 1.51x 102 _X)'

Powerdensity
Case3 L> Lc 0 5.32x 102 4.45 x 102 4.68 x 102 2.29x 102 8.7 x 10l

Total 6.52x 103 3.80x 103 2.40x 103 1.29x 103 3.80x 102 8.7 x 101



TABLE 2

LogarithmicslopeA lo9 (effectivemass)betweenw _ 1.5 x 10-2 andw _ 2 x 10-2a log (w)

at threeopticaldepths,for threevaluesof mixinglength/pressurescaleheight.

Mixinglength l 2 3

T = 10-3 2.596 4.306 4.944

L = 100 T = 10T2 2.087 3.929 4.563

= 0.7 1.213 3.072 3.688

= 10-3 2.846 4.491 5.060

L = 200 T = lO"2 2.426 4.i50 4.719

=0.7 1.561 3.378 3.949

= 10-3 2.756 4.746 5.337

L = 300 • = 10-2 2.323 4.419 5.011

T = 0.7 1.517 3.676 4.271
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Discussion

A. Cox: You have this high value of the mixing length -- three pressure

scale heights -- so how deep in either mass or temperatures does the eigen-

function have any size? Does it go in very deep -- 2000°K? Half way into

the Sun?

Keeley: Well, if you mean 0.i of the surface amplitude, it goes in a very

short distance -- a few percent of the radius. It doesn't go very deep into

the convection zone. For a reasonably low £ value -- say £ = i0, which I

haven't shown -- then it goes a lot deeper. For £ = i000 it really stays

way out at the surface.

Shipman: Presumably, it does go more than one mixing length, however.

Keeley: Yes, the scale height is around 107 - 108 cm, and it goes in

farther than that.
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Concluding Remarks

A. J. Wesselink

I have often wondered about a zoologist's reaction, who, by looking

over an astronomer's shoulder, acquaints himself with the terms we are using

in our science. The collection: giant, dwarf, Cetus (whale), fishes,

Taurus (bull), Camelopardalls (giraffe) and many others is hardly second

to that he is using in his own field. Our zoological manners of doing

astronomy seem to continue unto today -- o Cetl was referred to as a Jelly-

fish by one of us during this conference.

There are still problems with the absolute magnitudes of RRLyrae

variables as derived from statistical parallaxes despite the accurate work

on proper motions and radial velocities that has been done. It is not our

intention to elaborate here on the method of statistical parallax but the

three results that are obtained for the same group of stars should be

independent. However, in the case of the RR Lyrae's it is found that these

are positively correlated, which indicates the presence of errors in

the photometry, the only element common to the three methods. This problem

could be solved by securing mean apparent magnitudes for all RRLyrae's

on a homogeneous photometrlc system. Another difficulty of our problem is

our lack of sufficient knowledge of the velocity-elllpsoid, which unfortu-

nately is more difficult to remedy. Observations in the Small Magellanlc

Cloud revealed the presence of a type of "RR Lyrae variable" about a

magnitude brighter than the normal type. How many such bright "RRLyrae's"

exist in our galaxy is not known as there is no known way recognizing them

there. Clearly, the presence in sensible percentages of these stars would
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disturb the statistical method, which assumes the same absolute magnitude

for all stars of a group.

This conference has shown the relevance of studying periods, light

curves and period-changes by both observation and theory. For many years

the RR Lyrae variables in globular clusters have been observed for period

changes by photography. This photographic method, the only one available

twenty and more years ago, has the merit of being efficient as many vari-

ables are photographed simultaneously on a single plate. Unfortunately

the epochs, the periods and the period changes are scarcely accurate enough

to check whether the rates of change of these periods are either constant

(as demanded by evolution) or variable (which would apply in the case

evolution and semi-convection would both operate). The electronic camera,

already available for some time, has not yet been employed for this type

of work. Although it is just as efficient as the photographic plate, its

superior accuracy would determine the rate of change of the periods with

the precision required. I would like to recommend the use of the electronic

camera for the study of variable stars in globular clusters for observa-

tories in the Eastern parts of the United States as good results in this

program are guaranteedldespite the often mediocre atmospheric conditions.

We have heard some illuminating lectures on the Beta Cep variables.

The light and velocity variations in these stars are both small and the

older methods of observing, mostly photographic, have often been too crude

to unravel the complicated period structure. This situation caused 0. Struve,

in the early forties, to call them: "The skeletons in the closet", although

we owe the most vivid descriptions of these stars to him. Modern Knowledge

of the Beta Cep variables has been acquired mainly by the photoelectric
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methods of observing and it is unlikely that the degrading qualification,

mentioned before, will be remembered for long. Much progress has also been

made through high dispersion spectroscopy and the study of line profiles.

More photoelectric photometry on the Beta Cep variables is required now. I

think it is a myth that first class photometric results necessarily require

"photometricSkies". The comparison photometer first designed by Walraven

and further developed by McCord eliminates most of the ill effects of uneven

transparency and clouds by the rapid succession of comparisons between the

variable and a constant star. I hope that this type of photoelectric

photometry will soon be used on Beta Cep variables, Delta Scuti variables

and other short period variables at observing sites in the Eastern parts of

the United States where, as we mentioned before, the observing conditions

are only average.

According to a number of speakers at this conference there is a dis-

crepancy between the masses of RR Lyrae variables as deduced from pulsation

theory and evolution theory. The problem has apparently no obvious solution

in either the choice of the stellar model or the identification of the mode.

The mass as found from pulsation theory is sensitive to the adopted radius.

A systematic error in the latter of 10% is quite possible and would explain

most of the discrepancy found for the mass derived by means of the two

theories.

Hanbury Brown's measures of the angular diameters of a number of bright

st_rs with his intensity interferometer are rightly admired. The existing

instrument at Narrabri, Australia is unfortunately not powerful enough to

measure even the brightest pulsating variables. We hear that a bigger

instrument is being built, which will be large enough to measure the
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brightest Cepheids. We are looking forward to Hanbury Brown's report that

pulsating variables really do.

Including Baker's after dinner speech there havebeen forty-two

lectures and 54 contributing authors. A. N. Cox contributed to four differ-

ent papers, which is more tha_ anybody else did. Would you please show

your appreciation to Art in the usual manner (applause).

This has been a good conference. It is surprising how many new and

interesting things one can hear in only two days.

Our thanks go to both the scientific and the local organizing com-

mittees. We thank the speakers for preparing and delivering their talks.

We are grateful to the Goddard Space Flight Center for the hospitality. I

may conclude with the wish of seeing you all again at the next meeting on

pulsating variable stars.
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